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Preface 

McKinsey has worked with leading institutions over the last 3 years to develop an understanding 

of the costs and potential of the options for reducing greenhouse gas emissions at both a global 

and regional level. 

This report takes a deeper look at one of these options, C 0 2  capture and storage (CCS). it has 

been independently developed by McKinsey over the last few months, with extensive input from a 

number of leading institutions, in response to a perceived need for a transparent and ‘readily 

accessible’ fact base for CCS. 

Our research has been greatly strengthened by contributions from over 50 companies (electricity 

production, oil, gas transportation and industrial equipment sectors), NGOs, and other 

stakeholders and experts in CCS. In particular we could like to acknowledge the access to 

expertise provided by Alstom, Enel, the European Climate Foundation, RWE, Shell and Vattenfall. 

This report does not attempt to be comprehensivefor example the focus is on Europe, and the 

detailed cost reference cases are based on new build coal power applications. It is an attempt, 

in an objective and clear way, to provide basic facts and transparency regarding current costs 

and possible future development of CCS. It also explains key issues affecting the longer-term 

deployment of CCS and finally the barriers that currently exist to this deployment. It does not 

make policy recommendations or conclusions. 

McKinsey & Company takes sole responsibility for the content of this report. 
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1. ntroduction 

There is a growing consensus among climate scientists, economists and policy makers that the 

link between man-made emissions of greenhouse gases (GHG) and climate change is sufficiently 

likely to motivate global actions. [Exhihit Z 1 

Exhibit 1. 
--.IIIL"II 

Forecasts of CO,e* concentrations in business-as-usual scenario 
Average forecast of CO,,e concentration**, parts per million 

1,200 (BAU emissions) 

750 (BAU emission 

2005 2050 2100 

* C02  equivalent emissions: gieenhouse gas concentrations arc converted lo CO2 equivalent for comparability 
+* Excluding ranges for allernstives and uncertainties 

Source: Stern Review, IPCC, CCSl 

Energy use and energy generation are at the heart of the problem, with the International Energy 

Agency (IEA) forecasting that global electricity generation will nearly double from 2005 to 2030. 
The Agency says that fossil fuels will remain a significant part of the energy mix up to 2030, 
comprising roughly 70 percent of global and 60 percent of European electricity generation. 

One of the solutions being discussed to reduce GHG emissions from fossil fuel energy 

generation is COz Capture and Storage (CCS). CCS is a group of technologies for capturing the 

C02  emitted from power plants and industrial sites; compressing this COz; and transporting it to 

suitable permanent storage sites, such as deep underground'. 

CCS is in a relatively early phase of development, with several key questions remaining, including 

about its costs, timing, and relative attractiveness versus other low carbon opportunities. Public 



understanding of CCS is low-, and there is some confusion around its true economics, 

exacerbated by the wide range of cost numbers quoted and the limited information on how they 

are derived. 

Hence this report, which aims to provide a brief, objective, fact-based, and generally accessible 

overview of CCS, focusing on the economics and key issues, to help stakeholders understand 

and assess the technology. This overview looks ahead as far as 2030. 

As far as possible, the report has built on existing knowledge-from publicly available sources 

and from our interaction with more than 50 companies, NGOs, and other stakeholders and 

experts in CCS, who contributed through interviews and participation in workshops. 

The report's findings are based on technologies and measures that are currently relatively well 

known and understood, and that are tikety to be commercially availabte within the next two 

decades. These findings have been reconciled with reports on CCS recently published by the IEA, 

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) and the United Nations Intergovernmental Panel 

on Climate Change (IPCC). 

The report aims for complete transparency on the methodology and assumptions used in 

reaching its findings. Details of these are provided in the relevant chapters. In addition, the 

appendix contains a full bibliography and glossary of terms. 
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2. Summary of findings 

This section provides a summary of the report's key findings; each is elaborated and 

substantiated further in the report itself. 

Recent high profile reports. such as those by IPCC, Lord Stern and IF-A 
have described CCS as a key potential abatement tneasure to help slow 
cliinate change. 
Fossil fuels are forecasted to continue to play a major part of the energy mix to at least 2050, 

and CCS provides the main abatement lever for stationary fossil fuel sources. CCS could also 

provide the main means of curbing emissions from heavy industrial sectors such as steel, 

cement and refineries, which together account for around 10-15 percent of Europe's COP 
emissions. 

Renewables such as wind and solar, and other abatement measures such as improved energy 

efficiency, are other opportunities to reduce CO2 emissions. But it is unlikely that these alone will 

enable the EU to reach its GHG abatement targets by 2030. By most accounts, additional 

measures will be required - such as CCS. 

Previous reports have estimated the potential impact of CCS in 2030 at between 1.5 and 4 

Gt/year of abatement globally. The McKinsey/Vattenfall cost curve 1.0' estimated the global 

potential at 3.6 Gt/year, and in Europe at 0.4 Gt/year - around 20 percent of the total European 

abatement potential in 2030. 

In addition to its direct abatement potential, including CCS in the portfolio of actions could help 

meet Europe's broader energy needs. On the one hand, it could provide greater energy security, 

by making the burning of Europe's abundant coal more environmentally acceptable and so 
reducing the dependency on imported natural gas. On the other, it could potentially improve the 

environmental impact of new energy forms such as electric cars and hydrogen, which could be 

produced with CCS-based electricity. 

For the reference case of new coal power installations, CCS costs could 
corne clown to around € 30-45 per tortne of CO? abated in 2030 - which is 
in line will1 expected carbon prices in that period. Early cleinonstration 
projects will typically have a significantly higher cost of C 60-90 per tonne. 
A reference case has been defined for new coal power installations, which is the basis for the 

cost calculations. For this reference case, early full commercial scale CCS projects are expected 



to cost in the range of € 35 to 50 per tonne COz abated. With operating experience and scale 

effects, it is estimated that these costs can drop to € 30 to 45 per tonne COz abated by 2030. 

Costs at these levels would make such CCS installations economically self-sustaining at a 

carbon price of € 30-48 per tonne CQz as forecasted by various financial institutions". There is 

potential for even lower costs if a global roll-out of CCS takes hold, or if some breakthrough 

technologies, now still in the laboratory stage, emerge. 

Early demonstration projects will typically be more costly (8 60 to 90 per tonne COz abated), due 

to their smaller scale and lower efficiency, and their focus on proving the technology rather than 

commercial optimisation. 

Indiviclual project costs can vary from the reference case costs, depending 
on their specific characteristics. The costs of different capture 
technologies are at this stage quite similar, while retrofit and indcrstrial 
CCS applications will .typically have higher costs t,han new huiltl coal power 
a pp I icat i o r1 s I 
The reference case cost,s are especially sensitive to deviations from the assumed risk of capital 

and t.he capital investments required for CCS. In addition, actual cosls are likely to vary 

significantly between individual projects, depending on their scale, their location, and the 

technologies being tested. For a demonstrat.ion project, for instance, a transportation distance 

200 km longer than the reference case wotild add € 10 per tonne C02. 

The differences in cost between the three main capture technologies are relatively small today, 

suggesting that multiple technologies should be tested at this early stage of development. 

Retrofitting of existing power plants is likely to be more expensive than new installations, and 

economically feasible only for relatively new plants (with high efficiencies). 

rhere are feasible paths for the European CCS industry to clevelop froin 
the demonstration phase to substantial scale in 2030; however, this 
requires storage and business model challenges to be resolved. 
Achieving 0.4 Gt COZ abatement per year from CCS in Europe, by 2030, would require the 

installation of between 80 and 120 commercial-scale CCS projects. These are likely to develop 

as a series of capture clusters, which would typically consist of newly built power plants and 

adjacent retrofit and industrial capture projects, all connected into a common transport and 

storage network. 

The timing of the roll-out of CCS would have a major impact on the level of abatement achieved 

by 2030. If the first commercial projects do not start until well after the demonstration phase, or 

if projects are delayed due to difficulties with permits or other uncertainties, CCS could struggle 
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to reach large scale in 2030. To achieve that, the first commercial projects would have to be 

started shortly after the demonst.ration phase or a fast roll-out. programme would be needed. 

Storage is a key uncertainty that will determine the shape of the CCS roll-out. Experts believe 

there is sufficient storage potential in Europe for at least several decades. Depleted oil and gas 

fields, one key option, are well known and lie mostly in the North Sea, while deep saline aquifers, 

the other key option, are more widespread but also less researched and understood. In an ideal 

case, deep saline aquifers will be available locally for main emission clusters, but it is possible 

that longer transport and offshore storage may be required for some areas. 

Captkrring the CCS abatement potential in Europe woiild require rapid 
deployment of a denionstration prograinine and planning for a subsequent 
cominercial roll-out. Several harriers and cirtcertainties would need to be 
addressed. 
A demonstration programme of commercial-scale, integrated CCS projects would make it 

possible to prove the range of CCS technologies at scale, identify risks and achieve public and 

industry confidence in CCS. A sufficient number of such projects would be required to test 

different capture technologies and different storage geologies across a range of fuel applications 

and geographies. Given the higher costs of typical demonstration projects, there is likely to be an 

“economic gap” between the expected carbon price and lifecycle costs, amounting to some € 

0.5 - 1.1 billion per project (in NPV terms). 

In parallel to these demonstration projects, and to some extent as part of them, further efforts 

would be required to prove local storage potential, particularly in deep saline aquifers. The 

current “GeoCapacity” surveys are a good start, but further steps would be required to prove the 

local feasibility of aquifers. 

Subsequent scaling up of CCS to a substantial level by 2030 would require that a way be found 

to ensure rapid commercial deployment after the demonstration phase. The implication is that 

early attention must be given to the prerequisites for commercial roll-out beyond the first 10-15 

projects - including cluster development, infrastructure networks, permits, industry preparations, 

and possible business models and commercial approaches to the next stage of development. 

Regulatory issues, particularly around storage liability and the legality of storage, will need to be 

resolved; and funding solutions will need to be found to support the demonstration project 

phase. To ensure a “level playing field“ and to share lessons learned this CCS framework and 

some form of coordination should be on a European level. Public awareness of CSS must also 

be improved - and support for it strengthened. 

Such actions require the joint and coordinated efforts of all stakeholders in CCS - including 

industry players, governments, NGQs and academia. 
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3. CCS abatement 

This sect,ion outlines what CCS is, how it. works, and the logic of its role in COZ abatement. 

3.l. What is CCS? 

COz is produced whenever we burn any type of fossil fuel from power generation to using our 

cars. Certain industrial processes, such as steel and cement production or oil refining, also 

produce significant quantities of COz. This is currently released into the atmosphere, contributing 

to the build up of atmospheric COS, which scientists’ link to climate change and an increase in 

average global temperatures. 

CQz Capture and Storage (CCS) is a technology that aims to prevent the COz generated by large 

stationary sources, such as coal-fired power plants, from entering the atmosphere. The 

technology aims to capture around 90 percent of COS emissions from these sources and 

permanently prevent their release into the atmosphere. CCS is designed to accomplish this in 

three steps. Firstly, COz is captured and compressed at the emission site. Secondly, it is 

transported to a storage location, where, thirdly, it is permanently stored. 

Each of these steps can be accomplished in several ways. Consider, for instance, the several 

different options available for the capture process. In simplified terms, the capture process must 

solve the following problem. The combustion of a fossil fuel produces COz and water vapour. 

These two gases are present in the flue gas emitted by a power plant, together with large 

quantities of nitrogen originating from the air used in combustion. In order to be stored, COS has 

to be removed from this stream. 

The three principal capture processes available today work in different ways: 
Oxy-fLieI COl~bLlS~ iOl ’ l :  The fuel is burned with oxygen instead of air, producing a flue 

stream of COz and water vapour without nitrogen. From this stream the CQZ is relatively easily 

removed. The oxygen required for the combustion is extracted in situ, from air. 
POSt-COlXbLlStiOn: COz is removed from the exhaust gas through absorption by selective 

solvents. 
~re -COt l lbL lS t iOI l :  the fuel is pre-treated and converted into a mix of COz and hydrogen, 

from which COz is separated. The hydrogen is then burned to produce electricity or fuel. 

e Ilie projecierl long Eim 

ined in appropriately sei 
ies. I h e  2005 IPCC Special 

rl and nianaged geological Report. on CCS concluded that Ciie fraction 

1.000 years. 
rvoirs is wry iikeiy to ex( tl 99 per~:c?r~i. over  1OC y t w s  aritl is iikely i.0 ex( 
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For large-scale COz transportation, pipelines are the primary option, although shipping is also a 

possibility. 

Storage is possible, amongst other options, in various types of geological formations. The 

primary options are depleted oil and gas fields and natural underground formations containing 

salty water, known as deep saline aquifers. 

Compared to a ”normal” power plant, CCS adds four additional costs. Firstly, capture equipment 

needs to be inst,alled. Secondly, the capt,iire process needs to be powered, leading to additional 

fuel costs. Thirdly, a transport system needs to be built. And finally, the C02 must be stored. All 

of this requires both additional capital investment, and additional operational cost. 

The required investment per project is significant. The cost will be discussed in more detail in 

the following chapter, but to give an idea: a non-CCS 900 MW coal power plant built around 2020 

would require around € 1.5 billion in capital investment. Fitting the plant with CCS would raise 

that amount by roughly 50 percent. Investments in transport, storage and operational costs are 

smaller. 

3.2 CCS abatement potential 
Given the current energy mix, energy demand growth in emerging markets and issues of energy 

security and prices, experts believe that despite increasing use of renewables, fossil fuels will 

continue to comprise a significant part of the energy mix until 2O3Oii, both globally and for 

Europe (currently some 30% of European electricity is generated from coal). In fact, with the 

predicted increase in electricity demand, fossil fuel-based electricity generation is expected to 

double globally by this date. [Exliihii 21 

The single largest fossil fuel in the energy mix is coal, at 40 percent of the global energy mix in 

2005, forecast to increase to 45 percent by 2030‘. 

Today CCS is the only technology known to be able to capture emissions from existing COz 

emitters - not only from fossil fuel power plants, which account for almost half of all emissions 

in Europe [ E x l ~ i h i t  31, but also from other industrial processes such as steel, cement and 

refining. For many or even most of these processes, at current technological knowledge, C 0 2  

cannot be avoided as a by-product. 
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Exhibit 2 

IEA business-as-usual forecast of Worldwide electricity generation 
Twh x 1000 

Fossil luelr 

35 4 

Biomass and 
Nuclear 
Renewables 
Oil- 
Gas 

Coal 

I waste 

- 

18 2 

2005 2030 

Source: World energy outlook. IEA 2007 

Exhibit 3 

European CO, emissions from fuel combustion and industrial processes 

Total emissions" CCS addressable emissions 
100% = 4 2 GtCO,, 2007 100% = 2 GtCO,. 2007 

Non addres- 
sable by C C S T  

Power-coal 

_-- '- Refineries 

* IEA estimates of C02 emissions from fuel combustion and industrial processes In 2007 Does not Include miscellaneous 
small COZ eminem and non-CO2 emissions such as methane (e g foreslry. farming, etc) 

Source: EEA GHG Emission Trends and Projeclions 2007: iEA Worid Energy Outlook 2007: Team analysis 

** Not including biomass. oil sands, paper mills. ammonia, elhanol. ethylene. hydrogen. and olher indusbies 
*** Includes metal ores processing . 
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CCS, then, is an important potential C02 abatement method. Various recent reports estimate 

that CCS could potentially abate between 1.4 and 4 Gt  globally by 2030 (e.g. Stern 1.4 Gt:', IEA 

4 GC, and McKinsey/Vattenfall 3.5 Gt'"). McKinsey and Vattenfall's global cost curve work 

estimates that up to 3.5 Gt per year of abatement could be achieved from CCS globally'' 0.4 Gt 

of it in Europe, representing 20  percent of European abatement opportunities beyond "'business- 

as-usualv9w. 

CCS requires long lead times before it can be deployed at full scale. It also requires large 

investments in single projects. 

The corresponding C02 abatement of each single plant is large: one CCS power plant could 

provide roughly 1.5 million European households with low carbon electricity. By comparison, 

providing the same number of households with wind power would require roughly 1400 typical 

full scale (2.3 MW) wind turbines. 

CCS has an added attraction: it reduces emissions from reliable "base-load" power (power that 

can run 24  hours a day, 365 days a year). Today, nuclear and coal typically fuel base-load plants 

in Europe, and eliminating coal from the power mix, as might be called for without CCS, would 

have significant implications for the power system' '. This would potentially put European energy 

security at risk: while well-supplied with coal, Europe is short of oil and gas. 

3.3 The current state of CCS 

While many of the component technologies of CCS are relatively mature, to date there are no 

fully integrated, commercial-scale CCS projects in operation. [Exhibit 41 In particular: 

a. Cap'cLrre teChnc-tlOgieS are based on those that have been applied in the chemical and 

refining industries for decades, but the integration of this technology in the particular context 

of power production still needs to be demonstrated' '. 
b. Transportation O f  C o r  over long distances through pipelines has proven successful for 

more than 30 years in the central US, which has more than 5,000 km of such pipelines" for 

Enhanced Oil Recovery - a technology by which Cor, is injected into oil fields to increase oil 

production. 
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Exhibit 4 

Stage of CCS component technologies Caplure 
0 Transpait 
Q Slorage 

Stage of development 

Concept Lab testing Demonstration Commercial Commercial 
refinements nceded 

Source: Inlerview: Tcsm analysis 

c. coy storage projects have been operational worldwide for at least ten years, e.g. in 

Sleipner (Norway), Weyburn (Canada), and Salah (Algeria). The industry can also build on the 

knowledge obtained through the geological storage of natural gas, which has been practiced 

for decades. 

Despit,e their relat,ive maturity, some uncertainties concerning these technologies still exist, for 

instance questions about the storage potential of deep saline aquifers. 

Recently (in September 2O08), Vattenfall's 30 MW Schwarze Pumpe oxy-fuel pilot capture project 

in Germany was opened. Several other CCS projects have been announced recently, for example 

in Germany (RWE's Hiirth project), the US (AEP Alstom Mountaineer), Australia (Callide Oxy-fuel) 

and China (GreenGen). To date, however, there are no fully commercial-scale, integrated 

operations. Establishing a first set of such "demonstration" projects is generally considered the 

next necessary step in CCS development. The purpose of such projects would be to prove that 

the technology works at scale and in integrated value chains; to get a more accurate picture of 

the true economics of CCS; to validate storage potential and permanence; to prove transport 

safety; and to address public awareness and perception issues. 
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4. Cost for CCS reference case 

There is a high degree of uncertainty in estimating the costs for CCS because of significant 

variations between projects' technical characteristics, scale and application. There is also 

uncertainty over how costs will develop with time, given both the wide possible range of learning 

rates and scale benefits, and the variability of input costs such as steel, engineering and fuel 

development. 

Our objective in this chapter, then, is not to predict overall CCS costs, but rather, through the use 

of consistent reference cases, to explain how costs are likely to develop over time. The focus in 

this chapter is on one main application: new build coal power plants. Specifically, the analysis 

presented here focuses on new hard coal and lignite power plants, to provide one consistent 

case that can be assessed over time. These plants also represent the class of fossil fuel power 

installations with the highest amount of specific emissions of COa per MWh produced; they are 

therefore likely to be a major application of CCS technology. 

Approach to determining the cost of CCS 

The "cost of CCS" is defined as ihe adclitional full cast, i.e. including initial investments and 

ongoing operational expenditures, of a CCS power plant compared to the cost of a state-of- 

the-art non-CCS plant, with the same net electricity output and using the same fuel. The 

cost includes all the components of the  valiie chain: CO,? capturc at the power plant, its 

transport and permanent storage. 

The cost of CCS is expressed in real terms (that is, adjusted for predicted inflation), in Euros 

per tonne of net C07 eniission rccftictian, to allow comparison with other abatement 

technologies. IExtiii,it 51 

The "capture cost" also includes the initial conlpression of C 0 2  to a level that would not 

require additional compression or pimping if the storage site were closer than 300 km; 
transport cost would include any boosting requiuenients beyond this distance. For storage, 

only geological storage options have been considered, such as depleted oil and gas. Fields 

and deep saline aquifers. 

CCS costs have been synthesized into "reference cases" which indicate the likely cost level 

of CCS at different stages of developnient - from initial demonstration projects, to early 
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Exhibit 5 

Approach follawed in the CCS analysis CONCEPTUAL 

Additlonal CCS cost denned 
as additional full cost vs state 
of the aR non CCS-pl3nt 

CCS cost expressed as cost 
per tonne of net CO, abated 

Source: Team analysis 

Nan-CCS 
plant costs 

CCS equipment 

Efficiency penalty 

CCS plant 
Cos15 

CO, emlsslons 
of non-CCS plant 
CO, produced by 
CCS plan1 

CO, captured 

C0,emlsslons of 
CCS plant 

Net CO, abated 
i 

commercial and, eventually, mature commercial projects. While the analysis is based on a 

detailed bottom tip review of the main technologies currently under development (in 

particular for capture, post..,col.nbusiit,n, pre-combustion and oxy-fuel), the results reported 

do not refer to any specific process or power plant. [Exhibit 6 + 71 

Exhibit 6 

Specifics ai the reference case 

Reference case consists of combination 
of dlfferent fuel types and technologies 
for a new build coal plant 

Reference case costs consist of a 
range of technology-fuel 
combinations 

CONCEPTUAL New build coal power plant' 

Hard coal postambushon 

I Hard coal pre-combustion 

I Hard coal oxy-fuel 

I Lignite post-combustion ' Lignite pre-combustion 1 Lignite oxy-fuel 

. Other apptications such as retost and lndustial are treated as variations of the reference case 
Souico: Team analysis 
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Exhibit 7 

Definition of phases - reference case 

Definition 

Key assumptions 

* Size 

- Etfciency penalty 

* Utilization*' 

Economic life 

- WACC 

* Transport 
distance 

- Onshoreloffshore 
split 

* Earliest stad date 

Demonstration phase Early commercial phase Mature commercial phase 

Sub-commercial scale 
projects to validate CCS as 
an integrated technology at 
scale and start teaming 
curve 

-300 MW 

* -10% 

* 80% 

20 years 

'8% 

- Onshore: 100km 
* Offshore: 200km 

* 80%/20% 

-2015 

* First full scale projects to * Widespread European roll 
start ramp up of abatement out of full scale projects; 
potential significant abatement is 

realized 

* 900 MW 

* -10% 

* 86% 

* 40 years 

* 8% 

- Onshore: 200km 
* Offshore: 300km 

* 50%/50% 

2020 

* 900 MW 

* -9%* 

* 86% 

* 40 years 

* 8% 

* Onshore: 300km 
* Offshore: 400km (with 

booster) 

* 20%/80% 

' Assuming no Lecl 
** A non-CCS plant IS assumed lo have ~Lllizabon of 86% 

ilogicnl breakthrough 

Source Team analysis 

4.1 Main findings 
a. Cost of early colnlnet'ciEll ccs projects: The early full commercial scale CCS 

projects, potentially to be built shortly after 2020, are estimated to cost € 35-50 per tonne 

C02 abated. 

b. Cost of initial demonstration projects: Given their smaller scale, and focus on 

proving technologies rather than "optimal commercial" operations, these projects, to be 

deployed around 2012-15, would typically cost between € 60-90 per tonne C02 abated. Note 

that these cost ranges indicate that individual project costs are likely to vary significantly. 

Costs for some projects - such as those with large transport distances - may even fall 

outside this range. 

C. Possible cievelopinent of CCS cost beyond the early coriirnercial stage: 
The later CCS cost would depend on several factors including the learning effect on 

development of the technology, its economies of scale, the availability of favourable storage 

locations and the actual roll-out realized. A total CCS cost between € 30-45 per tonne C02 

abated for new power installations (typically higher for non-power and retrofit applications) 

could be reached, assuming a roll-out in Europe of 80-120 projects by 2030. In the case of a 

broader global roll-out, reaching 500-550 projects by 2030, the costs could be roughly € 5 

per tonne C02 lower. Finally, additional cost reductions of roughly € 5 per tonne C02 could be 

expected from technological breakthroughs in the capture phase, with the introduction of new 

processes currently being researched. [Exhibit 81 
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Exhibit 8 

CostofcO, 100 
abatement 

90 

80 

70 

60 

50 

40 

30 

20 

i o  

CCS overall cost journey - reference case 
€/tonne CO:, abated; rounded io €5: European rollout scenario 

r 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
- 
- 

50 

I 
35 

Ranges lor lechnology I fuel and 
onshore I offshore combinations 
(reference cases) 

I 

45 

I 
30 

0 1  
2015 2020 2030 

Demonstration Early com- Mature com- 
phase (2015) menlai phase merclal phase 

(202Oi) (2030+) 

Nole: Cost for aher CCS options (e  g . coal retrofit. lndusfry) will vary 
Source: Team analysis 

4.2 Cost of early commercial CCS projects 
The total CCS cost for early commercial CCS projects is estimated at € 35-50 per tonne C02  

abated, of which around € 30 per tonne C02  is for the capture phase, around € 5 per tonne C o n  
is for transport and around € 10 per tonne C02 is for permanent geological storage. [Exhibit 91 

Exhibit 9 

Total cast of early commercial projects - reference case 
_II 

€/tonne CO, abated: ranges include on- and offshore 

Assumption 

Capture 

Transport 

Storage 

Total 

CO capture rate of 90-92% 
CC8 efficiency penalty of 7-12% points - Same utilization as non-CCS plant (86%) 

+ CO, compression at capture site 

Transport through onshore/offshore pipeline network 
of 200/300 km in supercritical state with no 
intermediate booster station 

* Use of carbon steel (assumed sufficiently dry CO,) 

* Injection depth of 1,500 m in supercritical state 
* Use of carbon steel (assumed sufficiently dry CO,) 

Vertical well for onshore/ directional for offshore 

+ Renges arc roundedto 5 on lolals 
Source: Team analysis 
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The coy GaptUiY.? phase represents the main cost block, representing roughly two-thirds of 

total costs. The reference case assumed for capture is a new, 900 MW net output plant, fuelled 

by hard coal or lignite, with an expected lifetime of 40 years, and the same utilization rate of a 

non-CCS plant, at 86 percent. The technology considered is an ultra-supercritical 700°C 

technology for boilers, coupled with drying in the case of lignite, bringing an efficiency level of 50 

percent and 52 percent for hard coal and lignite respectively. While this technology is not 

currently available, it should be when early commercial CCS projects are built - around 2020 - 
and is therefore used as a reference. 

The main cost drivers for the C02 capture are the addition of capture-specific equipment and the 

efficiency penalty caused by the energy absorbed in the capture process. The additional capture- 

specific equipment - for example, the air separation unit for the oxy-fuel technology or the C02 

scrubber for post-combustion - increases the initial capital expenditure (capex) and Operation 

and Maintenance (O&M) running costs. The absolute efficiency penalty, estimated at around I O  

percent for the reference case (meaning plant efficiency reduces from around 50 percent to 

around 40 percent), drives an increase in fuel consumption and requires an over-sizing of the 

plant to ensure the same net electricity output. Overall, additional capex would contribute more 

than half of the C02 capture cost, at € 14-19 per tonne COZ, while fixed and variable operational 

expenditure (opex) and fuel cost would represent the remaining part at € 5-7 per tonne COz and 

2-6 per tonne C02 respectively. [ E x h i b i t  I O ]  

Exhibit 10 - 
Early commercial reference case - Details of capture cost 0 Fuelcost 

opex 
Capex 

Capture cost Assumptions 
€/tonne CO, abated 

. __ 

Capex 

Opex 

Fuel 

Total 

* 900 MW plant 
14-19 E 2.700-3,2001kW 

I I 
* € l-Z/MWh vanable Opex costs 
* 2.5% of Capex for fixed Opex costs 

* Hard coal at E -65/tonne (or E E/MWh) 
* Lignite at E -1Ztonne (or E 51MWh) 

2 25-32 

’ Assuming industrialized CCS equipment production process 
Source: Team analysis 

A t  the current level of development, our analysis indicates that the choice of a specific 

technology (e.g. pre-combustion, post-combustion, oxy-fuel) does not significantly affect the total 
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cost of capture for a ”reference” large-scale plant, even though the relative shares of capex, 

opex and fuel costs within the total may vary markedly. It is expected that after the first 

demonstration phase it would be possible to assess in much greater detail the technical and 

economic performance differences among the processes, allowing a prioritization depending on 

the specific application. 

The ti‘ansport cost reference case assumes between 20 and 25 CCS projects in Europe, 

which is sufficient for the formation of small local transport networks and would achieve some 

economies of scale. Transport would be through pipelines, and the two main possibilities, 

onshore and offshore storage, have been considered. Each alternative has a significant impact 

on transport cost: with a total distance assumed for transport of 200 km for onshore and 300 

km for offshore respectively, of which 100-200 km would be a “backbone” line sufficient to 

support three plants. The total cost is around € 4 per tonne C02for onshore, and 8 6 per tonne 

C02  for offshore. More than 95 percent of this cost is represented by the initial capex. [Exhibii 

1 1 1  

Exhibit 1.1. 

Early commercial reference case - Details of transport 
cost opex 

capex 

Transport cost Assumptions 
€/tonne GO, abated 

Onshore offshore 
- 

Capex 

Total 

Source: Team analvsis 

Network of three 900 MW plants connected 
to shared DiDeline 

* E 1.3 m perkm for 2 4  onshore pipeline (20% 

* Total lensth of network: onshore 200 km and 
cost increase for offshore pipeline) 

offshore 300 km 

* Inspection and monitoring of 
pipeline - -1% of capex 

27. 
For StOI*age, four specific cases have been considered, to account for onshore and offshore 

storage and the possibility of using depleted oil and gas fields (DQGF) and deep saline aquifers. 

The main assumption allows for one storage site per capture facility, which is driven by the likely 

size of storage locations. 

The total storage cost has been calculated taking into account the initial exploration, site 

assessment phase and site preparation (e.g. drilling). It also reflects its operation over a period 
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of 40 years and the likely costs associated with site closure and monitoring for a further 40 

years, a period considered sufficient to confirm permanent storage. 

Total storage cost is highly dependent on onshore versus offshore locations, due to an overall 

increase of equipment, exploration and site set-up/closure costs in the offshore case. Deep 

saline aquifers are, initially, likely to be more expensive than DOGF due to higher exploration and 

site mapping costs. Overall, the total onshore storage cost is estimated at € 4 per tonne C 0 2  for 

DOGF and € 5 per tonne C02 for deep saline aquifers. But the cost increases significantly to € 

11-12 per tonne C02 in the offshore case. Some 80-90 percent of that total cost is represented 

by capex (storage equipment, e.g. wells, pumps, platforms). Opex costs are assumed to be 

relatively low due to highly automated operations and the absence of pressure-boosting 

expenses (included within the capture and transport phases). /ExIiibrt 121 

Exhibit 3.2 
.11(111111 

Early commercial reference case - Details of storage cost 
Storage cost, €/tonne CO, abated 

Depleted 
oillgas field 

Saline aquifer 

Onshore  

4 

* Depieledail andgas Llds 
Source: Team analysis 

Offshore Assumptions 

Opex 
-Monitoring (€ 1 m p a ) 

Operations teams 

Capex 
Cost per new well 
-Onshore E 5 rn 
- Offshore E 18 m 
10% spare well capacity 
Seismic monitoring 
- DOGF" E 14 m 
-Saline aquifer E 28 m 

11 

E 2 m p a )  
0 

12 

1 

4.3 Cost: af initial demonstration projects (2015) 

No large-scale, integrated CCS project is currently operational. The prevailing assumpt,ion is that 

initial demonstration projects need to be built in a first phase, in which different CCS 

technologies along the entire value chain are tested at scale. 

The first demonstration projects would be operational in Europe around 2012-15, at the earliest. 

The reference case assumed for demonstration projects is a 300 MW plant. This is smaller than 

a commercial hard coal or lignite power plant, in order to limit cost and initial investment, but 
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large enough to test CCS technology a l  a scale which would allow easy transition to larger 

plants. [Exhihit 1 ,‘3] 

Exhibit 13 

Demonstration projects - cost effects in capture due to scale 
€/tonne CO, abated for capture; all assumptions except plant scale identical to the demo 
phase reference case 

Reference case 
lor demo phase 

-70 

2 0 0 M W  3 0 0 M W  4 0 0 M W  5 0 0 M W  6 0 0 M W  

Note: Averages rwnded lo 5 
Source: Team analysis 

The cost of these integrated capture-transport-storage projects will be significantly higher than 

that of the early commercial projects, and is estimated at € 60-90 per tonne COz jExliit)it 241, 

with a significant spread likely between individual projects, due to their specific characteristics. 

Exhibit 1.4 

Cost delta between demonstration and early commercial reference case 
€/tonne CO, abated 

2020+ early Capture Transport Storage 2015 first 
commercial demo 
reference reference 
case case 

* Smaller scale Scale effect * Limited scale 
* Lower (smaller pipe) effects 

* Shorter life pipeline length share 
utilization * Shorter * Higher onshore 

Source: Team analyrls 
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In particular, capture costs are estimated to be roughly double those for the early commercial 

plants, at around € 50-65 per tonne C 0 2 ,  mainly due to their smaller scale (300 vs. 900 MW), 

lower utilization rate (80 percent versus 86 percent) and shorter overall life (25 versus 40 years) 

[Exhibit 151. In general, the demonstration projects are first of their kind and incur costs for the 

learning experiences they are designed to deliver. 

Exhibit 1.5 

Cost delta between demonstration and early commercial 
reference case - detail of capture cost delta 
Cltonne C 0 2  abated for capture 

Fuel cost 
opex 
capex 

". 1 51-64 -. I -5 I 5-9 I f 

2020+ Smaller Lower Shorter life Other 2015 first 
early scale (300 utilization (25 vs 40 demo 
commercial vs 900 (8Ovs years) reference 
reference MW) 86%) case 
case 

Nole: Numbers in ranges may no1 add up due lo  interdependence of factors 
(e g lowest Opex may only be possible In plant wivl higher Capex) 

Source: Team analysis 

Transport costs are projected to be comparable to the early commercial case, at around € 5 per 

tonne. This would be driven by two opposing factors: on the one hand the ability to "cherry pick" 

projects with favoiirable storage locations in order to minimize transport distance, (assumed at 

100 km in the reference case used), but on the other the lack of network and scale benefits, due 

to the limited number and likely dispersed locations of the projects. Long distance transport to 

the storage location could increase the cost of transport significantly, to around € 10-15 per 

tonne for distances of 200-300 km. 

Finally, the cost of storage cost is projected to be comparable to the early commercial case. 

However, it will vary widely, assuming that all the main alternative types of geological storage, 

including offshore locations, are explored. 

While relatively costly, the demonstration phase is a fundamental step to reach the commercial 

stage for CCS. In order to reduce the cost from the demonstration phase to the level described 

for the early commercial stage, we estimate a need to reach an installed capacity of 21-23 GW, 

which corresponds to between 23  and 27 plants. If demonstration projects were operational by 
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2015, the early commercial phase could, at the earliest, be reached at the beginning of The 

2020s. 

4.4 Possible development of CCS cost beyond the early commercial 
stage (2030-t) 

Beyond early commercial development, the cost of CCS is expected to evolve differently at each 

stage of the value chain and according to different driving factors. [Exhibit ‘I 61 

Exhibit 26 
.___ 

Cost delta between early and matiire commercial reference case 
€/tonne CO, abated 

I , 
2020t early Capture Transport Storage 2030t mature 
commercial commercial 
reference reference case 
case 

* Learning effect - Move to larger * Increasing 
distances share of 

* Network effect offshore 
storage 

Note: Number3 may not add due lo  rounding 
Source: Team analysis 

In the capture phase, learning effects beyond the first 20 to 30 full commercial-scale projects 

could potentially produce a capex cost reduction of around 12 percent for each doubling of 

capacity installed, and an absolute 1 percent reduction of the efficiency penalty. The learning 

rate assumed is similar to that seen for potentially similar industries, such as Liquefied Natural 

Gas (LNG), at 13 percent, and capture systems for sulphur dioxide (SOn) and nitrogen oxide 

(NOx), at 12 percent. However, the rate is much lower than that of solar photovoltaic (PV), at 18- 
23 percent, due to the relative maturity of capture sub-components (e.g. the scrubbing process 

used in the chemical industry, and air separation units operational at technical gas plants, both 

of which are by now well developed.) /Exhihit 1 71 
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Exhibit 1’7 

CCS learning rate compared with other industries 
Percentage cost decrease per doubled capacity 0 Implied learning rate 

per doubled capaclly 

Learning rate experience from renewables 
and LNG as capacity Is instailed 

Caoltal cost t DOO - 
2064 USDNV 

100 

10 

100 3000 10000 100000 

@ Cumulative capacity installed 
MW 

LNG capital cost measured in USDll and capacily measured in bcm 

Team analysis 

** Olhei sources indicate learning rales as low 8s 18% far solar PV 
Source: Worldwatch Institute: IEA: BTM consuit: A B S  NREL: I I IEE ABI; Drenry 2007; UC Berkeley ERG: Nwlgant consulting: 

The cost of transport would benefit from scale and network effects once CCS is more broadly 

rolled out, which would act to offset the likely increase in average transport distances. Given the 

maturity of gas transport technology, no substantial learning effect is expected. 

Storage cost development would be driven mainly by the mix of onshore and offshore storage 

over time. Since the storage process is, in general, based on est,ablished oil and gas drilling 

technologies and practices, learning effect,s are expected to be relatively limited. 

The overall impact of these factors on CCS cost would depend on the roll-out scenario assumed 

after the early commercial phase. If no roll-out occurs, the costs of CCS will likely remain as they 

were in the early commercial phase. For a European scenario that assumes 80 to 120 CCS 

projects in 2030, the total COz abatement cost for the CCS mature commercial reference case 

could be around € 30-45 per tonne. Alternatively, For a Global scenario with 500 to 550 CCS 

projects in 2030, this would be reduced by around € 5 per tonne COZ. 

Finally, the introduction of new “breakthrough” technologies, currently in the early development 

phase, such as chemical looping or membranes, could potentially lead to a steplike reduction in 

the cost of COz capture. The total CCS cost could then be reduced further by around € 5 per 

tonne COS. 

The estimate of the long-term CCS cost is “structurally” more uncertain, as it is highly dependent 

on assiimptions such as learning rates on currently non-operational processes, possible new 

technologies, storage location and availability, and roll-out hypotheses. 
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4.5 Implications 
Based on this analysis: 

Significant cost improvements can be expected in C02  capture beyond the demonstration 

phase provided an “industrial scale” roll-out takes place. 

The relative similarity of the expected economic performance at scale of the three main 

capture technologies, coupled with the margin of uncertainty, make it too early to pick the 

best option(s). This implies that a potential CCS demonstration programme should be 

designed to cover all three main capture technologies, and the various storage options, in 

order to determine which are the best. 

Significant variation will occur between individual projects’ costs depending on factors such 

as distance to and type of storage. Since this could potentially drive an increase in overall 

CCS cost, further studies are needed to locate and qualify “economic” storage in favourable 

locations. 

Costs will come down faster with a broader roll-out, so global introduction of CCS would 

increase the overall cost efficiency. 
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5. Sensitivities and variations in CCS 
costs 

The previous chapter laid out the costs of the reference cases for CCS, along with the drivers of 

those costs. This chapter explains the sensitivities in the costs, and reconciles the reference 

cases' cost numbers with some previous reports, to demonstrate how assumption differences 

contribute to cost estimates. In addition, the chapter discusses some of the major cost factors 

that will drive variations between projects and applications for CCS. 

5.1 Reference Case sensitivities 
To provide transparency on the main assumptians and uncertainties that drive cost differences 

within the reference cases, sensitivity analyses have been run, calculating the change in total 

costs if the main cost drivers are changed and comparing this with the reference cases. 

Overall, the review of external factors [ Exhihit 181 indicates that the actual Weighted Average 

Cost of Capital (WACC) employed by a company investing in CCS can significantly affect the total 

CCS cost. On the other hand, even relatively large changes in coal, steel and engineering 

services prices would have a more limited effect. That said, any or all of these factors could 

affect one particular link in the CCS chain more than another. For example, steel prices will have 

a strong impact on transport costs. 

Exhibit 13 
___I_ 

Sensitivity analysis - External factors 

Parameter Reference Sensitivity Rationale for change Impact on total cost of change 
case value value €/tonne CO,abated, 2020 
~ _ _ _ _ _ .  

WACC 
Percent 

8 10 10% WACC reflects higher 
risk for CCS than standard 
utilities' projects 

Coal price 65 50 * Return to pre-2005 price 
fftonne average 

Steel price 800 1050 * Continuation of price 
fftonne increase over last 5 years 

Engineering costs 140 220 * Continuation of price 
Index increase over last 5 years 

Note: Sensitivities peIfomed far following examples: early cnmmerciai hard coal reference plant (capture). offshore nehwrk for 
single early cornmeicial project (transport). aMhore depieled oil gas fieid (storage) 

Source: Turner building cost index: Chemical Dlant enaineerina Cost index: BAFA: SBB: Team analysis 
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A sensitivity analysis of internal factors 1Exiiil)it 191 indicates that the main driver of overall CCS 

cost is the plant capex. The relative impact of capex, in turn, is driven by the plant size: the 

capex per unit impact decreases .with increasing installed capacity, due to scale economies on 

some components. 

Exhibit 1.9 

Sensitivity analysis - Internal factors 

Parameter 

CCS - Capex 
€/kW 

Fixed Opex 
Percentage of 
Capex 

Efficiency 
penalty 
Percent 

Utilization 
Percent 

Learning rate 
Percent*, 
2020-2030 

Reference Sensitivity Rationale for change Impact on total cost of change 
case value value €/tonne CQ, abated, 2020" ~ _ _ _ _ _  

1,000 750 * 25% reduction of additional 
Capex vs non-CCS plant 
because of breakthrough -6 
technology - ~ .  

2 5  4 0 * Opex above industry n o m  
initially before learning 3 
CCS operations 

reduces efficiency loss vs -2 
non-CCS 

7 0  3 5 Breakthrough technology 

4 86 81 * Market conditions reduce 
utilization by 5% points 

12 6 * Most conservative expert 
group estimate 

Nolc: Sensitivities performed for foliowing examples: early commercial hard coal reference plant (capture), offshore nelwork for 
single early commeicial plant (transport). offshore depleled oil gas lield (storage) 

* Per doubling of Installed plan1 capacily far EU rollout (increase ham 22 5 lo 81 GW) 
** 2030 for learning rale sensilivih, 

Source: Team analysis 

For transport cost, distance is the main factor [ E x l ? i b i t  201. Cost of material and construction are 

highly proportional to distance. For example, while the transport cost would be around € 4 per 

tonne in the reference case of 200 km onshore in the case of a single pipeline, this would 

increase to around € 9 per tonne for a 400 km pipeline with one intermediate pressure booster. 

Overall, the impact of transport cost uncertainties on the total CCS cost is relatively limited, due 

to the low share of transport cost in the total. So a 100 percent transport cost increase, for 

instance, from 8 5 to 10 per tonne would in fact represent only a -10 percent increase in the 

total CCS cost. 

Storage costs are, as mentioned in the previous chapter, especially sensitive to whether storage 

is onshore or offshore. A second driver of cost difference is linked to the specific characteristics 

of the storage site: deep saline aquifers are estimated to carry storage costs on average 10-15 

percent higher than those of depleted oil and gas fields. This is due to the lack of extensive 

geological data on deep saline aquifers, which in turn creates the need for additional preliminary 

exploration and mapping, and thus higher initial capex. 
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Exhihi% 20 

Scale and distance effects for transport cost X Reference case far 
early comrnercisl 
onshore 

l x  300 MW plant onshore 

, 

Transport cost 30 
€/tonne CO, 
abated 

25 

lltilizing same pipeline 
for 3 plants (network 
effect) results in 30% 

/ 

onshore to 
offshore 
increases , I x  900 MW plant offshore 

plant onshore 

plant onshore' 

rnet hv 1 

(Increasing scale ' - from300MW 
demo to 900MW 
commercial 
reduces costs 

2o 

15 - with50% 

10 . 

5 .  

I 

0 100 200 300 400 500 600 
Pipeline length 

k m  
* A nehvork of 3 plan& a1900 MW connecled lo shared large pipeline 

Source: Team analysis 

An important driver of storage cost is the actual size of the storage site. Since a relevant part of 

the cost for storage is linked to site exploration and characterization, the larger the site, the 

more these costs would be distributed over larger COz quantities, driving down the storage cost 

per tonne COz. The effect could be significant: storage cost for a large field that can service two 

commercial-scale plants simultaneously, could be roughly one third lower than for a one-on-one 

situation. With smaller fields, by contrast, where two distinct fields are required to store the 

emissions of one single plant, storage costs could be about 60-70 percent higher than in the 

reference case. 

A final consideration related to the cost of storage is the theoretical possibility of implementing 

COz Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) or Enhanced Gas Recovery (EGR) at the storage site. In these 

methods, COz is injected into an oil or gas field to increase the amount of oil or gas that can be 

produced. The value of the COz is estimated by the US Department of Energy at $ 25-35 per 

tonne Con .  This means that EOR or EGR could potentially reduce the overall costs of CCS 

significantly. However, the applicability of EOR or EGR is highly dependent on the characteristics 

of the specific site, and currently most experts agree that the economic potential of these 

methods seems to be relatively limited in Europe. 

Overall, the cost of storage, while not among the larger components in the CCS value chain, is 

the component with the highest relative variability due to the range of possible characteristics of 
storage locations and the potential for EQR/EGR. It thus will be a critical element to optimize, 

together with the capture plant capex. 
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5.2 Cost. variations between CCS applications 

CCS has four main categories of applications: new power plants (coal, gas and biofuel), existing 

power plants, new COrintensive industrial operations (such as refining and the production of 

steel and cement), and existing industrial operations. In this report we have focused our detailed 

analysis on new coal power plants. 

In this section, however, we discuss the other categories, albeit with a lower degree of 

quantitative analysis. The main area of cost difference would be in the capture phase; transport 

and storage costs would not change. 

Retrofitting of coal power plants 

In general, retrofitting an existing power plant would lead to a higher cost for CCS. The costs are 

highly dependent on the specific site characteristics, including plant specifications, remaining 

economic life and overall site layout. For this reason no generalization or “reference case” would 

be meaningful. 

There are at least fou‘r main factors likely to drive the cost increase for retrofits. First is the 

higher capex of the capture plant. The existing plant configuration and space constraints could 

make adaption to CCS more difficult than in a newly built situation. Second is the installation’s 

shorter lifespan. The emission source is already operating, so for example where a new plant 

CCS system may run 40 years, the capture part of a 20-year-old power plant is likely to have only 

a 20  year life, reducing the “efficiency” of the initial capex. Third, there is a higher efficiency 

penalty, leading to higher fuel cost when compared to a fully integrated new-built CCS plant. 

Finally, there is the “opportunity cost” of lost generating time, because the plant would be taken 

out of operation for a period to install the retrofitted capture equipment. 

As has been said, the actual impact of the factors driving retrofitting cost will be site and 

situation specific. It is estimated that retrofitting CCS is unlikely for plants older than ten to 

twelve years, as the total CCS cost would be at least 30 percent higher than that of new power 

plants (for same scale plants), and possibly much more, depending on the specific case. 

There are two exceptions when the retrofit cost penalty could be significantly lower. The first is 

for very young (less than five to seven years) and very efficient coal power plants. If the plant 

was built as “capture ready”, and the retrofit planned to minimize downtime, the additional costs 

could be 10 percent or even lower. The potential for this therefore depends on the extent to 

which consideration is given to building plants that are “capture ready” (including designing the 

layout to facilitate later positioning of capture equipment). 
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The second exception is when the target for retrofitting would be old “blocks” within a power 

plant that are already due for extensive revamping. In this case, the impact of all the factors 

mentioned above would be limited, as the renovations could offer more freedom for the 

installation of the new CCS equipment. In this case the residual life would be comparable with a 

“new” plant and the interruption of operations would already be included in the revamping plan. 

Finally, it is worth noting that retrofitting could be an attractive option for building a CCS 

demonstration project, because the capex required would be lower (and thus the risk smaller), 

and the construction time might be shorter. The shorter lifespan of a retrofitted CCS plant would 

most likely not be a problem, since the plant would in any case be expected to have a shorter 

life. And the impact of the possibly higher efficiency penalty would be reduced by the smaller size 

of the plant, the shorter life and the lower utilization. 

Other types of fossil fuel power plants (new and existing plants) 

CCS can be installed on all types of fossil fuel power plants, the main types being coal, gas and 

biomass“. In this report we have focused our analysis on coal, since this fuel has the highest 

relative net carbon emissions to energy output. 

In comparing the applicability of CCS to gas and biomass power plants, scale and process 

characteristics appear as the main drivers for cost differences. Approximate assessment 

suggests that in the case of biomass power plants, the higher cost of CCS per tonne COz abated 

could be linked mainly to the relatively small scale of these plants (currently around 100 MW) 

compared to large coal plants. A higher energy penalty and the typically lower efficiency of these 

plants compared to coal plants would also add to the higher cost. 

In the case of gas power plants, scale is less of a problem, as they could be large (from 450 to 

650 MW). The main driver of higher cost is the characteristics of the flue gas, which is produced 

in much higher volumes and with 25-30 percent less C02 concentration compared to a coal 

plant. Thus much of the CCS equipment would have to be significantly larger, with higher relative 

additional cost. Finally, the fuel is between two and four times more expensive (in terms of heat 

produced for one Euro of fuel cost) compared to coal, so a similar efficiency penalty to run the 

capture process would translate into costs that were two to four times higher. 

In t.he case of ret,rofitting, the same qualitative considerations relevant for coal power plants 

(such as remaining economic life) would be applicable to other types of fossil fuel plants. 
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Itidustrial applications (new and existing plants) 

Sites such as refineries, steel and cement plants are also high emitters of C02, accounting in 

total for around 25 percent of stationary source emissions in the EU and making them a 

potential target for CCS. Large-scale steel plants using integrated iron ore-blast furnaces, for 

example, could produce 5-10 Mt of CQ2 per year - more than a 1000 MW coal plant would. 

In general, the cost of CCS for non-power applications has not been studied in the same depth 

as it has for the power sector. Since the specific industrial applications are very different in 

terms of process characteristics, scale, CO2 concentration and gas stream characteristics (e.g. 

pressure, composition), the available cost studies show a very broad range. The resulting CCS 

cost will depend on the specifics of the situation, although in some cases - processes where a 

very pure stream of COa is produced, for instance - the cost is likely to be lower than in the new 

build coal reference case. 

In general, the need for a retrofit would increase the CCS cost, much as we have seen for power 

plants. On the other hand, the application of CCS to processes in which the concentration of CQ2 
in the flue gas is very high or in which the CQz is already separated as part af the production 

process (e.g. hydrogen production in refineries), could potentially lead to a lower capture cost. 

Finally, it should be noted that, particularly for global commodities such as steel, the 

considerations above do not take into account the potential effect on the industry's cost 

competitiveness when adopting CCS. This could represent an obstacle to the actual application 

of CCS to industrial processes. 
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5.3 Reconciliations with other cost reports 
When this study began, publicly available cost estimates for CCS appeared to vary considerably, 

and it was often difficult to discern the reasons for these differences without substantial 

analytical effort. The cost numbers in this report have therefore been compared to those of three 

other recent studies (MIT, IEA and IPCC) in an attempt to reconcile the differences (see [Exliibit 

2 1 I for comparison with the MIT study). This exercise has shown that the numbers in this report 

are in line with those from the other reports when converted to a “like for like” basis. The 

exercise has also shown that the assumptions in this report are where they differ from those in 

the other reports, overall more conservative. 

E:tliibil 21. 

Analysis of difference in CCS cost between MIT report and this report 
Costs, €/tonne CO, abated 

.11_1 

McKinsey 2015 demo plant 
post-combustion 

MIT does not include 
transport and storage 
costs 

Different plant size* (MIT 
500 vs McKinsey 300MW) 

Rise in fuel, steel and 
engineering costs 
since MIT data (2004) 

17 

Adjusted 2015 demo plant 

Remaining gap 

MIT post-combustion 

* In addition !a dineren! a s s u m p t i r m ~ l  life duralion and WACC which !ogeUler have a negliDibls impad 
*‘ Estimate of 80% utilization for CCS planls cornpared lo  86% lor non-CCS. while MIT h a s  85% for CCS and non-CCS 

Source: MIT; team analysis 

Four factors typically explain the differences: first, some reports talk only about capture costs 

where others (this report included) address the full value chain; second, the characteristics of 

the reference plants differ (e.g., installed capacity, plant lifetime); third, the significant escalation 

in capex, fuel and steel costs in the last two years has driven up overall costs compared to 

earlier estimates; fourth, some reports have different assumptions for key variables such as the 

CCS efficiency penalty or storage characteristics (onshore or offshore) of Europe. 

Estimates from these other sources, regardless of individual differences, do support the logic 

and size of cost improvements over time. Although individual numbers vary, several sources 

estimate - as found in this report - that the cost of CCS will drop by around 50 percent between 
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2010 and 2030 (e.g. IEA: from $40-90 now to $35-60 in 2030 per tonne C 0 2 L i ;  IPCC 20-30 

percent cost reduction in next decade"')). 

5.4 Implications 

The main cost uncertainties for CCS are the assumed weighted average cost of capital 

(WACC), the capture capex and choice of storage location. 

The storage cost could vary significantly depending on the actual characteristics of the 

available local storage, and is thus likely to drive cost differences among CCS applications 

even after the technology has matured. 

While retrofitting existing plants is in general estimated to increase CCS cost, planning 

retrofitting to coincide with major revamping cauld significantly limit the cost penalty (although 

this could lead to delays in the CCS roll-out). 

For forms of CCS other than the new build coal power plant reference cases, the main cost 

differences are in the capture phase. Cost uncertainties are high given the lack of maturity of 

such applications and the fact that costs will be highly dependent on specific site 

characteristics. 
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6. Scaling-up CCS in 

Limited prior work exists on the development of CCS beyond the demonstration stage and it is 

not the objective of this report to make predictions or forecasts of the future. However, 

understanding the drivers for how CCS could be scaled up can be helpful for both industry 

players and other decision makers. 

There are three main drivers that could impact the way that commercial scale-up of CCS occurs 

in Europe, and we explore each of these in detail in this chapter: 

* Caplure: The selection approach for, and location of, emission sources that will use COz 

capture technology. 

StOI’age: The availability and location of sites developed for COz storage, and how this 

affects the design of the transportation network. 

The Speed of deployrrlerl~,: The speed with which new CCS projects commence, and 

the time to complete them. 

6.1 Capture: evolution of clusters? 
The mature state of CCS in 2030 on the capture side could evolve in several different ways. One 

possible archetype is multiple “clusters“ of emission sources located relatively close to each 

other (e.g. in highly industrialised areas) [Cxhibit 221. The rationale for such clusters developing 

is threefold. Firstly, clustering capture points could improve the economics by decreasing the 

transport cost, as fewer, larger-scale pipelines would be needed to connect capture points to 

storage locations. For example, combining transport for two nearby emitters into a single 36-inch 

pipeline versus two separate 24-inch pipelines reduces estimated transport casts by 30 percent. 

Secondly, adding capture points to a region with existing public acceptance of CCS and 

permitting practices could improve feasibility and speed. Thirdly, the largest emitters are often 

effectively in “clusters” of heavily industrialised areas; local governments wanting to encourage 

industry development, or industry consortia pooling together to underwrite investment, could help 

make these the logical places to start. 

For example, the Ruhr area represents 10% of t,he German territory, but encompasses 75% of 

German emissions from large stationary sources (of more than 3 million tonnes COZ per year). 

For illustrative purposes, we have developed an example of how the actual high COz emissions 

sources could be grouped into eight major capture clusters that could address -,I20 large 
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emission points, mostly with emissions of more than 3 million tonnes COa per year, representing 

a total abatement, potential of about 0.4 Gt COn per year in 2030. 

Actual capture cluster development therefore would likely be based on large stationary emitters 

such as power plants (with new or relatively recent power plants having the best economics) or 

the largest industrial applications (such as steelworks). Based on such a “core”, other power 

and industry emitters in the vicinity might then retrofit capture processes, establishing a larger 

local “cluster”. 

Exhibit 22 

Possible scenario: capture clusters emerge around 
major industrial areas in Europe 

0 
0 

0 

Law emissions 
Medium emissions 
High emissions 
Capture clusler 

Rationale for capture clusters - Economics fewer pipes lead to lower transport cost - Feasibility public acceptance, permitting and local wordination of 
infrastructure are simplerfor a region where CCS is already in place 

* For heavy induslry pianls (e g cement. steel. refineries) 8 few smaller piants are included as well 
Source IEA GHG Emissions database. Googie earth. NASA Tele Alias. Europe Technologies 8 TenaMetncs. Team sneiysis 

6.2 Regional storage availability is key, driving the resulting transport 
network 
The regional distribution and cost of storage in Europe would play an important role in any 

Dossible roll-out of CCS. 

Three forms of C02 storage are often cited: geological storage, ocean storage and mineral 

carbonation. Most experts agree that geological storage is the only feasible option in the short 

term, and that within geological storage, oil and gas fields and deep saline aquifers have the 

most potential. 
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The current knowledge regarding the availability of geological COz storage in Europe is still 

limited, especially in terms of the regional distribution of suitable aquifer storage. Currently, a 

pan-European project called "GeoCapacity" is underway, which will provide a first comprehensive 

database of European COz storage availability. At the time of writing, however, this database was 

not yet available. Estimates here have been based on existing, fairly fragmented country reports 

and expert interviews. 

Depleted oil and gas fields 

Depleted oil and gas fields are well understood. Of total oil and gas field capacity in Europe, 

roughly one third is estimated to be economically useable for COz storage. Non-depleted fields 

cannot be used*J and many depleted fields are too small to be economically practical. 

Consequently, the amount of economical depleted oil and gas fields (DOGF) in Europe is 

estimated to have a capacity of 10 to 1 5  billion tonnes of abated COz, which is enough for the 

lifetime of about 50 to 60 projects. However, most of these fields are located in offshore 

northern Europe and are about twice as costly to access and operate as onshore fields (as 

described in chapter 4). 

Deep saline aquifers 

To date much less work has been done to map and define deep saline aquifers, as well as to 

understand how much CQz storage is possible in such geological settings. Most sources indicate 

that the storage available should be sufficient for European needs overall. Estimates range from 

30 billion tonnes to more than 500 billion tonnes. 

Preliminary analysis suggests that, despite significant uncertainty regarding the total available 

capacity and its distribution in Europe, it is likely that total storage capacity could be sufficient to 

support a full scale CCS roll-out iExli ibit 231. The cost would depend on the regional distribution 

and accessibility of the storage sites. Significant uncertainty exists concerning the distribution of 

actual storage. [Exhibit 341 
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Exhibit 23 

INDICATIVE 
PRELIMINARY 

Preliminary assessment of feasible European CO, storage 
availability based on extrapolation of available information 
GtCQz ,2030 

Depleted oil 
and gas fields 

Saline aquifers 

amount of aquifer storage 

................................ 

.................................. i 
Total storage 
capacity 

Total EU CO2 
storage n e e d  
up to 2070' 

Slorage needed to accommodate all emissions of a roll-out lo 0 4 Gt in 2030 and constant a1 0 4 Gl  lrom 2030 lo 2070 
Source. GESTCO Joule II: Expert interviews: Team analysis 

Exhibit 24. 

European CO, storage availability CONCEPTUAL 

storage potential IS certain. 
but mostly limited to 

in offshore North 

Source: GESTCO: Joule II: Ex~ertinlervlews: Team anaIysi3 

The actual geographical distribution of storage would have a strong impact on the scale-up of 
CCS in Europe, including the transport network. Depending on the regional availability of storage, 

the mature state of CCS in Europe could develop in at least two different ways. [Exhibit 251 
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Exhibit 25 

Compression station 
Storage field 

ourney of the CO, transport network 
0 Emitter 

Hub and spoke 

Possible hub and spoka 

Nabonat boundary - 

* Some mint-to-oaint networks are likelv to conlinuc to exist in he early and malure Commercial stage 
Source Team analysis 

Regional captUt'E!-StOra&e clusters: If widely distributed local storage is proven, the 

CCS roll-out is likely to remain largely local, with regional capture-storage clusters. These 

clusters would have the potential to abate 0.4 Gt of Con per year in 2030 with 80 to 120 
CCS sites. !Exhibit 361 

Exhibit 26 

Large scale roll-out: what could it conceptually look like? 
Local storage case 

0 Capture clusier 
:.> Storage cluster - Pipeline 
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r'i;lil Fciropean network: If Europe does not have enough widespread, accessible local 

storage, or public discussions were to lead to a mainly offshore solution, the necessary 

transport network would have to increase significantly in size. In that case, a pan-European 

transport network could be developed to connect regional capture clusters with large 

international storage locations, such as offshore deep saline aquifers in the North Sea area. 

The longer transport distance and shift to predominantly offshore storage could double 

transport and storage costs to about €18 per tonne COz for offshore storage versus about €9 

per tonne C02 for onshore storage in 2030 jExt~biT 271. This could also lead to different 

clustering solutions, for instance with more penetration of CCS in northern Europe, or in 

coastal regions. However, there would be significant regulatory and logistical challenges in 

implementing such a network. 

Exhibit 27 

0 Capture cluslet 
t _ _ *  Storage clusler - Pipeline 

I-. Large scale roll-out: what could it conceptually look like? 
Pan-European transport network case 

r transport d is tances  

, 
i 

Source: IEAGHG Emissions database v2006: palhflnder: ECOFYS: GeStCO summary report: Team analysis 

6.3 Speed of development and the broader roll-out of CCS 

In moving from a handful of demonstration projects to a widespread CCS network, the main 

challenge is the time required to complete individual projects. The lead time for the construction 

and permitting of a typical new coal plant in Europe is around six years"', due to the complexities 

of planning, approvals and building infrastructure. CCS adds the need for construction and 

permitting of CCS storage and transport infrastructure. Since any final investment decision is 

unlikely before all permits (capture, transport and storage) are in place, construction of a new 

CCS coal project is estimated to have a lead-time of six to ten years. 
- - - __ - -- --._ - - _. _ _ _  - -_ - "_  
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This lead-time impacts both key factors that determine the roll-out speed of CCS, namely the 

year in which the roll-out beyond the demonstration phase is begun and the roll-out rate per year. 

The year in which roll-out begins is practically determined by the decision as to how many years 

of operating experience by the demonstration projects are required before the first commercial 

projects are begun. The roll-out rate is determined by how many installations can be fitted with 

CCS each year. The lowest cost option and the logical starting point is to new build coal power 

plants. According to Prospex and Platts Powervision, roughly five new coal plants are planned per 

year in the period 2015- 2030. If the actual rate is lower, roll-out would need to focus on 

retrofitting and industrial applications. Retrofitting of recently built plants could be employed at 

relatively limited additional (10%) cost. An additional option, at relatively limited additional cost, 

is to retrofit when blocks of an existing plant are revamped. Beyond that gas-fired or biomass 

power plants could also be considered. 

Based on these considerations, three scenarios regarding the roll-out have been laid out. (fxlirbit 
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Exhibit 28 

Scenarios for journey to CCS mature state 
ELJ27, GtC0,abated per year by CCS 

ILLUSTRATiM 

2000 2008 2010 2015 2020 2030 2040 

Sou?ce: Team analysis 

In scenario A, it is assumed that the first full commercial-scale projects will be operational 

around 2023. After that, additional CCS capacity equivalent to five 1000 MW power plants would 

be rolled out each year. A possible way to achieve this is for new build coal plants to make up 

70% of the CCS build-up (three to four 900 MW projects per year), and for retrofits and industrial 

projects to make up the rest (each at 15% of build-up). This would result in CCS abatement of 

0.2 Gt Con in 2030. 
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To enable the achievement of CCS’s abatement potential of 0.4 Gt CQ2 per year in 2030, two 

more aggressive scenarios have been defined. In scenarios A and E, the roll-out begins around 

2023, but for scenario B the roll-out rate is faster, at a yearly capacity addition equivalent to ten 

to eleven 1000 MW plants, which would require more extensive retrofits and industrial 

applications. In scenario C ,  a more aggressive start of the roll-out is assumed, starting around 

2018, with the roll-out rate similar to scenario A, at a yearly capacity addition equivalent to about 

six 1000 MW plants. 

The difference between the scenarios is twofold: costs and emissions. In scenario C the least 

C02 is emitted and in scenario A the most. With regard to cost, scenario A is the least costly, 

since in scenario B greater numbers of the more expensive retrofits are used, and in scenario C 

additional incentives might be needed for the early commercial projects to offset their increased 

risk and lower learning impacts. 

Potentially, a barrier to achieve the roll-out rate in any scenario, but in particular in scenario E, is 

resource constraints from equipment suppliers, engineering providers or skilled labour to operate 

these complex projects, or other vendors that limit the rate at which new projects could be 

developed. This includes the industrial development needed to support “ramp up” - building 

manufacturing capacity, preparing supply chains and training personnel. 

6.4 Implications 
For Europe to reach the 2030 CCS abatement. potential of around 0.4 Gt  C02 per year would 

require approximately 80 to 120 large-scale projects. 

* To achieve such a level of penetration by 2030 will require an aggressive roll-out - either 

through an “accelerated” approach where commercial roll-out begins shortly after the learning 

phase of demonstration projects; or through an aggressive rampup during the 2020s, 

including retrofitting power and fitting industrial applications with CCS. In each case, early 

thinking is needed on the business models to be applied across the value chain: this is true 

particularly for the development of pipeline networks and storage projects, as well as to 

ensure that the resources required are in place for the roll-out. 

0 Storage remains a key area where uncertainty needs to be resolved - particularly the 

availability of suitable aquifer storage - to understand the possibility and cost of developing 

CCS clusters in specific regions within Europe. 
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7. Key barriers and uncertainties 

As described above, the possible cost evolution of CCS depends on several factors, such as the 

roll-out rate and the local availability of storage. Based on interviews with industry players, NGOs, 
academics and other key stakeholders, four key potential barriers to the development of CCS 

were identified: public safety and support questions; lack of a specific legal framework; funding 

for demonstration projects; and development of commercial and risk allocation models. 

The objective of this section is to provide a brief overview of these issues. We explicitly avoid 

drawing specific policy recommendalions. 

7.1 Public safety and support 
There are currently public concerns about the environmental integrity of CCS"'. These turn partly 

on the question of whether the CQz captured and stored will remain isolated from the 

atmosphere in the long term: and partly on whether the capture, transport and storage elements 

present health or ecosystem risks. 

There exists additional uncertainty around the public support for CCS. An MIT study in April 2007 

showed that levels of public awareness of CCS in the US were low, and that acceptance of CCS 

was below that of nuclear power. The same study, however, also showed a possible way of 

resolving some of the scepticism. It found that effective public information campaigns could 

significantly increase ccs acceptance". 

7.2 Lack of a specific legal framework 
Our interviews identified four main regulatory concerns, focused around storage, and, to a lesser 

extent, transport. 

1. kgality O f  StOt'agf?. There has been concern over existing legislation that could classify 

C02  as waste, thus increasing the hurdles for transport and storage. Related to this is the 

issue of purity: it has been unclear how pure COz streams would have to be in order not to 

be considered as waste. A high purity limit could greatly increase CCS costs. 

2. StOl-agE? liability. Uncertainty over long-term liability for leakage has also been a major 

issue. Industry and investors worry about indefinite exposure to litigation for leakage. 
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Meanwhile, as storage duration (thousands of years) is far longer than the typical lifetime of 

a company, the state would always be implicitly responsible for leakage in the long run. 

Storage n-miitouing responsibility. There is uncertainty over who would be 

responsible for monitoring storage sites, how long monitoring would be needed and what that 

monitoring would require over time. 

‘rK3l7SpOrt. Transport for CCS is currently governed by existing natural gas transport 

regulation and thus the legal framework exists. However, obtaining permits for transport is 

time intensive in many countries, particularly where new pipeline routes are required. For 

projects involving cross border transportation, the necessary processes can be even more 

protracted. 

The first three of these issues are being addressed in t,he EU Directive on geological storage of 

carbon dioxide, which is being discussed in the European Parliament this year. The challenge is 

of course both on the ELJ and national levels. Any legislative framework defined at the European 

level will then need to be translated into national laws - a process which will take time and which 

includes the potential for local variations. 

Obtaining permits for transport is likely to remain a major challenge for the implementation of 

CCS, particularly where cross-border pipelines are required. 

7.3 Funding for demonstration projects 
There is uncertainty about the funding of demonstration projects. Our analysis shows that the 

typical cost of a demonstration project is likely to be in the range € 60-90 per tonne C02  abated. 

It is difficult to forecast the carbon price in the long term, but recent analyst estimates’’ for 

Phase II of the European Union Emission Trading System (EU ETS) range from € 30 to 48 per 

tonne C02. and at this stage similar levels are expected beyond Phase I I  (up to 2030). In this 

range, the carbon price is insufficient for demonstration projects to be “stand-alone” 

commercially viable. 

Much of the current funding discussion for CCS revolves around how much additional investment 

is likely to be required to help manage the risks and commercial needs of these demonstration 

projects, and around where such funds will come from. 

Assuming that CCS demonstration projects would cost between E 60 and 90 per tonne C02,  and 

projecting a median carbon price of € 35  per tonne CQ2, there is an “economic gap” of € 25-55 

per tonne C02 for each project. This corresponds to about € 500-1100 million, expressed as a 
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Net Present Value (NPV) over the full life of a 300 MW size project. The range depends on 

variations in specific project variables such as capture technology and capex, transport distance 

and storage solutions. [Exhibit 291 

Exhibit 29 

Forecast of development of CCS costs and carbon price 
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Source: Reulers; Team analysis 

While a broad range of possible mechanisms for funding exist, the current CCS debate in Europe 

focuses on two that are linked to the Emissions Trading Scheme, and where legislative 

agreement could be finalized by early 2009 in the revised Emissions Trading Directive. 

In addition, there is debate surrounding amendments to the draft EU Directive on geological 

storage that might contain some form of mandatory requirements for CCS, including potential 

"capture-ready" requirements (requiring all new coal fired power plants to be able to retrofit CCS 

in the future). 

Finding a joint solution between industry players and European regulators to bridge this 

economic gap will be critical to the success of a possible demonstration programme. 

7.4 Development of commercial and risk allocation models 
CCS projects are likely to include several participating organisations. The generic business 

models and commercial structures for the different organisations need to be developed. Risk 

allocation mechanisms also need to be designed. These include ownership and operation of 

sites, ownership of C02, access to transportation capacity, and access to storage services. 
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Glossary 

Ahaternent. The process of putting an end to, or reducing, an amount (for instance, of 

Greenhouse Gasses). 

Capex. Capital expenditures, expenditures incurred when a business spends money either to 

buy fixed assets or to add to the value of an existing fixed asset. 

Ccs. COz capture and storage, the processes by which carbon dioxide is captured from the 

combustion of fossil fuels, prepared for transportation, moved and delivered to a storage site, 

and permanently stored to prevent its release into the atmosphere. 

COa. Carbon dioxide, a Greenhouse Gas. 

cO:ie. Carbon dioxide equivalent, a standardized measure of greenhouse gas emissions 

developed to account accurately for the different global warming potentials of the various gases. 

DoGF-, Depleted oil and gas fields. 

EOR/EGF?. Enhanced oil/gas recovery, the process of improving productivity of oil/gas wells by 

injecting COz into them. 

E\JA. European allowance. Allowance to emit carbon under the European emissions trading 

scheme 

GkiG. Greenhouse gases, the major ones being: carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 

chlorofluorcarbons, hydrofluorcarbons, perfluorcarbons, sulphur hexafluoride. 

G.t. Gigatonne = 1 billion metric tonnes. 

I EA. The International Energy Agency, a Paris-based intergovernmental organization founded by 

the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) in 1974. 

. IPcc. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, a scientific body tasked to evaluate the 

risk of climate change caused by human activity. The panel was established in 1988 by the 

World Meteorological Organization (WMO) and the United Nations Environment Programme 

(UNEP), two organizations of the United Nations. 

LNG. Liquefied Natural Gas, natural gas that has been convert,ed to liquid form for ease of 

storage or transport. 

1V.t. Megatonne = 1 million metric tonnes. 

NOX. Nitrogen oxide. 
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OpeX. Operational expenditure, expenditures incurred for the on-going running of a product, 

business, or system. 

Retrofit. An upgrade or modification of existing equipment.. 

sE3liIW FiqLIifel’. Geological underground formation containing highly mineralized brines (salty 

water). This water is currently considered unstiitable for irrigation or drinking. 

so?. Sulphur dioxide 

Stern. The Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change is a 700-page report released on 

October 30, 2006 by economist Lord Stern of Brentford for the British government, which 

discusses the effect of climate change and global warming on the world economy. 

v/Acc. Weighted Averaged Cost of Capital, the rate that a company is expected to pay to 

finance its assets (post tax). WACC is the minimum return that a company must earn to satisfy 

its creditors, owners, and other providers of capital. 

ivlcKinsey C l i i n a t e  Ciiaiige Spec ia l  In i t ia t ive 
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I-oreword 

In 2002, a group of MIT Faculty decided to un- 
dertake a series of interdisciplinary studies about 
how the United States and the world would meet 
future energy demand without increasing emis- 
sions of carbon dioxide (CO,) or other green- 
house gases. The first study “The Future of Nu- 
clear Power” appeared in 2003. In 2004 a similar 
group of MIT faculty undertook the present 
study, “The Future of Coal.” The purpose of the 
study is to examine the role of coal in a world 
where constraints on carbon emissions are ad- 
opted to mitigate global warming. The study’s 
particular emphasis is to compare the perfor- 
mance and cost of different coal combustion 
technologies when combined with an integrated 
systeni for COz capture and sequestration. 

Our audience is government, industry and aca- 
demic leaders and decision makers interested 

in the management of the interrelated set of 
technical, economic, environmental, and politi- 
cal issues that must be addressed in seeking to 
limit and to reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
to mitigate the effects of climate change. Coal is 
likely to remain an important source of energy 
in any conceivable future energy scenario. Ac- 
cordingly, our study focuses on identifying the 
priority actions needed to reduce the CO, emis- 
sions that coal use produces. We trust that our 
integrated analysis will stimulate constructive 
dialogue both in the United States and through- 
out the world. 

This study reflects our conviction that the MIT 
community is well equipped to carry out inter- 
disciplinary studies of this nature to shed light 
on complex socio-technical issues that will have 
major impact on our economy and society. 
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Executive S u m ma r y 

This MIT study examines the role of coal as 
an energy source in a world where constraints 
on carbon einissions are adopted to mitigate 
global warming. Our first premise is that the 
risks of global warming are real and that the 
United States and other governments should 
and will take action to restrict the emission of 
C02 and other greenhouse gases. Our second 
and equally important premise is that coal will 
continue to play a large and indispensable role 
in a greenhouse gas constrained world. Indeed, 
the challenge for governments and industry is to 
find a path that mitigates carbon emissions yet 
continues to utilize coal to meet urgent energy 
needs, especially in developing economies. The 
scale of the enterprise is vast. (See Box 1). 

Our purpose is to identify the measures that 
should be taken to assure the availability of 
demonstrated technologies that would fa- 
cilitate the achievement of carbon emission 
reduction goals, while continuing to rely on 
coal to meet a significant fraction of the world's 
energy needs. Our study has not analyzed al- 
ternative carbon emission control policies and 
accordingly the study does not make recom- 
mendations on what carbon mitigation measure 
should be adopted today. Nevertheless, our hope 
is that the study will contribute to prompt adop- 
tion of a comprehensive U.S. policy on carbon 
emissions. 

We believe that coal use will increase under 
any foreseeable scenario because it is cheap 
and abundant. Coal can provide usable energy 
at a cost of between $1 and $2 per MMBtu com- 
pared to $6 to $12 per MMBtu for oil and natu- 
ral gas. Moreover, coal resources are distributed 
in regions of the world other than the Persian 
Gulf, the unstable region that contains the larg- 
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est reserves of oil and gas. In particular the United States, China and India have immense 
coal reserves. For them, as well as for importers of coal in Europe and East Asia, economics 
and security of supply are significant incentives for the continuing use of coal. Carbon-free 
technologies, chiefly nuclear and renewable energy for electricity, will also play an impor- 
tant role in a carbon-constrained world, but absent a technological breakthrough that we do 
not foresee, coal, in significant quantities, will remain indispensable. 

However, coal also can have significant adverse environmental impacts in its production 
and use. Over the past two decades major progress has been made in reducing the emis- 
sions of so-called “criteria” air pollutants: sulfur oxides, nitrogen oxides, and particulates 
from coal cornbustion plants, and regulations have recently been put into place to reduce 
mercury emissions. Our focus in this study is on approaches for controlling CO, emissions. 
These emissions are relatively large per Btu of heat energy produced by coal because of its 
high carbon content. 

We conclude that CO, capture and sequestration (CCS) is the critical enabling technol- 
ogy that would reduce CO, emissions significantly while also allowing coal to meet the 
world’s pressing energy needs. 

1 This corhon chorge moy 
toke the form of0 direct 
tax, o price imposed hy o 
cop-ond-trade rnechonism, 
or some other type of 
regiilotoryconstrointon CO? 
emissions” We shall refer to 
this chorge os o tax, price, 
penoliy, orconstroint infer- 
chongeobly throughout this 
report ond the use ofone 
form or onothershouldnot 
he token os on indication of 
o preference for that form 
unless so stored. 

To explore this prospect, our study employs the Emissions Predictions and Policy Analysis 
(EPPA) model, developed at MIT, to prepare scenarios of global coal use and CO, emissions 
under various assumptions about the level and timing of the carbon charge1 that might be 
imposed on CO, emissions and the cost of removing CO, from coal. The response of the 
global economy to placing a price on CO, emissions is manifold less energy is used, there is 
switching to lower carbon fuels, the efficiency of new and existing power plants is improved, 
and new carbon control technologies are introduced, for example CCS. In characterizing 
the CO, emission price, we employ a “high” price trajectory that starts at $25/tonne-C02 in 
201 5 and increases thereafter at a real rate of 4% per year. The $25 per tonne price is signifi- 
cant because it approaches the level that makes CCS technology economic. 

We also examine a “low” price trajectory that begins with a C 0 2  emission price of $7/tonne 
in 2010 and increases at a rate of 5% thereafter. The key characteristic of the “low” price is 
that it reaches the initial “high” price level nearly 25 years later. Other assumptions studied 
include the development of nuclear power to 2050 (limited or expanded) and the profile of 
natural gas prices (as calculated by the model or at a lower level). 

Our conclusion is that coal will continue to be used to meet the world’s energy needs in 
significant quantities. The high CO,-price scenario leads to a substantial reduction in coal 
use in 2050 relative to “business as usual” (BAU), but still with increased coal use relative to 
2000 in most cases. In such a carbon-constrained world, CCS is the critical future technol- 
ogy option for reducing CO, emissions while keeping coal use above today’s level. Table 1 
shows the case with higher CO, prices and applying the EPPA model’s reference projection 
for natural gas prices. The availability of CCS makes a significant difference in the utiliza- 
tion of coal at mid-century regardless of the level of the CO, prices (not shown in the table) 
or the assumption about nuclear power growth. With CCS more coal is used in 2050 than 
today, while global CO, emissions from all sources of energy are only slightly higher than 
today’s level and less than half of the BAU level. A major contributor to the global emissions 
reduction for 2050 is the reduction in CO, emissions from coal to half or less of today’s level 
and to one-sixth or less that in the BAU projection. 
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ipation, High C0,prices and EPPA-Refgasprices 

The “low” CO, price scenario reaches the level where CCS becomes economic some 25 
years later than under the higher price case. As a result coal consumption is higher in 2050 
relative to the high CO, price scenario and, in addition, the contribution of CCS is much 
lower, thus leading to substantially higher COz emissions. 

Today, and independent of whatever carbon constraints may be chosen, the priority ob-- 
jective with respect to coal should be the successful large-scale demonstration of the 
technical, economic, and environmental performance of the technologies that make up 
all of the major components of a large-scale integrated CCS system - capture, trans- 
portation and storage. Such demonstrations are a prerequisite for broad deployment at 
gigatorine scale in response to the adoption of a future carbon mitigation policy, as well as 
for easing the trade-off between restraining emissions from fossil resource use and meeting 
the world’s future energy needs 

Successful implementation of CCS will inevitably add cost for coal combustion and 
conversion. We estimate that for new plant construction, a CO, emission price of approxi- 
mately $30/tonne (about $llO/tonne C) would make CCS cost competitive with coal com- 
bustion and conversion systems without CCS. This would be sufficient to offset the cost 
of CO, capture and pressurization (about $25/tonne) and CO, transportation and storage 
(about $5/tonne). This estimate of CCS cost is uncertain; it might be larger and with new 
technology, perhaps smaller. 

The pace of deployment of coal-fired power plants with CCS depends both on the timing 
and level of CO, emission prices and on the technical readiness and successful commercial 
demonstration of CCS technologies. The timing and the level of CO, emission prices is 
uncertain. However, there should be no delay in undertaking a program that would estab- 
lish the option to utilize CCS at large scale in response to a carbon emission control policy 
that would make CCS technology economic. Sequestration rates of one to two gigatonnes 
of carbon (nearly four to eight gigatonnes of CO,) per year by mid-century will enable ap- 
preciably enhanced coal use and significantly reduced CO, emissions. 

What is needed is to demonstrate an integrated system of capture, transportation, and 
storage of CO,, at scale. This is a practical goal but requires concerted action to carry out. 
The integrated demonstration must include a properly instrumented storage site that oper- 
ates under a regulatory framework which includes site selection, injection and surveillance, 
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and conditions for eventual transfer of liability to the government after a period of good 
practice is demonstrated. 

An explicit and rigorous regulatory process that has public and political support is pre- 
requisite for implementation of carbon sequestration on a large scale. This regulatory 
process must resolve issues associated with the definition of property rights, liability, site 
licensing and monitoring, ownership, compensation arrangements and other institutional 
and legal considerations. Regulatory protocols need to be defined for sequestration proj- 
ects including site selection, injection operation, and eventual transfer of custody to 
public authorities after a period of successful operation. In addition to constraints of 
CO, emissions, the pacing issues for the adoption of CCS technology in a greenhouse gas 
constrained world are resolution of the scientific, engineering, and regulatory issues in- 
volved in large-scale sequestration in relevant geologies, These issues should be addressed 
with far more urgency than is evidenced today. 

At present government and private sector programs to implement on a timely basis 
the required large-scale integrated demonstrations to confirm the suitability of carbon 
sequestration are completely inadequate. If this deficiency is not remedied, the United 
States and other governments may find that they are prevented from implementing certain 
carbon control policies because the necessary work to regulate responsibly carbon seques- 
tration has not been done. Thus, we believe high priority should be given to a program 
that will demonstrate C : 0 2  sequestration at a scale of 1 million tonnes COz per year in 
several geologies. 

We have confidence that large-scale COz injection projects can be operated safely, however 
no CO, storage project that is currently operating (Sleipner, Norway; Weyburn, Canada; In 
Salah, Algeria) has the necessary modeling, monitoring, and verification (MMV) capability 
to resolve outstanding technical issues, at scale. Each reservoir for large- scale sequestration 
will have unique characteristics that derriand site-specific study, and a range of geologies 
should be investigated. We estimate that the number of at-scale CCS projects needed is 
about 3 in the U.S. and about 10 worldwide to cover the range of likely accessible geologies 
for large scale storage. Data from each project should be thoroughly analyzed and shared. 
The cost per project (not including acquisition of COz) is about $15 million/year for a ten- 
year period. 

CO, injection projects for enhanced oil recovery (EOR) have limited significance for long- 
term, large-scale CO, sequestration - regulations differ, the capacity of EOR projects is 
inadequate for large-scale deployment, the geological formation has been disrupted by pro- 
duction, and EOR projects are usually not well instrumented. The scale of CCS required to 
make a major difference in global greenhouse gas concentrations is massive. For example, 
sequestering one gigatonne of carbon per year (nearly four gigatonnes of carbon dioxide) 
requires injection of about fifty million barrels per day of supercritical CO, from about 600 
1000MWe of coal plants. 

While a rigorous CO, sequestration demonstration program is a vital underpinning to ex- 
tended CCS deployment that we consider a necessary part of a comprehensive carbon emis- 
sion control policy, we emphasize there is no reason to delay prompt adoption of U.S. car- 
bon emission control policy until the sequestration demonstration program is completed. 
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A second high-priority requirement is to demonstrate CO, capture for several alter- 
native coal combustion and conversion technologies. At present Integrated Gasification 
Combined Cycle (IGCC) is the leading candidate for electricity production with CO, cap- 
ture because it is estimated to have lower cost than pulverized coal with capture; however, 
neither IGCC nor other coal technologies have been demonstrated with CCS. It is criti- 
cal that the government RD&D program not fall into the trap of piclcing a technology 
“winner,” especially at a time when there is great coal combustion and conversion develop- 
ment activity underway in the private sector in both the United States and abroad. 

Approaches with capture other than IGCC could prove as attractive with further technology 
development for example, oxygen fired pulverized coal combustion, especially with lower 
quality coals. Of course, there will be improvements in IGCC as well. R&D is needed on 
sub-systems, for example on improved COz separation techniques for both oxygen and air 
driven product gases and for oxygen separation from air. ?he technology program would 
benefit from an extensive modeling and simulation effort in order to compare alternative 
technologies and integrated systems as well as to guide development. Novel separation 
schemes such as chemical looping should continue to be pursued at the process develop- 
ment unit (PDU) scale. The reality is that the diversity of coal type, e.g. heat, sulfur, water, 
and ash content, imply different operating conditions for any application and multiple tech- 
nologies will likely be deployed. 

Government support will be needed for these demonstration projects as well as for the 
supporting R&D program. Government assistance is needed and should be provided to 
demonstrate the technical performance and cost of coal technologies with CCS, including 
notably IGCC. There is no operational experience with carbon capture from coal plants and 
certainly not with an integrated sequestration operation. Given the technical uncertainty 
and the current absence of a carbon charge, there is no economic incentive for private firms 
to undertake such projects. Energy companies have advanced a number of major projects 
and all have made clear the need for government assistance in order to proceed with un- 
proved “carbon-free” technology. 

The U.S 2005 Energy Act contains provisions that authorize federal government assistance 
for IGCC or pulverized coal plants containing advanced technology projects with or with- 
out CCS. We believe that this assistance should be directed only to plants with CCS, both 
new plants and retrofit applications on existing plants. Many electric utilities and power 
plant developers who are proposing new coal-fired electricity generating units are choosing 
super-critical pulverized coal units because in the absence of charges on COz emissions, 
the bus bar cost of generating electricity (COE) from pulverized coal (PC) power plants is 
lower than IGCC and its availability is higher. These prospective new plants, as well as the 
existing stock of coal-fired power plants, raise the issue of the future retrofit of coal-fired 
power plants that are in existence at the time when a carbon charge is imposed. This prob- 
lem is distinct from that of the technology to be chosen for the new power plants that will 
be built after a carbon charge has been imposed. Pending adoption of policies to limit CO, 
emissions, if federal assistance is extended to coal projects, it should be limited to projects 
that employ CCS. 

It has been argued that the prospect of a future carbon charge should create a preference 
for the technology that has the lowest cost of retrofit for CO, capture and storage, or that 
power plants built now should be “capture-ready,” which is often interpreted to mean that 
new coal-fired power plants should be IGCC only. 
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From the standpoint of a power plant developer, the choice of a coal-fired technology for 
a new power plant today involves a delicate balancing of considerations. On the one hand, 
factors such as the potential tightening of air quality standards for SO,, NO,, and mercury, 
a future carbon charge, or the possible introduction of federal or state financial assistance 
for IGCC would seem to favor the choice of IGCC. On the other hand, factors such as near- 
term opportunity for higher efficiency, capability to use lower cost coals, the ability to cycle 
the power plant more readily in response to grid conditions, and confidence in reaching 
capacity factor/efficiency performance goals would seem to favor the choice of super criti- 
cal pulverized coal, (SCPC). Other than recommending that new coal units should be built 
with the highest efficiency that is economically justifiable, we do not believe that a clear 
preference for either technology can be justified. 

2 Pulverized cool plon ts 
can be subcritical (SubCPC), 
supercritical (SCPC) or 
ultra-supercritical (USCPC) 
For simplicity, we refer to the 
latter two osSCPCexcept 
when, os in Chop ter 3, a 
specific comparison is mode. 
There is no clear dividing line 
between SCPCond USCPC 

Moreover, retrofitting an existing coal-fired plant originally designed to operate with- 
out carbon capture will require major technical modification, regardless of whether the 
technology is SCPC or IGCC. ?he retrofit will go well beyond the addition of an “in-line” 
process unit to capture the CO,; all process conditions will be changed which, in turn, im- 
plies the need for changes to turbines, heat rate, gas clean-up systems, and other process 
units for efficient operation. Based on today’s engineering estimates, the cost of retrofitting 
an IGCC plant, originally designed to operate without CCS so as to capture a significant 
fraction of emitted carbon, appears to be cheaper than the retrofit cost of a SCPC plant. 
However, this characteristic of IGCC has not been demonstrated.” Also, even if the retrofit 
cost of an IGCC plant is cheaper, the difference in the net present value of an IGCC and 
SCPC plant built now and retrofitted later in response to a future carbon charge depends 
heavily on the estimate of the timing and size of a carbon charge, as well as the difference in 
retrofit cost. Essentially, there is a trade-off between cheaper electricity prior to the carbon 
charge and higher cost later. 

Opportunity to build “capture ready” features into new coal plants, regardless of technol- 
ogy, are limited. Other than simple modification to plant layout to leave space for retrofit 
equipment such as shift reactors, pre-investment in “capture ready” features for IGCC 
or pulverized coal combustion plants designed to operate initially without CCS is un- 
likely to be economicalIy attractive. It would be cheaper to build a lower capital cost plant 
without capture and later either to pay the price placed on carbon emissions or make the 
incremental investment in retrofitting for carbon capture when justified by a carbon price. 
However, there is little engineering analysis or data to explore the range of pre-investment 
options that might be considered. 

There is the possibility of a perverse incentive for increased early investment in coal- 
fired power plants without capture, whether SCPC or IGCC, in the expectation that the 
emissions from these plants would potentially be “grandfathered” by the grant of free 
CO, allowances as part of future carbon emissions regulations and that (in unregulated 
markets) they would also benefit from the increase in electricity prices that will accompany 
a carbon control regime. Congress should act to close this “grandfathering” loophole before 
it becomes a problem. 

The DOE Clean Coal program is not on a path to address our priority recommendations 
because the level of funding falls far short of what is required and the program content is 
not aligned with our strategic objectives. The flagship DOE project, FutureGen, is con- 
sistent with our priority recommendation to initiate integrated demonstration projects at 
scale. However, we have some concerns about this particular project, specifically the need 
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to clarify better the project objectives (research vs. demonstration), the iriclusion of interna- 
tional partners that may further muddle the objectives, and whether political realities will 
allow the FutureGen consortium the freedom to operate this project in a manner that will 
inform private sector investment decisions. 

Responsibility for the integrated CCS demonstration projects, including acquisition of the 
COz needed for the sequestration demonstration, should be assigned to a new quasi-gov- 
ernrnent Carbon Sequestration Demonstration Corporation. The corporation should select 
the demonstration projects and should provide financial assistance that will permit indus- 
try to manage the projects in as commercial a manner as possible. 

Success at capping CO, emissions ultimately depends upon adherence to CO, miti- 
gation policies by large developed and developing economies. We see Iittle progress to 
moving toward the needed international arrangements. Although the European Union has 
implemented a cap-and-trade program covering approximately half of its C 0 2  emissions, 
the United States has not yet adopted mandatory policies at the federal level to limit CO, 
emissions. U.S. leadership in emissions reduction is a likely pre-requisite to substantial ac- 
tion by emerging economies. 

A mare aggressive U.S. policy appears to be in line with public attitudes. Americans now 
rank global warming as the number ane environmental problem facing the country, and 
seventy percent of the American public think that the U.S. government needs to do more 
to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Willingness to pay to solve this problem has grown SO 
percent over the past three years. 

Examination of current energy developments in China and India, however, indicate that it 
will be some time before carbon constraints will be adopted and implemented by China. 
The same is likely true for India. 

An international system with modestly delayed compliance by emerging economies is man- 
ageable from the point of view of incremental accumulated CO, emissions. However, if 
other nations, and especially China and India, are to deal with this problem then CCS is a 
crucial technology for these countries as well, and the R&D and commercial demonstration 
focus proposed here is no less important in readying CCS for quick adoption if and when 
they begin to take more stringent control measures. 

?he central message of our study is that demonstration of technical, economic, and institu- 
tiona1,features of carbon capture and sequestration at commercial scale coal combustion and 
conversion plants, will ( 1 )  give policy makers and the public confidence that a practical carbon 
mitigation control option exists, (2) shorten the deployment time and reduce the cost for car- 
bon capture and sequestration should a carbon emission control policy be adopted, and (.3) 
maintain opportunities for the lowest cost and most widely available energy form to be used to 
meet the world’s pressing energy needs in an environmentally acceptable manner. 
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Chapter 1 - Purpose of the Study 

The risk of adverse climate change from global 
warming forced in part by growing greenhouse 
gas emissions is serious. While projections 
vary, there is now wide acceptance among 
the scientific community that global warm- 
ing is occurring, that the human contribution 
is important, and that the effects may impose 
significant costs on the world economy. As a 
result, governments are likely to adopt car- 
bon mitigation policies that will restrict CO, 
emissions; many developed countries have 
taken the first steps in this direction. For such 
carbon control policies to work efficiently, na- 
tional economies will need to have many op- 
tions available for reducing greenhouse gas 
emissions. As our earlier study - ?he Future 
of Nuclear Power - concluded, the solution 
lies not in a single technology but in more ef- 
fective use of existing fuels and technologies, 
as well as wider adoption of alternative energy 
sources. This study -?he Future of Coal - ad- 
dresses one option, the continuing use of coal 
with reduced CO, emissions. 

Coal is an especially crucial fuel in this uncer- 
tain world of future constraint on CO, emis- 
sions. Because coal is abundant and relatively 
cheap - $1-2 per million Btu, compared to 
$ 6-12 per million Btu for natural gas and oil 
- today, coal is often the fuel of choice for 
electricity generation and perhaps for exten- 
sive synthetic liquids production in the future 
in many parts of the world. Its low cost and 
wide availability make it especially attractive 
in major developing economies for meeting 
their pressing energy needs. On the other 
hand, coal faces significant environmental 
challenges in mining, air pollution (includ- 
ing both criteria pollutants and mercury), and 

importantly from the perspective of this study, 
emission of carbon dioxide (CO,). Indeed coal 
is the largest contributor to global CO, emis- 
sions from energy use (41%), and its share is 
projected to increase. 

This study examines the factors that will affect 
the use of coal in a world where significant 
constraints are placed on emissions of CO, 
and other greenhouse gases. We explore how 
the use of coal might adjust within the over- 
all context of changes in the demand for and 
supply of different fuels that occur when en- 
ergy markets respond to policies that impose 
a significant constraint on CO, emissions. Our 
purpose is to describe the technology options 
that are currently and potentially available for 
coal use in the generation of electricity if car- 
bon constraints are adopted. In particular, we 
focus on carbon capture and sequestration 
(CCS) - the separation of the COz cornbus- 
tion product that is produced in conjunction 
with the generation of electricity from coal 
and the transportation of the separated CO, 
to a site where the CO, is sequestered.from 
the atmosphere. Carbon capture and seques- 
tration add significant complexity and cost to 
coal conversion processes and, if deployed at 
large scale, will require considerable modifica- 
tion to current patterns of coal use. 

We also describe the research, development, 
and demonstration (RD&D) that should be 
underway today, if these technology options 
are to be available for rapid deployment in 
the future, should the United States and other 
countries adopt carbon constraint policies. 
Our recommendations are restricted to what 
needs to be done to establish these technology 
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options to create viable choices for future coal 
use. 

Our study does not address climate policy, nor 
does it evaluate or advocate any particular set 
of carbon mitigation policies. Many qualified 
groups have offered proposals and analysis 
about what policy measures might be adopted. 
We choose to focus on what is needed to create 
technology options with predictable perfor- 
mance and cost characteristics, if such policies 
are adopted. If technology preparation is not 
done today, policy-makers in the future will 
be faced with fewer and more difficult choices 
in responding to climate change. 

We are also realistic about the process of adop- 
tion of technologies around the world. This is 
a global problem, and the ability to embrace 
a new technology pathway will be driven by 
the industrial structure and politics in the de- 
veloped and developing worlds. In this regard, 
we offer assessments of technology adoption 
in China and India and of public recognition 
and concern about this problem in the United 
States. 

"he overarching goal of this series of MIT ener- 
gy studies is to identify different combinations 
of policy measures and technical innovations 
that will reduce global emissions of CO, and 
other greenhouse gases by mid-century. "he 
present study on mefuture of coal and the pre- 
vious study on 7he.futut-e of nuclear power dis- 
cuss two of the most important possibilities. 

An outline of this study follows: 

Chapter 2 presents a framework for examining 
the range of global coal use in all energy-using 
sectors out to 2050 under alternative econom- 
ic assumptions. These projections are based 
on the MIT Emissions Predictions and Policy 
Analysis (EPPA) model. The results sharpen 
understanding of how a system of global mar- 
kets for energy, intermediate inputs, and final 
goods and services would respond to impo- 
sition of a carbon charge (which could take 
the form of a carbon emissions tax, a cap and 
trade program, or other constraints that place 

a de facto price on carbon emissions) through 
reduced energy use, improvements in energy 
efficiency, switching to lower CO,-emitting 
fuels or carbon-free energy sources, and the 
introduction of CCS. 

Chapter 3 is devoted to examining the techni- 
cal and likely economic performance of alter- 
native technologies for generating electricity 
with coal with and without carbon capture 
and sequestration in both new plant and ret- 
rofit applications. We analyze air and oxygen 
driven pulverized coal, fluidized bed, and 
IGCC technologies for electricity production. 
Our estimates for the technical and environ- 
mental performance and for likely production 
cost are based on today's experience. 

Chapter 4 presents a comprehensive review 
of what is needed to establish CO, sequestra- 
tion as a reliable option. Particular emphasis 
is placed on the need for geological surveys, 
which will map the location and capacity of 
possible deep saline aquifers far CO, injection 
in the United States and around the world, and 
for demonstrations at scale, which will help es- 
tablish the regulatory framework for selecting 
sites, for measurement, monitoring and verifi- 
cation systems, and for long-term stewardship 
of the sequestered C02. These regulatory as- 
pects will be important factors in gaining pub- 
lic acceptance for geological CO, storage. 

Chapter 5 reports on the outlook for coal pro- 
duction and utilization in China and India. 
Most of our effort was devoted to China. Chi- 
na's coal output is double that of the United 
States, and its use of coal is rapidly growing, 
especially in the electric power sector. Our 
analysis of the Chinese power sector examines 
the roles of central, provincial, and local actors 
in investment and operational decisions affect- 
ing theuse of coal and its environmental im- 
pacts. It points to a set of practical constraints 
on the ability of the central government to 
implement restrictions on CO, en~issions in 
the relatively near-term. 

Chapter 6 evaluates the current DOE RD&D 
program as it relates to the key issues discussed 
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in Chapters 2 ,  3, and 4. It also makes recom- 
mendations with respect to the content arid 
organization of federally funded RD&D that 
would provide greater assurance that CC&S 
would be available when needed. 

Chapter 8 summarizes the findings and pres- 
ents the conclusions of our study and offers 
recommendations for making coal use with 
significantly reduced COz emissions a realistic 
option in a carbon constrained world. 

Chapter 7 reports the results of polling that 
we have conducted over the years concerning 
public attitudes towards energy, global warm- 
ing and carbon taxes. There is evidence that 
public attitudes are shifting and that support 
for policies that would constrain CO, emis- 
sions is increasing. 

The reader will find technical primers and ad- 
ditional background information in the ap- 
pendices to the report. 
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Chapter 2 -The Role of Coal in Energy Growth 
and C02 Emissions 

INTRODUCTION 

There are five broad options for reducing car- 
bon emissions from the combustion of fossil 
fuels, which is the major contributor to the 
anthropogenic greenhouse effect: 

Cl Improvements in the efficiency of energy 
use, importantly including transportation, 
and electricity generation; 

0 Increased use of renewable energy such as 
wind, solar and biomass; 

Cl Expanded electricity production from nu- 
clear energy; 

0 Switching to less carbon-intensive fossil fu- 
els; and 

Cl Continued combustion of fossil fuels, espe- 
cially coal, combined with CO, capture and 
storage (CCS). 

As stressed in an earlier MIT study of the 
nuclear option,’ if additional CO, policies are 
adopted, it is not likely that any one path to 
emissions reduction will emerge. All will play 
a role in proportions that are impossible to 
predict today. This study focuses on coal and 
on measures that can be taken now to facilitate 
the use of this valuable fuel in a carbon-con- 
strained world. The purpose of this chapter is 
to provide an overview of the possible CO, 
emissions from coal burning over the next 45 
years and to set a context for assessing policies 
that will contribute to the technology advance 
that will be needed if carbon emissions from 
coal combustion are to be reduced. 

Coal is certain to play a major role in the 
world’s energy future for two reasons. First, it 

is the lowest-cost fossil source for base-load 
electricity generation, even taking account of 
the fact that the capital cost of a supercriti- 
cal pulverized coal combustion plant (SCPC) 
is about twice that of a natural gas combined 
cycle (NGCC) unit. And second, in contrast to 
oil and natural gas, coal resources are widely 
distributed around the world. As shown in 
Figure 2.1, drawn from US. DOE statistics,, 
coal reserves are spread between developed 
and developing countries. 

The major disadvantages of coal come from 
the adverse environmental effects that accom- 
pany its mining, transport and combustion. 
Coal combustion results in greater COz emis- 
sions than oil and natural gas per unit of heat 
output because of its relatively higher ratio of 
carbon to hydrogen and because the efficiency 
(i.e., heat rate) of a NGCC plant is higher than 
that of a SCPC plant. In addition to COz, the 
combustion-related emissions of coal genera- 
tion include the criteria pollutants: sulfur di- 
oxide (SO,), nitrogen oxides (NO and NO,, 

Figure 2.1 Recoverable Coal Reserves 
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AVERAGE HEAT CONTENT 
(Thousand Btu/ShortTon) 

20,400 
20,300 
I9 000 
21,300 

16,400 

19,900 
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Source: DOE/ElA /€A (2006), Tables 2 5 and C.6 

AV. % 
2015 2020 2025 2030 INCREASE -__ 

25.1 25.7 276 309 345 1 6  

91 91 91 89 1.6 

488 566 67.9 778 894 4.2 

55 57 55 56 56 4 2  - _1_____ - -- -I_ 1.1__-- 

Source: EIA/€IA /EO (2006% Tables DI and D9. 

jointly referred to as NOx), particulates, and 
mercury (Hg). Also, there are other aspects 
of coal and its use not addressed in this study. 
For example, 

Coal is not a single material. Coal compo- 
sition, structure, and properties differ con- 
siderably among mining locations. Table 2.1, 
also drawn from DOE data,3 shows the wide 
variation of energy content in the coals pro- 
duced in different countries. These differences 
are a consequence of variation in chemical 
composition -notably water and ash content 
-which has an important influence on the 
selection of coal combustion technology and 
equipment. This point is discussed further in 
Chapter 3. 

Coal mining involves considerable environ- 
mental costs. The environmental effects of 
mining include water pollution and land dis- 
turbance as well as the release of another green- 

house gas, methane (CH,), which is entrained 
in the coal. Also, mining involves significant 
risk to the health and safety of miners. 

Patterns of coal use differ among countries. 
In mature economies, such as the United 
States, coal is used almost exclusively to gen- 
erate electricity. In emerging economies, a 
significant portion of coal used is for indus- 
trial and commercial purposes as illustrated 
in Table 2.2 comparing coal use in the United 
States and China.4 

We begin this exploration of possible futures 
for coal with a brief overview of its current 
use and associated CO, emissions, and projec- 
tions to 2030, assuming there are no additional 
policies to restrict greenhouse gas emissions 
beyond those in place in 2007. For these busi- 
ness-as-usual projections we use the work of 
the U.S. Department of Energy's Energy Infor- 
mation Administration (EIA). We then turn 
to longer-term projections and consider the 
consequences for energy markets and coal use 
of alternative policies that place a penalty on 
carbon emissions. For this latter part of the as- 
sessment, we apply an economic model devel- 
oped at MIT, to be described below. This model 
shows that, among other effects of such polices, 
a carbon charge5 of sufficient magnitude will 
favor higher-efficiency coal-burning technolo- 
gies and the application of carbon capture and 
sequestration (CSS), contributing to a reduc- 
tion of emissions from coal and sustaining its 
use in the face of restrictions on CO,. In the 
longer-term projections, we focus on the U.S. 
and world totals, but we also include results for 
China to emphasize the role of large develop- 
ing countries in the global outlook. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR COAL ABSENT ADDITIONAL 
CLIMATE POLICY 

Each year in its International Energy Outlook, 
the DOE/EIA reviews selected energy trends. 
Table 2.3 summarizes the EIA's Reference Case 
projection of primary energy use (i.e., fossil 
fuels, hydro, nuclear, biomass, geothermal, 
wind and solar) and figures for coal consump- 
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tion alone. The projections are based on car- 
bon emission regulations currently in effect. 
That is, developed countries that have ratified 
the Kyoto Protocol reduce their emissions to 
agreed levels through 2012, while develop- 
ing economies and richer countries that have 
not agreed to comply with Kyoto (the United 
States and Australia) do not constrain their 
emissions growth. The report covers the pe- 
riod 1990 to 2030, and data are presented for 
countries grouped into two categories: 

CI OECD members, a richer group of nations 
including North America (U.S., Canada 
and Mexico), the EU, and OECD Asia (Ja- 
pan, Korea, Australia and New Zealand). 

0 Non-OECD nations, a group of transition 
and emerging economies which includes 
Russia and other Non-OECD Europe and 
Eurasia, Non-OECD Asia (China, India 
and others), the Middle East, Africa, and 
Central and South America. 

It can be seen that the non-OECD economies, 
though consuming far less energy than OECD 
members in 1990, are projected to surpass them 
within the next five to ten years. An even more 
dramatic picture holds for coal consumption. 
The non-OECD economies consumed about 
the same amount as the richer group in 1990, 
but are projected to consume twice as much by 
2030. As would be expected, a similar picture 
holds for CO, emissions, as shown in Table 2.4. 
The non-OECD economies emitted less CO, 
than the mature ones up to the turn of the cen- 
tury, but because of their heavier dependence 
on coal, their emissions are expected to surpass 
those of the more developed group by 2010. 
The picture for emissions from coal burning, 
also shown in the table, is even more dramatic. 

The qualitative conclusions to be drawn from 
these reference case EIA projections are sum- 
marized in Table 2.5, which shows the growth 
rates for energy and emissions for the period 
2003-30. Worldwide energy consumption 
grows at about a 2% annual rate, with emerg- 
ing economies increasing at a rate about three 
times that of OECD group. Emissions of CO, 
follow a similar pattern. Coal's contribution 

TOTAL COAL 
(MILLION SHORTTONS) - 

OECD 
(US.) NON-OECD TOTAL 

2,720 5,270 

2,960 5,440 

4,280 6,960 

5,020 7,790 

2*940 5,700 8,640 '13 (1,390) 332 282 
2020 (120) 

38180 6,380 9,560 665 (1,590) 371 295 
2025 (127) 

3440 7,120 10,560 722 (1,780) 413 309 
2030 (134) 

5ource: DO€/€lA If0 (2006):Tobles A 1 & A6 

EMISSIONS FROM COAL 
(BILLION METRICTONS COJ 

COAL 
OECD NON- %OF 

TOTAL (US.) OECD TOTAL TOTAL 

39 '42 161 303 (235) 463 730 119 (6.37) 

40 

40 

I Source:DO€/€/A If0 (2006):ToblesA IO& A13 

to total COz emissions had declined to about 
37% early in the century, and (as can be seen 
in Table 2.4) this fraction is projected to grow 
to over 40% by to 2030. Clearly any policy 
designed to constrain substantially the total 
CO, contribution to the atmosphere cannot 
succeed unless it somehow reduces the con- 
tribution from this source. 
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of cap-and-trade systems, or implementation 
of various forms of direct regulation of emis- 
sions. For example, by increasing the consum- 
er prices of fossil fuels, a carbon charge would 
have broad economic consequences. These 
include changes in consumer behavior and 
in the sectoral composition of production, 
switching among fuels, a shift to low-carbon 
energy resources, and investment in more ef- 

Y ,  

ficierit ways to get the needed services from a 
THE OUTLOOK UNDER co2 given input of primary energy. A model like 
PENALTIES EPPA gives a consistent picture of the future 

energy market that reflects these dynamics of 
Ilhe EPPA and Case Assump- supply and demand as well as the effects of in- 
tions ternational trade. 

To see how CO, penalties might work, in- 
cluding their implications for coal use under 
various assumptions about competing energy 
sources, we explore their consequences for 
fuel and technology choice, energy prices, and 
CO, emissions. Researchers at MIT’s Joint 
Program on the Science and Policy of Global 
Change have developed a model that can serve 
this purpose. Their Emissions Predictions and 
Policy Analysis (EPPA) model is a recursive- 
dynamic multi-regional computable general 
equilibrium (CGE) model of the world econ- 
omy.6 It distinguishes sixteen countries or re- 
gions, five non-energy sectors, fifteen energy 
sectors and specific technologies, and includes 
a representation of household consumption 
behavior. The model is solved on a five-year 
time step to 2100, the first calculated year be- 
ing 2005. Elements of EPPA structure relevant 
to this application include its equilibrium 
structure, its characterization of production 
sectors, the handling of international trade, 
the structure of household consumption, and 
drivers of the dynamic evolution of the model 
including the characterization of advanced or 
alternative technologies, importantly includ- 
ing carbon capture and storage (CCS). 

Naturally, in viewing the results of a model of 
this type, a number of its features and input 
assumptions should be kept in mind. These 
include, for example, assumptions about: 

0 Population and productivity growth that 
are built into the reference projection; 

Cl The representation of the production struc- 
ture of the economy and the ease of sub- 
stitution between inputs to production, and 
the behavior of consumers in response to 
changing prices of goods and services; 

0 The cost and performance of various tech- 
nology alternatives, importantly for this 
study including coal technologies (which 
have been calibrated to the estimates in 
Chapters 3 and 4 below) and competitor 
generation sources; 

Cl The length of time to turn over the capital 
stock, which is represented by capital vin- 
tages in this model; 

Cl The assumed handling of any revenues that 
might result from the use of a carbon tax, or 
from permit auctions under cap-and-trade 
systems. 

The virtue of models of this type is that they 
can be used to study how world energy mar- 
kets, as well as markets for other intermediate 
inputs and for final goods and services, would 
adapt to a policy change such as the adoption 
of a carbon emission tax, the establishment 

Thus our model calculations should be con- 
sidered as illustrative, not precise predictions. 
The results of interest are not the absolute 
numbers in any particular case but the differ- 
ences in outcomes for coal and CO, emissions 
among “what if” studies of different climate 
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policy regimes and assumptions about com- 
peting energy types. In the assessment below 
we test the response of the energy sector and 
its CO, emissions to alternative assumptions 
about the penalty imposed on emissions in 
various parts of the world and about the effect 
of two uncertain influences on coal use: the 
pace of nuclear power development and the 
evolution of natural gas markets. 

To explore the potential effects of carbon pol- 
icy, three cases are formulated: a reference or 
Business as Usual (BAU) case with no emis- 
sions policy beyond the first Kyoto period? 
and two cases involving the imposition of a 
common global price on COz emissions. The 
two policy cases, a Low and a High CO, price 
path, are shown in Figure 2.2, with the COz 
penalty stated in terms of 1997 $ U S  per ton 
of CO,. This penalty or emissions price can be 
thought of as the result of a global cap-and- 
trade regime, a system of harmonized carbon 
taxes, or even a cornbination of price and 
regulatory measures that combine to impose 
the marginal penalties on emissions. The Low 
CO, Price profile corresponds to the proposal 
of the National Energy Commissiong, which 
we represent by applying its maximum or 
“safety valve” cap-and-trade price. It involves 
a penalty that begins in 2010 with $7 per ton 
C 0 2  and increases at a real rate (e.g., without 
inflation) of 5% per year thereafter. The High 
CO, Price case assumes the imposition of a 
larger initial charge of $25 ton CO, in the year 
2015 with a real rate of increase of 4% thereaf- 
ter. One important question to be explored in 
the comparison of these two cases is the time 
when CSS technology may take a substantial 
role as an emissions reducing measure. 

A second influence on the role of coal in fu- 
ture energy use is competition from nuclear 
generation. Here two cases are studied, shown 
in Table 2.6. In one, denoted as Limited Nucle- 
ar, it is assumed that nuclear generation, from 
its year 2000 level in the EPPA database of 1.95 
million GWh, is held to 2.43 million GWh in 
2050. At a capacity factor of 0.85, this corre- 
sponds to an expansion from a 1997 world in- 
stalled total of about 261GW to some 327GW 

Figure 2.2 Scenarios of Penalties on COz Emissions 
($/t CO, in consrant dollars) 
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in 2050. The alternative case, denoted as Ex- 
panded Nuclear assumes that nuclear capacity 
grows to lOOOGW over this period-a level 
identified as being feasible in the MIT Future 
of Nuclear Power study if certain conditions 
are met.10 

The third influence on the role of coal studied 
here concerns the evolution of real natural gas 
prices over time. The EPPA model includes a 
sub-model of resources and depIetion of fossil 
fuels including natural gas, and one scenario, 
denoted EPPA-Ref Gas Price, applies the mod- 
el’s own projection of gas prices (which differ 
by model regions) under the supply and de- 
mand conditions in the various simulations. 
In the Business-as-Usual (BAU) case with lim- 
ited nuclear expansion, the real U.S. gas price 
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Figure 2.3 Global COz Emissions under Alternative Policies with 
Universal, Simultaneous Participation, Limited Nuclear Expansion 
and EPPA-Ref Gas Prices (GKO,/year) 
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is projected to rise by 2050 by a factor of 3.6 
over the base year (1997) price of $2.33 per 
Mcf, which implies a price of around $8.40 per 
Mcf in 2050 in 1997 prices. To test the effect 
of substantial new discovery and development 
of low-cost LNG transport systems, a second 
Low Gas Price case is explored. In this case the 
EPPA gas transport sub-model is overridden 
by a low-cost global transport system which 
leads to lower prices in key heavy gas-con- 
surning regions. For example, with the Low 
Gas Price scenario, the real 2050 price mul- 
tiple for the U.S. is only 2.4 over the base year, 
or a price of $5.60/Mcf in 1997 prices." 

Results Assuming Universal, Simultaneous 
Participation in COz Emission Penalties 

In order to display the relationships that un- 
derlie the future evolution of coal use, we be- 
gin with a set of policy scenarios where all na- 
tions adopt, by one means or another, to the 
carbon emissions penalties as shown in Figure 
2.2. Were such patterns of emissions penalties 
adopted, they would be sufficient to stabilize 
global CO, emissions in the period between 
now and 2050. This result is shown in Figure 
2.3 on the assumption of Limited Nuclear gen- 
eration, and EPPA-Ref Gas Price. 

If there is no climate policy, emissions are pro- 
jected to rise to over 60 GtCO, by 2050. Under 
the High CO, Price path, by contrast, global 
emissions are stabilized by around 2015 at 
level of about 28 GtCO,. If only the Low CO, 

Price path is imposed, emissions would not 
stabilize until around 2045 and then at a level 
of approximately 42 GtCO, per year.', 

Figure 2.4 shows how global primary energy 
consumption adjusts in the EPPA model solu- 
tion for the High CO, Price case with Limited 
Nuclear expansion and EPPA-Ref gas prices. 
The increasing CO, price leads to a reduction 
in energy demand over the decades and to ad- 
justments in the composition of supply. For 
example, non-biomass renewables (e.g., wind) 
and commercial biomass (here expressed in 
terms of liquid fuel) both increase substan- 
tially.13 Most important for this discussion is 
the effect on coal use. When the carbon price 
increases in 2015, coal use is initially reduced. 
However, in 2025 coal with CCS begins to 
gain market share, growing steadily to 2050 
(and beyond) and leading to a resurgence of 
global coal consumption. 

A further global picture of coal use under 
these alternative CO, price assumptions, as- 
suming Limited Nuclear capacity and EPPA- 
Ref Gas Price, is shown in Table 2.7. Under the 
Low CO, Price trajectory, coal's contribution 
to 2050 global emissions is lowered froni 32 
GtCO, per year, to around 15 GtCO, per year 
while total coal consumption falls to 45% of its 
no-policy level (though still 100% above 2000 
coal use). The contribution of carbon cap- 
ture and storage (CCS) is relatively small in 
this case, because at this price trajectory CCS 
technology does not become economic until 
around 2035 or 2040, leading to a small mar- 
ket penetration by 2050. The picture differs 
substantially under assumption of the High 
CO, Price pattern. The contribution of CO, 
emissions from coal in 2050 is projected to be 
one-third that under the lower price path, yet 
coal use falls by only another 20% (and still 
remains 61% above the 2000 level). The key 
factor contributing to this result in 2050 can 
be seen in the third line in the table which 
shows the percentage of coal consumed using 
CCS technology. With higher CO, price lev- 
els early in the simulation period, CCS has the 
time and economic incentive to take a larger 
market share. 
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The point to take from Table 2.7 is that CO, 
mitigation policies at the level tested here 
will limit the expected growth of coal and as- 
sociated emissions, but not necessarily con- 
strict the production of coal below today’s 
level. Also, the long-term future for coal use, 
and the achievement in COz emissions abate- 
ment, are sensitive to the development and 
public acceptance of CCS technology and the 
timely provision of incentives to its commer- 
cial application. 

An assumption of expanded nuclear capacity 
to the levels shown in Table 2.6 changes the 
global picture of primary energy consump- 
tion and the proportion met by coal. This case 
is shown in Figure 2.5 which, like Figure 2.4, 
imposes the high CO, price trajectory and 
EPPA-Ref gas prices. The possibility of greater 
nuclear expansion supports a small increase 
in total primary energy under no-policy con- 
ditions but leaves the total energy essentially 
unchanged under the pressure of high CO, 
prices. The main adjustment is in the con- 
sumption of coal, which is reduced from 161 
EJ to 120 EJ in 2050 through a substitution of 
nuclear generation for coal with and without 
CO, capture and storage. 

Table 2.8 provides some individual country 
detail for these assumptions and shows the 
sensitivity of the EPPA results ta assumptions 
about nuclear expansion and natural gas pric- 
es. The top rows of the table again present the 
global figures for coal use along with the fig- 
ures for the U.S. and China.14 China’s coal con- 
sumption at 27 EJ is slightly above the 24 EJ in 
the United States in 2000, but without climate 
policy, China’s coal consumption is projected 
to increase to a level some 52% greater than 
that of the United States in 2050. On the other 
hand, the CO, penalty yields a greater per- 
centage reduction in China than in the US.. 
By 2050 the High CO, Price has reduced Chi- 
nese use by 56%, but United States consump- 
tion is reduced by only 3 1 %. The main reason 
for the difference in response is the composi- 
tion of coal consumption, and to a lesser ex- 
tent in a difference in the thermal efficiency of 
the electric power sectors of the two countries. 

Figure 2.4 Global Primary Energy Consumption under High C02 
Prices (Limited Nuclear Generation and EPPA-Ref Gas Prices) 

Commercial Biomass 
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Figure 2.5 Global Primary Energy Consumption under High CO, 
Prices (Expanded Nuclear Generation and EPPA-Ref Gas Prices) 
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By 2050 in the reference scenario (EPPA-Ref 
Gas Price and Limited Nuclear), 54% of coal 
use in China is in non-electric power sectors 
compared with only 5% in the US.. Under the 
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Assumes universal, simultaneous participation 

High CO, Price policy, China's share of coal 
consumption in the other sectors declines to 
12%, while the U.S. share of coal consumption 
outside of the electricity sector drops to 3%. 
Within the electric sector, U.S. power plants 
are relatively more thermally efficient than 
in China, so opportunities to lower coal con- 
sumption in China's power sector are greater. 

Table 2.8 also displays the effect on coal use 
of alternative assumptions about the expan- 
sion of nuclear power. A growth of nuclear 
generating capacity at the level assumed in 
the Expanded Nuclear case directly displac- 
es electricity from coal. For example, under 
Business as Usual the provision of expanded 
nuclear generation reduces 2050 global coal 
use from 448 to 40.5 EJ. This effect continues 
under the cases with penalties on CO, emis- 
sions. Moreover, if the influence of low gas 
prices is added to the greater nuclear penetra- 
tion (a case shown in the bottom three rows) 
coal use declines further. Under these condi- 
tions, global coal use falls below 2000 levels 
under the High CO, Price case, and Chinese 
consumption would only reach its 2000 level 
in the years nearing 2050. 

It can be seen in Figure 2.3 that in 2010 global 
COz emissions are lower at the Low than at the 
High CO, Price scenario, whereas Table 2.7 in- 
dicates that by 2050 emissions are far lower at 
the stricter emissions penalty. This pattern is 
the result of the differential timing of the start 

of the mitigation policy and the influence of 
the two price paths on CCS, for which more 
detail is provided in Table 2.9. The lower CO, 
price path starts earlier and thus influences 
the early years, but under the high price path 
CCS enters earlier and, given the assumptions 
in the EPPA model about the lags in market 
penetration of such a new and capital-inten- 
sive technology, it has more time to gain mar- 
ket share. So, under Limited Nuclear growth 
and EPPA-Ref Gas Price, CCS-based genera- 
tion under the High CO,Price reaches a global 
level ten times that under the Low CO, Price. 
An Expanded Nuclear sector reduces the total 
CCS installed in 2050 by about one-quarter. 

The Low Gas Price assumption has only a small 
effect on CCS when the penalty on CO, emis- 
sions is also low, but it has a substantial effect 
under the High CO, Price scenario because 
the low gas prices delay the initial adoption of 
CCS. The gas price has a less pronounced ef- 
fect after 20.50. 

Accompanying these developments are chang- 
es in the price of coal. The EPPA model treats 
coal as a commodity that is imperfectly sub- 
stitutable among countries (due to transport 
costs and the imperfect substitutability among 
various coals), so that it has a somewhat differ- 
ent price from place to place. Table 2.10 pres- 
ents these prices for the U.S. and China. Under 
the no-policy BAU (with Limited Nuclear and 
EPPA-Rej Gas Price), coal prices are project- 
ed to increase by 47% in the U.S. and by 60% 
in China.15 Each of the changes explored-a 
charge on COz, expanded nuclear capacity or 
lower gas prices-would lower the demand for 
coal and thus its mine-mouth price. With high 
COz prices, more nuclear and cheaper natural 
gas, coal prices are projected to be essentially 
the same in 2050 as they were in 2000. 

Results Assuming Universal but Lagged 
Participation of Emerging Economies 

The previous analysis assumes that all nations 
adopt the same CO, emission charge sched- 
ule, Unfortunately, this is a highly unlikely 
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outcome. The Kyoto Protocol, for example, 
sets emission reduction levels only for the de- 
veloped and transition (Annex B) economies. 
The emissions of developing nations (classi- 
fied as Non-Annex B), including China and 
India, are not constrained by the Protocol 
and at present there is no political agreement 
about how these nations might participate in 
a carbon regime of CO, emissions restraint.16 
Clearly if the fast growing developing econo- 
mies do not adopt a carbon charge, the world 
level of emissions will grow faster than pre- 
sented above. 

To test the implications of lagged participa- 
tion by emerging economies we explore two 
scenarios of delay in their adherence to CO, 
control regimes. They are shown in Figure 2.6. 
The High CO, Price trajectory from the earlier 
figures is repeated in the figure, and this price 
path is assumed to be followed by the Annex B 
parties. The trajectory marked IO-year Lag has 
the developing economies maintaining a car- 
bon charge that developed economies adopted 
ten years previously. The trajectory marked 
Temp Lag assumes that after 20 years the de- 
veloping economies have returned to the car- 
bon charge trajectory of the developed econo- 
mies. In this latter case, developing economies 
would go through a transition period of a 
higher rate of increase in CO, prices than the 
4% rate that is simulated for the developed 
economies and eventually (around 2045), the 
same CO, price level would be reached as in 
the case of universal participation. Note that 
these scenarios are not intended as realistic 
portrayals of potential future CO, markets. 
They simply provide a way to explore the 
implications of lagged accession to a climate 
agreement, however it might be managed. 

Figure 2.7 projects the consequences of these 
different assumptions about the adherence of 
developing economies to a program of CO, 
penalties assuming the Limited Nuclear expan- 
sion and EPPA-Ref Gas Price path. First of all, 
the figure repeats the BAIJ case from before, 
and a case marked High CO, Price, which is 
the same scenario as before when all nations 
follow the High CO, Price path. The Annex 

LOW CO, HIGH COz 
PRICE 
2050 
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Figure 2.6 Scenarios of Penalties on COz Emissions: High Price 
for Annex B Nations and Two Patterns of Participation by Non- 
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Figure 2.7 Global CO, Emissions under BAU and Alternative 
Scenarios for Mon-Annex B Accession to the High CO, Price Path 

2000 to 2050, which is estimated to be 1400 
GtCO, under the projections used here.” 

- Business as Usual 
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B O n 9  case considers the implications if the 
Non-Annex B parties never accept any C02  
penalty, in which case total emissions con- 
tinue to grow although at a slower pace than 
under BAU. 

The next case assumes developing economies 
adhere to a “high” carbon price but with a lag 
of ten years after developed economies. The 
trend is clear: (1) if developing economies do 
not adopt a carbon charge, stabilization of 
emissions by 2050 cannot be achieved under 
this price path; and (2) if developing econo- 
mies adopt a carbon charge with a time lag, 
stabilization is possible, but it is achieved at a 
later time and at a higher level of global emis- 
sions, depending upon the precise trajectory 
adopted by the developing economies. For 
example, if developing economies maintain 
a carbon tax with a lag of 10 years behind 
the developed ones, then cumulative C02 
emissions through 2050 will be 123 GtCO, 
higher than if developing economies adopted 
the simulated carbon charge with no lag. If 
developing economies adopted the carbon 
tax with a ten-year lag but converged with 
the developed economies tax 20 years later 
(noted as Temp Lag in Figure 2.6 but not 
shown in Figure 2.7) then cumulative COz 
emissions through 2050 would be 97 GtCO, 
higher than if developing economies adopted 
the tax with no lag. The significance of these 
degrees of delay can be understood in com- 
parison with cumulative CO, emissions un- 
der the High CO, Price case over the period 

THE ROLE OF CCS IN A CARBON CONSTRAINED 
WORLD 

The importance of CCS for climate policy is 
underlined by the projection for coal use if 
the same COz emission penalty is imposed 
and CCS is not available, as shown in Table 
2.11. Under Limited Nuclear expansion the 
loss of CCS would lower coal use in 2050 by 
some 28% but increase global CO, emissions 
by 14%. With Expanded Nuclear capacity, 
coal use and emissions are lower than in the 
limited nuclear case and the absence of CCS 
has the same effect. Depending on the nu- 
clear assumption the loss of the CCS option 
would raise 2050 CO, emissions by between 
10% and 15%. 

This chart motivates our study’s emphasis on 
coal use with CCS. Given our belief that coal 
will continue to be used to meet the world’s 
energy needs, the successful adoption of CCS 
is critical to sustaining future coal use in a 
carbon-constrained world. More significantly 
considering the energy needs of developing 
countries, this technology may be an essential 
component of any attempt to stabilize global 
emissions of COz, much less to meet the Cli- 
mate Convention’s goal of stabilized atmo- 
spheric concentrations. This conclusion holds 
even for plausible levels of expansion of nucle- 
ar power or for policies stimulating the other 
approaches to emissions mitigation listed at 
the outset of this chapter. 

CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

A central conclusion to be drawn from our ex- 
amination of alternative futures for coal is that 
if carbon capture arid sequestration is suc- 
cessfully adopted, utilization of coal likely 
will expand even with Stabilization of COz 
emissions. Though not shown here, exten- 
sion of these emissions control scenarios fur- 
ther into the future shows continuing growth 
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in coal use provided CCS is available. Also 
to be emphasized is that market adoption of 
CCS requires the incentive of a significant and 
widely applied charge for CO, emissions. 

All of these simulations assume that CCS will 
be available, and proven socially and envi- 
ronmentally acceptable, if and when more 
widespread agreement is reached on impos- 
ing a charge on C 0 2  emissions. This technical 
option is not available in this sense today, of 
course. Many years of development and dern- 
onstration will be required to prepare for its 
successful, large scale adoption in the U.S. and 
elsewhere. A rushed attempt at CCS imple- 
mentation in the face of urgent climate con- 
cerns could lead to excess cost and heightened 
local environmental concerns, potentially 
leading to long delays in implementation of 
this important option. Therefore these simu- 
lation studies underscore the need for devel- 
opment work now at a scale appropriate to 
the technological and societal challenge. The 
task of the following chapters is to explore the 
components of such a program-including 
generation and capture technology and issues 
in CO, storage-in a search for the most effec- 
tive and efficient path forward. 
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Chapter 3 - Coal-Based Electricity Generation 

INTRODUCTION 

hi the U.S., coal-based power generation is 
expanding again; in China, it is expanding 
very rapidly; and in India, it appears on the 
verge of rapid expansion. In all these coun- 
tries and worldwide, the primary generating 
technology is pulverized coal (PC) combus- 
tion. PC combustion technology continues 
to undergo technological improvements that 
increase efficiency and reduce emissions. 
However, technologies favored for today’s 
conditions may not be optimum under future 
conditions. In particular, carbon dioxide cap- 
ture and sequestration in coal-based power 
generation is an important emerging option 
for managing carbon dioxide emissions while 
meeting growing electricity demand, but this 
would add further complexity to the choice 
of generating technology. 

The distribution of coal-based generating 
plants for the U. S. is shown in Figure 3.1. 
Most of the coal-based generating units in 
the U. S. are between 20 and 55 years old; the 
average age of the fleet is over 35 yearsll]. 
Coal-based generating units less than 35 
years old average about 550 MW,; older gen- 
erating units are typically smaller. With cur- 
rent life-extension capabilities, many of these 
units could, on-average, operate another 30+ 
years. Units that are less than about 50 years 
old are essentially all air-blown, PC combus- 
tion units. The U.S. coal fleet average gener- 
ating efficiency is about 33%, although a few, 
newer generating units exceed 36% efficiency 
[ 2 ]  [ 3 ] .  Increased generating efficiency is im- 
portant, since it translates directly into lower 
criteria pollutant emissions (at a given re- 

moval efficiency) and lower carbon dioxide 
emissions per ltW,-h of electricity generated. 

GENERATING TECHNOLOGIES - OVERVIEW 

This chapter evaluates the technologies that 
are either currently commercial or will be 
commercially viable in the near term for 
electricity generation from coal. It focuses 
primarily on the U. S., although the analysis 
is more broadly applicable. We analyze these 
generating technologies in terms of the cost 
of electricity produced by each, without and 
with carbon dioxide (CO,) capture, and their 
applicability, efficiency, availability and reli- 
ability. Power generation from coal is subject 
to a large number of variables which impact 
technology choice, operating efficiency, and 
cost of electricity (COE) produced [4]. Our 
approach here was to pick a point set of condi- 
tions at which to compare each of the generat- 
ing technologies, using a given generating unit 
design model to provide consistency. We then 
consider how changes from this point set of 
conditions, such as changing coal type, impact 
the design, operation, and cost of electricity 
(COE) for each technology. We also consider 
emissions control and retrofits for CO, cap- 
ture for each technology. Appendix 3.A sum- 
marizes coal type and quality issues, and their 
impact. 

For the technology comparisons in this chap- 
ter, each of the generating units considered 
was a green-field unit which contained all the 
emissions control equipment required to op- 
erate slightly below current, low, best-demon- 
strated criteria emissions performance levels. 
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Figure 3.1 
database; Size Of Circles Indicate Power Plant Capacity. 

Distribution of U. S.Coa1-Based Power Plants. Data from 2002 USEPA eGRlD 

To evaluate the technologies on a consistent 
basis, the design performance and operating 
parameters for these generating technologies 
were based on the Carnegie Mellon Integrated 
Environmental Control Model, version 5.0 
(IECM) [SI which is a modeling tool specific 
to coal-based power generation [6] [7].  The 
units all use a standard Illinois # 6 bituminous 
coal, a high-sulfur, Eastern U.S. coal with a 
moderately high heating value (3.25 wt% sul- 
fur & 25,350 kJ/kg (HHV)). Detailed analysis 
is given in Table A-3.B.1 [SI (Appendix 33). 

GENERATING EFFICIENCY The fraction of the 
thermal energy in the fuel that endsup in the net 
electricity produced is the generating efficiency 
of the unit [SI. Typical modern coal units range 
in thermal efficiency from 33% to 43% (HHV). 
Generating efficiency depends on a number of 
unit design and operating parameters, includ- 
ing coal type, steam temperature and pressure, 
and condenser cooling water temperature [9]. 
For example, a unit in Florida will generally 
have a lower operating efficiency than a unit in 
northern New England or in northern Europe 
due to the higher cooling water temperature in 
Florida. The difference in generating efficiency 
could be 2 to 3 percentage points. Typically, 
units operated at near capacity exhibit their 
highest efficiency; unit cycling and operating 
below capacity result in lower efficiency. 

LEVELIZED COST OF ELECTRICITY 

The levelized cost of electricity (COE) is the 
constant dollar electricity price that would be 
required over the life of the plant to cover all 
operating expenses, payment of debt and ac- 
crued interest on initial project expenses, and 
the payment of an acceptable return to in- 
vestors. Levelized COE is comprised of three 
components: capital charge, operation and 
maintenance costs, and fuel costs. Capital cost 
is generally the largest component of COE. 
This study calculated the capital cost compo- 
nent of COE by applying a carrying charge 
factor of 15.1% to the total plant cost (TPC). 
Appendix 3.C provides the basis for the eco- 
nomics discussed in this chapter. 

AIR-BLOWN COAL COMBUSTION GENERATING 
TECHNOLOGIES 

In the next section we consider the four pri- 
mary air-blown coal generating technologies 
that compose essentially all the coal-based 
power generation units in operation today 
and being built. These include PC combustion 
using subcritical, supercritical, or ultra-super- 
critical steam cycles designed for Illinois #6 
coal and circulating fluid-bed (CFB) combus- 
tion designed for lignite. Table 3.1 summariz- 
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SUPERCRITICAL PC ULTRA-SUPERCRITICAL PC SUBCRITICAL CFBS SUBCRITICAL PC 

WIO Wf WIO Wl WID WI WIO WI  
CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE CAPTURE 

--____-" I - - 

-~ "--" I- 

9,950 

34 3% 

208,000 

466,000 

0 

931 

1,280 

Inv.Charge,C/kW,-h@ 15 1%(4) 2 60 

13,600 

25 1% 

284,000 

63,600 

573,000 

127 

2,230 

4 52 

Fuel,C/kW,-h @ $1 50/MMBtu 1 49 2 04 

kW,-h 0 75 160 

COE, C/kW,-h 4.84 8.16 

41 3 Cost ofCOz avoidedsvs same 
technology w/o capture, $/tonne 

Cost of C02 avoided5vs.supercritical 
w/o capture, $/tonne 48 2 

8,870 11,700 

385% 293% 

185,000 243,000 

415,000 54,500 

0 491,000 

830 109 

1,330 2,140 

2 70 4 34 

133 175 

0 75 1 60 

4.78 7.69 

40.4 

40 4 

7,880 10,000 

43 3% 34.1% 

164,000 209,000 

369,000 46,800 

0 422,000 

738 94 

1,3GO 2,090 

2 76 4 24 

118 150 

0 75 160 

4.69 7.34 

41 1 

34 8 

9,810 13,400 

34896 255% 

297,000 406,000 

51 7,000 70,700 

0 36,000 

1030 141 

1,330 2,270 

270 460 

0 98 134 

100 I85 

4.68 7.79 

39.7 

42 8 

Basis: SO0 MW net output. Illinois t 6 coal (61 2% wt C, HHV = 25,350 kJ/kg),85% capacity factor 

(1) e 14 Btu/kW~-h/(heatrote), 
(2) 90% removal used for all capture cases 
(3) Bosedon designstudiesandestimatesdone between2000&2004, operiodofcoststabiliry,updatedto2005$using Cf/inf?ation iate 2007 
cost would be higher becouseofrecentropidincreases in engineering and construction costs, up25 to 30% since2004 
(4)Annuolcarryingchargeof I5 196 from Ef~l-PAGmetliodologyfora U S  utilityinvestingin U S  copitolmorkers, bosedon 55%debt@65%, 

5%,38% taxrate,2~~inRotionrote, 3yeorconstructionperiod,20yeor booklife, oppliedto totolplontcosrto(akulateinvest- 

(5) Does not include costs associated with transportation and in~ection/storage 
(6) CFB burning lignite with HHV= 17,400 W/kg and costing S 1 00/mil/ion Btu 

es representative operating performance and 
economics for these air-blown coal combus- 
tion generating technologies. Appendix .3.C 
provides the basis for the economics. PC com- 
bustion or PC generation will be used to mean 
air-blown pulverized coal combustion for the 
rest of this report, unless explicitly stated to be 
oxy-fuel PC combustion for oxygen-blown PC 
combustion. 

PULVERIZED COAL COMBUSTION POWER GEN- 
ERATION: WITHOUT CO, CAPTURE 

SUBCRITICAL OPERATION In a pulverized coal 
unit, the coal is ground to talcum-powder 
fineness, and injected through burners into 
the furnace with combustion air [10-12]. The 
fine coal particles heat up rapidly, undergo py- 
rolysis and ignite. The bulk of the combustion 
air is then mixed into the flame to completely 
burn the coal char. The flue gas froni the boiler 
passes through the flue gas clean-up units to 
remove particulates, SO,, and NO,. ?he flue 
gas exiting the clean-up section meets criteria 
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pollutant permit requirements, typically con- 
tains 10-15% CO, and is essentially at atmo- 
spheric pressure. A block diagram of a subcrit- 
ical PC generating unit is shown in Figure 3.2. 
Dry, saturated steam is generated in the fur- 
nace boiler tubes and is heated further in the 
superheater section of the furnace. This high- 
pressure, superheated steam drives the steam 
turbine coupled to an electric generator. The 
low-pressure steam exiting the steam turbine 
is condensed, and the condensate pumped 
back to the boiler for conversion into steam. 
Subcritical operation refers to steam pressure 
arid temperature below 22.0 MPa (m.3200 psi) 
and about 550" C (1025" F) respectively. Sub- 
critical PC units have generating efficiencies 
between 33 to 37% (HHV), dependent on coal 
quality, operations and design parameters, 
and location. 

Feed Air Boiler/ 
2,450,000 kglhr - Superheater 

Steam Conditions 
Coal Feed 16.5 MPa/538"C 
208,000 kg/hr - ( ~ 4 ~ ~ P S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ " ~ )  

Key material flows and conditions for a SO0 
MW, subcritical PC unit are given in Figure 
3.2 [S ,  131. The unit burns 208,000 kglh (208 
tonnedh 1141) of coal and requires about 2.5 
million kg/h of combustion air. Emissions 
control was designed for 99.9% PM and 99+% 
SO, reductions and greater than about 90% 
NO, reduction. Typical subcritical steam cy- 
cle conditions are 16.5 MPa (-2400 psi) and 
540" C (1000" F) superheated steam. Under 
these operating conditions (Figure 3.2), IECM 
projects an efficiency of 34.3% (HHV) 1151. 
More detailed material flows and operating 
conditions are given in Appendix 3.B, Figure 

I I 

I 1 b Particuiates 99.9% 
NO, -90% 
so* 99+% 

A-3.B.2, and Table 3.1 summarizes the COz 
emissions. 

Steam 

The coal mineral matter produces about 22,800 
kg/h (23 tonnes/h) of fly and bottom ash. This 
can be used in cement and/or brick manufac- 
ture. Desulfurization of the flue gas produces 
about 41,000 kg/h (41 tonnedh) of wet solids 
that may be used in wallboard manufacture or 
disposed of in an environmentally safe way. 

Fiy Ash &Wet Solids 

SUPERCRITICAL AND ULTRA-SUPERCRITICAL 
OPERATION Generating efficiency is in- 
creased by designing the unit for operation at 
higher steam temperature and pressure. This 
represents a movement from subcritical to 
supercritical to ultra-supercritical steam pa- 
rameters [ 161. Supercritical steam cycles were 
not commercialized until the late 1960s, after 
the necessary materials technologies had been 
developed. A number of supercritical units 
were built in the U.S. through the 1970's and 
early 80's, but they were at the limit of the 
then-available materials and fabrication capa- 
bilities, and some problems were encountered 
[ 171. These problems have been overcome for 
supercritical operating conditions, and super- 
critical units are now highly reliable. Under 
supercritical conditions, the supercritical fluid 
is expanded through the high-pressure stages 
of a steam turbine, generating electricity. To 
recharge the steam properties and increase the 
amount of power generated, after expansion 
through the high-pressure turbine stages, the 

Steam Turbine/ I Generator 

Figure 3.2 Subcritical 500 MW, Pulverized Coal Unit without CO, Capture 
Lime Slurry 

SO0 MWs Net 

Stack Gas 
2,770,000 kg/hr 
55"C, 0 10 MPa 

Flue Gas Clean-up 

Removal: 
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Figure 3.3 Ultra-Supercritical 500 NIW, Pulverized Coal Unit without CO, Capture 
Lime Slurry 

Stack Gas 
Feed Air 2,200,000 kg/hr 
1,940,000 kg/hr 5S0C,0.10MPa 

Coal Feed 32 MPa/60O0C/610"C 
164,000 kg/hr (4640psVl llL"F/113O"F) 

Steam Conditions Particulates 99.9% 

Steam Fly Ash &Wet Solids 

steam is sent back to the boiler to be reheated. 
Reheat, single or double, increases the cycle 
efficiency by raising the mean temperature of 
heat addition to the cycle. 

Supercritical electricity generating efficiencies 
range from 37 to 40% (HHV), depending on 
design, operating parameters, and coal type. 
Current state-of-the-art supercritical PC gen- 
eration involves 24.3 MPa (-3.530 psi) and 565" 
C ( lO5O0F), resulting in a generating efficiency 
of about 38% (HHV) for Illinois #6 coal. 

Meanwhile, new materials capabilities have 
been further expanding the potential oper- 
ating range. To take advantage of these de- 
velopments, the power industry, particularly 
in Europe and Japan, continues to move to 
higher steam pressure and temperature, pri- 
marily higher temperatures. Operating steam 
cycle conditions above 565" C (>1050" F) are 
referred to as ultra-supercritical. A number 
of ultra-supercritical units operating at pres- 
sures to 32 MPa (-4640 psi) and temperatures 
to 600/610" C (1112-1130" F) have been con- 
structed in Europe and Japan [18]. Opera- 
tional availability of these units to date has 
been comparable to that of subcritical plants. 
Current materials research and development 
is targeting steam cycle operating conditions 
of 36.5 to 38.5 MPa (-5300-5600 psi) and tern- 
peratures of 700-720" C (1290-1330" F)[19]. 
These conditions should increase generating 
efficiency to the 44 to 46% (HHV) range for 

bituminous coal, but require further materi- 
als advances, particularly for manufacturing, 
field construction, and repair. 

Figure 3.3 is a block diagram of a 500 MW, 
ultra-supercritical PC generating unit show- 
ing key flows. The coal/cornbustion side of the 
boiler and the flue gas treatment are the same 
as for a subcritical boiler. Coal required to 
generate a given amount of electricity is about 
2 I % lower than for subcritical generation, 
which means that COz emissions per MW,-h 
are reduced by 21%. The efficiency projected 
for these design operating conditions is 43.3% 
(HHV) (Figure 3.3) vs. 34.3% for subcritical 
conditions. More detailed material and oper- 
ating information is given in Appendix 3.B. 
Table 3.1 summarizes the performance for 
subcritical, supercritical, and ultra-supercriti- 
cal operation. 

FLUID-BED COMBUSTION A variation on PC 
combustion is fluid-bed combustion in which 
coal is burned with air in a fluid bed, typically 
a circulating fluid bed (CFB)[20-221. CFBs are 
best suited to low-cost waste fuels and low- 
quality or low heatingvalue coals. Crushedcoal 
and limestone are fed into the bed, where the 
limestone undergoes calcination to produce 
lime (CaO). The fluid bed consists mainly of 
lime, with a few percent coal, and recirculated 
coal char. The bed operates at significantly low- 
er temperatures, about 427" C (800" F), which 
thermodynamically favors low NO, formation 
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and SO, capture by reaction with CaO to form 
CaSO,. The steam cycle can be subcritical and 
potentially supercritical, as with PC combus- 
tion, and generating efficiencies are similar. 
The primary advantage of CFB technology is 
its capability to capture SO, in the bed, and 
its flexibility to a wide range of coal proper- 
ties, including coals with low heating value, 
high-ash coals and low-volatile coals, and to 
changes in coal type during operation. Several 
new lignite-burning CFB units have been con- 
structed recently, and CFBs are well suited to 
co-firing biomass [23]. 

The performance data for the CFB unit in 
Table 3.1 is based on lignite rather than Illi- 
nois # 6 coal. The lignite has a heating value 
of 17,400 kJ/kg and low sulfur. The coal feed 
rate is higher than for the other technologies 
because of the lower heating value of the lig- 
nite. Appendix 3.B gives a detailed process 
schematic for CFB generation. 

COALTYPE AND QUALITY EFFECTS 

Coal type and quality impact generating unit 
technology choice and design, generating ef- 
ficiency, capital cost, performance, and COE 
(Appendix 3.A). Boiler designs today usually 
encompass a broader range of typical coals 
than initially intended to provide future flex- 
ibility. Single coal designs are mostly limited 
to mine-mouth plants, which today are usu- 
ally only lignite, subbiturninous, or brown 
coal plants. The energy, carbon, moisture, ash, 
and sulfur contents, as well as ash characteris- 
tics, all play an important role in the value and 
selection of coal, in its transportation cost, 
and in the technology choice for power gen- 
eration. For illustration, Table 3.2 gives typical 
values and ranges for various coal properties 
as a function of coal type. Although most of 
the studies available are based on bituminous 
coals, a large fraction of the power generated 
in the 1J.S. involves Western subbituminous 
coals (>35%), such as Powder River Basin, be- 
cause of its low sulfur content. 

Each of these coal properties interacts in a sig- 
nificant way with generation technology to af- 
fect performance. For example, higher sulfur 
content reduces PC generating efficiency due 
to the added energy consumption and oper- 
ating costs to remove SO, from the flue gas. 
High ash content requires PC design changes 
to manage erosion. High ash is a particular 
problem with Indian coals. Fluid-bed com- 
bustion is well suited to high-ash coals, low- 
carbon coal waste, and lignite. Several high- 
efficiency, ultra-supercritical and supercritical 
PC generating units have recently been com- 
missioned in Germany burning brown coal or 
lignite, and several new CFB units have been 
constructed in Eastern Europe, the U.S., Tur- 
key and India burning lignite and in Ireland 
burning peat [23,24]. 

Coal types with lower energy content and 
higher moisture content significantly affect 
capital cost and generating efficiency. About 
SO% of U.S. coal is sub-bituminous or lignite. 
Using bituminous Pittsburgh #8 as the refer- 
ence, PC units designed for Powder River Ba- 
sin (PRB) coal and for Texas lignite have an 
estimated 14% and 24% higher capital cost 
respectively. Generating efficiency decreases 
but by a smaller percentage (Appendix 3.A, 
Figure A-3.A.3) [25]. However, the lower cost 
of coal types with lower heating value can off- 
set the impact of this increased capital cost 
and decreased efficiency, thus, resulting in 
very little impact on COE. Using average 2004 
mine-mouth coal prices and PC generation, 
the COE for Illinois #6, PRB, and Texas lignite 
is equal ta or less than that for Pittsburgh #8 
(Appendix 3.A, Figure A-3.A.4). 

US. CRITERIA POLLUTANT IMPACTS 

Although coal-based power generation has a 
negative environmental image, advanced PC 
plants have very low emissions; and PC emis- 
sions control technology continues to improve 
and will improve further (Appendix 3.D). It is 
not clear when and where the ultimate limits 
of flue gas control will be reached. In the U.S., 
particulate removal, via electrostatic precipita- 
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tors (ESP) or fabric filters, is universally prac- 
ticed with very high levels of removal (99.9%). 
Flue gas desulfurization has been added to 
less than one-third of U.S. coal-based gener- 
ating capacity [a], and post-combustion NO, 
control is practiced on about 10% of the coal- 
based generating capacity. 

The Clean Air Act (1990) set up a cap and 
trade system for SO, [26] and established 
emissions reductions guidelines for NO,. This 
has helped produce a 38% reduction in total 
SO, emissions over the last 30 years, while 
coal-based power generation grew by 90%. 
Total NO, emissions have been reduced by 
25% over this period. Recent regulations, in- 
cluding NAAQS[27], the Clean Air Interstate 
Rule (CAIR) [28], and the Clean Air Mercury 
Rule (CAMR) [29] will require an additional 
60% reduction in total SO, emissions and an 
additional 45% reduction in total NO, eniis- 
sions nationally by 2020. During this period, 
coal-based generation is projected to grow 
about 35%. Mercury reduction initially comes 
with SO, abatement; additional, mandated re- 
ductions come after 2009. NAAQS have pro- 
duced a situation in which permitting a new 
coal generating unit requires extremely low 
emissions of particulate matter (PM), SO,, 
and NO,, driven by the need to meet strin- 
gent, local air quality requirements, essentially 
independent of national emissions caps. 

Newly permitted coal-fired PC units routinely 
achieve greater than 99.5% particulate control, 
and removal efficiencies greater than 99.9% are 
achievable at little additional cost. Wet flue- 
gas desulfurization (FGD) can achieve 95% 

SO, removal without additives and 99% SO, 
removal with additives [30] I Selective catalytic 
reduction (SCR), combined with low-NO, 
combustion technology, routinely achieves 
90+% NO, reduction over non-controlled 
emissions levels. New, advanced PC units in 
the U.S. are currently achieving criteria pollut- 
ant emissions reductions consistent with the 
performance outlined above and have emis- 
sions levels that are at or below the emissions 
levels achieved by the best PC units in Japan 
and Europe (Appendix 3.D). 

Today, about 25% of the mercury in the coal 
burned is removed by the existing flue gas treat- 
ment technologies in place, primarily with the 
fly ash via electrostatic precipitators (ESP) or 
fabric filters. Wet FGD achieves 40-60% mercu- 
ry removal; and when it is combined with SCR, 
mercury removal could approach 95% for bi- 
tuminous coals 1.311. For subbituminous coals, 
mercury renioval is typically less than 40%, and 
may be significantly less for lignite, even when 
the flue gas clean-up technologies outlined 
above are in use. However, with activated car- 
bon or brominated activated carbon injection 
removal rates can be increased to -90% [.31]. 
Optimization of existing technologies and new 
technology innovations can be expected to 
achieve > 90% mercury removal on most if not 
all coals within the next 10- 15 years. 

Table 3.3 gives the estimated incremental 
impact on the COE of the flue gas treatment 
technologies to meet the low emissions levels 
that are the design basis of this study, vs. a PC 
unit without controls. The impact of achiev- 
ing these levels of control is about 1.0 ct/kW,-h 
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e. Range IS for retrofit sanddepends on coal type,properties, controllevelon 
f When added to the'ho-controI"C0E for SCPC, the total COEis 4 78 C/kW,- 

or about 20% of the total COE from a highly- 
controlled PC unit. Although mercury con- 
trol is not explicitly addressed here, renioval 
should be in the 60-80% range for bituminous 
coals, including Illinois #6 coal, and less for 
subbituminous coals and lignite. We estimate 
that the incremental costs to meet CAIR and 
CAMR requirements and for decreasing the 
PM, SO,, and NO, emissions levels by a fac- 
tor of 2 from the current best demonstrated 
emissions performance levels used for Table 
3.3 would increase the cost of electricity by 
about an additional 0.22 C/lcWe-h (Appendix 
3.D, Table A-3D.4). The total cost of eniis- 
sions control is still less than 25% of the cost 
of the electricity produced. Meeting the Fed- 
eral 2015 emissions levels is not a question of 
control technology capabilities but of unifornl 
application of current technology. Meeting lo- 
cal emissions requirements may be a different 
matter. 

PULVERIZED COAL COMBUSTION GENERATING 
TECHNOLOGY WITH CO, CAPTURE 

CO, capture with PC combustion generation 
involves CO, separation and recovery from 
the flue gas, at low concentration and low par- 
tial pressure. Of the possible approaches to 
separation [ .32] ,  chemical absorption with 
amines, such as morioethanolamine (MEA) or 
hindered amines, is the commercial process 

of choice [33,34]. Chemical absorption offers 
high capture efficiency and selectivity for air- 
blown units and can be used with sub-, super-, 
and ultra-supercritical generation as illustrat- 
ed in Figure 3.4 for a subcritical PC unit. The 
COz is first captured from the flue gas stream 
by absorption into an amine solution in an ab- 
sorption tower. The absorbed COz must then 
be stripped from the amine solution via a tern- 
perature increase, regenerating the solution 
for recycle to the absorption tower. The recov- 
ered C02 is cooled, dried, and compressed to a 
supercritical fluid. It is then ready to be piped 
to storage. 

CO, removal from flue gas requires energy, 
primarily in the form of low-pressure steam 
for the regeneration of the amine solution. 
This reduces steam to the turbine and the net 
power output of the generating plant. Thus, to 
maintain constant net power generation the 
coal input must be increased, as well as the size 
of the boiler, the steam tmbine/generator, and 
the equipment for flue gas clean-up, etc. Ab- 
sorption solutions that have high CO, binding 
energy are required by the low concentration 
of COz. in the flue gas, and the energy require- 
ments for regeneration are high. 

A subcritical PC unit with CO, capture (Fig- 
ure 3.4), that produces 500 MW, net power, 
requires a 37% increase in plant size and in 
coal feed rate (76,000 kg/h more coal) vs. a 
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Figure 3.4 Subcritical 500 MW, Pulverized Coal Unit with COz Capture 
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500 MW, unit without CO, capture (Figure 
3.2). The generating efficiency is reduced from 
34.3% to 25.1% (Table 3.1). The primary fac- 
tors in efficiency reduction associated with ad- 
dition of CO, capture are illustrated in Figure 
3.5. The thermal energy required to recover 
CO, from the amine solution reduces the ef- 
ficiency by 5 percentage points. The energy 
required to compress the C02 from 0.1 MPa 
to about 15 MPa ( to a supercritical fluid) is 
the next largest factor, reducing the efficiency 
by 3.5 percentage points. All other energy re- 
quirements amount to less than one percent- 
age point. 

An ultra-supercritical PC unit with CO, cap- 
ture (Figure 3.6) that produces the same net 
power output as an ultra-supercritical PC unit 
without CO, capture (Figure 3.3) requires a 
27% increase in unit size and in coal feed rate 
(44,000 kg/h more coal). Figure 3.7 illustrates 
the main factors in efficiency reduction asso- 
ciated with addition of CO, capture to an ul- 
tra-supercritical PC unit. The overall efficien- 
cy reduction is 9.2 percentage points in both 
cases, but the ultra-supercritical, non-capture 
unit starts at a sufficiently high efficiency that 
with CO, capture, its efficiency is essentially 
the same as that of the subcritical unit without 
CO, capture. 

Figure 3.5 Parasitic Energy Requirements for a 
Subcritical Pulverized Coal Unit With Post-Combustion 
CO, Capture 
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COST OF ELECTRICITY FOR AIR-BLOWN PULVER- 
IZED COAL COMBUSTION 

The cost of electricity (COE), without and with 
CO, capture, was developed for the competing 
technologies analyzed in this report through 
a detailed evaluation of recent design studies, 
combined with expert validation. Appendix 
3.C lists the studies that formed the basis for 
our report (Table A-3.C.2), provides more de- 
tail on each, and details the approach used. The 
largest and most variable component of COE 
among the studies is the capital charge, which 
is dependent on the total plant (or unit) cost 
(TPC) and the cost of capital. Figure 3.8 shows 
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Figure 3.6 Ultra-Supercritical 500 MWe Pulverized Coal Unit with COz Capture 
Lime Slurry 
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the min, max, and mean of the estimated TPC 
for each technology expressed in 2005 dollars. 
Costs are for a 500 MW, plant and are given in 
$/kW, net generating capacity. 

In addition to the variation in TPC, each of 
these studies used different economic and op- 
erating parameter assumptions resulting in a 
range in the capital carrying cost; in the O&M 
cost, and in the fuel cost. The differences in 
these assumptions among the studies account 
for much of the variability in the reported 
COE. The COE from these studies is shown in 
Figure 3.9, where the "as-reported" bars show 
the min, max, and mean in the COE for the 
different technologies as reported in the stud- 

Figure 3.7 Parasitic Energy Requirements for an 
Ultra-Supercritical Pulverized Coal Unit with Post- 
Combustion COz Capture 
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ies in the dollars of the study year. Appendix 
3.C provides more detail. 

To compare the studies on a more consistent 
basis, we recalculated the COE for each of the 
studies using the normalized economic and 
operating parameters listed in Table 3.4.O&M 
costs are generally considered to be technology 
and report-specific and were not changed in 
this analysis. Other factors that contribute to 
variation include regional material and labor 
costs, and coal quality impacts. The "normal- 
ized bars in Figure 3.9 summarize the results 
of this analysis of these design studies. 

The variation in "as-reported" COE for non- 
capture PC combustion is small because of 
the broad experience base for this technology. 
Significant variation in COE exists for the COz 
capture cases due to the lack of commercial 
data. The normalized COE values are higher 
for most of the cases because we used a higher 
fuel price and put all cost components in 2005 
dollars. 

To develop the COE values for this report, we 
took the TPC numbers from the design stud- 
ies (Figure 3.8), adjusted them to achieve in- 
ternal consistency (e.g. SubC PC<SC PC<USC 
PC), then compared our TPC numbers with 
industry consensus group numbers [35] and 
made secondary adjustments based on ratios 
and deltas from these numbers. This produced 
the TPC values in Table 3.1. Using these TPC 
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For PC generation without CO, capture, the 
CQE decreases from 4.84 to 4.69 C/kWe-h 
froin subcritical to ultra-supercritical technol- 
ogy because efficiency gains outweigh the ad- 
ditional capital cost (fuel cost component de- 
creases faster than the capital cost component 
increases). Historically, coal cost in the U.S. 
has been low enough that the economic choice 
has been subcritical PC. The higher coal costs 
in Europe and Japan have driven the choice 
of higher-efficiency generating technologies, 
supercritical and more recently ultra-super- 
critical. For the CFB case, the COE is similar 
to that for the PC cases, but this is because 
cheaper lignite is the feed, and emissions con- 
trol is less costly. The CFB design used here 
does not achieve the very low criteria emis- 
sions achieved by our PC design. For Illinois 
#6 and comparable emissions limits, the COE 
for ithe CFB would be significantly higher. 

The increase in COE in going from no-capture 
to 60, capture ranges from 3.3 C/kWe-h for 
subcritical generation to 2.7 $/kWe-h for ultra- 

Figure 3.8 Total Plant Cost for Air-Blown Coal Combustion 
Power Generation Technologies from Recent Design Studies. 
The Min, Max, and Mean (2005 Dollars) Are Shown When Multiple 
Studies Evaluated a Given Technology. 
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supercritical generation (Table 3.1). Over half 
of this increase is due to higher capital carrying 
charge resulting from the increased boiler and 
steam turbine size and the added CO, capture, 
recovery, and compression equipment. About 
two thirds of the rest is due to higher O&M 
costs associated with the increased operational 
scale per kWe and with CO, capture and recov- 
ery. For air-blown PC combustion technolo- 
gies, the cost of avoided CO, is about $41 per 
tonne. These costs are for capture, compression 
and drying, and do not include the pipeline, 
transportation and sequestration costs. 

The largest cause of the efficiency reduction 
observed with CO, capture for air-blown PC 
generation (Figure 3.5 and 3.7) is the energy 
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Figure 3.9 Cost of Electricity from Design Studies As-Reported and Using Normalized 
Economic and Operating Parameters for Air-Blown Coal Combustion Generating Technologies. 
Min, Max, and Mean (2005$) for Multiple Studies. 
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required to regenerate the amine solution 
(recovering the COz), which produces a 5 
percentage point efficiency reduction. If this 
component could be reduced by 50% with 
an efficient, lower-energy capture technol- 
ogy, the COE for supercritical capture would 
be reduced by about 0.5 WkWe-h to about 7.2 
C/kW,-h and by about 0.4 4lkW,-h for ultra- 
supercritical generation. This would reduce 
the CO, avoided cost to about $30 per tonne, 
a reduction of over 25%. 

RETROFITS FOR CO, CAPTURE 

Because of the large coal-based PC generating 
fleet in place and the additional capacity that 
will be constructed in the next two decades, the 
issue of retrofitting for CO, capture is impor- 
tant to the future management of COz emis- 
sions. For air-blown PC combustion units, ret- 
rofit includes the addition of a process unit to 
the back end of the flue-gas system to separate 
and capture CO, from the flue gas, and to dry 
and compress the CO, to a supercritical fluid, 
ready for transport and sequestration. Since 
the existing coal fleet consists of primarily 

subcritical units, another option is to rebuild 
the boilerlsteam system, replacing it with high 
efficiency supercritical or ultra-supercritical 
technology, including post-combmtion CO, 
capture. Appendix 3.E provides a more-de- 
tailed analysis of retrofits and rebuilds. 

For an MEA retrofit of an existing subcriti- 
cal PC unit, the net electrical output can be 
derated by over 40%, e.g., from 500 MW, to 
294 MW, 1361. In this case, the efficiency de- 
crease is about 14.5 percentage points (Ap- 
pendix 3.E) compared to about 9.2 percentage 
points for purpose-built subcritical PC units, 
one no-capture and the other capture (Table 
3.1). With the retrofit, the steam required to 
regenerate the absorbing solution to recover 
the CO, (Figure 3.4), unbalances the rest of 
the plant so severely that the efficiency is re- 
duced another 4 to 5 percentage points. In the 
retrofit case, the original boiler is running at 
full design capacity, but the original steam tur- 
bine is operating at about 60% design rating, 
which is well off its efficiency optimum. Due 
to the large power output reduction (41% de- 
rating), the retrofit capital cost is estimated to 
be $1600 per kWe [36]. This was for a specific 
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unit with adequate space; however, retrofit 
costs are expected to be highly dependent on 
location and unit specifics. If the original unit 
is considered fully paid off, we estimate the 
COE after retrofit could be slightly less than 
that for a new purpose-built PC unit with CO, 
capture. However, an operating plant will usu- 
ally have some residual value, and the reduc- 
tion in unit efficiency and output, increased 
on-site space requirements and unit downtime 
are all complex factors not fully accounted for 
in this analysis. Based on our analysis, we con- 
clude that retrofits seem unlikely. 

Another approach, though not a retrofit, is 
to rebuild the core of a subcritical PC unit, 
installing supercritical or ultra-supercritical 
technology along with post-combustion COz 
capture. Although the total capital cost for 
this approach is higher, the costlkw, is about 
the same as for a subcritical retrofit. The re- 
sultant plant efficiency is higher, consistent 
with that of a purpose-built unit with capture; 
the net power output can essentially be main- 
tained; and the COE is about the same due to 
the overall higher efficiency. We estimate that 
an ultra-supercritical rebuild with MEA cap- 
ture will have an efficiency of 34% and pro- 
duce electricity for 6.91 C/kW,-h (Appendix 
3.E). We conclude that rebuilds including CO, 
capture appear more attractive than retrofits, 
particularly if they upgrade low-efficiency PC 
units with high-efficiency technology, includ- 
ing CO, capture. 

CAPTURE-READY A unit can be considered 
capture-ready if, at some point in the future, 
it can be retrofitted for CO, capture and se- 
questration and still be economical to operate 
[37]. Thus, capture-ready design refers to de- 
signing a new unit to reduce the cost of and to 
facilitate adding CO, capture later or at least 
to not preclude addition of capture later. Cap- 
ture-ready has elements of ambiguity associ- 
ated with it because it is not a specific design, 
but includes a range of investment and design 
decisions that might be undertaken during 
unit design and construction. Further, with an 
uncertain future policy environment, signifi- 
cant pre-investment for COz capture is typi- 

cally not economically justified [ 381. However, 
some actions make sense. Future PC plants 
should employ the highest economically ef- 
ficient technology and leave space for future 
capture equipment if possible, because this 
makes retrofits more attractive. Siting should 
consider proximity to geologic storage. 

OXYGEN-BLOWN COAL-BASED POWER GENERA- 
TION 

The major problems with CO, capture from 
air-blown PC cornbustion are due to the need 
to capture CO, from flue gas at low concentra- 
tion and low partial pressure. This is mainly 
due to the large amount of nitrogen in the flue 
gas, introduced with the combustion air. An- 
other approach to COz capture is to substitute 
oxygen for air, essentially removing most of the 
nitrogen. We refer to this as oxy-fuel PC com- 
bustion. A different approach is to gasify the 
coal and remove the CO, prior to combustion. 
Each of these approaches has advantages and 
disadvantages, but each offers opportunities 
for electricity generation with reduced C0,- 
capture costs. We consider these approaches 
next in the form of oxy-fuel PC combustion 
and Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 
(IGCC) power generation. 

Table 3.5 summarizes representative perfor- 
mance and economics for oxygen-blown coal- 
based power generation technologies. Oxy- 
fuel combustion and IGCC were evaluated 
using the same bases and assumptions used for 
the PC combustion technologies (Table 3.1). 
In this case the estimates are for the Nth unit 
or plant where N is a relatively'small number, 
< IO. In this report, we use gasification and 
IGCC to mean oxygen-blown gasification or 
oxygen-blown IGCC. If we niean air-blown 
gasification, it will be explicitly stated. 

OXY-FUEL PULVERIZED COAL (PC) COMBUS- 
TION 

This approach to capturing CO, from PC 
units involves burning the coal with -95% 
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pure oxygen instead of air as the oxidantl.39- 
411. The flue gas then consists mainly of car- 
bon dioxide and water vapor. Because of the 
low concentration of nitrogen in the oxidant 
gas (95% oxygen), large quantities of flue gas 
are recycled to maintain design temperatures 
and required heat fluxes in the boiler, and dry 
coal-ash conditions. Oxy-fuel enables capture 
of CO, by direct compression of the flue gas 
but requires an air-separation unit (ASU) to 
supply the oxygen. The ASU energy consump- 
tion is the major factor in reducing the ef i -  
ciency of oxy-fuel PC combustion. There are 
no practical reasons for applying oxy-fuel ex- 
cept for CO, capture. 

A block diagram of a 500 MW, oxy-fuel gen- 
erating unit is shown in Figure 3.10 with key 
material flows shown. Boiler and steam cycle 
are supercritical. The coal feed rate is higher 
than that for supercritical PC without capture 
because of the power consumption of the air 
separation unit but lower than that for a super- 
critical PC with MEA CO, capture (Table 3.1). 
In this design, wet FGD is used prior to recycle 
to remove 95% of the SO, to avoid boiler cor- 
rosion problems and high SO, concentration 
in the downstream compression/separation 
equipment. Non-condensables are removed 
from the compressed flue gas via a two-stage 
flash. The composition requirements (purity) 
of the COz stream for transport and geologi- 
cal injection are yet to be established. The 
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Figure 3.10 500 MW, Supercritical Oxy-Fuel Generating Unit with CO, Capture 
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generating efficiency is 30.6% (HHV), which 
is about 1 percentage point higher than super- 
critical PC with MEA CO, capture. Current 
design work suggests that the process can be 
further simplified with SO, and NO, removal 
occurring in the downstream compression & 
separation stage at reduced cost [42]. Further 
work is needed. 

Figure 3.11 shows the parasitic energy re- 
quirements for oxy-fuel PC generation with 
CO, capture. Since the steam cycle is super- 
critical for the oxy-fuel case, supercritical PC 
is used as the comparison base. The oxy-fuel 
PC unit has a gain over the air-driven PC case 
due to improved boiler efficiency and reduced 
emissions control energy requirements, but 
the energy requirement of the ASU, which 
produces a 6.4 percentage point reduction, 
outweighs this efficiency improvement. The 
overall efficiency reduction is 8.3 percentage 
points from supercritical PC. More efficient 
oxygen separation technology would have a 
significant impact. 

A key unresolved issue is the purity require- 
ments of the supercritical CO, stream for gee.- 

logical injection (sequestration). Our design 
produces a highly-pure CO, stream, similar 
to that from the PC capture cases, but incurs 
additional cost to achieve this purity level. If 
this additional purification were not required 
for transport and geologic sequestration of the 
CO,, oxy-fuel PC combustion could gain up 
to one percentage point in efficiency, and the 
COE could be reduced by up to 0.4 C/kW,-h. 

Oxy-fuel PC combustion is in early commer- 
cial development but appears to have consid- 
erable potential. It is under active pilot-scale 
development [43, 441; Vattenfall plans a 30 
MWth CO,-free coal combustion plant for 
2008 start-up[43]; Hamilton, Ontario is de- 
veloping a 24 MW, oxy-fuel electricity gen- 
eration project [45]; and other projects can be 
expected to be announced. 

ECONOMICS Because there is no commercial 
experience with oxy-fuel combustion and lack 
of specificity on COz purity requirements for 
transport and sequestration in a future regu- 
latory regime, the TPC in the limited design 
studies ranged broadly [13, 39, 41, 461 (Ap- 
pendix 3.C, Table A-3.C.2, Figure A-3.C.1). 
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Figure 3.1 1 Parasitic Energy Requirement for Oxy- 
Fuel Pulverized Coal Generation with CO, Capture Vs. 
Supercritical PC without C02 Capture 
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Only the Parsons study estimated the COE 
[ 131. As with PC combustion, we reviewed the 
available design studies (Appendix 3.C), our 
plant component estimate of costs, and ex- 
ternal opinion of TPC to arrive at a projected 
TPC (Table 3.5). We estimated generating ef- 
ficiency to be 30.6% from the Integrated Envi- 
ronmental Control Model[S]. We applied our 
normalization economic and operating pa- 
rameters (Table 3.4) to calculate a COE of 6.98 
alkW,-h (Table 3.5). There may be some up- 
side potential in these numbers if supercritical 
CO, stream purity can be relaxed and design 
efficiencies gained, but more data are needed. 

RETROFITS Oxy-fuel is a good option for ret- 
rofitting PC and FBC units for capture since 
the boiler and steam cycle are less affected by 
an oxy-fuel retrofit; the major impact being an 
increased electricity requirement for the aux- 
iliaries, particularly the ASU. Bozzuto estirnat- 
ed a 36% derating for an oxy-fuel retrofit vs. 
a 41% derating for MEA capture on the same 
unit 1361. In summary, the oxy-fuel retrofit op- 
tion costs about 40% less on a $/kW, basis, is 
projected to produce electricity at 10% to 15% 
less than an MEA retrofit, and has a signifi- 
cantly lower CO, avoidance cost (Appendix 
3.E). Oxy-fuel rebuild to improve efficiency is 
another option and appears to be competitive 
with a high-efficiency MEA rebuild [47]. 

INTEGRATED GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE 
(IGCC) 

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) 
technology produces electricity by first gasify- 
ing coal to produce syngas, a mixture of hy- 
drogen and carbon monoxide[48, 491. The 
syngas, after clean-up, is burned in a gas tur- 
bine which drives a generator. Turbine ex- 
haust goes to a heat recovery generator to raise 
steam which drives a steam turbine generator. 
This combined cycle technology is similar to 
the technology used in modern natural gas 
fired combined-cycle power plants. Appendix 
3.B provides more detail on gasification. 

The key component in IGCC is the gasifier, for 
which a number of different technologies have 
been developed and are classified and surnma- 
rized in Table 3.6. 

Gasifier operating temperature depends on 
whether the ash is to be removed as a solid, 
dry ash or as a high-temperature liquid (slag). 
Outlet temperature depends on the flow re- 
gime and extent of mixing in the gasifier. For 
the current IGCC plants, oxygen-blown, en- 
trained-flow gasifiers are the technology of 
choice, although other configurations are be- 
ing evaluated. 

Four 275 to 300 MW, coal-based IGCC dern- 
onstration plants, which are all in commercial 
operation, have been built in the US. and in 
Europe, each with government financial sup- 
port [50][33]. Five large IGCC units (250 to 
550 MW,) are operating in refineries gasifying 
asphalt and refinery wastes [Sl, 521; a smaller 
one (180 MW,) is operating on petroleum coke. 
The motivation for pursuing IGCC is the po- 
tential for better environmental performance 
at a lower marginal cost, easier COz capture 
for sequestration, and higher efficiency. How- 
ever, the projected capital cost (discussed be- 
low) and operational availability of today’s 
IGCC technology make it difficult to compete 
with conventional PC units at this time. 
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IGCC: WITHOUT C02 CAPTURE 

There are several comniercial gasifiers which 
can be employed with IGCC [53] (see Ap- 
pendix 3.B for details). A block diagram of a 
500 MW, IGCC unit using a radiant cooling/ 
quench gasifier is shown in Figure 3.12. Finely 
ground coal, either dry or slurried with water, 
is introduced into the gasifier, which is operat- 
ed at pressures between 3.0 and 7.1 MPa (440 
to 1050 psi), along with oxygen and water. 
Oxygen is supplied by an air separation unit 
(ASU). The coal is partially oxidized raising 
the temperature to between 1340 and 1400 OC. 
This assures complete carbon conversion by 
rapid reaction with steam to form an equilib- 
rium gas mixture that is largely hydrogen and 
carbon monoxide (syngas). At this tempera- 
ture, the coal mineral matter melts to form 
a free-flowing slag. The raw syngas exits the 
gasification unit at pressure and relatively high 

temperature, with radiative heat recovery rais- 
ing high-pressure steam. Adequate technol- 
ogy does not exist to clean-up the raw syngas 
at high temperature. Instead, proven technol- 
ogies for gas clean-up require near-ambient 
temperature. Thus, the raw syngas leaving the 
gasifier can be quenched by injecting water, or 
a radiant cooler, andlor a fire-tube (convec- 
tive) heat exchanger may be used to cool it to 
the required temperature for removal of par- 
ticulate matter and sulfur. 

The clean syngas is then burned in the com- 
bustion turbine. The hot turbine exhaust gas 
is used to raise additional steam which is sent 
to the steam turbine in the combined-cycle 
power block for electricity production. For 
the configuration shown (See Box 3.1), the 
overall generating efficiency is 38.4% (HHV), 
but coal and gasifier type will impact this 
number. 

Figure 3.12 500 MW, IGCC Unit without CO, Capture 
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BOX 3.1 IGCC DEMONSTRATIONS Figure Box 3.1 IGCC Availability History (excluding operation on back-up fuel 

The Cool Water Project sponsored by Southern Cali- 
fornia Edison in cooperation with GE andTexaco pio- 
neered IGCC with support from the Synthetic Fuels 

tion.This plant demonstrated the feasibility 
of using IGCC to  generate electricity.The plant op- 
erated periodically from 1984-1989, and cost over 

kW,.The project was eventually abandoned, 
ovided the basis for theTampa Electric Polk 

Power Station.The DOE supported the 250 MW, Polk 
Station commercial IGCC demonstration unit, using 
a Texaco gasifier, which started up in 1996.The total 
plant cost was about $1800/kW,. Since it was the 
first commercial-scale IGCC plant, several optional 

terns were added,such as a hot-gas clean-up sys- 
tem, which were never used, and were later simpli- 
fied or removed.When these chanaes are taken into 
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accounted, the adjusted total plant cost has been GraphpmvidedbyJe~Phlllipr~EPR1iM1 

estimated a t  $165O/kWe (2001 $) This experience 
has led to  some optimism that costs will come down 
significantly with economies of scale, component standardization, 
and technical and design advances. However, price increases will 

I cost of plant capital significantly 

The availability of these early IGCC plants was low for the first sev- 
era1 years of operation due to a range of problems, as shown in the 
figure. Many of the problems were design and materials related 

which were corrected and are unlikely to reappeacothers are pro- 
cess related, much like running a refinery, but all eventually proved 
to be manageable Gasifier availability is now 82+% and operating 
efficiency is - 35 4% DOE also supported the Wabash River Gasifica- 
tion Repowering Project, an IGCC demonstration project using the 
Dow E gas gastfier.This demonstration started up in late 1995, has 
262 MW, capacity,and an efficiency of -38 4% Start-up history was 
similar to that of the Polk unit LGTl provided the basis forWabash 

IGCC: WITH PRE-COMBUSTION CO, CAPTURE 

Applying CO, capture to IGCC requires three 
additional process units: shift reactors, an ad- 
ditional CO, separation process, and CO, 
compression and drying. In the shift reactors, 
CO in the syrigas is reacted with steam over 
a catalyst to produce CO, and hydrogen. Be- 
cause the gas stream is at high pressure and 
has a high CO, concentration, a weakly CO,- 
binding physical solvent, such as the glymes in 
Selexol, can be used to separate out the CO,. 
Reducing the pressure releases the CO, and 
regenerates the solvent, greatly reducing the 
energy requirements for CO, capture and re- 
covery compared to the MEA system. Higher 
pressure in the gasifier improves the energy ef- 
ficiency of both the separation and CO, com- 
pression steps. 'The gas stream to the turbine is 

now predominantly hydrogen, which requires 
turbine modifications for efficient operation. 

The block diagram with key material flows for 
a 500 MW, IGCC unit designed for CO, cap- 
ture is shown in Figure 3.13. For CO, capture, a 
full-quench gasifier is currently considered the 
optimum configuration. The overall generating 
efficiency is 31.2% which is a 7.2 percentage 
point reduction from the IGCC system with- 
out CO, capture. Adding CO, capture requires 
a 23% increase in the coal feed rate. This com- 
pares with coal feed rate increases of 27% for 
ultra-supercritical PC and 37% for subcritical 
PC when MEA CO, capture is used. 

Figure 3.14 illustrates the major impacts on ef- 
ficiency of adding CO, capture to IGCC. CO, 
compression and water gas shift each have 
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Figure 3.13 500 MW, IGCC Unit with CO, Capture 
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significant impacts. CO, compression is about 
two-thirds that for the PC cases because the 
CO, is recovered at an elevated pressure. En- 
ergy is required in the form of steam for shift 
reaction. The energy required for CO, recov- 
ery is lower than for the PC case because of the 
higher pressures and higher CO, concentra- 
tions, resulting in less energy intensive separa- 
tion processes. The total efficiency reduction 
for IGCC is 7.2 percentage points as compared 
with 9.2 percentage points for the PC cases. 
This smaller delta between the no-capture and 
the capture cases is one of the attractive fea- 
tures of IGCC for application to CO, capture. 

COST OF ELECTRICITY We analyzed the avail- 
able IGCC design studies, without and with 
CO, capture, just as we did for PC genera- 
tion, to arrive at a TPC and our estimate of the 
COE (Appendix 3.C). There was considerable 
variation (-$400/kW, from min to max) in 
the TPC from the design studies for both no- 
capture and capture cases as shown in Figure 
A-3.C.2 (Appendix 3.C). Each estimate is for a 
500 MW, plant and iiicludes the cost of a spare 
gasifier. This variation is not surprising in that 
the studies involved two gasifier types, and 
there is little commercial experience against 
which to benchmark costs. There is a variation 
(min to rnax) of 0.8 C/kW,-h for no capture 
and 0.9 C/kW,-h for CO, capture in the “as- 
reported” COE in the studies (Figure A-3.C.4, 
Appendix 3.C). 
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We used the same approach to estimate the 
COE for IGCC as for air-blown PC [54]. For 
IGCC w/o capture, the COE is about 0.4 cent/ 
kW,-h higher than for supercritical PC genera- 
tion, driven by somewhat higher capital and 
operating costs. The increase in COE for IGCC 
when CO, capture is added is about 1.4 C/kW,- 
h. This is about half the increase projected for 
amine capture with supercritical PC. The cost 
of avoided CO, is about $20 per tonne which 
is about half that for air-blown PC technology. 
Oxy-fuel PC is in between air-blown PC with 
amine capture and IGCC with CO, capture, 
based on currently available data. 

The COE values developed for this report 
compare well with the “normalized” values 

Figure 3.14 Parasitic Energy Requirement for IGCC 
with Pre-Combustion CO, Capture 
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"Included are: the 
Power (AEP) [sa]. 

61, General Electric (GE) 1571, and A 1 
from the design studies evaluated (Figure A- 
3.C.3 and A-3.C.4). Our values are close to the 
mean values for super-critical PC without and 
with capture. For IGCC, our values are at the 
high end of the range of the other design stud- 
ies. Our COE for oxy-fuel PC is slightly higher 
than the "as-reported values, although it is 
important to note that oxy-fuel data are based 
on only two published studies [44,55]. 

To further validate the findings in this sec- 
tion, we compared our results with the COE 
estimates from several sources and summa- 
rize these results in Table 3.7. Supercritical 
PC without capture is set as the reference at 
1.0. This suggests that without CO, capture, 
the cost of electricity from IGCC will be from 
5 to 11% higher than from supercritical PC. 
When C02 capture is considered, the cost of 
electricity produced by IGCC would be in- 
creased by 30 to SO% over that of supercritical 
PC without capture, or 25 to 40% over that of 
IGCC without capture (Table 3.7). However, 
for supercritical PC with CO, capture, the cost 
of electricity is expected to increase by 60 to 
85% over the cost for supercritical PC with- 
out capture. These numbers are for green-field 
plants; they are also for the Nth plant where 
N is less than 10; and they are based on cost 
estimates from the relatively stable 2000-2004 
cost period. 

COAL TYPE AND QUALITY EFFECTS Although 
gasification can handle almost any carbon- 
containing material, coal type and quality can 
have a larger effect on IGCC than on PC gen- 
eration. IGCC units operate most effectively 
and efficiently on dry, high-carbon fuels such 

as bituminous coals and c-oke. Sulfur content, 
which affects PC operation, has little effect on 
IGCC cost or efficiency, although it may im- 
pact the size of the sulfur clean-up process. 
For IGCC plants, coal ash consumes heat en- 
ergy to melt it, requires more water per unit 
carbon in the slurry, increases the size of the 
ASU, and ultimately results in reduced overall 
efficiency. Tliis is more problematic for slurry- 
feed gasifiers, and therefore, high-ash coals are 
more suited to dry-feed systems (Shell), fluid- 
bed gasifiers (BHEL), or moving-bed gasifiers 
(Lurgi) [ZS] . Slurry-fed gasifiers have similar 
problems with high-moisture coals and coal 
types with low heating values, such as lignite. 
These coal types decrease the energy density 
of the slurry, increase the oxygen demand, and 
decrease efficiency. Dry-feed gasifiers are fa- 
vored for high-moisture content feeds. 

Coal quality and heating value impact IGCC 
capital cost and generating efficiency more 
strongly than they affect these parameters 
for PC generation (see Figure A-3.A.3, Ap- 
pendix 3.A) [25]. However, the lower cost of 
coals with low heating value can offset much 
of the impact of increased capital cost and re- 
duced efficiency. To illustrate, the capital cost 
per kW, and the generating efficiency for an 
E-Gas IGCC plant designed for Texas lignite 
are estimated to be 37% higher and 24% lower 
respectively than if the unit were designed for 
Pittsburgh #8 coal [25]. For PC combustion 
the impact is significantly less: 24% higher 
and 10% lower respectively. As a result, we es- 
timate that the COE for Texas lignite genera- 
tion is about 20% higher (Figure A-3.A.4) than 
for Pittsburgh #8 coal because lower coal cost 
is not sufficient to offset the other increases. 
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Texas lignite has a high-moisture content and 
a low-carbon content, which is particularly 
bad for a slurry-feed gasifier. For a dry-feed 
gasifier, such as the Shell gasifier, the lignite 
would compare more favorably. Optimum 
gasifier type and configuration are influenced 
by coal type and quality, but there are limited 
data on these issues. 

The available data illustrate several important 
trends and gaps. First, there is a lack of data 
and design studies for IGCC with low-heat- 
ing value, low-quality coals and particularly 
for gasifiers other than water-slurry fed, en- 
trained-flow systems. Second, PC generation 
without CO, capture is slightly favored over 
IGCC (lower COE) for high heating value, 
bituminous coals, but this gap increases as 
PC steam cycle efficiency increases and as 
coal heating value decreases. The COE gap is 
substantially widened (favoring PC) for coals 
with low heating values, such as lignite. Third, 
for CO, capture, the COE gap for high-heat- 
ing value bituminous coals is reversed and is 
substantial (IGCC now being favored); but as 
coal heating value decreases, the COE gap is 
substantially narrowed. It appears that ultra- 
supercritical PC combustion and lower energy 
consuming CO, capture technology, when de- 
veloped, could have a lower COE than water- 
slurry fed IGCC with CO, capture. This area 
needs additional study. 

US. CRITERIA POLLUTANT IMPACTS - ENVIRON- 
MENTAL PERFORMANCE IGCC has inherent 
advantages with respect to emissions control. 
The overall environmental footprint of IGCC 
is smaller than that of PC because of reduced 
volume and lower leachability of the fused 
slag, reduced water usage and the potential for 
significantly lower levels of criteria pollutant 
emissions. Criteria emissions control is easier 
because most clean-up occurs in the syngas 
which is contained at high pressure and has 
not been diluted by combustion air, i.e. nitro- 
gen. Thus, removal can be more effective and 
economical than cleaning up large volumes of 
low-pressure flue gas. 

The two operating IGCC units in the U.S. are 
meeting their permitted levels of emissions, 
which are similar to those of PC units. How- 
ever, IGCC units that have been designed to 
do so can achieve almost order-of-magnitude 
lower criteria emissions levels than typical 
current U.S. permit levels and 95+% mercury 
removal with small cost increases. Appendix 
3.D details the environmental performance 
demonstrated and expected. 

Our point COE estimates suggest that al- 
though improvements in PC emissions con- 
trol technology, including mercury control, 
will increase the COE from PC units, the lev- 
els of increased control needed to meet fed- 
eral emissions levels for 2015 should not make 
the COE from a PC higher than that from an 
IGCC. We estimate that the increased emis- 
sions control to meet the U.S. 2015 regula- 
tions, including mercury, will increase the PC 
COE by about 0.22 @/kW,-h to 5.00 ct/kW,-h 
and the COE for IGCC to 5.16 ClkW,-h (Ap- 
pendix 3.D). This does riot include the cost of 
emissions allowances or major, unanticipated 
regulatory or technological changes. Although 
the COE numbers for PC and IGCC are ex- 
pected to approach one another, the cost of 
meeting criteria pollutant and mercury erriis- 
sions regulations should not force a change in 
technology preference from PC to IGCC with- 
out C 0 2  capture. 

However, evaluation and comparison of gen- 
erating technologies for future construction 
need to incorporate the effect of uncertainty 
in the key variables into the economic evalu- 
ation. This includes uncertainty in technology 
performance, including availability and ability 
to cycle, and cost, in regulatory changes, in- 
cluding timing and cost, and in energy costs 
and electricity demandldispatch. Forward 
estimates for each variable are set, values, 
bounds and probabilities are established; and 
a Monte Carlo simulation is done producing a 
sensitivity analysis of how changes in the vari- 
ables affect the economics for a given plant. 
This analysis shows that as permitted future 
pollutant emissions levels are reduced and the 
cost of emissions control increases, the NPV 
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cost gap between PC and IGCC will narrow; 
and at some point, increased emissions con- 
trol can be expected to lead to IGCC having 
the lower NPV cost. This, of course, depends 
on when and the extent to which these chang- 
es occur and on how emissions control tech- 
nology costs change with time and increasing 
reduction requirements. This type of analysis 
is used widely in evaluating the commercial 
economics of large capital projects, of which 
generation is a set, but is outside the scope of 
this report. 

The same analysis applies to consideration of 
future CO, regulations. "lie introduction of a 
CO, tax at a future date (dependent on date 
of imposition, CO, tax rate, rate of increase, 
potential grandfathering and retrofit costs) 
will drive IGCC to be the lowest NPV cost 
alternative at some reasonable set of assump- 
tions, and assuming today's technology per- 
formance. Substantial technology innovation 
could change the outcome, as could changing 
the feed from bituminous coal to lignite. 

In light of all these considerations, it is clear 
that there is no technology today that is an ob- 
vious silver bullet. 

RETROFITS FOR CO, CAPTURE Retrofitting 
an IGCC for CO, capture involves changes 
in the core of the gasification/combustion/ 
power generation train that are different than 
the type of changes involved in retrofitting a 
PC plaiit for capture. The choice of the gas- 
ifier (slurry feed, dry feed), gasifier configura- 
tion (full-quench, radiant cooling, convective 
syngas coolers), acid gas clean-up, operating 
pressure, and gas turbine are dependent on 
whether a no-capture or a capture plant is be- 
ing built. Appendix 3.E treats IGCC retrofit- 
ting in more detail. 

is favored for coals with lower heating value, 
largely because of their higher moisture con- 
tent; but the capital costs are higher. On the 
other hand, capture designs favor higher-pres- 
sure 16.0 MPa (1000 psi)] operation, slurry 
feed, and full-quench mode[S9]. Full-quench 
mode is the most effective method of adding 
sufficient steam to the raw syngas for the water 
gas shift reaction without additional, expen- 
sive steam raising equipment and/or robbing 
steam from the steam cycle. Higher pressure 
reduces the cost of CO, capture and recovery, 
and of CO, compression. In addition, the de- 
sign of a high-efficiency combustion turbine 
for high hydrogen concentration feeds is dif- 
ferent from combustion turbines optimized 
for syngas, requires further development, and 
has very little operating experience. In suni- 
mary, an optimum IGCC unit design for no 
CO, capture is quite different from an opti- 
mum unit design for CO, capture. 

Although retrofitting an IGCC unit for cap- 
ture would involve significant changes in most 
components of the unit if it is to result in an 
optimum CO,-capture unit, it appears that an 
IGCC unit could be successfully retrofit by ad- 
dressing the key needed changes (adding shift 
reactors, an additional Selexol unit, and CO, 
compression/drying). In this case, retrofitting 
an IGCC unit would appear to be less expen- 
sive than retrofitting a PC unit, although it 
would not be an optimum CO,-capture unit. 
Pre-investment for later retrofit will generally 
be unattractive and will be unlikely for a tech- 
nology that is trying to establish a competi- 
tive position. However, for IGCC, additional 
space could be set aside to facilitate future 
retrofit potential. In addition, planning for a 
possible retrofit for capture could influence 
initial design choices (e.g., radiant quench vs. 
full quench). 

No-capture designs tend to favor lower pres- IGCC OPERATIONAL HISTORY In addition 
sure [2.8 to 4.1 MPa (400-600 psi)] and in- to cost, IGCC has to overcome the percep- 
creased heat recovery from the gasifier train tion of poor availability and operability. Ap- 
(radiant coolers and even syngas coolers) to pendix 3.B provides more detail, beyond 
raise more steam for the steam turbine, result- that discussed below. For each of the current 
ing in a higher net generating efficiency. Dry IGCC demonstration plants, 3 to S years was 
feed (Shell) provides the highest efficiency and required to reach 70 to 80% availability after 
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commercial operation was initiated. Because 
of the complexity of the IGCC process, no 
single process unit or component of the to- 
tal system is responsible for the majority of 
the unplanned shutdowns that these units 
have experienced, reducing IGCC unit avail- 
ability. However, the gasification complex or 
block has been the largest factor in reducing 
IGCC availability and operability. Even after 
reaching 70 to 80% availability, operational 
performance has not typically exceeded 80% 
consistently. A detailed analysis of the operat- 
ing history of the Polk Power Station over the 
last few years suggests that it is very similar to 
operating a petroleum refinery, requiring con- 
tinuous attention to avert, solve and prevent 
mechanical, equipment and process problems 
that periodically arise. In this sense, the opera- 
tion of an IGCC unit is significantly different 
from the operation of a PC unit, and requires a 
different operational philosophy and strategy. 

The Eastman Chemical Coal Gasification Plant 
uses a Texaco full-quench gasifier and a back- 
up gasifier (a spare) and has achieved less than 
2% forced outage from the gasification/syngas 
system over almost 20 years operation. Spar- 
ing is one approach to achieving better on- 
line performance, and a vigorous equipment 
health maintenance and monitoring program 
is another. There are five operating in-refin- 
ery IGCC units based on petroleum residu- 
als and/or coke; two are over 500 MW, each. 
Several other refinery-based gasification units 
produce steam, hydrogen, synthesis gas, and 
power. They have typically achieved better op- 
erating performance, more quickly than the 
coal-based IGCC units. Three more are under 
construction. It is fair to say that IGCC is well 
established commercially in the refinery set- 
ting. IGCC can also be considered commer- 
cial in the coal-based electricity generation 
setting, but in this setting it is neither well 
established nor mature. As such, it is likely to 
undergo significant change as it matures. 

Our analysis assumes that IGCC plants, with 
or without capture, can “cycle” to follow load 
requirements. However, there is relatively 
little experience with cycling of IGCC plants 

(although the 250 MW, Shell IGCC at Bug- 
genum operated for 2 years in a load follow- 
ing mode under grid dispatch in the general 
range 50-100% load, and the Negishi IGCC 
unit routinely cycles between 100 to 75% load, 
both up and down, in 30 min) so considerable 
uncertainty exists for these performance fea- 
tures. Because an IGCC plant is “integrated” 
in its operation any shortfall in this perfor- 
mance could cause considerable increase in 
both variable and capital cost. 

COALTO FUELS AND CHEMICALS 

Rather than burning the syngas produced by 
coal gasification in a combustion turbine, it 
can be converted to synthetic fuels and chemi- 
cals. The syngas is first cleaned of particulates 
and sulfur compounds and undergoes water 
gas shift to obtain the desired hydrogen to 
CO ratio. Fischer-Tropsch technology can be 
used to convert this syngas or “synthesis gas” 
into predominantly high-quality diesel fuel, 
along with naphtha and LPG. Fischer-Tropsch 
technology involves the catalytic conversion 
of the hydrogen and carbon monoxide in the 
synthesis gas into fuel range hydrocarbons. 
This technology has been used in South Africa 
since the 1950’s, and 195,000 barrels per day 
of liquid fuels are currently being produced 
in that country by Fischer-Tropsch. Synthesis 
gas can also be converted to methanol which 
can be used directly or be upgraded into high- 
octane gasoline. For gaseous fuels production, 
the synthesis gas can be converted into meth- 
ane, creating synthetic natural gas (SNG). 
Figure 3.15 illustrates three potential coal to 
fuels or chemicals process options. This type 
of process configuration could be called a coal 
refinery. More details are presented in Appen- 
dix 3.F. 

Methanol productian from coal-based syn- 
thesis gas is also a route into a broad range 
of chemicals. The naphtha and lighter hydro- 
carbons produced by Fischer-Tropsch are an- 
other route to produce a range of chemicals, 
in addition to the diesel fuel produced. The 
largest commodity chemical produced from 
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Figure 3.15 Coal to Liquid Fuels, Synthetic Natural Gas and Chemicals 
F-T Liauids 
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synthesis gas today is ammonia. Although 
most U.S. ammonia plants were designed to 
produce their syngas by reforming natural 
gas, world wide there are a significant number 
of ammonia plants that use syngas from coal 
gasification and more are under construction. 
These routes to chemicals are easily integrated 
into a coal refinery, as is power generation. 
Commercially, these processes will be applied 
to the extent that they make economic sense 
and are in the business portfolio of the operat- 
ing company. 

For such a coal refinery, all the carbon enter- 
ing in the coal exits as carbon in the fuels or 
chemicals produced, or as CO, in concentrat- 
ed gas form that could easily be compressed 
for sequestration. In this case, of order 50% 
to 70% of the carbon in the coal would be in 
the form of CO, ready for sequestration. If the 
gasification product were hydrogen, then es- 
sentially all the carbon entering the refinery 
in the coal would appear in concentrated C02 
streams that could be purified and compressed 
for sequestration. Without carbon capture 
and sequestration (CCS), we estimate that the 
Fischer-Tropsch fuels route produces about 
150% more CO, as compared with the use 
of the petroleurn-derived fuel products. For 
SNG, up to 175% more CO, is emitted than if 
regular natural gas is burned. With CCS, the 
full fuel-cycle CO, emissions for both liquid 
fuel and SNG are coniparable with traditional 
production and utilization methods. Fortu- 
nately, CCS does not require major changes to 
the process, large amounts of additional capi- 
tal, or significant energy penalties because the 
CO, is a relatively pure byproduct of the pro- 

14 M M  SCFh 

cess at intermediate pressure. CCS requires 
drying and compressing to supercritical pres- 
sure. As a result of this the COz avoided cost 
for CCS in conjunction with fuels and chemi- 
cals manufacture from coal is about one third 
of the CO, avoided cost for IGCC. 
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Chapter 4 - Geological Carbon Sequestration 

Carbon sequestration is the long term isola- 
tion of carbon dioxide from the atmosphere 
through physical, chemical, biological, OF en- 
gineered processes. The largest potential res- 
ervoirs for storing carbon are the deep oceans 
and geological reservoirs in the earth's upper 
crust. This chapter focuses on geological se- 
questration because it appears to be the most 
promising large-scale approach for the 2050 
timeframe. It does not discuss ocean or ter- 
restrial sequestration1p2. 

In order to achieve substantial GHG reduc- 
tions, geological storage needs to be deployed 
at a large scale.3~4 For example, 1 Gt C/yr (3.6 
Gt COJyr) abatement, requires carbon cap- 
ture and storage (CCS) from 600 large pulver- 
ized coal plants (-1000 IvIW each) or 3600 in- 
jection projects at the scale of Statoil's Sleipner 
project.5 At present, global carbon emissions 
from coal approximate 2.5 Gt C. However, 
given reasonable economic and demand 
growth projections in a business-as-usual con- 
text, global coal emissions could account for 9 
Gt C (see table 2.7). These volumes highlight 
the need to develop rapidly an understanding 
of typical crustal response to such large proj- 
ects, and the magnitude of the effort prompts 
certain concerns regarding implementation, 
efficiency, and risk of the enterprise. 

The key questions of subsurface engineering 
and surface safety associated with carbon se- 
questration are: 

Subsurface issues: 

Is there enough capacity to store CO, where 
needed? 

Do we understand storage mechanisms 
well enough? 
Could we establish a process to certify in- 
jection sites with our current level of un- 
derstanding? 

Once injected, can we monitor and verify 
the movement of subsurface CO,? 

Near surface issues: 

How might the siting of new coal plants be 
influenced by the distribution of storage 
sites? 

What is the probability of CO, escaping 
from injection sites? What are the atten- 
dant risks? Can we detect leakage if it oc- 
curs? 
Will surface leakage negate or reduce the 
benefits of CCS? 

Importantly, there do not appear to be unre- 
solvable open technical issues underlying these 
questions. Of equal importance, the hurdles to 
answering these technical questions well ap- 
pear manageable and surmountable. As such, 
it appears that geological carbon sequestra- 
tion is likely to be safe, effective, and competi- 
tive with many other options on an economic 
basis. This chapter explains the technical basis 
for these statements, and makes recommen- 
dations about ways of achieving early resolu- 
tion of these broad concerns. 
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SCIENTIFIC BASIS 

A number of geological reservoirs appear to 
have the potential to store many 100’s - 1000’s 
of gigatons of CO,.6 The most promising res- 
ervoirs are porous and permeable rock bodies, 
generally at depths, roughly 1 km, at pressures 
and temperatures where CO, would be in a 
supercritical phase.’ 

Saline .formations contain brine in their 
pore volumes, commonly of salinities 
greater than 10,000 ppm. 

Depleted oil and gasfields have some com- 
bination ofwater and hydrocarbons in their 
pore volumes. In some cases, economic 
gains can be achieved through enhanced oil 
recovery (EOR)8 or enhanced gas recovery9 
and substantial CO,-EOR already occurs 
in the US with both natural and anthropo- 
genic CO,.lO 

0 Deep coal seams, often called unmineable 
coal seams, are composed of organic min- 
erals with brines and gases in their pore 
and fracture volumes. 

Other potential geological target classes 
have been proposed and discussed (e.g., oil 
shales, flood basalts); however, these classes 
require substantial scientific inquiry and 
verification, and the storage mechanisms are 
less well tested and understood (see Appen- 
dix 4.A for a more detailed explanation). 

Because of their large storage potential and 
broad distribution, it is likely that most geo- 
logical sequestration will occur in saline for- 
mations. However, initial projects probably 
will occur in depleted oil and gas fields, ac- 
companying EOR, due to the density and 
quality of subsurface data and the potential for 
economic return (e.g., Weyburn). Although 
there remains some economic potential for 
enhanced coal bed methane recovery, initial 
economic assessments do not appear promis- 
ing, and substantial technical hurdles remain 
to obtaining those benefits.6 

For the main reservoir classes, CO, storage 
mechanisms are reasonably well defined and 

understood (Figure 4.1). To begin, CO, se- 
questration targets will have physical barri- 
ers to CO, migration out of the crust to the 
surface. These barriers will commonly take 
the form of impermeable layers (e.g., shales, 
evaporites) overlying the reservoir target, al- 
though they may also be dynamic in the form 
of regional hydrodynamic flow. 7his storage 
mechanism allows for very high CO, pore vol- 
umes, in excess of 80%, and act immediately 
to limit CO, flow. At the pore scale, capillary 
forces will immobilize a substantial fraction 
of a COz bubble, commonly measured to be 
between 5 and 25% of the pore volume. That 
CO, will be trapped as a residual phase in the 
pores, and acts over longer time scales as a 
CO, plume which is attenuated by flow. Once 
in the pore, over a period of tens to hundreds 
of years, the CO, will dissolve into other pore 
fluids, including hydrocarbon species (oil and 
gas) or brines, where the CO, is fixed indefi- 
nitely, unless other processes intervene. Over 
longer time scales (hundreds to thousands of 
years) the dissolved CO, may react with min- 
erals in the rock volume to precipitate the CO, 
as new carbonate minerals. Finally, in the case 
of organic mineral frameworks such as coals, 
the CO, will physically adsorb onto the rock 
surface, sometimes displacing other gases 
(e.g., methane, nitrogen). 

Although substantial work remains to char- 
acterize and quantify these mechanisms, they 
are understood well enough today to trust es- 
timates of the percentage of COz stored over 
some period of time-the result of decades of 
studies in analogous hydrocarbon systems, 
natural gas storage operations, and CO,-EOR. 
Specifically, it is very likely that the fraction 
of stored CO, will be greater than 99% over 
100 years, and likely that the fraction of stored 
CO, will exceed 99% for 1000 years6. More- 
over, some mechanisms appear to be self-re- 
inforcing. 1 1 ~ 2  Additional work will reduce the 
uncertainties associated with long-term efica- 
cy and numerical estimates of storage volume 
capacity, but no knowledge gaps today appear 
to cast doubt on the fundamental likelihood 
of the feasibility of CCS. 
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Figure 4.1 Schematic of Sequestration Trapping Mechanisms 

5chematic diagram of large injection at JO years time iIlustrating the main storage mechanisms All C0,plurnes ore trapped beneath impermeable 
shales (not shown) The upper unit is heterogeneous with a low netpercent usable, the lower unit is homogeneous Central insets show CO, as a mobile 
phase (lower) andos a troppedresiduolphose (upper) Right insetsshow COz dissolution (upper) andC0, mineralization (lower) 

CAPACITY ESTIMATES 

While improvement in understanding of 
storage mechanisms would help to improve 
capacity estimates, the fundamental limit to 
high quality storage estimates is uncertainty in 
the pore volumes themselves. Most efforts to 
quantify capacity either regionally or globally 
are based on vastly simplifying assumptions 
about the overall rock volume in a sedimen- 
tary basin or set of basins. 1 3 ~ 4  Such estimates, 
sometimes called “top-down’’ estimates, are 
inherently limited since they lack information 
about local injectivity, total pore volumes at a 
given depth, concentration of resource (e.g., 
stacked injection zones), risk elements, or 
economic characteristics. 

A few notable exceptions to those kinds of 
estimates involve systematic consideration of 
individual formations and their pore structure 
within a single basin.15 The most comprehen- 
sive of this kind of analysis, Sometimes called 
“bottom-up”, was the GEODISC effort in 

Australia.16 This produced total rock volume 
estimates, risked volume estimates, pore-vol- 
ume calculations linked to formations and ba- 
sins, injectivity analyses, and economic quali- 
fications on the likely injected volumes. This 
effort took over three years and $10 million 
Aus. Institutions like the US Geological Sur- 
vey or Geoscience Australia are well equipped 
to compile and integrate the data necessary for 
such a capacity determination, and would be 
able to execute such a task rapidly and well. 

Our conclusions are similar to those drawn 
by the Carbon Sequestration Leadership Fo- 
rum (CSLF), which established a task force 
to examine capacity issues.’7 ‘They recognized 
nearly two-orders of magnitude in uncertain- 
ty within individual estimates and more than 
two orders magnitude variance between esti- 
mates (Figure 4.2). The majority of estimates 
support the contention that sufficient capacity 
exists to store many 100’s to many 1000’s of 
gigatons CO,, but this uncertain range is too 
large to inform sensible policy. 
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Figure 4.2 Published Capacity Estimates 
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Graph showing published estimates of CO, capacity for the world, regions, and nations." Note the large potential range ofin some estimates (greater 
than 1 OOx) and the unreasonably small uncertainties in other estimates (noneprovided). Note thot some national estimates exceed some global 
estimates 

Accordingly, an early priority should be to 
undertake "bottom-up" capacity assessments 
for the US and other nations. Such an effort 
requires detailed information on individual 
rock formations, including unit thickness 
and extent, lithology, seal quality, net avail- 
able percentage, depth to water table, poros- 
ity, and permeability. The geological character 
and context matters greatly and requires some 
expert opinion and adjudication. While the 
data handling issues are substantial, the costs 
would be likely to be low ($10-50 million for 
a given continent; $100 million for the world) 
and would be highly likely to provide direct 
benefits in terms of resource management.'* 
Perhaps more importantly, they would reduce 
substantially the uncertainty around econom- 
ic and policy decisions regarding the deploy- 
ment of resource and crafting of regulation. 

Within the US, there is an important institu- 
tional hurdle to these kinds of capacity esti- 
mates. The best organization to undertake this 

effort would be the US Geological Survey, ide- 
ally in collaboration with industry, state geo- 
logical surveys, and other organizations. This 
arrangement would be comparable in struc- 
ture and scope to national oil and gas assess- 
ments, for which the USGS is currently tasked. 
This is analogous to performing a bottom-up 
CO, storage capacity estimation. However, 
the USGS has no mandate or resources to do 
CO, sequestration capacity assessments at 
this time. 

The Department of Energy has begun as- 
sessment work through the seven Regional 
Carbon Sequestration Partnershipslg. These 
partnerships include the member organiza- 
tions of 40 states, including some state geo- 
logical surveys. While the Partnerships have 
produced and will continue to produce some 
detailed formation characterizations, cover- 
age is not uniform and the necessary geologi- 
cal information not always complete. As such, 
a high-level nationwide program dedicated to 
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bottom-up geological assessment would best 
serve the full range of stakeholders interested 
in site selection and management of sequestra- 
tion, as do national oil and gas assessments. 

SITE SELECTION AND CERTIFICATION CRITERIA 

Capacity estimates, in particular formation- 
specific, local capacity assessments, will un- 
derlie screening and site selection and help 
define selection criteria. It is likely that for 
each class of storage reservoir, new data will 
be required to demonstrate the injectivity, 
capacity, and effectiveness (ICE) of a given 
site.20 A firm characterization of ICE is need- 
ed to address questions regarding project life 
cycle, ability to certify and later close a site, 
site leakage risks, and economic and liability 
c0ncerns.l' 

Ideally, project site selection and certification 
for injection would involve detailed charac- 
terization given the geological variation in the 
shallow crust. In most cases, this will require 
new geological and geophysical data sets. The 
specifics will vary as a function of site, target 
class, and richness of local data. For example, 
a depleted oil field is likely to have well, core, 
production, and perhaps seismic data that 
could be used to characterize ICE rapidly. Still 
additional data (e.g., well-bore integrity anal- 
ysis, capillary entry pressure data) may be re- 
quired. In contrast, a saline formation project 
may have limited well data and lack core or 
seismic data altogether. Geological character- 
ization of such a site may require new data to 
help constrain subsurface uncertainty. Finally, 
while injectivity may be readily tested for CO, 
storage in an unmineable coal seam, it may be 
extremely difficult to establish capacity and 
storage effectiveness based on local stratigra- 
phy. Accordingly, the threshold for validation 
will vary from class to class and site to site, 
and the due diligence necessary to select a site 
and certify it could vary greatly. 

OPEN ISSUES The specific concerns for each 
class of storage are quite different. For de- 
pleted hydrocarbon fields, the issues involve 

incremental costs necessary to ensure well 
or field integrity. For saline formations, key 
issues will involve appropriate mapping of 
potential permeability fast-paths out of the 
reservoir, accurate rendering of subsurface 
heterogeneity and uncertainty, and appro- 
priate geomechanical characterization. For 
unmineable coal seams, the issues are more 
substantial: demonstration of understanding 
of cleat structure and geochemical response, 
accurate rendering of sealing architecture and 
leakage risk, and understanding transmissivi- 
ty between fracture and matrix pore networks. 
For these reasons, the regulatory framework 
will need to be tailored to classes of sites. 

MEASUREMENT, MONITORING, AND VERIFICA- 
TION: MMV 

Once injection begins, a program for measure- 
ment, monitoring, and verification (MMV) of 
CO, distribution is required in order to: 

CI understand key features, effects, & process- 
es needed for risk assessment 

CI manage the injection process 

CI delineate and identify leakage risk and sur- 

CI provide early warnings of failure near the 

CI verify storage for accounting and crediting 

For these reasons, MMV is a chief focus of 
many research efforts. The US Department 
of Energy has defined MMV technology de- 
velopment, testing, and deployment as a key 
element to their technology roadmap,lg and 
one new EU program (CO, ReMoVe) has al- 
located €20 million for monitoring and veri- 
fication. The IEA has established an MMV 
working group aimed at technology transfer 
between large projects and new technology 
developments. Because research and demon- 
stration projects are attempting to establish 
the scientific basis for geological sequestra- 
tion, they will require more involved MMV 
systems than future commercial projects. 

face escape 

reservoir 
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Today there are three well-established large- 
scale injection projects with an ambitious sci- 
entific program that includes MMV: Sleipner 
(Norway)22, Weyburn (Canada) 23, and In Salah 
(Algeria)". Sleipner began injection of about 
1Mt COJyr into the Utsira Formation in 1996. 
This was accompanied by time-lapse reflection 
seismic volume interpretation (often called 
4D-seismic) and the SACS scientific effort. 
Weyburn is an enhanced oil recovery effort in 
South Saskatchewan that served as the basis for 
a four-year, $24 million international research 
effort. Injection has continued since 2000 at 
about 0.85 Mt CO,/yr into the Midale reservoir. 
A new research effort has been announced as 
the Weyburn Final Phase, with an anticipated 
budget comparable to the first. The In Salah 
project takes about 1Mt COJyr stripped from 
the Kretchba natural gas field and injects it into 
the water leg of the field. None of these projects 
has detected CO, leakage of any kind, each ap- 
pears to have ample injectivity and capacity for 
project success, operations have been transpar- 
ent and the results largely open to the public. 
Over the next decade, several new projects at 
the MtCO,/yr scale may come online from the 
myriad of projects announced (see Table 4.1). 

UNTRY 
stralia 

stratla 

stralia 

FutureGen USA Power 

Power BP Carson USA __ 

These will provide opportunities for further 
scientific study. 

Perhaps surprisingly in the context of these 
and other research efforts, there has been little 
discussion of what are the most important 
parameters to measure and in what context 
(research/pilot vs. commercial). Rather, the 
literature has focused on the current ensemble 
of tools and their costs.25 In part due to the 
success at Sleipner, 4-D seismic has emerged 
as the standard for comparison, with 4-D sur- 
veys deployed at Weyburn and likely to be 
deployed at In Salah. This technology excels 
at delineating the boundaries of a free-phase 
CO, plume, and can detect small saturations 
of conjoined free-phase bubbles that might 
be an indicator of leakage. Results from these 
4D-seismic surveys are part of the grounds for 
belief in the long-term effectiveness of geolog- 
ical sequestration. 

However, time-lapse seismic does not measure 
all the relevant parameters, and has limits in 
some geological settings. Key parameters for 
research and validation of CO, behavior and 
fate involve both direct detection of CO, and 
detection through proxy data sets (figure 4.3). 
Table 4.2 provides a set of key parameters, 
the current best apparent measurement and 
monitoring technology, other potential tools, 
and the status of deployment in the world's 
three largest injection demonstrations 

Importantly, even in the fields where multiple 
monitoring techniques have been deployed 
(e.g., Weyburn), there has been little attempt 
to integrate the results (this was identified as a 
research gap from the Weyburn effort)."%iere 
are precious few formal methods to integrate 
and jointly invert multiple data streams. This 
is noteworthy; past analyses have demonstrat- 
ed that formal integration of orthogonal data 
often provides robust and strong interpreta- 
tions of subsurface conditions and character- 
istics."J7 The absence of integration of mea- 
surements represents a major gap in current 
MMV capabilities and understanding. 
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Figure 4.3 Hypothetical Site Monitoring Array 

Schematic diagram a monitoring array providing insight inta all key parameters Note both surface andsubsurface surveys, and down-holesampling 
and toaldeployment A commercial monitoring array wouldprobably be much larger 

In addition to development, testing, and inte- 
gration of MMV technology, there is no stan- 
dard accepted approach (e.g., best practices) 
to the operation of MMV networks. This is 
particularly important in future commercial 
projects, where a very small MMV suite fo- 
cused on leak detection may suffice. To be ef- 
fective, it is likely that MMV networks must 
cover the footprint of injection at a minimum, 
and include sampling near the reservoir and 
at the surface. Within the context of a large- 
scale deployment, it is likely that determina- 
tion and execution of monitoring will involve 
a four-phase approach. 

1. Assessment and planning: During this 
phase, the site is characterized geograph- 
ically, geologically, geophysically, and 
geochemically. Forward simulation of 
monitoring approaches will help to pre- 
dict the detection thresholds of a particu- 
lar approach or tool. Based on this analy- 
sis, an array can be designed to meet the 
requirements of regulators and other 
stakeholders. 

Baseline monitoring: Before injection 
takes place, baseline surveys must be col- 
lected to understand the background and 
provide a basis for difference mapping. 

Operational monitoring: During injec- 
tion, injection wells are monitored to look 
for circulation behind casing, failures 
within the well bore, and other operational 
problems or failures. 

Array monitoring during and after injec- 
tion: This phase will involve active surface 
and subsurface arrays, with the potential 
for additional tools around high-risk zones. 
The recurrence and total duration of moni- 
toring will be determined by the research 
goals, the site parameters, the commercial 
status and regulatory needs. Ideally, MMV 
data would be formally integrated to re- 
duce operational cost and complexity and 
to provide higher fidelity. 

The likely duration of monitoring is an im- 
portant unresolved issue. It is impractical for 
monitoring to continue for hundreds of years 
after injection; a practical monitoring time 
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period should be defined either generally or at 
each site before injection begins. Substantial 
uncertainties remain regarding the detection 
thresholds of various tools, since the detec- 
tion limit often involves assumptions about 
the distribution, continuity, and phase of sub- 
surface CO,. Important issues remain about 
how to optimize or configure an array to be 
both effective and robust. ?his issue cannot 
be answered without testing and research at 
large-scale projects and without formal data 
integration. 

LEAKAGE RISKS 

Since CO, is buoyant in most geological set- 
tings, it will seek the earth's surface. 'There- 
fore, despite the fact that the crust is gener- 
ally well configured to store CO,, there is 
the possibility of leakage from storage sites.6 
Leakage of CO, would negate some of the 
benefits of sequestration.'* If the leak is into a 
contained environment, CO, may accumulate 
in high enough concentrations to cause ad- 
verse health, safety, and environmental con- 
seqiiences.29,30~31 For any subsurface injected 
fluid, there is also the concern for the safety of 
drinking water. 3, Based on analogous experi- 
ence in CO, injection such as acid gas disposal 
and EOR, these risks appear small. However, 
the state of science today cannot provide 
quantitative estimates of their likelihood. 

Importantly, CO, leakage risk is not uniform 
and it is believed that most CO, storage sites 
will work as planned.33 However, a small per- 
centage of sites might have significant leakage 
rates, which may require substantial mitiga- 
tion efforts or even abandonment. It is impor- 
tant to note that the occurrence of such sites 
does not negate the value of the effective sites. 
However, a premium must be paid in the form 
of due diligence in assessment to quantify and 
circumscribe these risks well. 

Wells almost certainly present the greatest risk 
to leakage,34 because they are drilled to bring 
large volumes of fluid quickly to the earth's 
surface. In addition, they remove the aspects 
of the rock volume that prevent buoyant mi- 
gration. Well casing and cements are suscep- 
tible to corrosion from carbonic acid. When 
wells are adequately plugged and completed, 
they trap CO, at depth effectively. Howev- 
er, there are large numbers of orphaned or 
abandoned wells that may not be adequately 
plugged, completed, or cemented (Chapter 
4 Appendix B) and such wells represent po- 
tential leak points for CO,. Little is known 
about the specific probability of escape from 
a given well, the likelihood of such a well ex- 
isting within a potential site, or the risk such 
a well presents in terms of potential leakage 
volume or consequence.35 While analog situ- 
ations provide some quantitative estimates 
(e.g, Crystal Geyser, UT)36, much remains to 
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be done to address these questions. Once a 
well is identified, it can be plugged or re-com- 
pleted at fairly low cost. 

There is the possibility of difficult to forecast 
events of greater potential damage. While 
these events are not analogous for CO, seques- 
tration, events like the degassing of volcanic 
CO, from Lake Nyos37 or the natural gas stor- 
age failure near Hutchinson, Kansas38 speak 
to the difficulty of predicting unlikely events. 
However, while plausible, the likelihood of 
leaks from CO, sequestration causing such 
damage is exceedingly small (i.e., the rate of 
any leakage will be many orders of magnitude 
less than Lake Nyos and CO, is not explosive 
like natural gas). 

Even though most potential leaks will have 
no impact on health, safety, or the local en- 
vironment, any leak will negate some of the 
benefits of sequestration. However, absolute 
containment is not necessary for effective 
mitigation.28 If the rate and volume of leak- 
age are sufficiently low, the site will still meet 
its primary goal of sequestering C02 to re- 
duce atmospheric warming and ocean acidi- 
fication. The leak would need to be counted 
as an emissions source as discussed further 
under liability. Small leakage risks should not 
present a barrier to deployment or reason to 
postpone an accelerated field-based RD&D 
program.39 This is particularly true of early 
projects, which will also provide substantial 
benefits of learning by doing and will provide 
insight into management and remediation of 
minor leaks. 

A proper risk assessment would focus on sev- 
eral key elements, including both likelihood 
and potential impact. Efforts to quantify risks 
should focus on scenarios with the greatest 
potential economic or health and safety con- 
sequences. An aggressive risk assessment re- 
search program would help financiers, regula- 
tors, and policy makers decide how to account 
accurately for leakage risk. 

SCIENCE &TECHNOLOGY GAPS 

A research program is needed to address the 
most important science and technology gaps 
related to storage. The program should ad- 
dress three key concerns: (1) tools to simulate 
the injection and fate of CO,; (2) approaches 
to predict and quantify the geomechanical re- 
sponse to injection; and ( 3 )  the ability to gen- 
erate robust, empirically based probability- 
density functions to accurately quantify risks. 

Currently, there are many codes, applications, 
and platforms to simulate CO, injection.40 
However, these codes have substantial limita- 
tions. First, they do not predict well the geo- 
mechanical response of injection, including 
fracture dilation, fault reactivation, cap-rock 
integrity, or reservoir dilation. Second, many 
codes that handle reactive transport, do not 
adequately predict the location of precipita- 
tion or dissolution, nor the effects on perme- 
ability. Third, the codes lack good modules to 
handle wells, specifically including the struc- 
ture, reactivity, or geomechanical response of 
wells. Fourth, the codes do not predict the risk 
of induced seismicity. In order to simulate 
key coupled processes, future simulators will 
require sizeable computational resources to 
render large complex sedimentary networks, 
and run from the injection reservoir to the 
surface with high resolution in three dinien- 
sions. Given the capability of existing industry 
and research codes, it is possible to advance 
coupling and computation capabilities and 
apply them to the resolution of outstanding 
questions. 

There is also a need to improve geomechani- 
cal predictive capability. This is an area where 
many analog data sets may not provide much 
insight; the concerns focus on rapid injection 
of large volumes into moderate-low perme- 
ability rock, and specific pressure and rate 
variations may separate reservoirs that fail 
mechanically from those that do not. This is 
particularly true for large-volume, high-rate 
injections that have a higher chance of ex- 
ceeding important process thresholds. Fault 
response to stress, prediction of induced seis- 
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micity, fault transmissivity and hydrology, 
and fracture formation and propagation are 
notoriously difficult geophysical problems 
due to the complex geometries and non-lin- 
ear responses of many relevant geological sys- 
tems. Even with an improved understanding, 
the models that render fracture networks and 
predict their geornechanical response today 
are fairly simple, and it is not clear that they 
can accurately simulate crustal response to 
injection. A program that focuses on theoreti- 
cal, empirical, laboratory, and numerical ap- 
proaches is vital and should take advantage of 
existing programs within the DOE, DOD, and 
NSF. 

The objective of these research efforts is to im- 
prove risk-assessment capabilities that results 
in the construction of reliable probability- 
density functions (PDFs). Since the number 
of CO, injection cases that are well studied 
(including field efforts) are exceedingly small, 
there is neither theoretical nor empirical basis 
to calculate 0 , - r i s k  PDFs. Accurate PDFs for 
formal risk assessment could inform decision 
makers and investors regarding the potential 
econamic risks or operational liabilities of a 
particular sequestration project. 

In terms of risk, leakage from wells remains 
the likeliest and largest potential risk.~34*41~42 
The key technical, regulatory, and legal con- 
cerns surrounding well-bore leakage of CO, 
are discussed in Appendix 4.B. 

NEED FOR STUDIES AT SCALE 

Ultimately, largescale injection facilities will 
be required to substantially reduce GHG 
emissions by CCS. Because the earth’s crust is 
a complex, heterogeneous, non-linear system, 
field-based demonstrations are required to un- 
derstand the likely range of crustal responses, 
including those that might allow CO, to escape 
from reservoirs. In the context of large-scale 
experiments, the three large volume projects 
currently operating do not address all relevant 
questions. Despite a substantial scientific ef- 
fort, many parameters which would need to 

be measured to circumscribe the most com- 
pelling scientific questions have not yet been 
collected (see Table 4.2), including distribu- 
tion of CO, saturation, stress changes, and 
well-bore leakage detection. This gap could be 
addressed by expanded scientific programs at 
large-scale sites, in particular at new sites. 

The projects sponsored by the DOE are most- 
ly small pilot projects with total injection vol- 
ume between 1000 and 10,000 metric tons. For 
example, the DOE sponsored a field injection 
in South Liberty, TX, coninionly referred to 
as the Frio Brine Pilot.43944 ?he Pilot received 
-1800 t of CO, in 2004, and is slated to receive 
a second injection volume of comparable size 
in 2006. The Regional Partnerships have pro- 
posed 25 geological storage pilots of compa- 
rable size, which will inject CO, into a wide 
array of representative formations. 19 These 
kinds of experiments provide value in validat- 
ing some model predictions, gaining experi- 
ence in monitoring, and building confidence 
in sequestration. However, pilots on this scale 
cannot be expected to address the central con- 
cerns regarding CO, storage because on this 
scale the injection transients are too small to 
reach key thresholds within the crust. As such, 
important non-linear responses that may de- 
pend on a certain pressure, pH, or volume 
displacement are not reached. However, they 
will be reached for large projects, and have 
been in each major test. 

As an example, it has been known for many 
years that fluid injections into low-permeabil- 
ity systems can induce earthquakes small and 
large.45 It is also known that while injection 
of fluids into permeable systerris can induce 
earthquakes, even with large injection vol- 
umes the risk of large earthquakes is extreme- 
ly low. The best example is a set of field tests 
conducted at Rangely oilfield in NW Colora- 
do, where an aggressive water-injection pro- 
gram began in an attempt to initiate and con- 
trol seismic events.46 Despite large injections, 
the greatest moment magnitude measured as 
M, 3.1. Since that time, over 28 million tons 
of CO, have been injected into Rangely with 
limited seismicity, no large seismic events, 
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and no demonstrable leakage.47 These stud.- 
ies make clear that injections of much smaller 
volumes would produce no seismicity. Thus 
to ascertain the risk associated with large in- 
jections requires large injection, as do the 
processes and effects of reservoir heterogene- 
ity on plume distribution or the response of 
fractures to pressure transients. 

LARGE SCALE DEMONSTRATIONS AS CENTRAL 
SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVE 

Ultimately, large-scale injections will require 
large volumes of CO, to ensure that injection 
transients approach or exceed key geological 
thresholds. The definition of large-scale de- 
pends on the site since local parameters vary 
greatly. In highly permeable, continuous rock 
bodies (e.g., Frio Fm. or Utsira Fm.), at least 
one million tonslyr may be required to reach 
these thresholds; in low permeability (e.g., 
Weber Sandstone or Rose Run Fm.) or high- 
ly segmented reservoirs, only a few 100,000 
tons/year may be required. A large project 
would likely involve multiple wells and sub- 
stantial geological complexity and reservoir 
heterogeneity (like In Salah and Weyburn). 
To observe these effects would likely require 
at least 5 years of injection with longer dura- 
tions preferred. 

Because of the financial incentives of addi- 
tional production, CO,-EOR will continue 
to provide early opportunities to study Iarge- 
scale injection (e.g., Weyburn). However, the 
overwhelming majority of storage capacity 
remains in saline formations, and there are 
many parts of the country and the world where 
EOR options are limited. Since saline forma- 
tions will be central to substantial CO, emis- 
sions reduction, a technical program focused 
on understanding the key technical concerns 
of saline formations will be central to success- 
ful commercial deployment of CCS. 

Costs for the large projects are substantial. 
For phase I, the Weyburn project spent $27 
million, but did not include the costs of CO, 
or well drilling in those costs. Because of cost 

constraints, the Weyburn project did not in- 
clude important monitoring and scientific 
studies. The cost of CO, supply could be low if 
one assumes that the CO, supply were already 
concentrated (e.g., a fertilizer or gas process- 
ing stream) and compression would be the 
largest operating cost. If CO, required market 
purchase (e.g., from KinderMorgan pipelines 
into the Permian Basin), then a price of $201 
ton CO, would represent a likely upper cost 
limit. Total cost would include compression 
costs, well count, reworking requirements, 
availability of key data sets, and monitoring 
complement. Based on these types of consid- 
eration, an eight-year project could achieve 
key technical and operational goals and de- 
liver important new knowledge for a total 
cost between $100-225 niillioii, correspond- 
ing to an annual cost roughly between $13- 
28 million. A full statement of the assumption 
set and calculation is presented in Appendix 
4.C. 

In sum, a large well-instrumented sequestra- 
tion project at the necessary scale is required 
to yield the important information. However, 
only a small number of projects are likely to 
be required to deliver the needed insights for 
the most important set of geological injec- 
tion conditions. For example, in the US only 
3-4 sites might be needed to demonstrate 
and parameterize safe injection. These sites 
could include one project in the Gulf Coast, 
one in the central or northern Rocky Moun- 
tains, and one in either the Appalachian or 
Illinois basins (one could consider adding a 
fourth project in California, the Williston, or 
the Anadarko basins). This suite would cover 
an important range of population densities, 
geological and geophysical conditions, and 
industrial settings (Figure 4.4). More impor- 
tantly, these 3-4 locations and their attendant 
plays are associated with large-scale current 
and planned coal-fired generation, making 
their parameterization, learning, and ultimate 
success important. 

The value of information derived from these 
studies relative to their cost would be enor- 
mous. Using a middle cost estimate, all three 
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Figure 4.4 Prospective Sites for Large-scale Sequestration Projects 

Draft suggestions for4 large UCstorogeprajects using anthropogenic C0,sources Eosemap ofsequestration targets from Dooley eta/, 2004 

basins could be studied for $500 million over 
eight years. Five large tests could be planned 
and executed for less than $1 billion, and ad- 
dress the chief concerns for roughly 70% of 
potential US capacity. Information from these 
projects would validate the commercial scal- 
ability of geological carbon storage and pro- 
vide a basis for regulatory, legal, and financial 
decisions needed to ensure safe, reliable, eco- 
nomic sequestration. 

The requirements for sequestration pilot stud- 
ies elsewhere in the world are similar. The 
number of projects needed to cover the range 
of important geological conditions around 
the world to verify the storage capacity is of 
order 10. Using the screening and selection 
parameters described in Appendix 4.C, we 
believe that the world could be tested for ap- 
proximately a few billion dollars. The case 
for OECD countries to help developing na- 
tions test their most important storage sites 
is strong; the mechanisms remain unresolved 
and are likely to vary case to case. 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

Developing nations, particularly China and 
India, will grow rapidly in the corning decades 
with an accompanying rapid growth in energy 
demand. Both countries have enormous coal 
reserves, and have plans to greatly increase 
national electrification with coal power. Pro- 
jections for CO, emissions in both countries 
grow as a consequence, with the possibility 
that China will become the world’s largest 
CO, emitter by 2030. Therefore it is important 
to know what sequestration options exist for 
both nations. 

China 

The geological history of China is immensely 
complicated.@~49 This history has produced 28 
onshore sedimentary basins with roughly 10 
large offshore basins (Figure 4.5). This pres- 
ents a substantial task in geological assess- 
ment. However, many of these basins (e.g., 
Tarim, Junggar basins) are not near large CO, 
point sources or population centers and do 
not represent an assessment priority. Six on 
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shore and two offshore basins with relatively 
simple geological histories lie in the eastern 
half of China,50 close to coal sources, industrial 
centers, and high population densities. These 
are also the basins containing the largest oil- 
fields arid gas fields in China.51 Preliminary 
assessment suggests that these basins have 
prospectivity.52 The initial estimates are based 
on injectivity targets of 100 mD, and contin- 
ued assessment will change the prospectivity 
of these basins. 

'There are a number of active sequestration 
projects in China. RIPED, CNPC, and other 
industrial and government entities are pursu- 
ing programs in CO,-EOR. These are driven 
by economic and energy security concerns; 
continued study will reveal the potential for 
storage in these and other fields. Some west- 
ern companies are also pursuing low-cost CO, 
projects; Shell is investigating a large CO, pi- 
lot, and Dow has announced plans to seques- 
ter CO, at one of its chemical plants. There is 
a 192 tonne Canadian-Chinese ECBM project 
in the Quinshui basin. However, there is much 
greater potential for very large COz storage 

tests using low-cost sources. China has many 
large coal gasification plants, largely for in- 
dustrial purposes (e.g., fertilizer production, 
chemical plants). A number of these plants 
vent pure streams well in excess of 500,000 
tons/y, and many are located within 1 SO km of 
viable geological storage and EOR targets.53 

A program to determine the viability of large- 
scale sequestration in China would be first 
anchored in a detailed bottom-up assessment. 
%e data for assessments exists in research 
institutions (e.g., RIPED, the Institute of for 
Geology and Geophysics) and the long history 
of geological study and infrastructure5"55 sug- 
gests that Chinese teams could execute a suc- 
cessful assessment in a relatively short time, 
which could be followed by large injection 
tests. Given the central role of China's emis- 
sions and economy in the near future and the 
complexity of its geology, this should involve 
no less than two large projects. One might 
target a high-value, high chance of success 
opportunity (e.g., Bohainan basis; Songliao). 
Another might target lower permeability, 
more complicated targets (e.g., Sichuan or Ji- 
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anghan basin). In all cases, large projects do 
not need to wait for the development of IGCC 
plants, since there is already enormous gasifi- 
cation capacity and large pure CO, streams 
near viable targets. As with any large target, 
a ranking of prospects and detailed geological 
site characterization would be key to creating 
a high chance of project success. 

India 

Geologically, India is a large granitic and met- 
amorphic massif surrounded by sedimentary 
basins. These basins vary in age, complexity, 
and size. The largest sedimentary basin in the 
world (the Gariga basin) and one of the largest 
sediinentary accumulations (the Bengal fan) 
in India are close to many large point sources. 
In addition, a large basaltic massif (the Dec- 
can Traps) both represents a potential CO, 
sink and also overlies a potential CO, sink 
(the underlying basins). 

Currently, there is one CO, storage pilot 
planned to inject a small C”0, volume into 
basalts. There are currently no plans for a 
detailed assessment or large-scale injection 
program. However, the IEA has announced 
a program to conduct an assessment. Many 
governmental groups have relevant data, in- 
cluding the Directorate General for Hydro- 
carbons, the Geological Survey of India, and 
the National Geophysical Research Institute. 
Several companies appear well equipped to 
undertake such work, including the Oil and 
Natural Gas Company of India. Despite the 
Indian government’s involvement in the 
CSLF and FutureGen, it has not yet made the 
study of carbon sequestration opportunities a 
priority. 

CURRENT REGULATORY STATUS 

At present, there is no institutional frame- 
work to govern geological sequestration of 
CO, at large scale for a very long period of 
time. At a minimum, the regulatory regime 
needs to cover the injection of CO,, account- 

ing and crediting as part of a climate regime, 
and site closure and monitoring. In the United 
States, there does exist regulations for under- 
ground injections (see discussion below), but 
there is no category specific to CO, seques- 
tration. A regulatory capacity must be built, 
whether from the existing EPA underground 
injection program or from somewhere else. 
Building a regulatory j?amework Joy CCS 
should be considered a high priority item. The 
lack of a framework makes it more difficult 
and costly to initiate large-scale projects and 
will result in delaying large-scale deployment 

In the United States, there is a body of fed- 
eral and state law that governs underground 
injection to protect underground sources of 
drinking water. Under authority from the 
Safe Drinking Water Act, EPA created the 
Underground Injection Control (IJIC) Pro- 
gram, requiring all underground injections to 
be authorized by permit or rule and prohibit- 
ing certain types of injection that may present 
an imminent and substantial danger to pub- 
lic health. Five classes of injection wells have 
been set forth in the regulations, none specific 
to geological sequestration. A state is allowed 
to assume primary responsibility (“primacy”) 
for the implementation and enforcement of 
its underground injection control program if 
the state program meets the requirements of 
EPA’s UIC regulations. As shown in Figure 
4.6, thirty-three states have full primacy over 
underground injection in their state, seven 
states share responsibility with EPA, and ten 
states have no primacy. A state program may 
go beyond the minimum EPA standards; in 
Nevada, for example, injection is not allowed 
into any underground aquifer regardless of 
salinity, which negates a potential sequestra- 
tion option (Nevada Bureau of Mines and Ge- 
ology, 2005). 

The UIC achieves its primary objective of 
preventing movement of contarninants into 
potential sources of drinking water due to 
injection activities, by monitoring contami- 
nant concentration in underground sources 
of drinking water. If traces of contaminants 
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Figure 4.6 Current State and EPA Underground Injection Control Programs 

Source: €PA 

are detected, the injection operation must be 
altered to prevent further pollution. 

There are no federal requirements under the 
UIC Program to track the migration af inject- 
ed fluids within the injection zone or to the 
surface.56 Lack of fluid migration monitor- 
ing is problematic when the UIC regulatory 
regime is applied to geological sequestration. 
For example, one source of risk for carbon 
sequestration is that injected CO, potentially 
leaks to the surface through old oil and gas 
wells. For various reasons, such as existing 
infrastructure and proved cap rock, the first 
geological sequestration projects in the US will 
likely take place at depleted oil and gas fields. 
These sites possess numerous wells, some of 
which can act as high permeability conduits to 
the surface. Plugs in these wells may be lack- 
ing, poor, or subject to corrosion from CO, 
dissolved in brine. The presence of wells at se- 
questration sites greatly increases the chance 
for escape of injected gas. Regulations will be 
needed for the particular circumstance of CO, 
storage. This will involve either modification 
of the UIC regulations or creation of a new 
framework. 

Unlike onshore geological sequestration, 
which is governed by national law, offshore 
geological sequestration is governed by inter- 
national law. Offshore sequestration has not 
been specifically addressed in any multilateral 
environmental agreements that are currently 
in force, but may fall under the jurisdiction of 
international and regional marine agreements, 
such as the 1972 London Convention, the 
1996 Protocol to the London Convention, and 
the 1992 OSPAR Convention. Because these 
agreements were not designed with geologi- 
cal sequestration in mind, they may require 
interpretation, clarification, or amendment 
by their members. Most legal scholars agree 
that there are methods of offshore sequestra- 
tion currently compatible with international 
law, including using a land-based pipeline 
transporting CO, to the sub-seabed injection 
point and injecting CO, in conjunction with 
offshore hydrocarbon activities.57 

LIABILITY 

Liability of CO, capture and geological se- 
questration can be classified into operational 
liability and post-injection liability. 
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Operational liability, which includes the en- 
vironmental, health, and safety risks associ- 
ated with carbon dioxide capture, transport, 
and injection, can be managed within the 
framework that has been successfully used for 
decades by the oil and gas industries. 

Post-injection liability, or the liability related 
to sequestered carbon dioxide after it has been 
injected into a geologic formation, presents 
unique challenges due to the expected scale 
and timeframe for sequestration. The most 
likely sources of post-injection liability are 
groundwater contamination due to subsur- 
face migration of carbon dioxide, emissions 
of carbon dioxide from the storage reservoir 
to the atmosphere (i.e., non-performance), 
risks to human health, damage to the environ- 
ment, and contamination of mineral reserves. 
Our understanding of these risks needs to be 
improved in order to better assess the liability 
exposure of operators engaging in sequestra- 
tion activities. 

In addition, a regulatory and liability frame- 
work needs to be adopted for the closing of 
geological sequestration injection sites. The 
first component of this framework is monitor- 
ing and verification. Sequestration operations 
should be conducted in conjunction with 
modeling tools for the post-injection flow of 
carbon dioxide. If monitoring validates the 
model, a limited monitoring and verification 
period (5-10 years) after injection operations 
may be all that is required, with additional 
monitoring and verification for exceptional 
cases. The second component of the framework 
defines the roles and financial responsibilities 
of industry and government after abandon- 
ment. A combination of a funded insurance 
mechanism with government back-stop for 
very long- term or catastrophic liability will 
be required. Financial mechanisms need to be 
considered to cover this responsibility. There 
are a number of ways in which the framework 
could proceed. For example, in the case of nu- 
clear power, the Price- Anderson Act requires 
that nuclear power plant licensees purchase 
the maximum amount of commercial liabil- 
ity insurance available on the private market 

and participate in a joint-insurance pool. Li- 
censees are not financially responsible for the 
cost of any accident exceeding these two lay- 
ers of insurance. Another example would be 
the creation of a fund with mandatory con- 
tributions by injection operators. We suggest 
that industry take financial responsibility for 
liability in the near-term, i.e. through injec- 
tion phase and perhaps 10-20 years into the 
post-injection phase. Once certain validation 
criteria are met, government would then as- 
sume financial responsibility, funded by in- 
dustry insurance mechanisms, and perhaps 
funded by set-asides of carbon credits equal 
to a percentage of the amount of CO, stored 
in the geological formation. 

SEQUESTRATION COSTS 

Figure 4.7 shows a map of US coal plants 
overlayed with potential sequestration reser- 
voirs. The majority of coal-fired power plants 
are situated in regions where there are high 
expectations of having CO, sequestration sites 
nearby. In these cases, the cost of transport 
and injection of CO, should be less than 20% 
of total cost for capture, compression, trans- 
port, and injection. 

Transportation for commercial projects will 
be via pipeline, with cost being a function 
of the distance and quantity transported. As 
shown in Figure 4.8, transport costs are highly 
non-linear for the amount transported, with 
economies of scale being realized at about 10 
Mt CO,/yr. While Figure 4.8 shows typical 
values, costs can be highly variable from proj- 
ect to project due to both physical (e.g., terrain 
pipeline must traverse) and political consider- 
ations. For a 1 GW, coal-fired power plant, a 
pipeline must carry about 6.2 Gt CO,/yr (see 
footnote 1). This would result in a pipe diam- 
eter of about 16 inches and a transport cost 
of about $l/tC02/100 km. Transport costs can 
be lowered through the development of pipe- 
line networks as opposed to dedicated pipes 
between a given source and sink. 
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Figure 4.7 Location of Coal Plants Relative to Potential Storage Sites 
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Costs for injecting the CO, into geologic for- 
mations will vary on the formation type and 
its properties. For example, costs increase as 
reservoir depth increases and reservoir injec- 
tivity decreases (lower injectivity results in the 
drilling of more wells for a given rate of CO, 
injection). A range of injection costs has been 
reported as $0.S-8/tC02.6 Costs will also vary 
with the distance transported, the capacity 
utilization of the pipe, the transport pressure 
and the costs of compression (which also pro- 
duces CO,). 

It is anticipated that the first CCS projects will 
involve plants that are very close to a seques- 
tration site or an existing CO, pipeline. As the 
number of projects grow, regional pipeline net- 
works will evolve. This is similar to the growth 
of existing regional CO, pipeline networks in 
west Texas and in Wyoming to deliver CO, to 
the oil fields for EOR. For example, Figure 4.7 
suggests that a regional pipeline network may 
develop around the Ohio River valley, trans- 
porting much larger volumes of CO,. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

Our overall judgment is that the prospect for 
geological CO, sequestration is excellent. We 
base this judgment on 30 years of injection ex- 
perience and the ability of the earth's crust to 
trap CO,. That said, there remain substantial 
open issues about large-scale deployment of 
carbon sequestration. Our recornmendations 
aim to address the largest and most important 
of these issues. Our recommendations call 
for action by the U.S. government; however, 
many of these recommendations are appro- 
priate for OECD and developing nations who 
anticipate the use CCS. 

Figure 4.8 Cost for COz Transport Via Pipeline as a Function of 
CO, Mass Flow Rate 
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1. The US Geological Survey and the DOE, 
and should embark of a 3 year "bottom-up" 
analysis of US geological storage capacity 
assessments. This effort might be modeled 
after the GEODISC effort in Australia. 

2. The DOE should launch a program to de- 
velop and deploy large-scale sequestra- 
tion demonstration projects. The program 
should consist of a minimum of three proj- 
ects that would represent the range of US 
geology and industrial emissions with the 
following characteristics: 

Injection of the order of 1 million tons 
CO,/year for a minimum of 5 years. 

0 Intensive site characterization with for- 
ward simulation, and baseline monitoring 

Monitoring MMV arrays to measure the 
full complement of relevant parameters. 
The data from this monitoring should be 
fully integrated and analyzed. 

3.  The DOE should accelerate its research pro- 
gram for CCS S&T. The program should 
begin by developing simulation platforms 
capable of rendering coupled models for 
hydrodynamic, geological, geochemical, 
and geomechanical processes. The geo- 
mechanical response to C02  injection and 
determination or risk probability-density 
functions should also be addressed. 

4. A regulatory capacity covering the injec- 
tion of CO,, accounting and crediting as 
part of a climate regime, and site closure 
and monitoring needs to be built. Two pos- 
sible paths should be considered - evolu- 
tion from the existing EPA UIC program 
or a separate program that covers all the 
regulatory aspects of CO, sequestration. 

5. The government needs to assume liabil- 
ity for the sequestered CO, once injection 
operations cease and the site is closed. The 
transfer of liability would be contingent on 
the site meeting a set of regulatory crite- 
ria (see recommendation 4 above) and the 
operators paying into an insurance pool to 
cover potential damages from any future 
CO, leakage. 
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Chapter 5 - Coal Consumption in China and India 

INTRODUCTION 

China is expected to account for more than half 
of global growth in coal supply and demand 
over the next 25 years. The implications for 
the global environment are both complex and 
substantial. This chapter explores the circum- 
stances under which China might constrain 
its carbon emissions from coal significantly 
below the currently forecast range. India, with 
a population comparable to that of China, a 
rapidly growing economy, and large domes- 
tic coal reserves, may one day come to rival 
China as a source of carbon emissions from 
coal. Like China, India derives over half of its 
commercial energy from coal, and together 
the two countries are projected to account for 
over 68% of the incremental demand in world 
coal through 2030.1 Today, however, India 
consumes only about a fifth as much coal as 
its neighbor, and for the foreseeable future the 
consumption gap between the two countries 
will remain wide. The niain focus of this chap- 
ter is thus on China, but in the final section we 
briefly compare patterns of coal use in the two 
countries. 

Coal is today China’s most important and 
abundant fuel, accounting for about two 
thirds of the country’s primary energy supply. 
Coal output in China rose from 1. 30 billion 
tonnes in 2000 to 2.23 billion tonnes in 2005,2 
malting China by far the worlds largest coal 
producer (the next largest, the United States, 
produced 1.13 billion tonnes last year). All but 
a few percent of this coal is consumed dornes- 
tically, and China’s coal use amounts to nearly 
a third of all coal consumed worldwide (see 
Figure 1). Electricity generation accounts for 

just over half of all coal utilization in China, 
having risen from 22% of total consumption 
in 1988 to over 53% in 2002.3 Coal currently 
accounts for about 80% of China’s electricity 
generation, more than SO% of industrial fuel 
utilization, and about 60% of chemical feed- 
stocks. Forty-five percent of China’s national 
railway capacity is devoted to the transport of 
coal.4 The central government has announced 
its intention to reduce the country’s reliance 
on coal, but for the foreseeable future it will 
remain China’s dominant fuel, and will very 
likely still account for more than half of the 
country’s primary energy supplies in the year 
2030. The largest contributor to future growth 
in China’s demand for coal will be the electric 
power sector. 

The recent growth of the Chinese power sec- 
tor has been dramatic. Electricity generation 
grew at a rate of 15.2% in 2003, 14.8% in 2004, 
12.3% in 2005, and 11.8% (on an annual basis) 
in the first quarter of 2006.5 Total generating 
capacity increased by nearly a third in the last 
three years and is expected to double between 
2002 and 2007. In 2005, about 70,000 MWe 
of new generating capacity was brought into 
service. A similar completion of new plants 
is projected for each of the next two years.6 
At this rate, China is adding the equivalent 
of nearly the entire UK power grid each year. 
Most of the existing and new generating ca- 
pacity is fueled with coal, and China’s coal- 
fired power plants are the main cause of the 
rapid increase in its greenhouse gas emissions, 
which are already the worlds second largest 
after the United States. 
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Figure 5.1 World Coal Consumption, 2004 
- United States 

. 182% 

First, especially at the national level, China’s 
energy-related governmental bureaucracy is 
highly ,fi-agmented and poorly coordinated. 
Responsibility for energy pricing, for the 
approval of infrastructure projects, for the 
oversight of state energy companies, and 
for long-term energy policy is spread across 
many agencies, most of them seriously un- 
derstaffed, and some of which-given their 
very recent emergence on the scene-are 
notably weak in relation both to other agen- 
cies arid to the players they are supposed to 
be regulating. 

Source: Energy Information Administration, International Energy Page 
(Table Postedluly 12,2006) 

Chinese energy statistics-including those 
pertaining to coal consumption and power 
generation-suffer serious problems of reli- 
ability. Data reported by both official and un- 
official sources exhibit substantial variation 
and numerous inconsistencies. Indeed, differ- 
ent figures for annual coal consumption are 
noted in this chapter and in Chapter Two. But 
there is no dispute about the general trend ex- 
hibited by the data: Chinese energy consump- 
tion is trending rapidly upward. 

?be supercharged recent growth rates in the 
power sector may moderate in coming years, 
but the general trend of strong growth is likely 
to continue for a long time to come. Electric- 
ity consumption per capita in. China, at about 
1,700 kilowatt hours per year, is still only 20% 
of the average per capita consumption in the 
world’s advanced economies. Rapid economic 
development is changing the lifestyles and en- 
ergy needs of hundreds of millions of Chinese 
citizens. Future demand growth on a large 
scale seems assured. 

A full understanding of China’s current en- 
ergy situation-including the types of fuels 
being consumed, the kinds of technologies 
employed, the effectiveness of environmental 
regulation, arid the international reach of its 
enterprises-starts with three key characteris- 
tics of the Chinese system. 

Second, under these conditions the state ener- 
gy companies-the national oil corporations 
and the national power generatinggroups- 
are the most coherent entities. These are the 
organizations that are most capable of de- 
fining their own interests and that are most 
likely to act, making decisions that their 
ostensible state regulators and overseers 
can barely keep up with and sometimes 
do not even monitor. At the same time, 
and reflecting China’s increasingly deep 
integration with the global economy, these 
corporate entities are hardly simple organi- 
zations themselves. Listed on both domes- 
tic and foreign stock exchanges, the state 
energy corporations encompass compli- 
cated groupings of stakeholders, including 
state-appointed senior executives, domestic 
and foreign corporate board members, ma- 
jor financiers from the global investment 
banking community, and international in- 
stitutional investors. Textbook examples of 
shareholder-driven corporate governance 
they are not, but neither are they simple 
puppets of the state-in no small part be- 
cause the state itself is so fragmented and 
lacks a clear voice on energy policy. In es- 
sence, the central government in Beijing 
today has neither a coherent national en- 
ergy strategy nor much capacity to moni- 
tor, support, or impede the actions of state- 
owned energy companies-actions that are 
often misunderstood by outsiders as merely 
echoing government policy. 
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El Third, and most important, the remark- 
ably rapid growth of energy consumption 
in China has been possible because a host o f  
infrastructural issues are being resolved very 
quickly by individuals and organizations op- 
erating well below the level of national ener- 
gy corporations. Almost daily, actors at the 
grass roots level are making key decisions 
about China’s physical and technological 
infrastructure-decisions with profound 
consequences for its long-term energy de- 
velopment. 

Thus, it is a mistake to attribute China’s ag- 
gregate energy demand growth-or even the 
actions of the state-owned energy compa- 
nies-to central government agendas or geo- 
political strategy. What many outsiders see as 
the deliberate result of Chinese national ‘en- 
ergy strategy’ is in fact better understood as 
an agglomeration of ad hoc decisions by local 
governments, local power producers, and lo- 
cal industrial concerns. These local actors are 
primarily motivated by the need to maintain 
a high rate of economic growth and few, if 
any, have the national interest in mind. They 
are rushing to fill a void left by the absence 
of a coherent national-level energy strategy. 
Amidst surging energy demand and frenetic 
local decision-making, agencies and individu- 
als in the central government are scrambling 
simply to keep abreast of developments on the 
ground. China’s astonishingly rapid energy 
development may well be spinning the heads 
of outsiders, but it is vexing, perplexing, and 
even overwhelming to Chinese governmental 
insiders too. 

METHODOLOGY 

The main conclusions of this chapter are based 
upon fieldwork conducted in China by a team 
based at the MIT Industrial Performance 
Center beginning in 2002, but concentrated 
primarily in 2005. Our goal was to study deci- 
sion-malung in the Chinese power and coal in- 
dustry sectors. The study primarily employed a 
case-based approach, supplemerited by exten- 
sive interviews at various levels of Chinese gov- 

ernmental, academic, and commercial circles. 
The cases center primarily on the electric pow- 
er sector and they were selected to represent 
three general modes of energy-related problem 
solving in the Chinese system: (1) relatively 
standard coal-fired power generation by mu- 
nicipal-level plants; (2) “within the fence” self- 
generation (co-generation) by industrial users 
or other commercial entities operating outside 
of what is generally understood as the energy 
sector; and (3) more future-oriented regional 
efforts by China’s wealthiest coastal provinces 
to build a natural gas infrastructure. 

(1) In the municipal power utility category, 
we focused our efforts on two sites, the 250 
MWe Xiaguan Power Plant in Nanjing (Ji- 
angsu Province) and the 1,275 MWe No. 1 
Power Plant in Taiyuan (Shanxi Province). 
The Xiaguan facility, though formally owned 
by the national Datang Enterprise Group, is 
managed and administered primarily at the 
provincial and municipal levels. The facility 
is located in the downtown area of Nanjing, 
the capital of Jiangsu Province and a city of 1.8 
million persons (the city has an additional 3.5 
million suburban residents). Jiangsu, located 
on the east coast of China and encompassing 
much of the Yangtze River Delta, is among the 
most prosperous and industrialized regions of 
the country. Industry accounts for over 77% 
of provincial electricity consumption and (in- 
cluding the power sector) 92% of coal con- 
sumption, with residential following a distant 
second at 11% and 4.2%, respectively.’ Jiangsu 
is a center for numerous clusters of domestic 
and foreign-owned manufacturing operations, 
and relies primarily on coal imported from in- 
terior regions of China to meet its needs. In 
2003 about 79% of the province’s total coal 
supply was irnported.8 Nanjing consumes one 
quarter of Jiangsu’s electricity supply. 

Nanjing’s Xiaguan Power Plant dates origi- 
nally from 1910, but underwent a substantial 
rebuild from 1998 to 2000. Approximately 30 
percent of the rebuild costs were devoted to the 
installation of a LIFAC (Limestone Lnjection 
into Furnace and Activation of Calcium oxide) 
flue-gas desulfurization system. At the time of 
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our research, three such systems were operat- 
ing in China, two in the Nanjing facility and 
one in a 125 MWe power plant in neighboring 
Zhejiarig Province. Xiaguan’s system was sup- 
plied by the Finnish firm POCOTEC Pollution 
Control Technologies, and was financed by soft 
loans from the Finnish government and grants 
from the Jiangsu provincial government. The 
system produces no secondary wastewater, and 
the fly ash is used for road construction and ce- 
ment production. The Xiaguan plant generally 
burns coal with a sulfur content of 1.0 to 1.5 
percent. The LIFAC system has achieved a 75% 
sulfur removal rate, and for the first five years 
of operation averaged more than 95% avail- 
ability. Though a loss maker commercially over 
the past three years-a condition not unusual 
for Chinese generators-the plant has become 
something of a model nationally for advanced 
emissions control. 

The second case in this category, the No. 1 
Power Plant on the outskirts of Taiyuan City, 
Shanxi Province, is a more typical facility along 
a number of dimensions. Taiyuan is the capi- 
tal of Shanxi, a landlocked province in North 
China and the largest coal-producing region 
in the country, supplying 27% of China’s coal 
in 2003.9 Mining is far and away the largest in- 
dustry in the province, though a concentration 
of traditional, state-owned heavy manufactur- 
ing is clustered in Taiyuan City. The province, 
among the poorest in China in terms of urban 
income, has gained notoriety as the center of 
some of the country’s worst environmental 
problems, especially atmospheric pollution 
and acid rain. Approximately 70 percent of 
annual provincial production of energy re- 
sources are exported and sold to other prov- 
inces. Taiyuan City, with an urban population 
of about 2.3 million, consumes 40% of the 
province’s electricity supply. The city is cov- 
ered in soot and has been ranked as having the 
worst air quality (particulates and sulfur diox- 
ide) of any city in the world.10 In 2002, despite 
various regulatory efforts, reported average 
daiIy SOz concentrations in Taiyuan equaled 
0.2 milligrams per cubic meter (rng/m3), over 
three times the PRC’s Class I1 annual standard 
(0. 06mg/m3).11 

The Taiyuan No. 1 Power Plant, one of the larg- 
est sources of airborne pollutants in the city, 
went into operation in 1954, though the six 
units currently in operation-four 300 MWe 
generators, one 50 MWe generator, and one 
25 MWe generator-date from the 1990s. The 
plant sources all its coal from within Shanxi 
province, and reports an inability to secure 
low-sulfur and low ash content coal. Flue-gas 
desulfurization facilities (wet limestone and 
gypsum spray injection systems imported 
from Japan) have been installed only on the 
50 MWe unit and one of the 300 MWe units. 
The plant reports’ sulfur dioxide emissions of 
approximately 60,000 tonnes annually, about 
20 percent of Taiyuan municipality’s annual 
total. The local Environmental Protection Bu- 
reau has routinely assessed emission fines on 
the No. 1 Power Plant which, when combined 
with low tariffs for power delivered to the grid, 
makes the facility uneconomic. Nevertheless, 
the facility is planning a major expansion, 
involving the addition of two 600 MWe gen- 
erators. This expansion is driven in part by 
electricity shortages both within the inland 
province itself and in the Northern coastal 
areas to which power generated by the plant 
is dispatched. Shanxi Province exports ap- 
proximately 25 percent of its electric power to 
coastal areas, with generators in the province 
facing particular pressure to dispatch to the 
distant, but politically powerful cities of Bei- 
jing arid Tianjin. Our team also interviewed 
the state-owned Shanxi Grid Corporation to 
examine issues surrounding dispatch. 

(2) In the category of co-generation for pri- 
mary power by industrial firms, the research 
team focused on the coastal Southern Chinese 
province of Guangdong, where much devel- 
opment of this type has taken place. Guang- 
dong, arguably the first Chinese province to 
undergo economic reform, is now one of the 
most economically liberal and internationally 
integrated regions of China. The province in- 
cludes a number of major manufacturing clus- 
ters, many ofwhich emerged only after the on- 
set of economic reform and thus have avoided 
many of the historically-rooted problems of 
China’s northern and northeastern industrial 
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‘rust belt’ regions. The research team focused 
on two primary cases in this region. 

One of the cases is a major Guangdong sub- 
sidiary of a Hong Kong-based global apparel 
concern. This subsidiary employs 23,000 indi- 
viduals in a major production site in the city of 
Gaoming. The company’s factories in Gaom- 
ing and nearby Yanmei consunie about 170 
thousand megawatt-hours of electricity and 
600,000 tonnes of steam annually, accounting 
for 8-9% of total operating costs. The firm was 
confronted with electricity shortages which 
were constraining its expansion, and in 2001 
elected to build its own 30 MWe coal-fired 
co-generation plant. The plant became opera- 
tional in 2004. The plant burns low sulfur coal 
sourced from Shanxi and Inner Mongolia. 
Coal costs for the company have risen substan- 
tially over the last two years (from 330 RMB/ 
ton to 520 RMB/ton), making the in-house 
plant’s electricity costs only marginally lower 
than grid electricity. Unlike the grid, however, 
the in-house plant provides reliable energy, as 
well as substantial quantities of steam, which 
avoids the need for costly and environmen- 
tally problematic heavy oil burners. 

The second self-generation case involves the 
Guangdong manufacturing site of a U. S. con- 
sumer products company. This firm faced 
similar energy constraints, albeit on a smaller 
scale, at its production facilities outside the 
provincial capital, Guangzhou. The bulk of the 
site’s energy use is accounted for by the heating, 
ventilation and air-conditioning requirements 
of its climate-sensitive manufacturing facilities. 
In the last two to three years, the firm has rou- 
tinely received electricity-shedding orders from 
the regional grid company, requiring a shift in 
production schedules to avoid periods of peak 
power consumption. The shedding orders have 
ranged from 30 to 70 percent of total load, thus 
challenging the firm’s HVAC requirements 
and threatening its manufacturing operations. 
Fearing further energy-related disruptions, the 
firm elected to purchase dual Perlcins diesel- 
fired generators, each rated at 1.8 MWe. 

To supplement these case studies, the team 
conducted interviews with major multina- 
tional suppliers of diesel generators to the 
China market, as well as with industrial and 
governmental purchasers of diesel genera- 
tors in North China, a region in which these 
generators are usually employed as back-up 
sources of power. 

(3) Members of the research team have also 
undertaken a multi-year effort into the third 
category of energy decision-making, gas infra- 
structure development in coastal East China. 
Interviews and discussions have been conduct- 
ed with a variety of involved entities, imlud- 
ing overseas fuel suppliers, Chinese national 
oil and gas majors, port facility and pipeline 
development companies, national and local 
governmental development agencies, domestic 
bank lenders, and overseas investors. This is a 
large topic that extends beyond the scope of the 
chapter. However, we include it as an important 
illustration of the politics of energy-related is- 
sues in China, as an important indicator of fu- 
ture energy infrastructure trends in the coun- 
try, and as a bridge between China’s domestic 
energy imperatives and global energy markets. 

CAPACITY EXPANSION IN THE ELECTRIC POWER 
SECTOR. 

Capacity expansion in China’s electric power 
sector provides us with some of the clearest 
evidence of how energy-related decisions are 
actually being made on the ground. On paper, 
the story is straightforward. Most power plants 
belong to one of five major state-owned na- 
tional energy corporations, enterprise groups 
that in theory answer upward to the central 
government while issuing orders downward 
to exert direct financial and operational con- 
trol over their subsidiary plants. This chain of 
command should mean that for a new power 
plant to be built, the state-owned parent must 
secure the necessary central government ap- 
provals, and demonstrate that the new project 
meets relevant national technical standards, 
stipulations about what fuels to utilize, and, 
once the plant is up and running, national 
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operational requirements, including environ- 
mental regulations. 

The reality, however, is far more complex. 
For example, as central government officials 
themselves acknowledge, of the 440,000 MWe 
of generating capacity in place at the begin- 
ning of 2005, there were about 110,000 MWe 
of ‘illegal’ power plants which never received 
construction approval by the responsible cen- 
tral government agency (the Energy Bureau of 
the National Development and Reform Com- 
mission, a part of the former State Planning 
Commission.)12 These plants were obviously 
all financed, built, and put into service, but 
nobody at the center can be sure under what 
terms or according to what standards. 

Local government dynamics are critical to an 
understanding of China’s fragmented energy 
governance. In China today, localities in high 
growth industrialized regions like the coastal 
provinces Zhejiang and Guangdorig desper- 
ately need electricity. Local officials, long ac- 
customed to operating in a bureaucratic sys- 
tem that for all its confusion has consistently 
emphasized the maximization of economic 
growth and consistently tolerated ‘entrepre- 
neurial’ ways of achieving that goal, are the 
key players in power plant construction and 
operation. For example, the parent national 
energy corporations provide only about 25% 
of the capital required for new power plant 
investment. Much of the remainder comes in 
the form of loans from the municipal branch- 
es of state-owned banks. These banks in the- 
ory answer to a headquarters in Beijing, but 
in practice are likely to respond to the wishes 
of local governmental officials, partly because 
local officialdom exerts substantial control 
over personnel appointments within local 
bank branches. Another important source of 
capital is even more directly controlled by the 
locality. These are municipally-owned energy 
development corporations-quasi-commer- 
cia1 investment agencies capitalized through 
various fees and informal taxes levied by local 
gover rime nt . 

Thus, regardless of formal ownership ties run- 
ning up to the center, power plants built for the 
urgent purpose of meeting local demand are 
often built with locally-controlled financing. 
It should not be surprising, then, to find mu- 
nicipal governments providing construction 
approval to get the plants online as quickly as 
possible, while simultaneously shielding them 
from the need for further approvals from the 
center that might well require stricter techni- 
cal, environmental, or fuel standards. Similar- 
ly, parent power firms and local governments 
will often break apart plant investment filings 
in an attempt to lower artificially the plant’s re- 
corded capacity and therefore avoid the need 
for central government approval. The fact that 
110,000 MWe of installed capacity is ‘illegal’ 
means neither that the plants are hidden in 
a closet nor that they lack any governmental 
oversight. What it does mean is that they are 
not part of a coherent national policy, that 
they frequently operate outside national stan- 
dards, and that they often evade control even 
by their ostensible owner at the national cor- 
porate level. 

In this system, the lines of operational account- 
ability and responsibility are often blurred. On 
the one hand, power plants that are supposed 
to be controlled by a parent national firm end 
up dealing with the parent at arms length. The 
parent provides some investment and worlung 
capital funds to the plant, and some profits are 
returned upward. In accounting terms, the fi- 
nancial performance of the plant is subsumed 
within the integrated financial statement of 
the parent corporation. On the other hand, fi- 
nancing and project approval come primarily 
through local agencies that are intent on ensur- 
ing power delivery regardless of the commer- 
cial ramifications for the plant or the parent 
group. Thus, power plants can and do operate 
at a loss for years on end, further complicating 
incentives for plant managers. Indeed, because 
of the lack of clarity in the governance structure 
these operators sometimes themselves engage 
in creative financial and investment strate- 
gies. Central officials acknowledge that it is not 
unusual for power plants to operate sideline, 
off-the-books generating facilities, the profits 
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from which can be hidden from the parent 
energy group and thus shielded from upward 
submission. As one Chinese government re- 
searcher recently observed, the electric power 
sector may be a big loss maker on the books, 
but people in the sector always seem to have a 
great deal of cash. Of course, the high rates of 
capacity increase mentioned earlier could not 
happen without local government compliance, 
if not outright encouragement. China’s fastest 
growing cities are effectively pursuing a self- 
help approach to meeting their power needs, 
and blurred lines of governance and account- 
ability abet them in this. 

ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATION. 

Chinese environmental administration is also 
characterized by a pattern of de facto local 
governance. For example, the central govern- 
ment has established extensive legal restric- 
tions on emissions of sulfur dioxide. The 1998 
and 2000 amendments to China’s Law on the 
Prevention and Control of Atmospheric Pol- 
lution set stringent national caps on total sul- 
fur emissions and required coal-fired power 
plants to install pollution-reducing flue gas 
desulfurization systems.13 To promote the uti- 
lization of these technologies, which add sig- 
nificantly to plant capital and operating costs, 
the central government imposed mandatory 
pollution emission fees on power plants. Yet 
today, the central government estimates that 
only about 5,300 MWe of capacity has been 
equipped with FGD, a small fraction of the to- 
tal capacity subject to the anti-pollution laws. 
Another 8,000 MWe with FGD is currently 
under construction, but even once completed, 
the resulting total will still only equal about 
5.4% of thermal capacity.14 Even more trou- 
bling, researchers could only guess at how of- 
ten the equipment is actually turned on. 

Once again, the fragmented, ad hoc system of 
energy-related governance in large part ex- 
plains how this could happen. Environmen- 
tal policy at the national level is primarily 
the responsibility of the State Environmental 
Protection Agency (SEPA), a relatively weak 

organization, though one that has been gain- 
ing authority recently. But implementation 
and enforcement come under the authority of 
provincial and municipal-level arms of SEPA. 
As with the local bank branches, personnel 
appointments in these local environmental 
bureaus are for the most part controlled by 10- 
cal governmental officials rather than by the 
parent central agencies. If the locality’s main 
goal is to achieve economic growth, and cheap 
electric power is needed to fuel that growth, 
then environmental enforcement will play a 
secondary role. Local environmental officials 
who take a different view are likely to run 
into career dificulties. Moreover, budget al- 
locations for local environmental bureaus are 
very tight, so bureau officials are often forced 
to resort to self-help mechanisms of financ- 
ing just to survive. To keep up staffing levels 
and ensure that their employees are paid, they 
must rely either on the collection of local pol- 
lution emission fees or on handouts from the 
local government. In practice, this translates 
into incentives for local environmental regula- 
tors either to allow emitters to pollute (as long 
as they compensate the local SEPA office with 
the payment of emission fees) or to accept 
payment from the local government in return 
for ignoring emissions entirely. 

WITHIN-THE-FENCE GENERATION. 

In the fastest-growing and most power-hun- 
gry areas of China the self-help approach 
goes right down to the level of the industrial 
enterprises that account for so much of the 
growth in electricity demand. In provinces like 
Guangdong and Zhejiang, major industrial 
cities have grown up out of what only recently 
were small towns or villages. In the absence 
of adequate municipal or regional power in- 
frastructure, large numbers of nianufacturers 
in these areas have been installing their own 
diesel-fired generators. The diesel fuel is ex- 
pensive, and the electricity is more costly than 
from a large coal-fired power plant. But the 
factories have little choice. Many of them are 
tightly integrated into global production net- 
works and are scrambling to meet overseas 
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demand for their products. They cannot af- 
ford to shut down for lack of power. Some of 
them operate sensitive production processes 
that do not tolerate power interruptions. The 
scale of such activities is considerable. In Zhe- 
jiang province, for example, it is estimated 
that 11,000 MWe is off-grid. China is now 
the world’s largest market for industrial die- 
sel generators, and the country’s consumption 
of diesel fuel, much of it produced from im- 
ported crude, has climbed substantially. Gen- 
erator nianufacturers estimate that ten percent 
of China’s total electric power consumption is 
supplied by these ‘within-the-fence’ units. Lo- 
cal officials have generally tolerated and in 
some cases actively supported such solutions, 
and environmental regulation of these diesel 
generators has lagged behind that of central 
station power plants. 

THE PATH FORWARD: COAL VERSUS OIL AND 
GAS. 

The complicated, fragmented governance of 
China’s energy sector will also have a major 
bearing on one of the most important aspects 
of its future development: the relative roles of 
coal, on the one hand, and oil and natural gas, 
on the other. The vast scale of China’s demand 
suggests that all economic energy sources, in- 
cluding nuclear power and renewables, will be 
used heavily. But in China, as in the world as 
a whole, fossil fuels will dominate the supply 
side for the foreseeable future. (China’s ambi- 
tious plans for nuclear power underscore this 
point. If current plans come to fruition, and 
nuclear generating capacity is increased from 
its current level of about 9,000 MWe to 40,000 
MWe by the year 2020, more nuclear plants 
will be built in China over the next 15 years 
than in any other country. But even then, nu- 
clear energy will still only provide about 4% of 
China’s generating capacity. Fossil-fired plants 
will account for much of the rest.15) 

The inevitable dominance of fossil fuels in 
China is not good news for the global climate. 
But the severity of the problem will depend on 
the proportions of oil, gas, and coal in China’s 

future energy mix, and that is much less cer- 
tain. In one scenario, China, like almost every 
country that has preceded it up the economic 
developnieiit ladder, will rapidly shift from re- 
liance on solid fuels towards oil and gas, with 
gas playing an increasingly important role in 
electric power generation, in industrial and 
residential heating, and potentially also in 
transportation. 

In an alternative scenario, China will remain 
heavily dependent on coal for electric power, 
for industrial heat, as a chemical feedstock, 
and increasingly, for transportation fuels, even 
as demand continues to grow rapidly in each 
of these sectors. The prospect of continued 
high oil and gas prices make the coal-inten- 
sive scenario more plausible today than it was 
during the era of cheap oil. 

These two scenarios pose very different risks 
and benefits for China and for the rest of the 
world. For the Chinese, the heavy coal use 
scenario would have the merit of greater en- 
ergy autonomy, given China’s very extensive 
coal resources. It would also mean less Chi- 
nese pressure on world oil and gas markets. 
But the impact on the environment would be 
substantially greater, both locally and interna- 
tionally. In the worst case, the heavy environ- 
mental toll inflicted by today’s vast coal min- 
ing, shipping, and burning operations, already 
by far the world’s largest, would grow much 
worse as China’s use of coal doubled or even 
tripled over the next 25 years. More optimisti- 
cally, China would become the world’s largest 
market for advanced clean coal technologies, 
including gasification and liquefaction, and 
eventually also including carbon dioxide cap- 
ture and storage. But these technologies will 
add considerably to the cost of coal use, and, 
in the case of carbon capture and sequestra- 
tion, are unlikely to be deployable on a large 
scale for decades. 

The high oil and gas use scenario would not 
prevent these problems, but it would make 
them more manageable. A modern gas-fired 
electric power plant is not only cleaner than 
its coal-fired counterpart, but also emits 70% 
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less carbon dioxide per unit of electrical out- 
put. A petroleum-based transportation system 
emits only about half as much carbon dioxide 
per barrel as it would if the liquid fuels were 
produced from coal. But the high oil and gas 
scenario would also force China, with few re- 
sources of its own, to compete ever more ag- 
gressively for access to them around the world. 
In that case, the recent tensions with Japan 
over drilling in the East China Sea and the 
flurry of deal making in Iran, Africa, Central 
Asia, South America, and elsewhere may in 
retrospect come to seem like a period of calm 
before the storm. 

Much is riding, therefore, on which of these 
scenarios China will follow more closely. 
There are already some indications of which 
way China will go. China's coal is for the most 
part located inland, far from the major en- 
ergy consuming regions along the coast. So a 
clean-coal-based development strategy would 
require a national-scale energy infrastructure, 
with large-scale, technologically-advanced, 
highly efficient power plants and 'polygenera- 
tiori facilities (producing a mix of chemical 
products, liquid transportation fuels, hydro- 
gen, and industrial heat as well as power) lo- 
cated in the coal-rich areas of the north and 
west, and linked to the coastal regions via long- 
distance, high-voltage transmission networks. 
But although numerous demonstration proj- 
ects have been proposed or even in some cases 
started, both participants and other domestic 
advocates frequently express frustration at the 
slow pace of development and inconsistent 
government support for these efforts. Despite 
years of deliberation, niany of the highest pro- 
file projects are still held up in the planning or 
early construction phases. 

A major obstacle is that these clean-coal-based 
strategies require a strong central government 
role, centralized funding, and substantial 
cross-regional coordination, all of which are 
lacking in China's energy sector today. Instead, 
China's most-developed coastal regions, rather 
than waiting for a national strategy to emerge, 
are moving forward with their own solutions. 
Many municipalities are simply building con- 

ventional coal-fired power plants as fast as 
they can, often with subpar environmental 
controls. While they are willing to import coal 
from the poorer inland provinces, they are not 
willing to invest in the large-scale infrastruc- 
ture that would make them dependent on elec- 
tricity generated in those interior regions. It is 
commonly observed that in China everybody 
wants to generate power, and nobody wants to 
rely on others for it. 

More developed provinces like Zhejiang and 
Guangdong, or provincial-level municipali- 
ties like Shanghai, under pressure to provide 
adequate power supplies but also facing grow- 
ing demands by an increasingly sophisticated 
public for a better environment, recognize the 
need for cleaner approaches. However, these 
wealthier regions are investing not in clean 
coal, but rather in a burgeoning natural gas in- 
frastructure, based mainly on liquefied natural 
gas (LNG) imports. In this, their interests co- 
incide with those of the state petroleum com- 
panies, which have become significant inves- 
tors in-and builders of-the infrastructure of 
port facilities, terminals, LNG regasification 
plants, pipelines and power plants, frequently 
partnering in these projects with the energy 
development arms of the municipalities and 
provinces. Since the viability of these invest- 
ments depends on the availability of natural 
gas, the state petroleum companies have re- 
cently been focusing their overseas acquisi- 
tion activities at least as much on gas as on oil. 
CNOOC's recent bid for Unocal, for example, 
was motivated as much or more by Unocal's 
natural gas reserves than by anything having 
to do with oil. 

In effect, commercial and quasi-commercial 
interests at the local and national levels-al- 
most always in cooperation with international 
investors-are moving China's coastal regions, 
if not China as a whole, down a natural gas- 
intensive path. Recent increases in the price of 
gas are playing a key role in these decisions, 
but that role is by no means straightforward. 
As noted previously, many of the key deci- 
sion-makers-particularly those at the grass- 
roots level who are influencing national policy 
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through ‘fait accompli’ commercial deals and 
investment programs-often simultaneously 
play the roles of policy designer, regulator, 
investor, commercial operator, and commer- 
cial fuel supplier. At times, their commercial 
stakes extend across the supply chain, from 
ownership of overseas fuel assets to manage- 
ment of shipping and logistics, investment in 
domestic port and infrastructural facilities and 
ownership of power generation. Thus, a given 
decision-maker may simultaneously view the 
prospect of higher-priced gas imports nega- 
tively from a regulatory perspective and posi- 
tively in commercial terms. 

In fact, more than any other players in the 
Chinese system, those who are participating 
in the gas and petroleum supply chains are 
the organizations with cash, commercial so- 
phistication, links to global partners, access 
to global fuel supplies, and ready entree to 
downstream infrastructure and major energy 
consumers. It is they who are making national 
energy policy, whether by design or-simply 
by virtue of the speed with which they are 
executing commercial strategies-by default. 
And none of them-not the national fuel and 
power firms nor the decision-makers in the 
leading coastal provinces-has much incen- 
tive to advocate advanced coal-based solutions 
or technologies. For the state petroleum firms, 
which increasingly see themselves as gas com- 
panies and hold substantial cash reserves, coal 
is a substitute for their products and the coal 
industry a competitor. Large-scale clean coal 
solutions are unlikely to be much more ap- 
pealing to the national power companies, the 
nominal parents of most of China‘s coal-burn- 
ing plants. Large-scale clean coal is associated 
with power generation at the mine mouth, 
which in turn is associated with control by the 
mining industry, and the power companies 
have little interest in yielding control of their 
industry to mining concerns. 

Finally, even though price will surely be im- 
portant in the long run, powerful provincial 
and municipal governments along the indus- 
trialized coast, facing rapidly growing local 
power demand and able to draw on substan- 

tial investment resources to meet it, seem at 
present to be opting for dependence on for- 
eigners for gas over dependence on interior 
provinces for coal. The Shanghai government 
last year banned the construction of new coal- 
fired plants, while at the same time working 
to build an LNG infrastructure. Some coastal 
municipalities have little choice but to rely on 
coal from the interior in the near term, though 
even here they maintain control over power 
generation through the exercise of financial 
and regulatory power, and by building new 
coal plants scaled to serve only local or intra- 
provincial needs. However, the real trend-set- 
ters over the long term, the richer and more 
advanced municipalities like Shanghai, are 
pursuing self-help on a grand scale by invest- 
ing in natural gas infrastructure. In effect, 
they are tying themselves to overseas natural 
gas supplies while maintaining a regulatory 
and financial stake in the downstream gas in- 
frastructure. As they partner in these projects 
with national energy companies, they become 
at once investors, producers, consumers, and 
regulators of the natural gas business. This 
is all done in lieu of national-scale advanced 
coal solutions which would remove from their 
control not only the fuel but the power gen- 
eration business as well. 

THE OUTLOOK FOR CHINA 

In light of this fragmented system of gover- 
nance, what can the West expect of China in 
those aspects of its energy development that 
matter most to us? What, if anything, might be 
done to influence China’s energy development 
in a favorable direction? 

First, we should recognize that the Chinese 
government’s capacity to achieve targets for 
reducing hydrocarbon consumption or pollut- 
ant releases, or Kyoto-like limits on greenhouse 
gas emissions, is in practice quite limited. Nei- 
ther louder demands for compliance by out- 
siders nor escalating penalties for non-corn- 
pliance are likely to yield the desired results. 
China’s national leadership may eventually be 
prepared to enter into such agreements, but if 
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so those undertakings should be understood 
primarily as aspirational. China’s system of en- 
ergy-related governance nialtes the fulfillment 
of international cornrnitments problematic. 
Nevertheless, those commitments can serve as 
an important source of domestic leverage for 
leaders seelung to strengthen internal gover- 
nance in the long run. 

The Chinese central government’s recently an- 
nounced goal of increasing national energy ef- 
ficiency by 20 percent over the next five years 
can be understood in analogous terms. Key 
actors within the central government have 
grown increasingly aware of China’s energy 
vulnerabilities and of the urgent need for more 
sustainable utilization of energy resources. 
Public commitments to efficiency targets, by 
putting the central government’s reputation 
on the line, suggest at the very least serious 
aspirations-probably a necessary condition 
for real change to occiir, though by no means 
a sufficient one. The question now is wheth- 
er, given the nature of governance obtaining 
across the system-vast decentralization, am- 
biguous boundaries between regulatory and 
commercial actors, and overriding norms of 
economic growth maximization-there exists 
systemic capacity to meet the center’s aspira- 
tional goals. 

Second, the authoritarian nature of the Chi- 
nese state does not mean that the state itself is 
internally coherent or effectively coordinated. 
Indeed, even with regard to the recent energy 
efficiency targets, substantial differences of 
opinion persist among various agencies and 
actors at the central level. One result of China’s 
particular path of reform is that the bound- 
aries between state and non-state, public and 
private, commercial and non-commercial, 
and central and local have all become blurred. 
China’s increasingly deep integration into the 
global economy is even blurring the distinc- 
tion between foreign and domestic. The Chi- 
nese energy companies are majority-owned 
by the state (though who actually represents 
the state is open to debate), but they also list 
on overseas stock exchanges, have foreigners 
among their corporate directors, and receive 

financing and guidance from international 
investment banks. As a practical matter, the 
number of actors exercising de facto deci- 
sion-making power over energy outcomes in 
China is large, and they are not exclusively 
confined within China’s borders. We should 
not reflexively invest the actions even of the 
ostensibly state-owned Chinese energy enti- 
ties with geostrategic intent. Nor should we 
assume that those in the center who do think 
in terms of crafting a national energy policy 
actually can control the very large number of 
entities whose actions are often driving energy 
outcomes. 

For those outside China who have a stake in 
the direction of China’s energy development, 
the governance situation we have described 
here has both positive and negative implica- 
tions. On the one hand, this is not a system 
that is capable of responding deftly to either 
domestic or international mandates, particu- 
larly when such mandates call for dramatic 
near-term change, and particularly when such 
change carries economic costs. Indeed, the re- 
sponse by subordinate officials to dictat from 
above is more likely to come in the form of 
distorted information reporting than actual 
changes in behavior. The response by local 
officials in the late 1990s to central mandates 
for closure of locally-owned coal mines-a 
response that generally involved keeping lo- 
cal mines open but ceasing to report output 
to national authorities-is indicative of how 
the system reacts to dictat. The many play- 
ers, diffuse decision making authority, blurred 
regulatory and commercial interests, and 
considerable interest contestation in the en- 
ergy sector combine to make dramatic, crisp 
changes highly unlikely. It is illusory to expect 
that the world’s carbon problem can somehow 
be solved by wholesale changes in Chinese en- 
ergy utilization trends. 

On the other hand, this is also system in which 
players are emerging at every level who have 
a stake-whether political or commercial-in 
achieving more sustainable energy outcomes. 
That some central agencies have been able to 
establish more stringent national energy ef- 
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ficiency targets, that citizens in China’s more 
advanced cities like Shanghai (a municipal- 
ity with a per capita income comparable to 
Portugal’s) are demanding cleaner air, and 
that domestic energy companies are position- 
ing themselves commercially for an environ- 
mentally-constrained market are just sonie of 
the indicators of this. Although these players 
are not well coordinated, and often represent 
competing interests themselves, they are fre- 
quently looking outside, particularly to the 
advanced industrial economies, for guid- 
ance and models to emulate. Moreover, they 
are doing so in the context of a system that 
is highly integrated into the global economy, 
to the point that foreign commercial entities 
are often deeply involved in domestic decision 
making. This is particularly apparent with 
respect to corporate strategy (including the 
strategies of the state energy companies), in- 
vestment preferences, and technology choices. 
In short, there may be significant opportuni- 
ties, especially through commercial channels, 
for foreign involvement in China’s pursuit of 
sustainable energy development. 

Perhaps most important, for all its faults the 
Chinese system is highly experimental and 
flexible. Those entities that are seeking more 
sustainable energy solutions in many cases ac- 
tually have the ability to pursue experimental 
projects, often on a large scale and often in- 
volving foreign players. For example, several 
municipalities, including Beijing itself, have 
taken advantage of aspects of the national Re- 
newable Energy Law to establish cleaner, more 
efficient, large-scale biomass-fueled power 
plants. The specific terms of such projects- 
who pays for them, who designs and controls 
them, and so on-are always subject to ambi- 
guity, negotiation, and ad hoc interpretation. 
This is, after all, a nation that has an institu- 
tional tolerance for “systems within systems” 
and a wide array of quasi-legal, gray area ac- 
tivities. Experiments on the sustainable energy 
front are certainly possible, and in some cases 
are beginning to happen. Those most likely to 
succeed will not be national in scale, but local- 
ized, replicable, and able to propagate to other 
localities. These experiments should also be 

consistent with trends in advanced economies, 
and indeed, should be supported by players 
from those economies. China’s economic and 
commercial development is now so dependent 
on global integration that it will not be an out- 
lier in terms of its energy system. 

Finally, we should recognize that China’s ener- 
gy system is in its own way as politically com- 
plex, fractured and unwieldy as our own. And 
we would be unwise to expect of the Chinese 
what we do not expect of ourselves. 

CHINA AND INDIA COMPARED 

India, with a population almost as large as 
that of China (1.1 billion compared with 1.3 
billion) and with a similarly rapid rate of eco- 
nomic growth, will also be a major contributor 
to atmospheric carbon emissions. Like China, 
India has extensive coal reserves (see Figure 
2.1), and it is the world’s third largest coal pro- 
ducer after China and the United States. Coal 
use in India is growing rapidly, with the elec- 
tric power sector accounting for a large share 
of new demand. However, India’s per capita 
electricity consumption, at 600 kWe-hrlyr, is 
only 35% of China’s, and its current rate of coal 
consumption (460 million tonnes in 2005) is 
about a fifth that of China. 

India’s total installed generating capacity in 
the utility sector in 2005 was 115,000 MWe, 
of which 67,000 MWe, or 58%, was coal-fired. 
Coal currently accounts for about 70% of total 
electricity generation. (The comparable figures 
in China were about 508,000 MWe of total in- 
stalled capacity, with coal plants accounting 
for over 70% of installed capacity and about 
80% of generation.) In India, as in China, self- 
generation by industry is also a significant 
source of coal demand. 

A large fraction of future growth in the elec- 
tricity sector will be coal-based. Current gov- 
ernment plans project growth in coal con- 
sumption of about 6%/year.*6 At this rate, 
India’s coal use would reach the current level 
of U.S. coal consumption by about 2020, and 
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would match current Chinese usage by about 
2030. This suggests that there may be time to 
introduce cleaner, more efficient generating 
technologies before the greatest growth in coal 
use in the Indian power sector occurs. 

Further information on India's patterns of coal 
use is provided in Appendix S.A. 
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Chapter 6 - Analysis, Research, Development and 
Demonstration 

In the United States, most of the energy supply 
and distribution activity, for example oil and 
gas production, coal mining, electricity gen- 
eration, is performed by private sector firms. 
These firrns make the massive investments 
required to sustain the energy system of the 
country and to develop and introduce new 
technology to the market. 

Government support for this industry innova- 
tion occurs in four ways: (1) setting the rules 
for private sector innovation and technology 
deployment incentives, e.g., intellectual prop- 
erty protection and R&D tax credits; (2) sup- 
port for basic scientific research; (3) support 
for pre-commercial technology and engineer- 
ing development, and (4) support for demon- 
stration projects that inform industry about 
the technical performance, cost, and environ- 
mental risks of a new technology. Support of 
pre-competitive research by government of- 
fers new technology options because private 
firms generally will not make investments 
whose benefits are not easily captured by in- 
dividual firms. The rationale for later stage 
government support turns on other market 
failures or imperfections. These rationales are 
sometimes distorted in the political process 
so as to provide inappropriate subsidies, but 
significant learning-by-doing economies and 
social insurance considerations can be, un- 
der the right circumstances, sound rationales, 
along with other features like cost sharing. 

The DOE is the primary federal sponsor of en- 
ergy technology RD&D in the U.S. Because of 
the enormous coal resource base in the United 
States and the environmental challenges asso- 
ciated with its large-scale use, coal has been a 

major focus of the DOE RD&D program for 
more than thirty years. We comment on the 
extent to which the ongoing DOE RD&D ef- 
fort is providing important options for meet- 
ing the principal challenges facing large-scale 
coal use in the coming years and decades. We 
also suggest the RD&D priorities we consider 
to be most critical and provide a rough esti- 
mate of the needed resource commitments. 

The United States and other countries will want 
to use coal in the future because it is cheap and 
plentiful. But, in order to do that, technology 
must be available to control carbon dioxide 
emissions. The challenge applies both to new 
power plants and to improvement or retrofit 
of the large installed base of PC power plants. 

The United Sates also has an interest in coal 
technology deployment in the large emerging 
economies such as China and India, principal- 
ly because these countries are major emitters 
of greenhouse gases. A secondary interest is 
the potential commercial opportunity for U.S. 
firms to participate in the C 0 2  emission con- 
trol programs these large developing econo- 
mies may offer. For some time, developing 
countries will be primarily interested in coal 
technologies that reduce emission of pollution 
that affects human health and the local and re- 
gional environment. The possible synergy be- 
tween control of criteria pollutants and mer- 
cury, and the control of CO, emissions is an 
important factor in assessing the effectiveness 
and balance of the RD&D portfolio. 

The critical technology options for meeting 
the challenge of CO, emission reduction are: 
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ultra-high efficiency coal combustion 
plants 

gasification technologies, including gas 
treatment 

long-term carbon dioxide sequestration 

improved methods for COz capture and for 
oxygen production 

syngas technologies, such as improved hy- 
drogen-rich turbine generators and tech- 
nologies to convert syngas to chemicals and 
fuels 

technologies that tolerate variable coal 
qualities 

integrated systems with CO, capture and 
storage (CCS) 

novel concepts, such as chemical looping, 
the transport gasifier, the plug flow gasifier, 
membrane separation of CO,, and others 

large-scale transport of CO,, captured and 
pressurized at coal combustion and conver- 
sion plants, to injection at storage sites. 

In addition, some large-scale demonstration is 
needed in the near term: 

large-scale sequestration with appropriate 
site characterization, simulation, measure- 
ment, and monitoring; 

integrated coal combustion and conversion 
systems with CCS. 

THE CURRENT DOE RD&D PROGRAM 

A key question is the success the DOE RD&D 
program has had in providing these needed 
technologies in the past and its likelihood of 
success going forward. Our conclusion is that 
the DOE coal RD&D program has had some 
important successes over the last thirty years, 
but it has had some significant gaps and needs 
considerable strengthening and restructuring 
to meet the current challenges facing coal use. 

Since 1978 the DOE has supported a broad ef- 
fort of RD&D on advanced coal technologies 

for: (a) coal processing, (b) environmental 
control, (c) advanced power generation, (d) 
CO, capture and sequestration, and (e) indus- 
trial coal applications. A number of these ac- 
tivities have been undertaken in cooperation 
with industry and other organizations such as 
EPRI. 

Figure 6.1 presents a tinieline of the major 
RD&D program components. Since 1978 
DOE has spent about $10 billion (2003 $) on 
these activities. The Clean Coal Technology 
Demonstration Program focused on com- 
mercial scale demonstration of technologies 
to improve the efficiency and reduce the en- 
vironmental impact of coal-fired power gen- 
eration. The Power Plant Improvement Ini- 
tiative focused on demonstrating near-term 
technologies for improving environmental 
and operational performance of the PC fleet. 
The current Clean Coal Power Initiative is di- 
rected toward demonstrating innovative tech- 
nologies to help meet the Clear Sky Initiative, 
the Global Climate Change Initiative, Future- 
Gen, and the Hydrogen Initiative. FutureCen 
is intended to demonstrate the first commer- 
cial-scale, near-zero-emissions, integrated se- 
questration and hydrogen production power 
plant. The Advanced Research program is de- 
signed to develop the underlying basic science 
and innovative technologies to support the 
demonstration programs. 

A summary of the FY07 Administration bud- 
get request for coal RD&D is presented, along 
with FY06 funding, in Table 6.1. The central 
role projected for FutureGen is evident. The 
table provides a reference point for our discus- 
sion of the principal ARD&D needs. We do 
not believe that the proposed DOE program 
can adequately address those needs with the 
proposed scale and distribution of funding. 

COMMENTS ON THE DOE RD&D PROGRAM. 

Our purpose here is to comment on the suc- 
cesses and gaps in the DOE’S program from 
the point of view of producing technology 
options for clean coal combustion and eon- 
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Figure 6.1 DOE RD&D Activity for Advanced Coal Technologies Program 

Year 60s 70s ‘86 ‘87 ‘88 ‘89 

version technology. We do not intend to do 
a detailed analysis of the DOE budget, or to 
assess its relationship to various roadmaps de- 
veloped by DOE in partnership with others, 
notably the Coal Utilization Research Council 
and EPRI (for example, the Integrated Clean 
Coal Technology Roadmap [2]). We do not 
evaluate the program in terms of return on in- 

vestment [I]. We also do not address the criti- 
cism that over the years the DOE coal program 
has been subject to political influence on proj- 
ect selection, siting, and structure. 

‘Ihe DOE program can be credited with a 
iiuiiiber of significant achievements. 
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For PC systems, the DOE has contributed to 
advances in developing fluid-bed technology 
for power generation, and commercially dem- 
onstrating Circulating Fluidized Bed technol- 
ogy; demonstrating low-NO, burners, Selec- 
tive Catalytic Reduction (SCR) and Selective 
Non-Catalytic Reduction (SNCR) for NO, 
control; improved Flue Gas Desulfurization 
(FGD) scrubbers for SO, control; and advanc- 
ing mercury emissions quantification and 
mercury control technologies for PC plants. 

For IGCC systems, the DOE has contribut- 
ed to advances in improved syngas clean-up 
systems, advanced turbines (GE-H turbine, 
and Siemens-Westinghouse SOlG), helping 
bring IGCC to the demonstration stage, and 
supporting two commercial demonstrations 
(Tampa Electric IGCC Project, 250 MW, and 
Wabash River Coal Gasification Repower- 
ing Project, 262 MW,) that provided signifi- 
cant information on the design and operation 
of utility-scale IGCC plants. As discussed in 
Chapter 3, in the past, the reason for support 
of IGCC demonstrations was to gain utility- 
scale experience with a technology that could 
be key if COz capture would be required, al- 
though other reasons such as deep and efficient 
control of criteria pollutants and mercury, and 
polygeneratiori of multiple products, have also 
been suggested as benefits. 

Public support was justified at the time as 
demonstration or risk reduction in integrat- 
ing, at scale, the gasification/processing is- 
land with the power island. This integration 
posed substantial challenges: different syngas 
requirements from gasification applications 
that used coal instead of residual oil or coke 
as a feed stock; associated turbine operational 
requirements; different response times of the 
gasification and power components to load 
variations; bringing together distinct cultures 
for operating chemical and power plants; new 
design decisions concerning degree of heat 
and air integration, and trading off reliability 
concerns against operating efficiency. 

Not all of these early DOE IGGC demonstra- 
tion projects succeeded, but the Tampa and 

Wabash plants, in particular, provided valu- 
able information. Useful information came 
from learning how these plants, and two simi- 
lar scale plants in Europe, overcame difficulties 
in achieving reliable operation. For example, 
the Tampa Electric project had significant cost 
overruns and took five years to reach reliable 
operation, neither of which would be accept- 
able for a commercial project using established 
technology. However the project eventually 
realized over 80% availability operating with a 
single gasifier, and over 90% with backup fuel 
(natural gas) to the turbine. Today, the plant is 
a reliable contributor to that utility’s base load 
electricity supply, at acceptable operating cost. 
The lessons learned will inform future IGCC 
plant investment decisions, as intended in 
such government-supported demonstrations. 

Although there are remaining concerns about 
capital cost and availability, our judgment is 
that for IGCC without CCS, the remaining 
risks are at a level that the private sector corn- 
monly encounters in making investment de- 
cisions on specific projects. Our judgment is 
supported by the formation of several indus- 
trial consortia to make commercial offers for 
IGCC plants without CCS. Accordingly, we 
see no justification for further public subsidy 
of IGCC plants without CCS on the basis of 
first-mover technical uncertainty; it is not an 
appropriate government role to “buy down” 
costs of technologies that are not directly ad- 
dressing a market imperfection. 

Demonstration of novel technologies is best 
done at the sub-system level. On the other 
hand, the critical step of adding CCS to an 
IGCC plants leads again to performance risks 
outside the envelope of private sector risk-tak- 
ing and merits appropriately structured public 
support for integrated systems. 

However there have been important gaps in 
the DOE program we mention four: 

(1) There has been too little empliasis on im- 
provements in PC generating efficiency, 
such as support for ultra-supercritical boil- 
er and steam cycle technology. Europe and 
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Japan are more advanced in this technology 
with a number of large, ultra-supercritical 
units operating; in the United States, EPRI 
is taking the lead with DOE support. 

(2) There is a significant lack of modern 
analytical and simulation tools for un- 
derstanding the dynamics of complex 
integrated coal systems, particularly with 
CCS. Moreover, it does not appear to us 
that the private sector has adequately de- 
veloped such tools either. The result is that 
neither the public nor private sector has the 
ability to assess tradeoffs between different 
technology options for carbon capture effi- 
ciency, much less analyze in sufficient depth 
questions such as transient behavior, plant 
reliability, or retrofit optimization. 

(3) The applied research and technology pro- 
gram has not been robust enough to sup- 
port the demonstration projects or to ex- 
plore potential for filture innovations. 

(4) The DOE has been slow to support ad- 
vanced technology at process develop- 
ment unit (PDU) scale that explores new 
options for coal conversion, oxygen sepa- 
ration, and for CO, capture. 

In our view there is a near term need for ap- 
propriately structured, publicly supported, 
adequately resourced demonstrations of large- 
scale sequestration and of integrated coal com- 
bustion and conversion systems with CCS. We 
comment on components of the current DOE 
RD&D program that address important ele- 
ments relevant to this purpose. 

SEQUESTRATION 

The DOE Carbon Sequestration Core Pro- 
gram was initiated in 1999 and has been sup- 
ported with moderate but increasing funding 
(the proposed FY07 budget is $74 million, an 
11% increase over FY06). 

The program includes activities that cover the 
entire carbon sequestration cycle of capture, 
separation, compression, transportation and 
storage. The program has advanced carbon se- 

questration science and technology. The DOE 
program has promoted the formation of seven 
U.S. regional partnerships to build an infor- 
mation base for decision-making, including 
categorization and description of regional 
sources, sinks, and potential targets for pilot 
injections. The DOE and the State Depart- 
ment have established a Carbon Sequestration 
Leadership Forum as a platform for interna- 
tional collaboration on technical, regulatory, 
and policy issues in carbon sequestration. 

To date, the DOE CCS program has not been 
pursued with an urgency to establish the key 
enabling science and technology needed for 
increased coal use in a carbon-constrained 
world. Importantly, developing advanced cap- 
ture technologies or deployments of IGCC 
motivated by “capture readiness” are incon- 
sequential if sequestration is not possible at 
very large scale, eventually reaching the gi- 
gatonne/year scale globally. Establishing se- 
questration as a practical large-scale activity 
requires work across the board, including sci- 
ence, technology, infrastructure design, regu- 
lation and international standards. None of 
the key technical and public acceptance issues 
have been addressed with sufficient intensity. 
The program is characterized instead by small 
projects, many performers (e.g., the regional 
partnerships), and conversations that may 
have the virtue of involving many constituen- 
cies, but does not grapple with answers to the 
hard questions. 

FUTUREGEN Given its central role in the DOE 
program, we comment specifically on the Fu- 
tureGen project. We support the concept of 
an integrated demonstration of IGCC+CCS; 
however, we have several concerns about this 
particular project structure. 

First, there is continuing lack of clarity about 
the project objectives. Indeed, the DOE and 
consortium insist that FutureGen is a research 
project and not a demonstration project. This 
distinction appears to be motivated by the fact 
that higher cost sharing is required for a dem- 
onstration project, typically 50% or more from 
the private sector. However, the main purpose 
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of the project should be to demonstrate com- 
mercial viability of coal-based power genera- 
tion with CCS; it would be difficult to justify a 
project of this scale as a research project. And 
it would probably be unwise. 

The ambiguity about objectives leads to con- 
fusion arid incorporation of features extrane- 
ous for commercial demonstration of a power 
plant with CCS, and to different goals for dif- 
ferent players (even within the consortium, let 
alone between the consortium and the DOE, 
Congress, regulators, and others). Second, in- 
clusion of international partners can provide 
some cost-sharing but can further muddle the 
objectives; for example, is Indian high-ash coal 
to be used at some point? %lis effort to satisfy 
all constituencies runs the risk of undermin- 
ing the central commercial demonstration ob- 
jective, at a project scale that will not provide 
an agile research environment. 

Congress and the administration should de- 
clare FutureGen to be a demonstration project, 
decide what level of cost sharing is appropriate 
to the risk without adherence to an arbitrary 
historical formula, arid incorporate options for 
“experiments” only to the extent that they do 
not conipromise the objective of commercial 
demonstration of the integrated system with 
proven components. Q e  project design should 
be optimized by analysis of tradeoffs that an in- 
vestor would require. FutureGen is a complex 
project; its success requires clarity of purpose. 

It remains to be seen whether political realities 
will allow DOE and the FutureGen consortium 
the freedom to operate without the intrusion 
of federal procurement rules and government 
cost auditing. It is crucial that the sequestra- 
tion program proposed in Chapter 4 not be 
dependent on progress of the FutureGen proj- 
ect. Of course, it is preferable that FutureGen, 
if built, support a proper sequestration dem- 
onstration. However, the sequestration proj- 
ects must be accommodated with sufficiently 
reliable COz supply to multiple sites, with the 
choice of sites optimized to provide the pub- 
lic with a benchmark for implementation of 
large-scale sequestration. 

THE RECOMMENDED ARD&D PROGRAM 

Our principal objectives in this chapter are to 
recommend a federally-supported coal analy- 
sis, research and development program based 
on the analysis in Chapters 3 and 4 and aligned 
with the strategic goals of enabling large-scale 
coaI use in a carbon-constrained world and to 
discuss criteria for federal support of large-scale 
integrated demonstration projects with CCS. 

ANALYSIS A N D  SIMULATION. 

Powerful engineering-economic simulation 
tools are needed for analysis of integrated coal 
combustion and conversion systems, with CCS, 
under a variety of system configurations and 
operating conditions. This should be a very 
high priority in the DOE research program. 
We were struck many times in carrying out this 
study how the absence of such tools prevents 
reliable quantitative examination of many key 
questions, especially (though not exclusively) 
for gasification systems. A number of point 
designs have been studied in detail, but all are 
based on different assumptions and inputs. Ro- 
bust models suitable for assisting large-scale en- 
gineering design should start with high-fidelity 
simulation of engineering-scale components 
and proceed to system integration for both 
steady-state and transient situations, including 
sub-systems with different dynamic character- 
istics (such as chemical process and power sub- 
systems). In order to avoid mismatch between 
system components, the transfer function, the 
time resolved relation of an output variable to 
load variation, would need to be determined 
for elements of the system. Such a modeling 
and simulation capability will permit the ex- 
ploration of important design tradeoffs, such 
as between carbon capture fraction and sys- 
ten1 response to grid requirements, or degree 
of gas cleanup and both turbine operation and 
sequestration requirements, and many others. 
The simulation tools should flexibly accommo- 
date validated engineering and cost data. 

We estimate $5OM/year is needed to support a 
strong program. 
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PC POWER GENERATION R&D 

With the very large PC fleet in place (-325 
GW, in the US.) and the expected additions 
to this fleet over the next two decades, the pos- 
sibility of imposition of a significant carbon 
emission charge indicates the need both for 
ultra-high efficiency and for much less costly 
CO, capture technology for PC, combustion 
plants. Success in both could dramatically 
alter the relative cost of PC, and IGCC with 
capture. The higher efficiency gains will come 
from operating at higher steam pressures and 
temperatures and thus require developing 
higher-strength corrosion-resistant materials 
and advanced fabrication technologies. 

Reducing capture cost appreciably is especially 
important for PC plant retrofits; this calls for 
an integrated research effort starting with CO, 
chemistry and physical properties, combined 
with a theoretical and experimental program 
focused on designing (or identifying) ab- 
sorbents or adsorbents that can effectively 
capture CO, and then release it with a much 
lower energy requirement than present solu- 
tions. Other approaches, beyond absorbents 
and adsorbents, should also be explored in a 
basic science program. 

Oxy-fuel coal combustion appears to offer sig- 
nificant potential for new plants or retrofit CO, 
capture applications and is moving towards 
demonstration with a pilot plant under con- 
struction in Germany (30 MW,J by Vatten- 
fall. If successful, Vattenfall intends to build a 
300-600 MW demonstration plant. SaskPower 
(Canada) has also announced its intention to 
build a ,300 MW oxy-fuel power plant. Basic 
research to develop less costly oxygen separa- 
tion technologies is a high priority, one that 
will also lower the cost of gasification systems. 
One attractive possibility for oxy-fuel combus- 
tion is to compress the entire flue gas stream 
(minus the water, which is relatively easy to re- 
move) to CO, supercritical conditions, assum- 
ing the entire stream could be transported and 
injected as-is into a geologic formation. Much 
research is needed on the compositional re- 
quirements for pipeline transport as well as for 

injection into geologic formations, on process 
design and evaluation studies, and on process 
development units. 

Thus, key elements of a PC power generation 
R&D program include: 

An R&D program to develop the next level 
of high-strength materials along with cost- 
effective fabrication techriologies for ultra- 
supercritical (USC) PC operation beyond 
the current USC conditions (> 1250 OF). 
This effort should build on the European 
and Japanese USC programs and current 
U.S. efforts. 

A significantly increased, broadly-based, 
coordinated R&D program on CO, capture 
and recovery systems, aimed at developing 
more cost effective and energy efficient CO, 
capture systems. 

An integrated design and PDU program 
on oxy-fuel combustion, coordinated with 
related activities in Europe, Canada, and 
Australia, including oxygen separations re- 
search and a focused effort to understand 
the impact that other components in the 
supercritical CO,, such as SO,, could have 
on the geologic formations into which they 
are injected and on injectivity. 

A program to evaluate (via focused design 
studies) and provide data specific to oxy- 
fuel PC retrofit technology should be initi- 
ated. A retrofit demonstration could offer 
an opportunity to produce CO, for a major 
sequestration demonstration (as discussed 
below). 

We estimate $1 OOM/year as appropriate for 
this program. 

IGCC POWER GENERATION R&D. 

IGCC presents a different set of issues from 
PC generation because IGCC currently ap- 
pears to offer, at least for high rank coals, the 
lowest COE with CO, capture if efficiency and 
availability are high. Availability centers on 
the gasifier, on turbine operation with hydro- 
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gen-rich gas, and on integrated operation of 
the IGCC power plant with capture. Unlike 
PC generation where the basic boiler design 
is relatively homogeneous, gasifier designs are 
quite heterogeneous with 5 to 10 major types 
that could eventually become commercial. 
Some key elements required for a gasification 
R&D program are: 

Pressing the limits of syngas clean-up to re- 
duce emissions to very low levels could help 
gain acceptance for IGCC without and with 
capture. 

Development of turbines for hydrogen-rich 
syngas is particularly important to the suc- 
cess of IGCC with CO, capture. 

Improved coal injection technologies, re- 
fractory improvement or elimination, and 
instrumentation developments to facilitate 
operational analysis and control will en- 
hance availability. 

Research into the processing in gasifiers of 
widely different coal types, including sub- 
bituminous coals and lignites, should be 
evaluated aggressively. This should include 
basic research for novel concepts and PDU- 
scale evaluation of promising technologies, 
combined with rigorous simulation and 
economic analysis. Advanced power cycles 
with high efficiency potential are an area of 
interest. 

System integration studies of electricity 
production with fuels, chemicals, and/or 
hydrogen production, with CCS, should go 
forward, initially through simulation. 

Basic research and PDU-level studies of 
syngas conversion should be supported 
more strongly. 

Research on advanced technology concepts 
related to IGCC should be expanded. 

We estimate $100-125M/year as supporting a 
strong program. 

CO, SEQUESTRATION RD&D 

The priority needs for a sequestration R&D 
program are discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 
Because of the close integration of research 
and demonstration in the case of sequestration 
RD&D, these will be considered together. The 
key elements identified in Chapter 4 were: 

Detailed, “bottom-up” geological assessments 
of storage capacity and potential for injection 
rates. This should also include a risk analysis 
of potential geologic storage regions. 

An expanded and accelerated R&D pro- 
gram that includes simulation, testing, 
and integration of MMV technologies that 
should be employed in major geologic se- 
questration demonstrations and in com- 
mercial storage programs. 

Development of protocols and regulatory 
structures for the selection and operation of 
C02 sequestration sites and for their even- 
tual transfer of liability to the government 
after a period of good practices is demon- 
strated. We stress the urgency of research 
in these areas, including development of vi- 
able options for setting international stan- 
dards and monitoring mechanisms. 

Several large-scale injections within key 
plays and basins of the U.S. These need to 
be of the order of 1 million tons CO,/year 
over several years with a substantial suite of 
MMV technologies employed to enable a 
quantitative understanding of what is hap- 
pening and to identify the MMV tools that 
will be most effective in commercial opera- 
tion. These will need major sources of CO,. 
To maximize effectiveness of the sequestra- 
tion studies, sources for the first projects 
should be “on demand sources to the extent 
practical (i.e., if appropriately sized and lo- 
cated), such as natural sources, industrial by- 
products (e.g., from natural gas processing 
plants or refineries), or C02  captured from 
a flue gas slip stream at a large operating 
coal PC plant. Subsequently, the CO, source 
could be purchased from a demonstration 
plant that advances the knowledge base for 
advanced coal technologies with capture. 
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We estimate that $100M/year is needed for this 
program in the research phase, with another 
$75M-I00M/year required for the full suite of 
sequestration demonstration . programs (as- 
suming pure sources of CO, are readily avail- 
able, as incorporated into the Chapter 4 cost 
estimates). 

ADVANCED CONCEPTS 

A healthy R&D program needs a component 
that invites competitive proposals for basic 
research and innovative concepts that could 
lead to breakthroughs for high efficiency, 
clean, CO, emission “free” coal use, or for 
new sequestration approaches. The transport 
gasifier and chemical looping, mentioned in 
Chapter 3, are examples. New system ideas, 
such as integration of fuel cells with IGCC, is 
another example.. The program should be suf- 
ficiently large to allow for evolution of prom- 
ising research results into pilot scale facilities. 
This is analogous to the role of the Advanced 
Research component of the DOE program. 
However, this program appears headed for re- 
duction. 

We estimate that $100M/year would be appro- 
priate for an advanced concepts program with 
the work carried out by universities, national 
labs, and industrial research organizations. 

In total, we estimate that an appropriate 
AR&D program would require funding at 
about $SOO-SSOMlyear. This includes the 
large-scale sequestration demonstrations 
when they are ready to proceed, again as- 
suming readily available pure COz sources. 
The $500-5SOM/year we propose should be 
compared to the $215M included in the FY07 
DOE coal R&D budget (excluding Future- 
Gen), which furthermore is in decline. 

COAL TECHNOLOGY DEMONSTRATION PRO- 
GRAMS WITH CCS 

For power production, IGCC is the leading 
candidate for CCS using current technologies, 

at least for higher rank coals. Consequently, 
starting a demonstration program with IGCC 
with CCS, as the DOE is doing with Future- 
Gen, is a reasonable choice. Even so, a key 
question, to which we will return later in this 
chapter and again in Chapter 8, is how the 
government can best stimulate and support 
such a demonstration project. 

We have stated before the technical challenges 
that justified, in the past, public assistance for 
the first-of-a-kind plants without CCS. When 
CCS is added, the new plant faces significant 
additional challenges compared to an IGCC 
without CCS: different operating 

conditions (such as higher pressure to facilitate 
capture), syngas shift reactors and hydrogen- 
rich gas for the combustion turbine, operation 
of the capture system, and interface with the 
sequestration operations. The purpose of fed- 
eral support for an integrated system dernon- 
stration is to gain information on the cost and 
operability of the system and to disseminate 
the results, and not to risk the value of system 
demonstration by employing individual sub- 
system components for which there is little 
experience. 

IGCC with CCS is a technically challeng- 
ing, first of a kind activity that, because of its 
potential importance to coal utilization in a 
carbon-constrained world, deserves federal 
support. The objective of such support is to 
encourage timely deployment by absorbing 
some of the risk, but yet leaving sufficient risk 
with the private sector so as to distort com- 
mercial imperatives as little as possible. This 
suggests removing, to the extent possible, pe- 
culiarities of government administered proj- 
ects: use of federal procurement rules, special 
requirements for government cost auditing, 
an annual appropriations cycle for financing 
the multi-year project and the technical capa- 
bility of DOE personnel to manage the proj- 
ect, as a commercial entity. Moreover there 
is the reality that the federal government has 
“deep pockets”, so it is important to assure 
that federal sponsorship does not invite poor 
project design on the part of private sector 
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entities because of a reduced cost for delay or 
failure. There are many possible mechanisms 
for avoiding these frailties of DOE managed 
commercial demonstration projects, for ex- 
ample, significant cost-sharing (such as the 
earlier CCTP program required) and indirect 
mechanisms, such as a tax credit or guaran- 
teed purchase for electricity produced or CO, 
captured. 

While IGCC may sensibly be the first major 
demonstration project with CCS, we empha- 
size that it is only one of several possible proj- 
ects needed to demonstrate the readiness of 
coal conversion technologies that control CO, 
emissions. For power production, a number of 
developments may give impetus to other util- 
ity-scale demonstrations with CCS: advances 
in carbon capture from flue gas or in oxygen 
separation; and the improved understanding 
of PC retrofit possibilities, with or without oxy- 
firing. Beyond this, coal conversion to chemi- 
cals, synthetic natural gas, or fuels, with CCS, 
could provide significant pathways to displace 
oil and natural gas use with an abundant do- 
mestic resource, and may offer opportunities 
to provide sufficient captured CO, to seques- 
tration projects at costs significantly less than 
those for power plants. The central criterion 
for embarking on such government-assisted 
commercial demonstration projects is that one 
can reasonably expect, based on the available 
technologies and their straightforward exten- 
sions, that the products - electricity or other- 
wise - can be economically competitive in a 
world that prices CO, emissions. It should be 
clear that the absence of previous commercial 
demonstrations of any specific technology is 
not in itself a valid reason for public support. 

What will this cost? The answer is project spe- 
cific. However, a ballpark estimate can be pro- 
vided for a portfolio of projects by the expect- 
ed incremental cost of “buying” CO, from the 
various projects at a cost that makes the proj- 
ects whole commercially, including a risk fac- 
tor. One can anticipate the CO, “price” being 
in the range $10-$60/tonne-C02 depending 
on the nature of the project, with the highest 
price corresponding to purchase of CO, from 

amine capture from an existing PC plant, and 
with the lowest price corresponding to some 
coal to chemicals plants. Accounting for up to 
five projects of different types (power, fuels, 
chemicals, synthetic gas; new plants, retro- 
fits) of ten year duration, at a million tonnes 
CO, each, leads to about $2B over ten years. 
Adding a risk factor for performance of the 
underlying technology suggests perhaps $3B 
over ten years as a crude estimate, an average 
comparable to but less than that of the recom- 
mended AR&D program. It is important that 
the US. government begin thinking about 
such a portfolio of demonstration projects and 
not be singularly focused on any one project, 
such as FutureGen. 

At an average of $300M/year for demon- 
strations, the total coal ARD&D program 
could reach $800-850R/l/year if all plant and 
sequestration demonstrations were running 
simultaneously (which is not likely). This 
level corresponds to less than half a mill per 
coal-generated kilowatt-hour. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, we see a need for 
at least three major sequestration dernonstra- 
tions in the United States, each of which re- 
quires a substantial source of CO,. It would be 
ideal if the CO, capture demonstration plants 
were the source of the CO,. However, there 
are timing issues in such a scenario. The se- 
questration projects need “on demand CO, 
to maximize scientific value and minimize 
cost of the sequestration project. The dem- 
onstration projects will produce CO, subject 
to uncertainty, from availability of first-of-a- 
kind systems to the vagaries of grid dispatch 
for power plants. Accordingly, it is likely that 
a mix of CO, sources will be needed for the 
sequestration demonstrations, from relative- 
ly high-priced sources that are “on demand” 
from existing base load PC plants to lower- 
priced, but less reliable sources from new coal 
technology demonstration plants with CCS. 
Furthermore, it may be that some CO, cap- 
tured in the demonstration projects will be 
released due to a mismatch in CO, supply and 
demand between the coal conversion and se- 
questration facilities. While undesirable, this 
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possibility should be accommodated as part of 
the technology demonstration need to explore 
a wide range of coal combustion and conver- 
sion technologies with CCS in a timely way. 

In Chapter 8, we discuss and recommend 
other approaches to federal assistance to coal 
combustion and conversion plant demonstra- 
tions and to large-scale sequestration demon- 
strations that may lead to more effective ex- 
ecution of future system demonstrations. 
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Chapter 7 - Public Attitudes Toward Energy, Global 
Warming, and Carbon Taxes 

Any serious efforts by government or industry 
to address greenhouse gas emissions and glob- 
al warming in the near term would impose a 
price or charge on carbon or constrain the use 
of (20,-emitting fuels in some manner. The 
primary policy instruments available include 
restrictions on emissions, stricter regulation of 
the use of coal and other fossil fuels, subsidies 
for carbon-free fuels, such as nuclear, wind, 
biomass, and solar power, tradable rights to 
carbon emissions (called cap-and-trade sys- 
tems), and direct carbon taxes. Price-based 
mechanisms, such as carbon taxes and cap- 
and-trade systems, would translate immedi- 
ately into higher energy prices, as they are de- 
signed to incorporate the cost of greenhouse 
gas emissions in the price of electricity, fuels 
and other forms of energy. Regulations on fuel 
use and emissions would increase the cost of 
producing energy from coal and other carbon 
intensive sources. Subsidies would ostensibly 
lower the price of energy, but they would only 
do so through other forms of taxation, such as 
income and capital taxes, which should then 
also be considered as part of the price of en- 
ergy. Moreover, by failing to incorporate the 
cost of carbon emissions into energy prices 
this approach would dilute incentives for con- 
sumers to invest in energy efficiency and to 
curtail energy use (e.g. drive more miles). By 
placing a price on CO, emissions, public poli- 
cies could lead consumers to reduce their use 
of C0,-emitting forms of energy and increase 
the competitiveness of less carbon-intensive 
fuels. 

Policies that produce higher fuel prices have 
long been thought to be politically infeasible 
because the public reputedly reacts more 

negatively to higher fuel prices or taxes than 
to the threat of global warming. If true, only 
subsidies would be politically palatable. Public 
opinion research has documented increasing 
concern about global warming in the United 
States, but such research only addresses half of 
the issue.' How will the public react to higher 
energy prices were the government to follow 
an aggressive policy to stem greenhouse gas 
emissions? 

Here we offer an assessment of one such op- 
tion, a carbon charge that, however imposed, 
would be equivalent to a tax on (20,-emitting 
energy forms. We focus on carbon taxes be- 
cause research that compares the efficiency 
of alternative policy mechanisms to control 
greenhouse gas emissions concludes that car- 
bon taxes and cap-and-trade systems offer the 
most efficient approaches.2 Subsidies, emis- 
sions restrictions, and regulations on fuel use 
are much less efficient. Public attitudes about 
carbon and fuel taxes are more readily stud- 
ied because taxes are more transparent to the 
public than the prices resulting from cap-and- 
trade systems and require less explanation. 
Carbon taxes, because of their transparency, 
are thought to be especially unpalatable po- 
litically, and public reaction to taxes therefore 
offers a conservative gauge of support for this 
line of policy-making. Economic analyses 
sometimes dismiss taxes as an instrument at 
the outset because of perceived public hostili- 
ty toward taxes, though it should be noted that 
industrial nations have long histories of fuels 
taxes but have only recently experimented 
with tradable pollution rights.3 Little opinion 
research addresses the willingness to pay for 
global warming and specific ways that such a 
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tax could be implemented. Of particular in- 
terest are proposals to couple higher fuel taxes 
with lower income, payroll, or capital taxes. 

There is, in fact, widening support for concrete 
government policies to avoid global warming. 
Beginning in 2003 we conducted a series of 
public opinion surveys designed to gauge con- 
cern about global warming and public willing- 
ness to pay much higher fuels taxes in order to 
reduce greenhouse gas emissions. In October 
2003 and again in October 2006, we fielded a 
national random sample survey of 1200 adults 
to measure understanding of the carbon cycle, 
concern about energy, the economy, and the 
environment, and preferences over a range of 
technologies and policies to mitigate carbon 
emissions. Two separate surveys, conducted in 
May 2006 and November 2006, probed opin- 
ions about proposals to use the revenues from 
higher fuel taxes to reduce income taxes. All 
four surveys consist of national random sam- 
ples of U. S. adults. See appendix for details, or 
consult the MIT Public Opinion Research and 
Training Lab http://web.niit.edu/polisci/portl/ 
detailpages/index. html. 

Four important survey results underlie our 
belief that public support is growing for policy 
measures that deal squarely with greenhouse 
gas emissions and climate change. 

1. The American public increasingly recog- 

Three years ago, global warming ranked as the 
sixth most important environmental problem 
in our survey, behind problems such as clean 
water, clean air, and endangered species. Only 
11 percent of respondents chose global warm- 
ing from a list of 10 environmental problems 
as the most important environmental problem 
facing the country, another 9 percent ranked it 
second. Today, the public rates global warm- 
ing as the top ‘environmental problem fac- 
ing the country. In October 2006, 35 percent 
of respondents identified global warming as 
the most important environmental problems 
facing the country, outpacing all other issues 
considerably. An additional 15 percent chose 

nizes global warming as a problem. 

it second. Fully half of the American public 
now puts global warming at the top of the U.S. 
environmental agenda compared with just 20 
percent three years ago. 

2. Over the past three years, Americans’ will- 
ingness to pay to solve global warming has 
grown SO percent. 

In 2003 and 2006 we asked survey respondents 
the same series of questions designed to elicit 
willingness to pay: “If it solved global warm- 
ing, would you be willing to pay $5 more a 
month on your electricity bill?” Of those who 
answered yes, we then asked whether they 
would pay $10 more, and offered progressively 
higher amounts - $25, $50, $75, and $100. In 
2003, support for such a tax was quite low. The 
median response was only $10, and the aver- 
age amount came to just $14. 

As interesting as the levels of support for the 
taxes are the changes over time. We repeated 
the survey in 2006 and found a 50 percent in- 
crease in willingness to pay. The median re- 
sponse was approximately $15 more a month 
(or a 15 percent levy on the typical electric- 
ity bill), compared with just $10 in 2003. The 
average amount came to $21 per month. The 
rising amount that the typical person would 
pay was matched by a decline in the percent 
unwilling to pay anything. In 2003,24 percent 
of those surveyed said they were unwilling 
to pay anything. Three years later, a similarly 
constructed sample answered the identical se- 
ries of questions, and the percent unwilling to 
pay anything fell to 18 percent, a statistically 
significant drop. 

The rise in willingness to pay resulted in large 
part from the increased recognition of the im- 
portance of the problem. The percentage of 
those who consider global warming a top-tier 
environmental concern rose from 20 percent 
to 50 percent. Those who did not rank global 
warming as one of the top two environmen- 
tal problems in 2006 were willing to pay, on 
average $16 per month in 2006, while those 
who did rank global warming as one of the 
top environmental concerns in the country 
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were willing to pay $27 a month. In addition, 
willingness to pay among those who are con- 
cerned with this problem has risen consider- 
ably. Among those who consider global warm- 
ing one of our chief environmental problems 
willingness to pay rose from $17 a month in 
2003 to $27 a month in 2006. If global warm- 
ing continues to rise as a concern, we expect 
to see growth, possibly very rapid growth, in 
willingness to pay fuel taxes that target green- 
house gas emissions. 

While we would caution about interpreting 
firmly the level of the amount because people 
often exaggerate their willingness to pay, the 
dramatic growth in the percent of people con- 
cerned with the problem and the amount that 
they are willing to pay reveals a considerable 
growth in public recognition of the problem 
and support for serious policies designed to 
solve it. 

3. Today the public views global warming 
equally compelling as oil dependence as a 
rationale for fuel taxes. 

Since the oil price shocks of the 1970s, lower- 
ing dependence on foreign oil has served as 
an important objective for U. S. energy policy. 
Global warming represents quite a different 
goal, though a tax on gasoline and other petro- 
leum products would still be implied. Another 
way to appreciate the priority of global warm- 
ing for the American public is to compare sup- 
port for fuel taxes when oil dependence is the 
question and when global warming is at issue. 

In a separate survey conducted in November 
2006, we sought to contrast oil imports and 
global warming as motivations for higher en- 
ergy prices. We asked half of the sample (ran- 
domly chosen) whether they were willing to 
pay higher gasoline taxes in order to reduce 
oil imports; we asked the other half of the 
sample whether they would pay an equivalent 
tax in order to reduce greenhouse gas emis- 
sions. The distributions of responses were 
very similar, and statistically not distinguish- 
able. Twenty-four percent were willing to pay 
$1.00 per gallon if it reduced oil imports by 

30 percent (a very optimistic figure); 60 per- 
cent were opposed. Twenty-one percent said 
that they would pay $.50 per gallon and $25 
per month more 011 electricity if it reduced 
U. S. greenhouse gas emissions 30 percent; 62 
percent were opposed.4 Further variations on 
these questions yielded the same result. Global 
warming and oil importation appear to pres- 
ent the typical person with equally strong ra- 
tionales for higher fuel taxes. 

4. Tying fuel tax increases to income tax re- 
ductions increases public support for high 
fuel taxes, 

Rising public concern and willingness to pay 
signal some optimism that public will to ad- 
dress global warming will solidify soon. The 
carbon tax levels that Americans support, 
however, fall short of what may be needed in 
the short run to make carbon capture and se- 
questration feasible, let alone other alternative 
energy sources such as nuclear, wind and so- 
lar. Our assessment in Chapter 3 suggests that 
a carbon charge in the range of $30 per ton of 
COz is necessary to reduce U. S. carbon emis- 
sions significantly and to reduce worldwide 
emissions of greenhouse gases. If consumers 
bore that cost directly, it would amount to 
$13.50 per month on a typical household elec- 
tricity bill.5 

The total cost to consumers also depends on 
how the revenues raised by the carbon charge 
are distributed. Early economic writing on 
carbon taxes argues that they be revenue neu- 
tral, that is, the revenue from carbon taxes 
would be used to reduce payroll or capital 
taxes. A fuel tax could be structured to reduce 
income taxes and even to offset the regressive 
incidence of the fuel tax itself. 

Swapping income taxes for fuel taxes has con- 
siderable public appeal. We tested support for 
fuel taxes in isolation and when tied to reduc- 
tions in other taxes in national sample surveys 
conducted in May 2006 and November 2006. 
In May 2006, we asked people whether they 
would support a $1.00 per gallon gasoline tax 
and a $25 per month electricity charge. Only 
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9 percent said yes, and 72 percent said no, the 
rerriaindering being unsure. When that same 
tax was presented with an equivalent reduc- 
tion in income taxes for the typical family, 
support for the tax rose to 28 percent, and only 
a minority (47 percent) expressed opposition. 
In November 2006, as mentioned above, we 
asked a national sample whether they would 
support a $50  per gallon gasoline tax and $25 
per month electricity tax: 21 percent said yes; 
17 percent, unsure; 62 percent, no. We paired 
the same proposal with a reduction in income 
taxes by an equivalent amount: 34 percent said 
yes; 23 percent, unsure; and 43 percent, no. 

We followed up these questions by asking 
those opposed, why they did not support the 
tax swap. Only 10 percent stated that they op- 
posed the fuel tax because the government 
would not also cut income taxes, and 18 per- 
cent said they could not afford to pay the tax. 
By far the most common answer (of roughly 
one in four of the 43 percent of those op- 
posed) was that global warming is not a prob- 
lem. This amounts to 10 percent of the public 
unwilling to pay because they view the claims 
about global warming to be exaggerated or 
unfounded. Another 20 percent of opponents 
thought that we could reduce global warming 
without the taxes. Approximately half of those 
opposed to the tax relied on a rationale that 
either denied the problem or thought that the 
solution could be implemented without the 
tax.6 

We do not claim to have measured the magic 
number-the carbon charge that a majority 
of the public would unquestionably support. 
Rather, this series of surveys suggests that 
public opinion on global warming is changing 
and changing in ways that make a more sub- 
stantial climate policy politically attainable. 

Carbon taxes serve as a reference case. They 
are an efficient way to incorporate the costs of 
global warming in the price of energy, but they 
have been viewed as politically impossible ow- 
ing to the unpopularity of taxes. While other 
price-based policy instruments, such as a cap- 
and-trade system, may not be perceived as a 
tax, they would have the same effect on energy 
prices. 

Most encouraging, though, is the trend. Pub- 
lic discussion about global warming over the 
past three years has made a noticeable impact 
on public willingness to deal with this prob- 
lem even through what is supposedly the least 
popular instrument, taxes. Willingness to pay 
has grown fifty percent in just 36 months. That 
growth is directly attributable to the increas- 
ing number of people who view global warrn- 
ing as one of the nation's top environmental 
problems. It also reflects a growing reality that 
global warming is as important as oil importa- 
tion in the way the U.S. public thinks about 
public policy issues involving energy. 
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1 .  Jeffrey Kluger, "Global Warming Heats Up" 77me April 
3,2006, vol. 167, no. 4, page 25. 

2. The observation that carbon taxes offer an efficient 
mechanism dates at least to 1990; see James Poterba, 
"Tax Policy To Combat Global Warming: On Design- 
ing a Carbon Tax," in Global Warming: Economic Po/icy 
Responses, Rudiger Dornbusch and James Poterba, 
eds. Cambridge, M A  MIT Press, 1990. For an excellent 
survey see James Poterba, "Global Warming Policy: A 
Public Finance Perspective" Journal of Economic Per- 
spectives vol. 7, Fall 1993, pages 47-63. Subsequent 
analyses point out the importance of recycling rev- 
enues to reduce taxes on labor and capital. See A. 
Lans Bovenberg and Lawrence Gadder, "Optimal En- 
vironmental Taxation in the Presence of Other Taxes: 
General-Equilibrium Analyses." American Economic Re- 
view. Vol. 86 (September 1996), pages 985-1000, and 
A. Lans Bovenberg and Lawrence Goulder,"Neutraliz- 
ing the Adverse Industry Impacts of CO, Abatement 
Policies: What Does It Cost" NBER Working Paper No. 
W76.54, April 2000. 

For example, see Poterba,"Tax Policy to Combat Glob- 
al Warming," op cit., pages 72-75, and Bovenberg and 
Goulder, "Neutralizing the Adverse Industry Impacts 
of CO, Abatement Policies,"op cit., pages 1-3. There 
are other political aspects to the choice of policy in- 
struments, especially support or opposition from af- 
fected interests and the credibility of the government 
in setting up a program. The cap-and-trade system 
for sulfur dioxide reflected the political coalitions that 
supported and opposed the legislation. See Paul Jos- 
kow and Richard Schma1ensee"The Political Economy 
of Market-Based Environmental Policy: The U. S. Acid 
Rain Program""Journa/ of Law and Economics vol. 41 
(1 998), pages 37-83. 

The amount of reduction was selected in consulta- 
tion with those managing the EPPA model, see Ch. 
2. We kept the 30 percent figure in both versions of 
the question so that people focused on a similar num- 
ber, which psychologically suggests an equivalence 
between the two savings. We do not imply any real 
equivalence here. 

This calculation assumes 1 tonne CO, per MWh for 
coal-fired generation and half that amount for gas- 
fired generation, and that about half the hours would 
reflectthecarbon cost ofgasgeneration and theother 
half that of coal-fired generation. Average household 
use is estimated a t  600 kwh/mo. 

The remaining respondents thought that the tax 
should not be on fuels but on oil companies or that 
the income tax cut was unfair, or that this just wasn't a 
good reason for a tax. 
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Chapter 8 - Findings and Recommendations 

Here we present our findings and recommen- 
dations from the analysis presented in prior 
chapters. The central message is: 

certainly requires a process more complicated 
than simple coal combustion in air. 

Demonstration of technical, economic, and 
institutional features qf carbon capture and 
sequestration at commercial scale coal com- 
bustion and conversion plants will (1)  give 
policymakers and the public confidence 
that this carbon mitigation control option is 
practical ,for broad application, (2) shorten 
the deployment time and reduce the cost for 
carbon capture and sequestration should a 
carbon emission control policy be adopted, 
and (3) maintain opportunities ,for the use 
of coal in a carbon constrained world in an 
environmentally acceptable manner. 

Our basic finding that serves as the underpin- 
ning for many of our recommendations de- 
rives from the technical assessment reported 
in Chapter 3: 

Finding # I :  Although possible in principle, 
it is very unlikely that any process that 
produces electricity from coal conversion/ 
cornbustion with carbon capture will ever 
be as cheap as coal plants without CO, cap- 
ture. Thus the cost of electricity from coal 
with capture will be significantly higher 
than it would be without CCS. Disciplined 
technology development and innovative 
advances can, however, narrow the cost 
gap and deserve support. 

CO, capture requires that the steps that extract 
energy from coal either in the form of heat or 
by chemical transformation permit efficient 
separation of COz to a form that can be trarrs- 
ported efficiently to storage sites. This almost 

FUTURE COAL USE 

In Chapter 2 we used the MIT EPPA model to 
explore the impact on coal use of different eco- 
nomic assumptions including, in particular, 
a carbon charge imposed on CO, emissions 
either directly by a tax or indirectly through 
the market price of carbon emissions permits 
in the context of a cap and trade system. The 
EPPA model is most useful in illustrating the 
interconnected consequences of different poli- 
cy measures, but its limitations should be kept 
in mind. The model shows that a significant 
reduction of carbon emissions is possible only 
when a significant price is placed on CO, emis- 
sions. The economic adjustment to the carbon 
emission charge includes higher end-user en- 
ergy prices, less energy use, a shift to lower 
carbon-emitting sources of energy, including 
nuclear power, and importantly, if the carbon 
charge is high enough, coal combustion with 
CCS: 

Finding #2: A global carbon charge starting 
at $25 per ton of CO, emitted (or nearly 
$100 per tonne of carbon), imposed initial- 
ly in 2015 and rising at a real rate of 4% per 
year, will likely cause adjustments to en- 
ergy demand, supply technologies and fuel 
choice sufficient to stabilize mid-century 
global CO, emissions from all industrial 
and energy sources at a level of 26 to 28 gi- 
gatons of CO, per year. Depending on the 
expansion of nuclear power, the use of coal 
increases from 20% to 60% above today's 
level, while CO, emissions from coal are 
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reduced to half or a third of what they are 
today. This level of carbon charge implies 
an  increase in the bus bar cost of U.S. elec- 
tricity on average of about 40%, or about 
20% of the retail cost. A significant con- 
tributor to the emissions reduction from 
coal is the introduction of CCS, which is 
utilized as an economical response to car- 
bon charges at these levels. In the EPPA 
model simulations, approximately 60% of 
coal use employs CCS by 2050 with this 
carbon charge. 

This finding assumes that the entire world 
adopts the same carbon charge. As discussed 
in Chapter 2, if the United States or develop- 
ing economies do not adopt a carbon charge 
(or effectively reduce their emissions of CO, 
significantly below business-as-usual (BAU) 
levels through other means), worldwide CO, 
emissions from coal use will not stabilize. 
Our examination in Chapter 5 of the patterns 
of energy use in China and India shows how 
challenging it will be for these emerging econ- 
omies to reduce their emissions significantly 
below business-as-usual levels. With respect 
to China: 

Finding #3: China’s focus on economic 
growth and the decentralized and frag- 
mented character of the financial and envi- 
ronmental governance of their fuel, power, 
and industrial sectors suggests that it will 
be some time before China could adopt 
and effectively enforce a policy of signifi- 
cant carbon emission reduction from BAU 
levels. 

However our analysis also showed that if de- 
veloping economies (of which China is the 
largest example) were to delay adopting a CO, 
charge or equivalent with a modest lag (say, ten 
years) relative to the developed economies, the 
‘penalty’ in terms of additional CO, emissions 
compared with the case of simultaneous global 
compliance would be relatively small: between 
100 and 123 gigatonnes of CO, emitted dur- 
ing the 50 year period 2000-2050 compared to 
total cumulative global emissions during this 
period of about 1400 gigatonnes CO,. 

Finding #4: There is a relatively small CO, 
emission penalty associated with a mod- 
est lag in the adoption of a global carbon 
charge by developing economies as long 
as the United States and other developed 
countries adopt a credible CO, control 
policy that is consistent with the CO, 
prices identified here. The practical signifi- 
cance of this model result is the interesting 
opportunity for negotiating a global agree- 
ment featuring delayed adherence to a car- 
bon charge for developing economies. 

We see no evidence of progress towards a po- 
litical framework that will result in conver- 
gence of the carbon emission policies of devel- 
oped and developing economies. Whether or 
not a carbon charge is imposed sooner or lat- 
er, it is important that coal combustion is as 
thermally efficient as makes economic sense 
over the life of the plant. This leads to our first 
recommendation: 

Recommendation #I: New coal combus- 
tion units should be built with the highest 
thermal efficiency that is economically jus- 
tifiable. Any carbon charge will make the 
economics of higher efficiency coal plants 
more attractive than those of lower effi- 
ciency plants. In addition, continuous ad- 
vances in R&D make it likely that further 
reductions in heat rates will be possible. 
For pulverized coal plants this means su- 
per critical pulverized coal (SCPC) plants 
today and ultra-super critical pulverized 
coal (USCPC) plants soon. A 500 MWe 
USCPC plant will emit about 100 tonnes 
per operating hour less than a sub-critical 
plant, avoiding about 21% of the CO, emis- 
sions. [See Chapter 3, Table 3.11. For IGCC 
plants this means attention to higher effi- 
ciency and high availability operation. 

CARBON SEQUESTRATION 

As explained in Chapter 2, if CSS is available at 
large scale and adopted worldwide, increased 
coal use to meet the worlds pressing energy 
needs in a carbon constrained world will not 
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increase CO, emissions, and this technology 
option can allow more effective constraints to 
be imposed on CO, emissions. This prospect 
assumes that CCS is implemented in a tech- 
nically responsible manner at acceptable cost 
and, most importantly, that sequestration is 
demonstrated to a point where it is acceptable 
to the public. As discussed in Chapter 4, we 
find: 

Finding #5: Current evidence indicates 
that it is scientifically feasible to store large 
quantities of CO, in saline aquifers. In or- 
der to address outstanding technical issues 
that need to be resolved to confirm CCS as 
a major mitigation option, and to establish 
public confidence that large scale seques- 
tration is practical and safe, it is urgent to 
undertake a number of large scale (on the 
order of 1 million tonnedyear injection) 
experimental projects in reservoirs that are 
instrumented, monitored, and analyzed to 
verify the practical reliability and imple- 
mentation of sequestration. None of the 
current sequestration projects worldwide 
meets all of these criteria. 

Recommendation #2: The United States 
should undertake three to five sequestra- 
tion projects - at a scale of about 1 million 
tonnedyear injection - in order to answer 
the outstanding technical questions con- 
cerning CO, sequestration. 

The technical requirements for these seques- 
tration projects are set forth in Chapter 4, as 
well as the estimated cost of about $15 mil- 
lion per year for each project, not including 
the cost of the significant supply of COz to be 
injected Below, we discuss potential sources 
of the CO,. 

The introduction of CO, capture and seques- 
tration on a significant scale will require the 
construction and operation of a large infra- 
structure of pipelines, surface injection facili- 
ties and a monitoring and analysis network. 
As discussed in Chapter 4, further work is 
needed to determine the location and capac- 
ity of sites suitable for CO, storage in relation 

to coal conversion plants and existing coal 
resources, and to develop the institutional ar- 
rangements that will govern CO, storage sites 
over very long time periods. Therefore we rec- 
ommend: 

Recommendation #3: The DOE in coop- 
eration with the USGS should undertake 
a bottom-up review of possible sequestra- 
tion sites in relation to major coal burning 
facilities. The United States government 
should encourage surveys in other parts of 
the world, specifically in India and China, 
where large and growing use of coal is an- 
ticipated. 

As mentioned in Chapter 4, the federal gov- 
ernment’s authority to regulate CO, injection 
rests with the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA)’s Underground Injection Con- 
trol program. The purpose of this program is 
to protect drinking water. This authority does 
not provide a broad enough regulatory frame- 
work for CO, injection and storage. 

Moreover, CO, storage is intended to be per- 
manent. There is a possibility of leakage (es- 
pecially from an injection failure) into ground 
water or, more improbably, a catastrophic leak 
that potentially might injure people, as noted 
in Chapter 4. Commercial firms do not have 
the longevity or capacity to warrant the integ- 
rity of the storage system for the required pe- 
riods of time. Therefore an insurance system 
is needed (ultimately backed by a government 
guarantee) that covers liability after some pe- 
riod of time and for catastrophic events. The 
terms and structure of this liability are im- 
portant parts of the needed regulatory frame- 
work. In particular, mechanisms must be put 
in place to ensure that those responsible for 
sequestration sites ensure that these sites are 
operated, maintained and monitored to the 
highest standards of safety and economic ef- 
ficiency, despite the availability of social insur- 
ance and the potential “moral hazard” prob- 
lems that might arise. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the regulatory 
framework must include criteria for site selec- 
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tion, procedures for injection, requirements 
for interim monitoring, and transfer of liabili- 
ty to the U.S. government after some period of 
operation. Moreover, the regulatory regimes 
of different nations must be consistent. This 
is a broad range of requirements that involve 
the interests of several agencies including the 
EPA, DOE, the Department of Interior and, 
importantly, the Department of State. We rec- 
ommend: 

Recommendation #4: An element of the 
Executive Office of the President (the Pres- 
ident might designate lead responsibility to 
the National Economic Council, the Office 
of Management and Budget, or the Office 
of Science and Technology Policy), should 
initiate an interagency process to deter- 
mine the regulatory framework-includ- 
ing certification and closure of sites and 
the appropriate transfer of liability to the 
government-needed for a safe CO, trans- 
portation and storage system. Enforcement 
and inspection supporting the regulations 
should be the responsibility of the EPA. 

COAL CONVERSION TECHNOLOGIES 

Chapter 3 presents our analysis of alternative 
approaches to coal conversion with CCS. This 
analysis leads us to conclude: 

Fifiding #6: It is premature to select one 
coal conversion technology as the preferred 
route for cost-effective electricity genera- 
tion combined with CCS. With present 
technologies and higher quality coals, the 
cost of electricity generated with CCS is 
cheaper for IGCC than for air or oxygen- 
driven SCPC. For sub bituminous coals and 
lignite, the cost difference is significantly 
less and could even be reversed by future 
technical advances. Since commercializa- 
tion of clean coal technology requires ad- 
vances in R&D as well as technology dem- 
onstration, other conversion/combustion 
technologies should not be ruled out today 
and deserve R&D support at the process 
development unit (PDU) scale. 

The 2005 Energy Act contains significant in- 
centives for demonstrating “clean coal” tech- 
nologies and gives significant latitude to the 
Secretary of Energy to determine which tech- 
nologies should receive benefits. The 2005 En- 
ergy Policy Act gives DOE authority to extend 
significant benefits to IGCC plants and to pul- 
verized coal plants with advanced technology 
without capture. The Act extends greater ben- 
efits to gasification technology for a number 
of reasons: 

Advocates believe IGCC plants to be more 
flexible for accommodating possible future 
environmental requirements on criteria pol- 
lutants or mercury control and because today 
IGCC plants are estimated to have a lower ret- 
rofit cost for CCS than pulverized coal plants 
or are easily made “capture ready.” 

?he cost of control of criteria pollutants and 
of mercury. We find that while the control 
of conventional pollutants by IGCC is easier, 
i.e., less costly, than with SCPC, the difference 
in control cost is not sufficient to reverse the 
overall cost advantage of SCPC in the absence 
of a carbon charge. More stringent controls on 
criteria pollutants and mercury may be ad- 
opted in the future, but we do not believe it 
possible to predict today the net cost impact 
of tighter controls on IGCC and SCPC, espe- 
cially since each of these technologies contin- 
ues to improve in terms of performance and 
cost.’ 

Cod plants will not be cheap to retrofit for 
COz capture. Our analysis confirms that 
the cost to retrofit an air-driven SCPC plant 
for significant CO, capture, say 90%, will be 
greater than the cost to retrofit an IGCC plant. 
However, as stressed in Chapter 3, the modi- 
fications needed to retrofit an IGCC plant for 
appreciable CCS are extensive and not a mat- 
ter of simply adding a single simple and in- 
expensive process step to an existing IGCC 
plant. CO, capture requires higher pressures, 
shift reactors, and turbines designed to oper- 
ate with a gas stream that is predominantly 
hydrogen. Turbines that do this are yet to be 
deployed. In fact, the low heat rate incentives 
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in the 2005 Energy Act favor gasifier configu- 
rations that involve radiant heat recovery, or 
radiant and convective heat recovery. The gas- 
ifier configuration that would be used in the 
design of an IGCC system to be retrofitted for 
C02 capture is likely to be a straight quench 
gasifier, which would not meet the heat rate 
incentives in the Energy Act. Consequently, 
IGCC plants without CCS that receive assis- 
tance under the 2005 Energy Act will be more 
costly to retrofit and less likely to do so. 

The concept of a “capture ready” IGCC or 
pulverized coal plant is as yet unproven and 
unliltely to be fruitful. The Energy Act envi- 
sions “capture ready” to apply to gasification 
technology.? Retrofitting IGCC plants, or for 
that matter pulverized coal plants, to incorpo- 
rate CCS technology involves substantial ad- 
ditional investments and a significant penalty 
to the efficiency and net electricity output of 
the plant. As a result, we are unconvinced that 
such financial assistance to conventional IGCC 
plants without CCS is wise. 

Currently four coal-fueled and five in-refinery 
coke/asphalt- fueled IGCC plants are operat- 
ing around the world? and many additional 
gasifier units are operating in the petrochemi- 
cal industry. Each of the coal-fueled IGCC 
plants had a different and difficult start-up 
phase, but all are now operating with relative- 
ly high capacity factors. Despite the existence 
of these plants, IGCC advocates in the United 
States put forward a number of benefits as 
justification for federal assistance for IGCC 
plants designed without CCS. 

Some suggest that the uncertainty about the 
imposition of a future carbon charge justifies 
offering federal support for a portion of the 
initial investment cost required to build new 
coal combustion plants without CCS today, so 
that if a carbon emission charge were imposed 
in the future, the CCS retrofit cost would be 
lower. We do not believe that sufficient engi- 
neering knowledge presently exists to define 
the relationship of the extent of pre-invest- 
merit to the cost of future retrofit, and the de- 
sign percentage of CO, removed. Moreover, 

the uncertainty about when a carbon charge 
might be imposed malces it difficult (for ei- 
ther a private investor or the government) to 
determine the value of incurring a cost for a 
benefit that is realized, if at all, at some un- 
certain future time. Other than a few low-cost 
measures such as providing for extra space on 
the plant site and considering the potential 
for geologic CO, storage in site selection, the 
opportunity to reduce the uncertain eventual 
cost of CCS retrofit by making preparatory in- 
vestment in a plant without C02 capture does 
not look promising. In sum, engineering and 
policy uncertainties are such that there is no  
meaningful basis to support an investment 
decision to add significant “capture ready’’ 
features to IGCC or pulverized coal plants, 
designed and optimized for operation with- 
out CO, capture. 

Recommendation #6a: Technology demon- 
stration of IGCC or pulverized coal plants 
without the contemporaneous installation 
of CCS should have low priority for federal 
assistance if the justification for this as- 
sistance is to reduce uncertainty for “first 
movers” of new technology. 

Because the emphasis the 2005 Energy Policy 
Act gives to gasification technologies, we dis- 
cus further in Appendix 8.A the issue of fed- 
eral support for IGCC plants without carbon 
capture. 

‘There is, however, a serious policy problem in 
that prospective investors in either SCPC or 
IGCC plants without COz capture, may an- 
ticipate that potentially they will be “grandfa- 
thered or “insured” from the costs of future 
carbon emission constraints by the grant offree 
CO, allowances to existing coal plants, includ- 
ing those built between today and the start of 
the cap-and-trade system. The possibility, in- 
deed political likelihood of such grandfather- 
ing, means that there is a perverse incentive to 
build coal plants early-and almost certainly 
these will be SCPC plants-to gain the poten- 
tial benefits of these future allowances while 
also enjoying the higher electricity prices that 
will prevail in a future control regime. ‘The net 
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effect is that early coal plant projects realize a 
windfall from carbon regulation and thus in- 
vestment in these projects will raise the cost of 
future CO, control. 

Recommendation #6b: Congress should 
act to close this potential “grandfathering” 
loophole before it becomes a problem for 
new power plants of all types that are being 
planned for construction. 

In contrast to the arguments for federal as- 
sistance to IGCC without CCS, there is jus- 
tification for government assistance to “first 
mover” IGCC plants with CO, capture. First, 
there is no operating coal plant that captures 
CO, at pressures suitable for pipeline trans- 
port, integrated with transfer and injection 
into a storage site. Second, as we have em- 
phasized in Chapter 3 and above, there are 
major differences between an IGCC plant 
designed for CO, capture and an IGCC plant 
designed without CO, capture. Third, experi- 
ence is needed in operating the IGCC plant 
and capture system under practical conditions 
of cycling plant operations and for a range of 
coals. Thus, there is a need for demonstra- 
tion of an IGCC plant with CO, capture. As 
pointed out in Chapter 3, there are other tech- 
nology choices that should also be considered 
for demonstrating CO, capture: (1) Oxy-fired 
SCPC or retrofit of a SCPC plant and (2) a 
coal to liquids plant. [We point out below why 
these technologies might be especially attrac- 
tive demonstrations]. 

This suggests that the government provide as- 
sistance for projects that capture, transport, 
and sequester. The objective of such “first-of- 
a-kind” projects is to demonstrate (I)  techni- 
cal performance, (2) cost, and ( 3 )  compliance 
with environmental and safety regulations. 

Recommendation #7: The federal govern- 
ment should provide assistance for 3 to 5 
“first-of-a-kind” coal utilization demon- 
stration plants with carbon capture. The 
scale of these should be on the order of 250 
to 500 MWe power plants, or the product 
equivalent. 

As discussed in Chapter 6 ,  federal assistance 
for demonstration plants should be structured 
in a manner that interferes as little as possible 
with conventional commercial practice. One 
mechanism is for the government to purchase 
the pressurized, pipeline-ready CO, produced 
by the plant at a price needed to make carbon 
capture a viable private investment. Each tech- 
nology choice will require a different level of 
assistance in terms of $/ton CO, and therefore 
a tailored purchase arrangement is required 
for each technology. An open bidding process 
for the rights to government CO, purchase 
obligation is the best selection procedure, 
once the portfolio of desirable technologies is 
chosen. An estimate of the annual cost to the 
government to pay for capture at an IGCC fa- 
cility is in the range of $90 million/year4 for a 
minimum of ten years. 

The advantage of this approach is that the gov- 
ernment pays only if the plant operates and 
the CO, it produces is captured, delivered to 
the site, and sequestered. The arrangement of- 
fers an incentive to have the plant function for 
the purpose of demonstrating carbon capture. 
In addition, the purchased CO, can act as the 
source of the CO, for sequestration demon- 
stration facilities (see Recommendation #2). 

Recommendation #8: The federal gov- 
ernment, in the absence of any emission 
charge5 should arrange to pay for CO,, 
produced at a coal facility at a price that 
will make it attractive for private concerns 
to build and operate a coal conversion 
plant with carbon capture. 

Some question whether a federal government 
commitment to “take or pay” for CO, produced 
at a CCS plant will be viewed by private inves- 
tors and lenders as reliable. Experience indi- 
cates that once the U.S. government has signed 
a long-term contract, for example for purchase 
or supply of electricity, the terms of the contract 
are honored. Investors would however face oth- 
er uncertainties, for example, an unexpected 
drop in competing natural gas prices or im- 
proper technical performance of the plant. The 
CO, price could be set to compensate for some 
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of these uncertainties, although the principle of 
maintaining commercial practice means that 
not all risks should be taken out of the project. 

INTEGRATING CARBON CAPTURE,TRANSPORTA- 
TION, AND STORAGE 

Chapter 3 of this report is devoted to coal com- 
bustion and conversion technologies and to 
CO, capture, and Chapter 4 is devoted to CO, 
storage. However, successful CCS requires in- 
tegration of these two activities and the trans- 
portation of CO, produced at the coal plant to 
the injection point at the reservoir site. There 
is a major challenge of achieving an integrated 
system from combustion to storage. A success- 
ful project needs to demonstrate the technical 
aspects of capture and sequestration but also 
the regulatory arrangements needed to site a 
CO, pipeline, injection practices, and storage 
site selection. Accordingly, the appropriate 
objective is to demonstrate the system level 
integration of carbon capture with CO, stor- 
age. 

It is important to appreciate the complexity 
of this integration. The plant produces pres- 
surized, transport-ready CO, at a rate deter- 
mined by the operating tempo of the plant. In 
the case of IGCC, this occurs within a perfor- 
mance envelope constrained by the integra- 
tion of the gasification process with turbine 
operation that is determined by the electric- 
ity dispatch 011 the regional grid. A pipeline or 
pipeline network is required to transport the 
liquid CO, at the rate of CO, production to 
an injection point at the reservoir, ideally not 
too distant, and accommodate any variation 
in the operating cycle of the producing plant. 
The reservoir injection system rnust have the 
capacity to inject the arriving gas at variable 
rates. Successful operation requires a sophis- 
ticated control system and as yet undemon- 
strated engineering integration. 

In sum, the demonstration of an integrated 
coal conversion, COz capture, and sequestra- 
tion capability is an enormous system engi- 
neering and integration challenge. Difficult 

technical design and economic issues must be 
solved, a functioning regulatory framework 
needs to be established, and a sensible and 
politically acceptable federal assistance pack- 
age must be worked out. All of this needs to be 
done while maintaining sufficient fidelity to 
commercial practice, SO that both the govern- 
ment and the private sector can gain credible 
information on which to base future public 
and private investment decisions. 

Successful execution o'f the demonstration 
program we recommend requires successful 
timing of five elements: 

Providing a supply of about one inillion 
tonnedy CO, for the 3 to 5 sequestration 
projects. 

Utilizing the CO, produced by the coal 
conversion projects. 

Providing pipeline transport facilities be- 
tween the coal conversion projects and the 
sequestration sites? 

Injection and sequestration 

Detailed reservoir characterization and 
monitoring 

This is an enormous and complex task and it is 
not helpful to assume that it can be done quick- 
ly or on a fixed schedule, if for no other reasons 
than the need for required regulatory, financ- 
ing, and siting actions. In addition, a selection 
needs to be made about the coal conversion 
technologies for the CO, capture demonstra- 
tions. (IGCC, SCPC, Oxy-fuel combustion, 
coal to synfuels). It may be that timing consid- 
erations lead to a sequence that is less than opti- 
mal - for example, a supply of CO, for an early 
sequestration project may come from a rela- 
tively expensive capture option, such as cherrii- 
cal amine capture of CO, from the flue gas of an 
air-driven SCPC or from a non-utility source. 

A n  effective mechanism is needed to assure 
efficient and prompt execution of the recom- 
mended demonstration program. As discussed 
in Chapter 6, the DOE has limited capability 
to carry out such a task: its staff has little ex- 
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perience with commercial practice, it is ham- 
pered by federal procurement regulations, and 
it is constrained by an annual budget cycle. A 
quicker and more effective way to achieve the 
objective of demonstrating a credible option 
for CO, capture and sequestration is for the 
president to recommend to Congress a struc- 
ture, authorities, and functions for a quasi- 
public CCS corporation. 

Recommendation #9: The denionstration 
sequestration projects (Recommendation 
#2) and the demonstration carbon capture 
projects (Recommendation #8) must be de- 
signed and operated in a manner that dem- 
onstrate successful technical performance 
and cost, with acceptable environmental 
effects. 

While a rigorous C 0 2  sequestration demon- 
stration program is a vital underpinning to 
extended CCS deployment that we consider 
a necessary part of a comprehensive carbon 
emission control policy, we emphasize there 
is no reason to delay prompt consideration 
and adoption of a U.S. carbon emission con- 
trol policy until completion of the seques- 
tration program we recommend. 

We further recommend consideration of the 
creation of a quasi-public corporation for 
the purpose of managing this demonstration 
and integration effort. This special purpose 
corporation - The Clean Coal Demonstration 
Corporation - would be given multi-year au- 
thorization and appropriation to accomplish 
the limited demonstration program outlined 
above. A rough estimate for the cost of the en- 
tire program is about $5 billion for a ten-year 
period. The cost of this proposed demonstra- 
tion program could be met by direct federal 
appropriation or by a small charge, less than 
?h mill per kWe-h, on coal fired electricity 
plants. 

The first one or two demonstration CO, seques- 
tration projects (Recommendation #7 above) 
will require a great deal of technical work to 
define design and operating characteristics as 
well as needed reservoir sensors and monitor- 

ing. Accordingly, the DOE will need to have 
a large role in these initial projects compared 
to the proposed Clean Coal Demonstration 
Corporation. The best way to realize progress 
for the initial sequestration projects may be to 
authorize the DOE to perform them directly, 
although close coordination with the Clean 
Coal Demonstration Corporation would be re- 
quired. Alternatively, the Clean Coal Demon- 
stration Corporation could contract with the 
DOE for the required technical assistance for 
the early sequestration projects. 

ANALYSIS, RESEARCH, DEVELOPMENT, AND 
DEMONSTRATION (ARD&D) NEEDS 

Chapter 6 discusses the analysis, R&D, and 
demonstration needs for the future of coal. 

We present a framework for the types of work 
that are needed and explore whether the fed- 
eral government or the private sector should 
be expected to sponsor such work. 

In general, the role of the federal government is 
to fund long-term technical activities not tied 
to a particular commercial application where 
the social benefits of the results of the fund- 
ing support cannot be appropriated, or only 
partially so, by private investors (e.g., through 
patents and trade secrets), or where the social 
benefits are so valuable that it is in the public 
interest to disseminate the results of the R&D 
widely and inexpensively. Many of the uncer- 
tainties about CCS that can be resolved by the 
R&D activities that we propose have one or 
both of these characteristics. The private sec- 
tor should be expected to sponsor work that is 
in its foreseeable economic interest and adds 
to the attractiveness of the technologies and 
products they know. 

Our focus is on support from the federal gov- 
ernment, mainly through the DOE whose 
program was examined in Chapter 6. 

Finding # 7: The DOE Clean Coal ARD&D 
program is not on a path to address our 
priority recommendations because the 
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level of funding falls far short of what will 
be required in a world with significant car- 
bon charges. The program is especially de- 
ficient in demonstrating the feasibility of 
COz sequestration, as discussed in Chapter 
4 and mentioned in Finding #2. The flag- 
ship DOE project, FutureGen, is consis- 
tent with our priority recommendation to 
initiate integrated demonstration projects 
at scale. However, we have some concerns 
about this particular project, specifically 
the need to clarify better the objectives 
(research vs. demonstration), the inclusion 
of international partners that may further 
muddle the objectives, and whether politi- 
cal realities will allow the FutureGen con- 
sortium the freedom to operate this proj- 
ect successfully. Finally, the DOE program 
should support a broader range of technol- 
ogy efforts at the process development unit 
(PDU) scale designed to explore new ap- 
proaches that have technical and economic 
advantage. 

The demonstration projects we recommend 
are discussed above. The Analysis and R&D 
efforts recommended for support as discussed 
in Chapter 6 are summarized in Table 8.1, 
along with an estimate of the required annual 
level of effort. 

Recommendation #10 There is an urgent 
need to develop modeling and simulation 
capability and tools based on validated 
engineering and cost data for the purpose 
of analysis and comparison of coal-based 
generation, with and without carbon cap- 
ture and sequestration. Such a capability 
will multiply the benefits of the many ‘front 
end engineering studies’ (FEED) underway 
both here and abroad, permitting compar- 
ison of the consequences of the assump- 
tions of the various studies and enabling 
trade-off analysis between them. This will 
be great value both for the government and 
for private firms in planning their develop- 
ment and investment decisions, both for 
new plants and for retrofits. 

n e s e  seven findings and ten recommenda- 
tions provide the basis,for our central message: 
n e  demonstration of technical, economic, and 
institutional features of carbon capture and 
sequestration, at  commercial scale coal com- 
bustion and conversion plants, will: ( I )  give 
policymakers and the public greater confidence 
that a practical carbon emission control option 
exists, (2) shorten the deployment time and 
reduce the cost for carbon capture and seques- 
tration should a carbon emission control policy 
be adopted, and (3)  maintain opportunities,for 
the lowest cost and most widely available en- 
ergy form to be used to meet the world? pressing 
energy needs in an environmentally acceptable 
manner. 
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ACTIVITY TYPE RESPONSI8ILITY*** 

PDU COMMER US. 
1NALYSIS A&D DEMO DEMOH GOV.WX INDUSTRY 

ANALYSIS AND SlMUlAJlON 
I_ -- 

OXY-FUEL 

IGCC 

ADVANCED CONCEPTS 

X P ($50) 

P ($10) 

POLYGENERAJION: FUELS & CHEMICALS"*" 

S 

P 

P 

S 

S 

P 

P 

P 

P 

S 

S 

S 

SEQUESTRATION 

P ($40) 

P ($20) 
P ($40) 

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION 

NEXT5 YEARS 

3evelop modeling and simulation capability and tools based on validated 
fngineering and cost data for the purpose ofanalysisand comparison of 
:oal-based generation technologie8,with and without carbon capture and 
jequestration 

Develop more cost effective and energy efficient CO, capture technology 

For USC above 675 C,develop the next level of new materials and fabrication 
technology 

Develop and demonstrate improved technology to capture and fix mercuy 

Define purity requirements of CO, stream for processing and pipelining,and 
for geologic sequestration as a function of the geology 

Develop and demonstrate novel, cheaper oxygen separation technologies 

Support analysis and design studies,and process development for oxy-fuel 
PC with CO, capture 

System/technology trade-off studies (See iil) for optimization of capture, 
retrofit,& capture-ready designs (for various coal types) 

Component development: Improved refractory, better coal introduction 
technology, and improved instrumentation for gasifer measwment and 
control 

Develop turbines to burn high concentrations of hydrogen 

iGCC commercial demonstration with CO, capture,and as a CO, source 

Chemical Looping,flue and syngas cleaning & separations,in-situ gasification, 
supercritica water and CO, coal combustion,and other novel concepts 

Hybrid iGCC + Fuel Cell power generation systems 

Poly-generation in combination with ill design and engineering studies of 
chemical +electricity production 

Coal to liquids,Coal to gas in combination with #Idesign and engineering 
studies, including CCS 

Oetailed, bottom-up geological assessment of storage capacity and 
injectivity 

Risk analysis of potential geologic storage regions 

Design and develop sensors and monitoring system for COI storage site, 
carry out site surveys,determine engineering protocols for injection &MMV 
R&D during demos 

Evaluate most promising systems at 
PDU scale to define parameter space 

Demonstrate adequate creep rates 

Test and improve emissions 
performance 

Continue IGCC Demowith CCS,S for 

PDU studies of technologies showing 

Proceed with 3-4 large-scale 
sequestration demo projects of order 
1 million tonne8 COzly, $ are R&D in 
support of them 

"_ - -"-" " 
* This study focused on power generation fram coal and did not include cool preporotion, mining, transportation, or other industriol uses, oceon or biomass sequestrotion in the Gtonne scole, or novel 
ipproaches to criteria pollutant control from power generation facilities 
**Key commercial-scale demonstrotions indicoted but 5 indicoted are only for supporting R&D 
** P = primary responsibility; 5 =secondary responsibility, dollor amount in parenthesis is estimotedneeded onnuol R&D expenditure in millions by DOE 
*** Downstream technology for syngas conversion is not port ofthis report 
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CITATIONS AND NOTES 

1. Even if lGCC were more economical for meeting criteria 
pollutant and mercury emission constraints, this would 
not be a reason for federal support. 

2. Conference report of the Energy Policy Act PL108-58 
Sec48A(c)(5) CARBON CAPTURE CAPABILITY.-The term 
'carbon capture capability' means a gasification plant 
design which is determined by the Secretary to reflect 
reasonable consideration for, and be capable of, accom- 
modating the equipment likely to be necessary to cap- 
ture carbon dioxide from the gaseous stream, for later 
use or sequestration, which would otherwise be emitted 
in the fluegas from a project which usesa nonrenewable 
fuel. 

3. The table below gives the size and location of operating 
IGCC power plants. 

Operating IGCC power plants 
Fuel is either coal or coke/asphalt 

SIZEMW, LOCATION PRIMARY FEED - 
298 Puenollano,Spain coal 

253 Buggenum, Netherlands coallsome biomass 

250 Tampa Electric,Florida coallco ke 

262 Wabash River, Indiana coallcoke 

551 Sarlux,ltaly refinery residltars 

552 Priolo, Italy refinery asphalt 

342 Negishi,iapan refinery residltars 

250 Sannanaro, Italy refinery resid/tars 

180 Delaware City,Delaware coke 

For example, an efficient 500 MW, IGCC power plant 
would produce about 3 million tonsly CO, and the dif- 
ferential cost might be about $30/ton CO,. 

If a carbon charge is imposed, the price paid by the gav- 
ernment would be adjusted downward accordingly. 

This will be less of a problem if the coal conversion plants 
are located near or at the sequestration sites. 
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Computable General Equilibrium 

Cost of Electricity, a/lcWe-h 

Carbon Sequestration Leadership Forum 

Enhanced Oil Recovery 

Emissions Prediction and Policy 

Electric Power Research Institute 

Analysis Model 

ESP 
Electrostatic Precipitator or Precipitation 

FGD 
Flue Gas Desulfurization 

F-T 
Fischer-Tropsch 

GHG 
Greenhouse Gas 

HHV 
Higher Heating Value, lcJ/kg 

HRSG 
Heat Recovery Steam Generator 

ICE 
Injectivity, Capacity and Effectiveness 

IECM 
Integrated Environmental Control Model 
(Carnegie Mellon University) 

IGCC 
Integrated Gasification Combined Cycle 

LAER 
Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate 

L LV 
Lower Heating Value, kJ/kg 

LNG 
Liquified Natural Gas 

LPG 
Liquified Petroleum Gas 

MDEA 
Methyl-Diethanol Amine 

MEA 
Mono Ethanol Amine 
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rement, Monitoring, and Verification 

ional Ambient Air Quality Standards 

Natural Gas Combined Cycle 

nd Maintenance Costs, $/kW,-h 

ility-Density Function 

ss Demonstration Unit 

Research, Development, and Demonstration 

SCPC 
Supercritical Pulverized Coal 

SCR 
Selective Catalytic Reduction 

SFC 
synthetic Fuel Corporation 

SIP 
State Implementation Plan 

SNCR 
Selective Non-Catalytic Reduction 

SNG 
Synthetic Natural Gas 

SUBC 
Subcritical 

TCR 
Total Capital Required, $/Itwe 

TPC 
Total Plant Cost, $/kWe 

UIC 
Underground Injection Control 

USC 
Ultra-Supercritical 

USGS 
US Geological Survey 

- 
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ces 

Coal type and quality can have a major impact on power plant heat rate, capital cost, gen- 
erating efficiency, and emissions performance, as well as on the cost of electricity (COE). 
The carbon, moisture, ash, sulfur and energy contents, and the ash characteristics are all 
important in determining the value of the coal, its use in power generation, the choice of the 
technology employed, and its transportation and geographical extent of use. 

I Reserves and Usage ?he estimated total recoverable coal reserves in the world are a 
little over 900 billion tonnes (long or metric tons), sufficient to meet current demand for 
almost 200 years [I]. The US. has about 255 billion tonnes of recoverable coal reserves or 
about 27% of the world total, more than any other country (See Figure 2.1, Chapter 2) [2]. 
Our coal reserves consist of about 48% anthracite and bituminous coal, about 37% subbitu- 
minous coal, and about 15% lignite. The distribution of coal reserves in the U.S. is shown in 

ure A-3.A.1 [3]. Table A-3.A.1 gives the U.S. coal production by coal region for 2004. 

igure A-3.A.1 Distribution of Coal Reserves bylype in the U S .  
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_____________ _ _ _ _ _ ~  

1 US. 2004 Coal Production by Coal Region 
POWER OTHER ILLINOIS NORTHERN 

RIVER BASIN N.OAKO0A WESTERN GULF COAST BASIN APPALACHIAN SOUTHERN CENTRAL 
ROCKIES (PRB) LIGNITE INTERIOR LIGNITE (ILLIN #6) ( P l l l S  #B) APPALACHIAN APPALACHIAN 

_"" - _" 
56 397 27 2 22 48 5 a2 121 2 22 9 200 

--I__ -_" _._-_ """" 

In 2004, total global coal consumption was over 5,400 million tomes [2]. Of this, -1,500 
million tonnes (28%) were used by China, 985 million tonnes (18%) by the U.S., and 446 
million tonnes (8%) by India. Western Europe and the Eastern Europe/Former Soviet Union 
states used 652 and 670 million tonnes, respectively (1 2% each) 121. Our Emissions Predic- 
tion and Policy Analysis (EPPA) model [4] projects 2030 world coal consumption at about 
10,340 million tonnes, with 2,360 niillion tonnes (23%) being used in China, 1,550 million 
tonnes (15%) in the U.S., and 970 million tonnes (9.4%) in India. 

COAL TYPES AND CHARACTERISTICS Figure A-3.A.2 provides a general overview of coal 
properties by type for the U.S., China, and India. Coal types range from anthracite, with 
a heating value (HHV) upwards of 30,000 kJ/kg (13,000 Btu/lb) to lignite with a heating 
value around 14,000 kJ/kg (6,000 Btu/lb). Heating value and mine-mouth cost typically 
vary directly with carbon content, whereas sulfur and ash content vary widely and depend 
primarily on site-specific geologic conditions. Moisture content normally increases from 
bituminous coal to lignite. 

Coals that are typically used for electric power production in the U.S. include high-and 
medium-sulfur bituminous coals from the Appalachian regions and the Illinois Basin, and 
low-sulfur subbituminous coals and lignites from the Northern Plains, the Powder River 
Basin (PRB), and the Gulf Coast regions. Anthracite is generally used only for metallurgi- 
cal applications. Chinese coals are typically bituminous varieties with relatively high ash 
content and varying sulfur content, and Indian coals are generally low-sulfur bituminous 
varieties with unusually high ash content. 

COMPONENT IMPACTS Most of the energy content in coal is associated with the carbon 
present. Higher-carbon coals normally have high energy content, are more valued in the 
market place, and are more suited for PC and IGCC power generation. 

Generating plants designed for high carbon content fuels have a higher generating efficien- 
cy and lower capital cost, and could be more effectively designed for CO, capture. 

Sulfur, on the other hand, tends to decrease PC boiler efficiency, because of the need to 
maintain higher boiler outlet temperature to avoid condensation of sulfuric acid and resul- 
tant corrosion problems in downstream equipment. ?he higher outlet temperature carries 
thermal energy out of the boiler rather than converting it into steam to drive the steam 
turbine. High-sulfur content also increases FGD power requirements and operating costs. 
For IGCC, sulfur content impacts the size of the clean-up process but has little effect on cost 
or efficiency[S]. Sulfur's biggest impact to date has been to drive a shift from eastern high- 
sulfur coals to western low-sulfur subbituminous coals to avoid installing FGD units on 
operating PC plants or to minimize FGD operating costs on new plants. For CO, capture, 
high-sulfur coals may cause increased complications with the capture technologies. 
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BC And IGCC Relative Heat Rate And Capital 

- IGCC Capital Cost (E-Gas) 
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Coal Heating Value, Btullb HHV 
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igure A-3.A.4 Effect of Coal Quality on CQE for 
on with and without COz Capture 

--c SC PC No Capture 
1 80 -.- IGCC No Capture (Texaco) 

+. SC PC With Caoture 

080 I 
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Coal Higher Heating Value (kl/kg) 

(not including transportation costs) 

Higher moisture content coals reduce gen- 
erating efficiency in PC combustioii plants 
and reduce gasifier efficiency in IGCC 
plants, increasing costlkWe 16, 71. CFB 
boiler size and cost also increases with 
higher moisture coals, but the effect is less 
pronounced than for PC systems. Slurry- 
fed gasifiers have the same problems with 
high-moisture coals as with h i g h a h  coals. 
They both decrease the energy density of 
the slurry, increase the oxygen demand 
for evaporation of the excess moisture, in- 
crease cost per kW,, and decrease generat- 
ing efficiency. 

IMPACT ON GENERATING EFFICIENCY, CAPITAL 
COST, AND COE Generating efficiency is af- 
fected by coal quality, as is capital cost. The 
high moisture and ash content of low-qual- 
ity coals reduce generating efficiency, and 
increase capital cost. Figure A-3.A.3 shows 
how generating efficiency, expressed as heat 
rate 181, and capital cost change for both PC 
and slurry feed IGCC plants with coal qual- 
ity [5]. Relative CO, emissions follow heat 
rate, and therefore the curve for relative heat 
rate in Figure A-3.A.3 also represents the 
relative CO, emissions per kWe-h. 

However, the cost of electricity (COE) need 
not necessarily increase as coal quality de- 
creases, as would be suggested by Figure 
A-3.A.3. This is because mine-mouth coal 
cost decreases with coal quality, and to a 
different extent than heat rate (generating 
efficiency) and capital cost increase. Actual 
COE will be highly dependent on coal cost 
and coal transportation cost, which can vary 
with coal type, time, and geographic loca- 
tion. Figure A-3.A.4 indicates how COE can 
vary with coal quality at average 2004 mine- 
mouth costs. 

Although many assumptions are involved, these relative COE numbers show directionally 
the technology dependence of COE difference as a fimction of coal heating value. Figure 
A-3.A.5 shows the relative trend in the COE difference between IGCC and supercritical PC 
combustion as a function of coal type using 2004 mine mouth coal prices. Without C 0 2  
capture, the COE for SC PC is less than the COE for IGCC, and the gap widens for lower 
heating value coals. With CO, capture, the COE for IGCC is lower than that for SC PC, 
and the delta is therefore negative. However, the delta is projected to decrease with decreas- 
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1 5  the cost deltas is unclear because of its higher cost. 
Figure A. 3.A.5 suggests that an ultra-supercritical 
PC with a reduced-energy capture system could 

e competitive with IGCC for low rank 
lignite. u B z 
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INTRODUCTION 

This primer provides the next higher level of detail on coal-based electric power generation 
beyond that included in Chapter 3. To explore the subject further, we suggest the following 
references [ 1-41. 

The electricity generating efficiency is the energy in the net electricity generated divided by 
the energy in the fuel used to generate that electricity on an all-in basis. Higher efficiency 
means less coal consumed and reduced emissions per unit of electricity. The chemical ener- 
gy in the fuel can be expressed as either its Lower Heating Value (LHV) or its Higher Heat- 
ing Value (HHV) [SI. In U. s. engineering practice, HHV is generally used for steam cycle 
plants; whereas in European practice, efficiency calculations are uniformly LHV based. The 
difference in efficiency between HHV and LHV for bituminous coal is about 2 percentage 
points absolute (5% relative), but for high-moisture subbituminous coals and lignites the 
difference is 3 to 4 percentage points. The efficiency of gas turbines is on an LHV basis in 
the U. S. and Europe. The thermal efficiency of an electricity generating plant may also be 
expressed as the “heat rate’: the fuel thermal energy consumption per unit of electricity 
produced, in l<J/kW,-h or Btu/kW,-h [6] .  

For the technology comparisons in this report, each of the generating technologies consid- 
ered was a green-field unit, and each unit contained all the emissions control equipment 
required and was designed to achieve emissions levels somewhat lower than the current, 
best-demonstrated low criteria emissions performance. The design performance and op- 
erating parameters for these generating technologies was based on the Carnegie Mellon 
Integrated Environmental Control Model (IECM), version 5.0 [7] which is specific to coal- 
based power generation. The IECM model was used to achieve numbers with a consistent 
basis for comparison of the individual technologies. Other models would each give a some- 
what different set operating parameters, such as overall generating efficiency, because of the 
myriad of design and parameter choices, and engineering approximations used. Thus, the 
numbers in this report will not exactly match other numbers found in the literature, because 
of these different design and operating bases and assumptions. Mature commercial technol- 
ogy, such as subcritical PC boiler and generator technology, was estimated based on current 

performance. Commercial technologies 
that are undergoing significant evolution, 
such as more efficient emissions control 
and IGCC technologies, were estimated 
based on the nt’1 plant, where n is a small 
number such as 5 or 6, in 2005 $. 

le A-3.B.1 
ign Base of Each of the Green Field Generating Technologies 

Analysis of Illinois #6 Bituminous Coal Used in the 

% wr 
61 20 

COMPONENT 

NOIS #6 BITUMINOUS COAL Carbon 
1 ANALYSIS - A S  RECEIVED Hydrogen 4 20 

Oxygen 6 02 Coal type and properties are important in 
Chlorine 0 17 the design, operation, and performance 

25,350 Wlkg Sulfur 3 25 of a power generating unit. The units all 
burn Illinois # 6 bituminous coal, a high- (10,900 Btu/lb) 

sulfur, Eastern U.S. coal with a moderate- 
ly high heating value. Detailed analysis is 

Nitrogen 116 

11 00 

1300 

Ash 

Moisture 24,433 kJlkg 
Low HEATINGVALUE (10,506 Btu/lb) given in Table A-3.B.1 171. 

Mercury 104E-05 
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WN PULVERIZED COAL COMBUSTION 

gure A-3.B.1 shows an advanced, pulverized coal (PC) unit that meets today's low, per- 
itted emissions levels [8]. ?he three main components of a PC unit are: (1) the boiler 

where coal is burned to generate steam in the boiler tubes; (2) the generator block, 
h contains the steam turbine/electric generator set and manages the steam, condenser, 
ooling water; and (3) the flue gas clean-up train, which removes particulates and cri- 
pollutants from the flue gas. l i e  flue gas clean-up section contains Selective Catalytic 
ction (SCR) for NO, removal, followed by electrostatic precipitation (ESP) to remove 
culate matter, and wet flue gas desulfurization (FGD) to remove SO,. The choice of 
and the design and operation of the flue gas units is to assure that emissions are below 
emitted levels. 

rtesy ASME. 

PC GENERATI0N:WITHOUT CO, CAPTURE Figure A-33.2 is a detailed schematic of a subcrit- 
ical PC unit with the important stream flows and conditions given [7,9] [lo]. Air infiltrates 
into the boiler because it operates at below-atmospheric pressure so that hot, untreated 
combustion gases do not escape iiito the environment. Total particulate material removal 
is 99.9%, most of it being removed as fly ash by the electrostatic precipitator. Particulate 
emissions to the air are 11 kg/hr. NO, emissions is reduced to 114 kg/hr by a combination 
of low-NO, conibustion management and SCR. ?he flue gas desulfiirization unit removes 
99+% of the SO, reducing SO, emissions to 136 kg/hr. For Illinois #6 coal, the mercury 
removal with the fly ash and in the FGD unit should be 7040% or higher. For these operat- 
ing conditions, the IECM projects a generating efficiency of 34.3% for Illinois #6 coal. For 
Pittsburgh #8 (bituminous coal) at comparable SO, and NO, emissions, IECM projects a 
generating efficiency of 35.4% [?I. For Powder River Basin (subbituminous coal) and North 
Dakota Lignite at comparable emissions IECM projects generating efficiencies of 33.1% and 
31.9% respectively. 
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Stack Gas 
2,770,000 kg/hr 
55"C, 1 atrn 

N2 = 66 6% (1,820,000) 
HzO = 16.7% (294,000) 
CO2 = 11% (466,000) 

Hg = <1 ppb (31 kglyr) 

generating efficiency for Illinois #6 coal, at 95% sulfur removal and <0.1 lb NO,/million 
Btu. Under the same operating and emissions control conditions, they calculated a generat- 
ing efficiency of 36.7% for Pittsburgh # 8 coal, which is similar to the efficiency reported 
by the NCC study [ 121. The difference between Illinois # 6 and Pittsburgh # 8 is due to coal 
quality and is the same for both models, about 1 percentage point. We attribute the IECM 
and EPRI model differences to the higher levels of SO, and NO, removal that we used and 

ure A-3.B.3 Ultra- 
StackGas 
2,200,000 kg/hr 

N2 = 66 6% (1,440,000) 
H20 = 16.7% (233,000) 
COz = 11% (369,000) 
02 =49% (122,000) 
Ar = 0.8% (24,600) 
SO2= 22 pprn (108) 

1,680,000 kg/hr - 
164,000 kg/hr 

265,000 kg/hr - NO, = 38 pprn (90) 
Hg = <1 ppb (24 kg/yr) 

Wet FGD Solids 
32,500 kg/hr 
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ifferences, compared to the subcritical PC unit, are: the 
3.3% vs. 34.3%; and the coal feed rate which is 21% lower, as 
ther pollutant generation rates are lower also, but their em 

F 
0 

f flue gas emissions control. 

FB POWER GENERATION: The most commonly used 
uid-bed technology today is the circulating fluid bed 

bustor, of which one version is shown in Figure A- 
4. Coal and coal char are burned while the coal, coal 
r, coal ash, and sorbent are carried up through the 

ce by combustion air. The solid materials are sepa- 
from the flue gas in the cyclone and pass though 

convective section where heat is transferred to boil- 
r tubes generating high-pressure steam. Additional 

steam is generated by removing heat from the hot solids 
the fluid bed heat exchange section before they are 

eturned to the furnace. There are no boiler tubes in the 
ce because the rapidly moving solids cause exces- 
rosion. NO, is managed through low combustion 

ture and staged injection of the combustion 
emission is controlled via the lime sorbent in 
?his saves significant capital for flue gas clean- 

up, but low SO, emissions require low-sulfur coal, and 
NO, emissions are limited by combustion chemistry. 
Extremely low emissions levels would require the ad- 

__ 
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Stack Gas 
3,210,000 kg/hr 
6YC, 1 atrn 
Vol% (t kg/hr) 

Nz = 73 9% (2,490,000) 
HzO = 18 5% (401,000) 
COz = 1 2% (63,600) 

Hg = 41 ppb (42 kg/yr) 

2,890,000 kglhr P 

.... ". " ..".. " .... .... 1 ......... 

Electric Power 
500 MW, Net 

C GENERATION: WITH CO, CAPTURE Figure A-3.B.6 is a detailed schematic of a subcriti- 

is in the form of the low-pressure steam required to recover the absorbed COz from 

The major cost associated with CO, capture from air-blown PC combustion is the law CO, 
concentration in the flue gas due to nitrogen dilution. Oxygen-blown combustion can avoid 
this and allow the direct compression of the flue gas which is then primarily composed of 
CO, and water. This should reduce the cost associated with the capture of CO, in coal corn- 
bustion based power generation. 
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Stack Gas 
2,360,000 kg/hr 
63% 1 atrn 

2,130,000 kg/hr 4 Hz0 = 18 5% (296,000) 
CO2 = 1 2% (46,700) 
02 = 5 5% (154,000) 
Ar = 0 9% (31,200) 

Hg = <1 ppb (31 kg/yr) 

Electric Power 
500 MW, Net 

with upgraded metallurgy in the bailer and combustion gas handling system. Further, with 

Figure A-3.B.8 Supercritical Oxy-Fuel Unit with CO, Capture 

Recycle Exhaust Gas 
1,440,000 kg/hr 

_" I " . ~  

Stack Gas 
2,770,000 kg/hr 
55°C. 1 atm 

Vol% (# kg/hr) 
Nz = 66.6% (1,820,000) 
Hz0 = 16.7% (294,000) 
CO2 = 11 % (466,000) 
02 = 4.9% (153,000) 

4 Ar = 0.8% (31,000) 
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INTEGRATED COAL GASIFICATION COMBINED CYCLE (IGCC) TECHNOLOGY 

GASIFIER TYPES A number of gasifier technologies have been developed. They are classi- 
fied and summarized in Table A-3.B.2. Operating temperature for different gasifiers is large- 
ly dictated by the ash properties of the coal. Depending on the gasifier, it is desirable either 
to remove the ash dry at lower temperatures (non-slagging gasifiers) or as a low-viscosity 
liquid at high temperatures (slagging gasifiers). For all gasifiers it is essential to avoid soft 
ash particles, which stick together and stick to process equipment, terminating operation. 

Table A-3.B.2 Characteristics of Different Gasifier Types (adapted from 131) 

ENTRAINED FLOW - FLUID BED 
I 

MOVING BED 

Outlet temperature Low Moderate High 

Oxidant demand Low Moderate High 

Ash conditions Dry ash or slagging Dry ash or agglomerating Slagging 

Size of coal feed 6-50 mm 6-10 mm < 100 pm 

Acceptability of fines Limited Good Unlimited 

Other characteristics 

(425-600 "C) (900-1050 "0 (1250-1600 "C) 

Methanetars and oils present in syngas Low carbon conversion Pure syngas, high carbon conversion 

?he four major commercial gasification technologies are (in order of decreasing installed 
capacity) : 

1. Sasol-Lurgi: dry ash, inoving bed (developed by Lurgi, improved by Sasol) 

2. GE: slagging, entrained flow, slurry feed, single stage (developed by Texaco) 

3. Shell: slagging, entrained flow, dry feed, single stage 

4. ConocoPhillips E-Gas: slagging, entrained flow, slurry feed, two-stage (developed by 

The Sasol-Lurgi gasifier has extensive commercial experience at Sasol's synfuel plants in 
South-Africa. It is a moving-bed, non-slagging gasifier. The other three are entrained-flow, 
slagging gasifiers. The GE/Texaco and Shell gasifiers have significant commercial experi- 
ence, whereas ConocoPhillips E-Gas technology has less commercial experience. Proposed 
IGCC projects are focusing on entrained-flow, slagging gasifiers. These gasifiers are all oxy- 
gen blown. A 250 MW, air-blown IGCC demonstration plant is under construction for a 
2007 start-up in Japan [13]. The gasifier is a two-stage, entrained-flow, dry-feed, medium- 
pressure, air-blown design. 

Dow Chemical) 

Fluid-bed gasifiers are less developed than the two other gasifier types. Operating flexibility 
is more limited because they are typically performing several functions (e.g. fluidization, 
gasification, sulfur removal by limestone) at the same time [3] .  The Southern Company 
is developing in Orlando, with DOE support, a 285 MW, IGCC project which is based on 
the air-blown, KBR transport reactor[l4, 151. This fluid-bed gasifier has been developed at 
smaller scale and is potentially suited for low-rank coals with high moisture and ash con- 
tents [16]. 

GASIFIER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS FOR IGCC Integration of gasification into the total IGCC 
plant imposes additional considerations on the technology [ 171. Moving-bed gasification 
technology cannot deal with a significant fraction of coal fines, which means that 20-30% 

__ 
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Figure A-3.B.9 GE Full-Quench Gasifier Incorporated into an IGCC Unit 

he processed coal cannot be fed to it. It also produces significant amounts of tars, etc. 
ich cause downstream fouling problems. High-temperature, entrained-flow gasifiers do 

ot have these issues and are thus more readily integrated into an IGCC system. High-pres- 
ure operation is favored for these units. The introduction of coal into a pressurized gasifier 
an be done either as dry coal feed through lock hoppers, or by slurrying the finely ground 
oal with water and spraying it into the gasifier. The latter introduces about 30 wt% liquid 

er, which is desirable for the gasification reactions if the coal has low moisture content. 
wever, for high-moisture coals the gasifier feed can approach 50% water which increases 
oxygen required to gasify the coal and vaporize the water, and reduces the operating ef- 

For high-moisture coals, a dry-feed gasifier is more desirable [ 181. High-ash coals 
newhat the same issues as high-moisture coals, in that heating and melting the ash 

onsumes considerable energy, decreasing the overall operating efficiency. 

e gas temperature leaving entrained flow gasifiers is about 1500 0C and must be cooled 
for the gas clean-up operations. This can be accomplished downstream of the gasifier by 
direct quench with water as in the GE full-quench configuration shown in Figure A-3.B.9. 
This configuration has the lowest capital cost and the lowest efficiency [17,19,20]. 

The GE-type gasifier is lined with firebrick and does not accommodate heat removal. How- 
ever, a radiant syngas cooler can be added to recover heat as high-pressure steam, as shown 
in Figure A-3.B.10, which is used to generate electricity in the steam turbine. In the Shell 
gasifier, gasification and radient heat removal are integrated into a single vessel. The mem- 
brane wall of the Shell gasifier, which becomes caated with a stable slag layer, recovers radi- 
ant heat energy via water filled boiler tubes. With the E-Gas gasifier, high-pressure steam is 
generated via radiant cooling in the second stage of the gasifier. This radiant heat recovery 
typically raises the overall generating efficiency by 3 percentage points [ 171. Additional en- 
ergy can be recovered, producing steam, by addition of convective syngas coolers, as also 
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shown in Figure A-3.B.10. This raises the overall efficiency by another 1 to 1.5 percent- 
age points. These efficiency improvements require additional capital, but the added capital 
charge is essentially offset by decreased fuel cost. 

Pressure is another factor in gasifier design. The simplest vessel shape and design along with 
slurry feed allow operation at higher pressures. Thus, the GE/Texaco gasifier can operate to 
6.9 MPa (1000 psi); whereas E-Gas, because of vessel constraints, and Shell, because of dry- 
feed addition, are limited to about 3.3 to 4.1 MPa (500 to 600 psi). Pressure becomes more 
important when IGCC with CO, capture is considered [21]. 

re A-3.6.1 0 Gasifier Heat Recovery Options: Radiant Syngas Cooler And Convective Syngas Coolers Illustrated 

1 

- 
Scrubber 

Slag 

Figure A-3.B.11 is a detailed schematic of an oxygen-blown IGCC unit without CO, capture 
showing typical stream flows and conditions. In this case, a lower-pressure (4.2 MPa) GE 
radiant-cooling gasifier is used, producing high-pressure steam for electricity generation. 
Nitrogen from the ASTJ is fed to the combustion turbine to produce increased power and 
reduce NO, formation. Internal power consumption is about 90 MW,, and the net efficiency 
is 38.4%. MDEA can achieve 99.4% sulfur removal from the syngas for 0.033 Ib SO,/million 
Btu, as low or lower than for recently permitted PC units. Selexol can achieve 99.8% sulfur 
removal for an emission rate of 0.009 Ib SO,/million Btu. Rectisol, which is more expensive, 
can achieve 99.91% sulfur removal for an emissions rate of 0.004 lb SO,/million Btu 1221. 
NO, emission control is strictly a combustion turbine issue and is achieved by nitrogen 
dilution prior to combustion to reduce combustion temperature. Addition of SCR would 
result in NO, reduction to very low levels. 

Figure A-3.B.12 shows the impact of adding CO, capture to a 500 MWe IGCC unit. The 
added units are a pair of shift reactors with inter-stage cooling to convert CO to hydrogen 
and COz by reaction with steam. Because the shift reaction requires a lot of steam to drive it, 
an IGCC unit with CO, capture uses a direct-quench gasifier to maximize the steam in the 
syngas from the gasifier. CO, capture requires the addition of second Selexol unit, similar 
to the one used for sulfur removal. The CO, is desorbed from the capture solution by pres- 
sure reduction. The desorbed CO,, already at an intermediate pressure, is compressed to a 
supercritical liquid. Internal power consumption for the capture unit is about 130 MW, and 
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-3.8.11 500 MW, IGCC Unit without CO, Capture 
Stack Gas 
2,770,000 kg/hr 
SYC, 1 atm 

Vol% (# kg/hr) 
N2 = 66 6% (1,820,000) 
HzO = 16.7% (294,000) 
COz = 11% (466,000) 

Hg = < I  ppb (31 kg/yr) 

Electric Power 

gasifier operation. 

IGCC OPERATIONAL PERFORMANCE The promise of IGCC has been the potential of a smaller 
environmental footprint, including order-of-magnitude lower criteria emissions, of high- 

efficient C 0 2  capture, and of high generating efficiency. As discussed in Appendix 3-D, 
CC can provide a significantly smaller environmental footprint, and can also achieve close 
order-of-magnitude lower criteria emissions, and very high levels of mercury removal. 
ailable design studies do not clearly define the incremental cost to achieve these markedly 
er criteria emissions. Recent studies suggest that adding SCR to the gas turbine exhaust 

nd upgrading the upstream sulfur removal to accommodate it results in an incremental cost 
the additional NO, removal of about $13,000 to $20,000 per ton NO, [22,23]. 

Figure A-3.B.12 500 MWe IGCC Unit wi StackGas th CO, Capture 
3 140,000 kg/hi 
IZl"C, 1 atm 

Voi% (# kg/hr) 
! N. = 68% (2.240.000) 

Combustion Air 
! 2,890,000 kg/hr 
! HJCO, ' 1 Turbine 

Turbine1 

I I -- " ".,", l."., 4"1" . ._  I. I Generator I I Generator I 

H:O = 19 3% (408,000) 
CO, = 1 096 (50,700) 
0, = 11 5% (433,000) 
Ar=O2%(8,010) 
SO1= t4 pprn (<30) 
NOs= 9 ppm (32) 

Bottom Slag 
29,900 kg/hr 

- 
Sulfur 
7,330 kglhr 

Steam Turbine/ b 
Generator 

Carbon Dioxide 
...<""*I .,L. .-" ..- I,o,"wng,nr, ,,"dun .-J I 

62 MW, to ASU Electric Power 
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From design studies using high heating value coals, IGCC shows a distinct cost advantage 
for COz capture over other coal-based electricity generating technologies with CO, capture. 
"his advantage is expected to be demonstrated in commercial scale operation. However, 
this IGCC cost advantage will probably be significantly less for lower heating value coals, 
such as bituminous coals (e.g., PRB) and lignite. Data in this area are limited or lacking. 

'fie electricity generating efficiencies demonstrated to date do not live up to earlier projec- 
tions due to the many engineering design compromises that have been made to achieve 
acceptable operability and cost. The current IGCC units have and next-generation IGCC 
units are expected to have electricity generating efficiencies that are less than or comparable 
to those of supercritical PC generating units. Current units typically gasify high-heating 
value, high-carbon fuels. Polk IGCC with a Texaco-GE water-slurry gasifier, radiant and 
convective syngas cooling but no combustion turbine-air separation unit integration oper- 
ates at 35.4% (HHV) generating efficiency. "he Wabash River IGCC with a water-slurry 
fed E-Gas gasifier, radiant and convective syngas cooling and no integration operates at 
about 40% generating efficiency. "he IGCC in Puertollano Spain with a dry-feed Shell type 
gasifier, radiant and convective and combustion turbine-air separation unit integration has 
a generating efficiency of about 40.5% (HHV). Supercritical PC units operate in the 38 to 
40% efficiency range, and ultra-supercritical PC units in Europe and Japan are achieving 42 
to 46% (HHV) generating efficiency. 

IGCC system and gasifier availability remains an important issue. Figure A-3.B. 13 shows 
the availability history for the IGCC demonstration plants. These represent learning curves 
for the operation of a complex process with many component parts. No single process unit 
or component part of the total system was responsible for the majority of the unplanned 
shutdowns that reduced IGCC unit availability, although the gasification complex or block 
represents the largest factor in reduced availability and operability. For example, for Polk 
Power Station, the performance in terms of availability (for 1992, for 1993, and expected 
performance) was: for the air separation block ( 96%, 95%, & 96-98%); for the gasification 
block (77%, 78%, & 80-90%); and for the power block (94%, SO%, & 94-96%). A detailed 
analysis of the operating history of the Polk Power Station over the last few years suggests 
that it is very similar to operating a petroleum refinery, requiring continuous attention to 
avert, solve, and prevent mechanical, equipment and process problems that arise. In this 
sense, IGCC unit operation is significantly different than the operation of a PC unit, and 
requires a different operational philosophy and strategy. 

Figure A-3.B.13 shows that most of the plants were able to reach the 70-80% availability af- 
ter 4 to 6 years, and data on these units beyond this "learning curve" period show that they 
have been able to maintain availabilities in the 80% range (excluding planned shutdowns). 
By adding a spare gasifier, IGCC units should be able to exhibit availabilities near those of 
NGCC units. At the Eastman Chemical Gasification Plant, which has a full-quench Texaco 
gasifier and a backup gasifier (a spare), the gasification/syngas supply system has had less 
than a 2% forced outage over almost 20 years. Recent performance has been in excess of 
98% including planned outages. Areas in the gasification block that require attention are 
gasifier refractory wear and replacement, coal-slurry pump and injector nozzles, and down- 
stream syngas stream fouling. 

Refinery-based IGCC units gasifying petroleum residua, tars and other wastes have experi- 
enced much better start-up histories and generally better operating statistics. Bechtel projects 
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Figure A-3.B.13 History of IGCC Availability for the Start-up of Coal-based Units 
(excluding opera tion on back-up fuel) 

- Nuon Availability 

.".... Wabash Avaiiabiiity - TECO Avaiiabiiity 

--- Elcogas Availability 

_____-  Coo~ Water Avaiiabiiity 

_--- LGTi Syngas Avaiiabiiity 

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 
year year year year year year year year year year 

Year after Formal Commissioning ofthe Unit 

hat future coal-based IGCC plants should achieve around 85% availability without back-up 

GCC units are primarily base-load units because there turndown is limited and somewhat 
plex. There is little information on turndown, but easy turndown to 50% is unlikely. 

e Negishi Japan IGCC unit is routinely turned down by 25% over a 30 minute period, so 
t is operating at 75% of full capacity, to accommodate lower electric power demand at 
and on weekends [26]. It is ramped up to full capacity operation over a 30 minute pe- 

when electricity demand increases again. Buggenum IGCC reports turndown to 57% 
ak load at off-peak periods. 

ntegration between the ASU and the combustion turbine lowers total unit cost and NO, 
missions, and increases efficiency and power output. Part or all of the ASU air may be 

supplied from the gas turbine compressor outlet to reduce or eliminate the need for a less- 
efficient ASU compressor. The degree of integration is defined as the fraction of the ASU air 
supplied from the combustion turbine. In general, 100% integration gives highest efficiency, 
but partial integration gives maximum power output and improved operability with shorter 
start-up times. The nitrogen from the ASU is typically used for NO, reduction and power 
augmentation to the extent compatible with the combustion turbine operating characteris- 
tics. The use of nitrogen instead of water injection is favored for NO, reduction because it 
results in higher operating efficiency. Current designs typically use partia'l air integration to 
achieve partial efficiency gain without sacrificing too much operability. 
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dix 3.C - Electrkity Generation Economics: Bases and Aswmptions 

ED COST OF ELECTRICITY 

levelized cost of electricity (COE) is the constant dollar electricity price 
t would be required over the life of the plant to cover all operating ex- 

enses, payment of debt and accrued interest on initial project expenses, and 
e payment of an acceptable return to investors. Levelized COE is comprised 
three components: capital charge, operation and maintenance costs, and 

el costs. Capital cost is generally the largest component of COE. This study 
alculated the capital cost component of COE by applying a carrying charge 

r of 15.1% to the total plant cost (TPC) which could also be called the 
unit cost. This procedure is in accordance with the EPRI Technology 

essment Guide (TAG) [l], and is based on the financial assumptions pre- 
ented in Table A-3.C.1. 

Table A-3.C.1 Key Financial 
Assumptions Applied in 
CatitaI Cost Evaluation 
ASSUMPTION 

Frartion debt 

(ost of debt 

Cost of equity 

Tax rate 

Inflation rate 

Construction period 

Book life 

VALUE 

55% 

6 596 

11.5% 

39.2% 

296 

3 years 

20 years 

VALUATION OF DESIGN AND COST STUDIES 

chnology design and cost studies were reviewed and critically analyzed for this 
rt. These studies, published since 2000, typically estimate the required capital cost and lev- 

electricity (COE) for current coal-based generating technologies. Most of these 
dies also estimated the cost of electricity for these technologies with CO, capture. The capi- 
costs for each study were developed independently and thus exhibited considerable varia- 

Further, the financial and operating assumptions that were used to calculate the COE 
d from study to study which also added variability to the COE. Several studies that were 

ally different basis or fell well outside the range expected were not included in the 
is because there was no adequate way to effectively evaluate them. For example, several 
HG reports that we reviewed appeared to underestimate systematically capital costs, had 

generating efficiencies that typically would not be achieved under U.S. conditions, and were 
not used[2,3]. Table A-3.C.2 lists these studies, and Table A-3.C.3 summarizes the key techni- 

onal, and financial parameters for the cases evaluated for PC generation, including 
1 and CFB generation. Table A-3.C.4 provides a similar summary for the IGCC cases. 

C.2 
Generation Economics 

Primary Design Studies Reviewed in Developing Coal-Based Power 

- "-. -- "_ ___llll__-_ I. 

PULVERIZED COAL IGCC CAPTURE 

PRII Parsons 2002 (41 Supercritical & Ultra-Supercritical PC E-gas Yes 

Subcritical &Oxy-fuel PC E-gas & Shell Yes 

Ultra-Supercritical PC GEfkxaro Yes 

Supercritical PC GEnexaco Yes 

Subcritical & Supercritical PC E-gas No 

Circulating Fluidized Bed (CFB) No 

Supercritical &Oxy-fuel PC - Yes 

Supercritical &Oxy-fuel PC - Yes - Andersson 2003 DO1 

- - 
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-3.C.3 Summary of Design Studies of PC And CFB Generation - A s  Reported 

NETL NETL EPRl RUBIN EPRI SIM-BECK DILLON ANDERSON 
[lo1 NCC[BI _ _  I- I 

2002[51 2002[51 NCC2004 2002[41 NCCD11 171 2002[41 [61 191 
" " ~ " 1 _ ~ " - ~ - 1 _ _ - - - ~ - -  

subC subC SubC SC sc SC LJSC use SC sc CFB 
2002 2002 2003 2000 2003 2004 LOO0 2000 2004 2004 2003 

37 4 367 405 393 393 428 43 1 42 5 383 348% 

1 I14 1230 1143 1290 1076 1161 1290 1260 1271 1290 

1267 1430 1281 1490 1205 1301 1445 1411 1424 1490 

nnual CC (% on TPC) 16 8 143 155 142 166 155 150 15 1% 

0 95 1 5  1 24 15 127 124 100 100 

al charge (cents/kWh,-h) 

85 80 65 80 65 80 75 

2 52 251 310 262 271 3 15 2 77 

0 8  0 75 1 075 079 095 0 74 

0 87 139 104 130 1 IO 099 0 79 

4.19 4.65 5.15 4.67 4.61 5.09 4.30 4.4 

MEA Oxy-fuel MEA MEA MEA MEA Oxy-fuel ( 

26 6 29 3 28 9 299 310 338 340 

2086 1996 1981 1729 1943 2244 1857 

85% 

261 

0 42 101 

0 98 

4.60 

lxy-fuel 

30.2 

2408 

2373 2259 2219 1936 2175 2513 2080 2697 

Annual carrying charge ($6) 16 8 16 8 155 166 154 150 

Capital charge (cents/kWh,-h) 4 72 4 49 5 38 436 527 4 80 

7.41 8.25 7.09 6.1 

To allow comparison of capital costs, O&M costs, and the COE among these studies, each 
was reevaluated using a common set of operating and economic parameters. In addition 
to the economic parameters in Table A-3.C.1, a capacity factor of 85%, and a fuel cost of 
$l.SO/million Btu (HHV) for the PC and IGCC cases, and $l.OO/million Btu (HHV) for the 
CFB case. ?he rationale for the lower fuel price for the CFB case is that CFB technology is 
ideally suited for low-quality coals such as coal waste, and low heating value coals such as 
lignite, both of which are typically lower cost. 

Each study was adjusted to a 2005 year cost basis. Adjustment factors for inflation, taken 
from the US. Department of Labor consumer price index, were used to normalize the stud- 
ies to a constant 2005 cost year basis. These are given in Table A-3.C.5. ?he results of the 
re-evaluation using the normalized economic and operating parameters are presented in 
Tables A-3.C.6 and A-3.C.7 for the PC and CFB, and the IGCC cases, respectively, Two 
studies (Andersson [ 101 and Dillon [9]) did not provide sufficient information to normalize 
and are not included in these tables. 
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Table A-3.C.4 Summary of Design Studies of IGCC Generation 
- As Reported 

EPRl2002I41 RUBINI71 SIMBECK161 NCC111J NET1 2002151 
~ - - - - - ~  I-I_- ~ 

E-Gas Texaco Texaco E-Gas E Gas 

2000 2004 2000 2003 2002 

43 1 37 5 43 1 39 6 44 90 

1111 1 I71 I293 1350 1167 

1251 1311 I448 1610 1374 

Fuel price ($/MMBtu) 

apacity Factor (%) 

nual carrying charge (%) 

1 24 

65 

3 03 

0.76 

0 98 

4.77 

37 0 

1642 

1844 

15 5 

127 

75 0 

2 95 

0 72 

116 

4.83 

1 

80 

2 77 

0 74 

0 79 

4.30 

37 7 

1796 

2012 

15 0 

15 

80 

2 80 

0 89 

129 

4.99 

0 95 

85 

2 73 

0 61 

0 72 

4.06 

32 4 

1561 

1748 

166 

124 127 1 1 

65 75 80 85 

Capital charge (C/kW,-h) 4 47 3 94 3 85 3 77 

0 96 0 98 I 03 0 79 

114 I34 0 91 0 88 

6.57 6.26 5.78 5.44 

:ForRubin and4mbeck, TCRarsumed 12?6 higher than TPCasper EPRITAG 

Table A-3.C.5 Inflation Adjustment 
Factor to Year 2005 Dollars 

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR 

111 

1 08 

107 

105 

103 

"- 

38.6 

1616 

1897 

174 
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Table A-3.C.6 
operational Parameters - PC and CFB 

Results of Design Study Normalization to Consistent Economic and 

NETL NETL NCC EPRl EPRl 
2002 2002 2004 2002 NCC RUBIN 2002 SIMEECK NCC STUDY 

Technology Sub( SubC SubC SC sc sc usc u5c CFB 

Baseline 

TPC (S/kW,) I192 1292 1269 1355 1108 1289 1432 1329 

TCR (S/kW,) 1356 1502 1422 1565 1241 1444 I604 1535 

Capital charge (C/kW,-h) 2 42 262 257 275 225 261 2 90 2 69 

O&M (C/kW,-h) 0 86 079 1 1 1  079 081 105 0 82 104 

Fuel (C/kW,-h) 137 139 126 130 130 120 119 0 98 

COE (C/kW,-h) 4.64 4.80 4.95 4.84 4.36 4.86 4.91 4.72 

___I ---I 

Capture MEA Oxy-fuel MEA MEA MEA MEA 

TPC (S/kW,) 2232 2136 2199 1780 2157 2491 

TCR (S/kW,) 2539 2417 2463 1994 2414 2790 

Capital charge (C/kW,-h) 453 4 33 446 361 437 5 05 

O&M (C/kW,-h) 179 132 I 90 165 179 I42 

Fuel (C/kW,-h) 192 175 177 171 165 151 

COE (C/kW,-h) 8.24 7.39 8.13 6.97 7.81 7.99 

Table A-3.C.7 Results of Design Study Normalization to 
Consistent Economic and Operational Parameters -- IGCC 

Technology E-Gas Texaco Texaco E-Gas E-Gas 

Baseline 

TPC ($/kW,) 1233 1206 1435 1418 1249 

TCR (S/kW,) 1389 1350 1607 1691 1470 

Capital charge (C/kWh) 2 50 2 44 2 91 2 87 2 53 

O&M (C/kW,-h) 0 84 0 74 0 82 0 93 0 65 

Fuel (C/kW,-h) 119 136 119 129 1 1 4  

COE (C/kW,-h) 4.53 4.55 4.92 5.10 4.32 

STUDY EPRl2002 RUEIN SIMBECK NCC NETLZOO2 

Capture 

TPC ($/kWJ 1823 1608 1994 1729 

TCR (S/kW,) 2047 1800 2233 2030 

Capital charge (C/kW,-h) 3 70 3 26 4 04 3 51 

O&M (C/kW,-h) 107 101 114 0 85 

Fuel (C/kW,-h) 138 158 136 133 

COE (C/kW,-h) 6.14 5.85 6.54 5.68 
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Figure A-3.C.1 Total Plant Cost from Design Studies of Figure A-3.C.2 Total Plant Cost from Design 
Air-Blown Generating Technologies (2005 Dollars) 

Amine Capture Amine Capture Amine Capture 

Technology 

Studies of Oxygen-Blown Generating Technologies 
(2005 Dollars) 
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IGCC IGCC. with Capture Oxy-fuel PC 

Technology 

gure A-3.C.1 shows the min, max, and mean for the TPC for each of the air-blown gener- 
ing technologies from the design studies, expressed in 2005 dollars. Figure A-3.C.2 shows 

he same information for each of the oxygen-blown generating technologies. Figure A-3.C.3 
nd Figure A-3.C.4 show the min, max, and mean for the COE from these same studies 
0th “as-reported” and as recalculated in 2005 dollars using the normalized set of economic 

erating parameters summarized in Table 3.5. 

SSlNG UNCERTAINTY AND FORWARD SIMULATION 

economic analyses of total and marginal COE are for a single point set of conditions, 
o not take into account the considerable uncertainty in many of the variables upon 

h these point COE values are based. Plant capital cost (TPC) is one of the major con- 
tors to COE. The capital cost basis used here was developed in the 2000 to 2004 time 

od, which was a period of relative price and cost stability. These costs were all put on 
05$ basis using CPI inflation. Recent global economic growth, including China’s rapid 

growth, have driven up commodity prices, engineering costs, and construction costs much 
more than the CPI increase in the last three years. These construction cost related increases 
have driven increases in the capital cost (TPC) of from 25 to 35 % from 2004 levels. This 

reflected in a capital cost range recently reported by Dalton [ 121 of $1290 to $1790 /kW, 
r a SCPC unit, considerably above earlier projections[13] (see also Figure A-3.C.1). If 

economic growth were to substantially slow, these costs would reduce significantly. 
se we have no firm information on how these cost increases would affect the other 

generating technologies involved, including those with CO, capture, and because our main 
interest is in comparing the full range of technologies, we have based our discussion on the 
design estimates referenced here and not escalated them to capture today’s construction 
cost environment. 

Because electricity prices from forward market quotes are generally not available, the cost 
of generation is the proxy for the market. As such, forward projected cost of generation 
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Figure A-3.C.3 
"As-Reported"and for Normalized Economic and Operating Parameters 

COE from Design Studies of Air-Driven Generating Technologies - 
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(NPV cost) and the effect of uncertainty in key variables on this cost is the most relevant 
approach to comparing technologies for future construction. 

Major variables affecting NPV cost include: 

Plant capital cost (TPC) (discussed above) 

* Coal price and fuel flexibility 

O&Mcost 

Capacity factor and plant dispatch 

0 Air pollutant regulations and costs, including SO,, NO,, and mercury 

0 Future greenhouse gas policy and CO, costs 

Marketable 1)y.products 

Each of these variables have significant uncertainties associated with cost, technology, per- 
formance, and timing. One way to evaluate the impact of these variables is to perform a 
numerical simulation. For example, a Monte Carlo-type simulation produces a sensitiv- 
ity analysis that shows how changes in any one of these variables affects the economics of 
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a given generating technology or plant [ 141. 
Simulation requires building a set of forward 
assumptions of the value, of the bounds, and 
of associated probability distribution func- 
tion for each of the variables. A simulation 
is then performed producing a probability 
distribution function for the results of the 
analysis. From this, the probability of the 
NPV cost for the plant can be projected for 
a given set of conditions for each generating 

Figure A-3.C.4 
Generating Technologies - "As-Reported"and for Normaked 
Economic and Operating Parameters 

COE from Design Studies of Oxygen-Blown 

"~ 

E 

$ 500 
2 . -" 

An example of how an uncertainty simula- 
tion can be used is with regulations of criteria 

sts and with no COz policy, PC generation 
s a lower COE and is favored in terms of 
ving the lowest NPV cost. However, as al- 

d future pollutant emissions levels are 
ced and the cost of emissions control 

2 00 

contaminants. At today's environmental 100 

0 00 
IGCC IGCC withcapture Oxy-fuel PC 

Technology 

s, the NPV gap between PC and IGCC will narrow; and at some point, increased 
s control can be expected to lead to IGCC having the lower NPV. ?his, of course, 
on when and the extent to which these changes occur and on how emissions con- 

trol technology costs change with time and increasing reduction requirements. 

In the case of C02, uncertainty surrounds the timing, the form (tax or cap) and level of COz 
ng a carbon tax, variables would include: 

Year of introduction of tax 

Annual increase in the tax rate. 

The introduction of a CO, tax at a future date (dependent on date, COz tax rate, and rate 
of increase) will drive IGCC to be the lowest NPV cost alternative at some reasonable set 
of assumptions, and assuming today's technology performance. Substantial technology in- 
novation could change the outcome, as could changing the coal feed from bituminous coal 
to lignite. 

This type of analysis is widely used in evaluating the commercial economics of large capital 
projects, but is outside the scope of this report. Nevertheless, its importance in forward 
planning relative to coal-based generating technology needs to be acknowledged. AEP de- 
cided to build two IGCC plants, using analysis of this type to help make the decision inter- 
nally and to support the decision externally [ 151. 
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Appendix 3.D - U. S. Emissions Regulations and Emissions Performance 

EMISSIONS REGULATIONS 

Clean Air Act requires the U.S. EPA to establish nationally applicable National Ambient 
Quality Standards (NAAQS) for each air pollutant which, in the EPA Administrator’s 
ment, causes or contributes to the endangerment of public health and welfare, and 

which results from domestic mobile or stationary sources. The EPA to date has issued seven 
such standards, for ozone, carbon monoxide, sulfur dioxide, lead, nitrogen dioxide, coarse 
particulates (PM,,), and fine particulates (PM,,). The Act further requires that these stan- 
dards be reviewed and updated every five years. Most recently, the Agency issued revised 

zone and particulate matter standards in 1997 [I] ,  as well as an entirely new standard for 
all particulates. Once the standards are issued, areas are designated as in “attainment” or 

non-attainment” of each standard. For example, EPA in December 2004 finalized regional 
nce designations for the new NAAQS standards for fine particulates [I] .  

The NAAQS form the basis for the federal ambient air quality program, also known as Title 
hich is administered by the states and the federal government cooperatively. Under 

s program, each state must submit, and EPA must approve, a State Implementation Plan 
Each state’s SIP must describe, among other things, how the state plans to come into 

liance, and/or stay in compliance with each NAAQS, through various mobile and sta- 
onary source programs,, and must include provisions related to the review and approval 

of required air quality permits for new and modified stationary sources. A SIP may include 
rovisions that are more, but not less, stringent than Federal requirements. 

her section of Title I authorizes EPA to retract or “call in” state SIPS, if it finds that pol- 
lution emissions in one state or several states are causing or contributing to downwind non- 
attainment or difficulty attaining the NAAQS in other states. This is referred to as a SIP Call, 
and EPA has issued such a rule (the NO, SIP Call) for NO, emissions in the eastern half of 
the US, which cause and contribute to downwind non-attainment of the ozone NAAQS. 

dditionally, other provisions of the Clean Air Act authorize federal programs for air pol- 
lution control, which are implemented through the SIPS. For example, Title IV of the Act 
authorizes the Acid Rain Program [2], which was enacted by Congress in 1990. Title IV sets 
up a cap and trade system for sulfur dioxide (SO,) and emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO,). 
The SO2 program was initially limited to the 440 largest utility units, and now covers all af- 
fected sources nationwide (over 2000 units). NO, emissions control has been phased in, by 
setting limits on the amount of NO, that can be emitted per unit of fuel consumed, based 

the goal of reducing NO, by 2 million tons per year beIow a BAU number. 

oca1 air quality issues are very important in establishing permitted emission levels for new 
a1 plants and other new stationary sources. In the permitting of each new coal unit under 
ew source review,” emissions levels are set based on federal New Source Performance 

Standards requirements, and based on the local area’s air quality designation for each crite- 
ria pollutant. In areas that are in attainment for a criteria pollutant, a new facility must meet 
an emissions limit based on the Best Available Control Technology (BACT), determined 
through a federally-directed “top-down” process. In non-attainment areas, the source must 
meet the Lowest Achievable Emissions Rate (LAER). The Clean Air Act states that BACT 
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determinations can include consideration of the costs of achieving lower emissions levels; 
whereas LAER determinations must be strictly based on the most stringent emissions rate 
achieved by the same class or category of source. In addition, new units permitted in non- 
attainment areas are required to purchase emissions offsets equal to their emissions. 

In March 2005, EPA enacted the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR) [ 3 ] ,  under the same legal 
authority as the NO, SIP Call, to reduce atmospheric interstate transport of fine particulate 
matter and ozone. CAIR sets up a cap-and-trade program allocating emission “allowances” 
of the PM and ozone precursors SO, and NO, to each state. The program is to be adminis- 
tered through the affected states’ SIPS. Figure A-3.D.1 shows EPA’s projection of NO, and 
SO2 emissions with the final rule’s CAIR caps [4,5]. The figure also shows the projection for 
electricity generation using coal as fuel. CAIR applies to 28 eastern states and the District 
of Columbia. While CAIR does not require emissions reductions from any particular in- 
dustrial sector, but leaves it to the states to decide how the caps will be achieved, it is widely 
accepted that the power sector will be the most cost-effective place to achieve the required 
reductions. Power plants may (a) install control equipment, (b) switch fuels, or (c) buy 
excess allowances from other sources that have achieved greater reductions, to satisfy state 
requirements under the CAIR. 

This context complicates the permitting of new coal power plants under “new source re- 
view’: Permitting a new plant in an attainment area involves negotiations with state and local 
agencies. The plant is federally mandated to meet BACT, for which there is some flexibility 
in interpretation and cost considerations. However, negotiations usually start at emissions 
levels lower than this and often lower than the levels of the latest permits. Permitted levels 
for a give plant are the result of these negotiations and continue to be reduced with each 
permit cycle. A new coal plant located in a non-attainment area will have to meet a lower 
emissions rate for the non-attainment pollutant. In addition to having to meet the LAER 
emissions rate, local and state authorities are typically under pressure to meet their SIP re- 
quirements with additional gains wherever they can achieve them. n u s ,  the coal plant in a 
non-attainment area will typically incur higher total emissions control costs which include 
the capital and operating costs for the enhanced emissions control equipment, the cost of 
the potential purchases of emissions allowances, and the cost of emissions offset purchases 
for that pollutant. 

Also in March 2005, EPA issued the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR) [6], which establishes 
a cap aid-trade system for mercury emissions from power plants. This rule applies to 50 
states, the District of Columbia, and certain Tribal governments. Each is allocated an emis- 
sions “budget” for mercury, although states can opt out of the cap and trade program and 
administer a more stringent emissions reduction program than is required by CAMR. In the 
early years of the rule, EPA projects that states will be able to meet their budgets solely on the 
basis of the “co-benefits” of CAIR emissions reductions. This rule was issued as an alternative 
to the Clean Air Act’s requirement that maximum achievable control technology (MACT) 
standards must be applied to all industrial sources of hazardous air pollutants. MACT stan- 
dards would require much lower emissions of mercury, and in the nearer term. 

Table A-3.D.1 gives EPA’s projections for NO,, SO2, and mercury emissions for both rules 
[ 3 , 6 ] .  Of 75 tons of mercury in the coal that is burned annually in the US. today, about SO 
tons are emitted to the air [7 ] .  The roughly 25 ton reduction is achieved through existing 
pollution control equipment, primarily fly ash removal by electrostatic precipitators and 
fabric filters, and wet FGD scrubbers for SO, removal. The first phase of mercury reduction 
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is designed to be achieved through the ac- 
tions taken in the first phase of CAIR. 

le A-3.D.2 projects the NO,, SO2, and 
ercury emissions for both rules to 2020. 

addition to the early mercury reduc- 
ions being credited to CAIR implementa- 

n, the emissions without CAIR include 
the reductions that would occur due to 
Title IV Acid Rain Program, the NO, 
Call, and state rules finalized before 

March, 2004. Ike  projections are higher 
an the cap limits because of the banking 
excess emissions reductions under the -*.......I...( 

rogram and their use later. 

EMISSIONS CONTROL FOR PULVERIZED COAL 

Typical flue gas cleaning configurations 
for PC power plants are shown in Figure 
A-3.D.2. 

PARTICULATE CONTROL Particulate con- 
trol is typically accomplished with electro- 
static precipitators (ESP) or fabric filters. 
Either hot-side or cold-side ESPs or fabric 
filters are installed on all U.S. PC plants 
and routinely achieve >99% particulate re- 
moval. The level of control is affected by 
coal type, sulfur content, and ash proper- 
ties. Greater particulate control is possible 
with enhanced performance units or with 
the addition of wet ESP after FGD 183 (b 
above). Wet ESP is beginning to be added 
to new coal units to control condensable 
PM and to further reduce particulates. 
Option b) should achieve less than 0.005 
lb PM/million Btu or less than 5 mg/Nm3 
at 6% 02, which is what new units in Ja- 
pan are achieving [9]. Typical PM emis- 
sion from modern, efficient, U.S. PC units 
is less than -,0.015 lb/million Btu or less 
than 15 mg/Nm3. CFB units are permitted 
at slightly higher levels. 

ESP capital costs range from $30 to $801 
lW,. Standard ESP costs are at the lower 
end of this range; retrofits, or a combina- 

Figure A-3.D.1 
Reductions and Growth in US. Electricity Generation 

Achieved and Projected SO2 and NO, Emissions 

20 ___________-__~___-___-______.-__.I__ 3500 I "*.%. 1 '  

0 ._ 

1,000 

Projected with CAR 1 I -  *.. 

Table A-3.D.1 
Mercury Targets under CAMR 

NO, and SO2 Caps for CAlR Region and National 

2009 2010 2015 2018 

NO, [million tonsl CAR Region 15 1 5  1 3  1 3  

SO, [million tons] CAlR Region - 3 6  2 5  2 5  

Mercury [tons] __ 38 38 15 

Table A-3.D.2 
Generators* 

Projected Emissions from Fossil Fuel Based Electric 

2003 2009 2015 2020 

NO, Emissions without CAlR Region 3 2  2 7  2 8  2.8 

4 2  3 6  3 7  3 7  (million tons) Nationwide 

1 5  1 3  1 3  NO, Emissions with CAR 
(million tons) Nationwide 24  22 22  

CAR Region 

SO, Emissions without CAlR Region 9 4  8 8  8 0  7 7  

(million tons) Nationwide 106 9 7  8 9  8 6  

SO, Emissions with CAN CAIR 51 4 0  3 3  
(million tons) Nationwide 6 1  5 0  4 3  

WithoutCAIRandCAMR 48 466 45 462 Mercury Emissions 
Nationwide With CAlR __ 380 344 340 

With CAR and CAMR __ 31 1 279 243 (tons) 

*Fossil fuel generators greater than 2s MW thot sell one-third or more of tlieirgenerated electricity 
to the grid 
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tion of dry ESP and wet ESP (-$40/kWe) are at the upper end of this range. Operating costs 
are 0.15 to 0.3 cents/kW,-h [8]. Achieving efficiencies of about 99.8% could increase the 
capital by $5 to $20/kWe [IO]. If a wet ESP is required to achieve these or higher levels of 
PM emissions reductions, the cost would be appropriately higher. Since an ESP is standard 
on all PC units, it is typically considered part of the base system cost. The coal ash contained 
in flue gas is removed as fly ash, which should be disposed of safely to prevent toxic metals 
from leaching at the disposal site and returning to the environment. 

SOx CONTROL Partial flue gas desulfurization (FGD) can be accomplished by dry injec- 
tion of limestone into the duct work just behind the air preheater (SO-70% removal), with 
recovery of the solids in the ESP. For fluidized-bed combustion units, the fluidized-bed is 
primarily limestone, which directly captures most of the SO, formed. On PC units wet flue 
gas desulfurization (FGD) (wet lime scrubbing), can achieve 95% SO, removal without 
additives and 99+% SO, removal with additives [8, 111. Wet FGD has the greatest share 
of the market in the U.S. (when applied), is proven technology, and is commercially well 
established. The capital cost for wet scrubbers is from $100 to $200/kW,, and the parasitic 
power for operation is from 1 .O to 3.0% depending on coal sulfur level and removal level. 
Operating costs are from 0.20 to 0.30 C/kW,-h, dependent on sulfur level. 

Typical U. S. PC unit commercial emissions performance is 0.21 to 0.23 lb SO,/million Btu 
[ 121, which meets the level to which these units were permitted. Recently permitted units 
have lower limits, ranging from 0.08 to about 0.12 lb SO,/million Btu for low-sulfur coal to 
0.1 5 to 0.20 lb SO,/million Btu for high-sulfur coal. Lower emissions levels can be expected 
as permit levels are further reduced. FGD technology has not reached its limit of control 
and can be expected to improve further. Figure A-3.D.3 shows the twenty lowest SO, emit- 
ting coal- fired PC units in the U. S. as reported in the EPA CEMS Database [13]. Coal sulfur 
level impacts the SO, emissions level achievable. 

The best PC unit in the U.S. burning high-sulfur coal, such as Illinois #6, in 2005 had dem- 
onstrated emissions performance of 0.074 lb SO,/million Btu [ 111. For low-sulfur coals, the 
best performance was 0.03 lb SO,/million Btu. The best units in Japan operate below 0.10 lb 
SO,/million Btu [9]. The design developed for the PC units in this report achieved greater 
than 99% sulfur removal and had an emissions level of about 0.06 lb SO,/million Btu, inde- 
pendent of generating efficiency [ 141. Emissions per MW,-h decrease with increasing unit 
generating efficiency. ?he wet sludge from the FGD unit should be disposed of safely and 
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igure A-3.D.3 Demonstrated SO2 Emissions from the 20 Lowest Emitting U. S. Pulverized 
Coal Power Plants in 2005 

2005 Wtg.Avg SO, _----- Emissions - US Coal Units 
"- O0* I---- 

Bit. PC 

SubBit.PC 

0 07 

0.06 

in a manner that does not reintroduce the toxic materials such as mercury and other toxic 
metals back into the environment. 

CONTROL Low-NO, combustion technologies, which are very low cost, are always ap- 
ieve up to a 50% reduction in NOx emissions compared to uncontrolled com- 

ost effective, but also, the most expensive, technology is Selective Catalytic 
), which can achieve 90% NO, reduction over inlet concentration. Selective 
uction falls between these two in effectiveness and cost. Today, SCR is the 
ice to meet very low NO, levels. Capital cost for SCR is about $20 to $40/ 
n in a typical new unit. For a retrofit the capita1 cost ranges from $50 to 

kW,. Operating cost is in the range of 0.05 to 0.15 cents/kWe-h [8, 151. 

it commercial emissions performance is 0.09 lb NO,/million Btu to 0.13 
, which meets their permit levels. Figure A-3.D.4 shows the NO, emis- 

ns performance of the 20 lowest NO, emitting PC power plants in the U. S. in 2005 [16]. 
ain the level of NO, reduction depends on coal sulfur level. 

Recently permitted US. units are in the range of 0.07 to 0.12 lb NO, /million Btu. The best 
PC units in the 1J.S. are achieving demonstrated performance of about 0.04 lbs NO,/million 
Btu on sub-bituminous coal, and about 0.065 lb NO,/million Btu on high-sulfur (3.3%) 
bituminous coal. The Parish plant, burning Powder River Basin coal, is achieving 0.03 lbs 
NO,/million Btu [ 111. The best PC units in Japan are achieving somewhat higher NO, emis- 
sions levels. The design developed for the PC units in this report achieved 0.05 lb NO,/mil- 

MERCURY CONTROL Mercury in the flue gas is in the elemental and oxidized forms, both 
in the vapor, and as mercury that has reacted with the fly ash. This third form is removed 
with the fly ash, resulting in 10 to 30% removal for bituminous coals but less than 10% for 
sub-bituminous coals and lignite. The oxidized form of mercury is effectively removed by 
wet FGD scrubbing, resulting in 40-60% total mercury removal for bituminous coals and 
less than 30-40% total mercury removal for sub-bituminous coals and lignite. For low-sul- 
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Figure A-3.D.4 Demonstrated NO, Emissions from the 20 Lowest Emitting U. S. Pulverized 
Coal Plants in 2005 
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fur sub-bituminous coals and particularly lignite, most of the mercury is in the elemental 
form, which is not removed by wet FGD scrubbing. In most tests of bituminous coals, SCR, 
for NO, control converted 8595% of the elemental mercury to the oxidized form, which 
is then removed by FGD [18, 191. With sub-bituminous coals, the amount of oxidized 
mercury remained low even with addition of an SCR. Additional mercury removal can be 
achieved by activated carbon injection and an added fiber filter to collect the carbon. This 
can achieve up to 8595% removal of the mercury. Commercial short-duration tests with 
powdered, activated carbon injection have shown removal rates around 90% for biturni- 
nous coals but lower for sub-bituminous coals [ 191. For sub-bituminous coals, the injection 
of brominated, activated carbon has been shown to be highly effective in emissions tests at 
3 plants lasting 10 to 30 days. Brominated, activated carbon in these tests showed the po- 
tential to reduce mercury by 90% in conjunction with a CS-ESP [ 151. Costs are projected at 
0.05 to no more than 0.2 @/kW,-h (Table A-3.D.4). 

R&D programs are evaluating improved technology that is expected to reduce costs and 
improve effectiveness. The general consensus in the industry is that this picture will change 
significantly within the next few years. EPA states that they believe that PAC injection and 
enhanced multi-pollutant controls will be available after 2010 for commercial application 
on most, if not all, key combinations of coal type and control technology to provide mer- 
cury removal levels between 60 and 90%. Optimization of this commercial multi-pollutant 
control technology in the 20 15 timeframe should permit achieving mercury removal levels 
between 90 and 95% on most if not all coals [15], but the technology remains to be com- 
mercially demonstrated. 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT Coal combustion waste consists primarily of fly ash, along 
with boiler bottom ash, scrubber sludge, and various liquid wastes. This waste contains such 
contaminants as arsenic, mercury, chromium, lead, selenium, cadmium, and boron. These 
toxic contaminants can leach from the waste into groundwater and surface water when the 
waste is not properly disposed. There are no federal regulations governing the disposal of 
coal combustion waste, and state regulation of the waste is inconsistent or non-existent. The 
U.S. EPA determined in 2000 [20] that federal regulation of coal combustion wastes was 
necessary to protect water resources but has not yet promulgated such regulations. Safe dis- 
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posal of coal combustion waste requires placement in an engineered landfill with sufficient 
safeguards, including a liner, leachate collection system, groundwater monitoring system 
and adequate daily cover. 

COSTS The estimated costs for a supercritical PC power plant to meet today’s best dern- 
onstrated emissions performance and the projected impact on the COE are summarized in 
Table A 3.D.3 and Table A-3.D.4. 

meet future CAIR and CAMR 
missions targets, and driven by 
cal air quality needs to meet 

NAAQS and/or other local spec- 
ifications, power plants will have 
to add or improve their pollu- 
tion control capabilities. ‘This 
will increase the capital as well 
as the O&M costs for new and 
existing power plants. Table A- 
3.D.4 summarizes the estimated 

cremental costs to meet CAIR 
nd CAMR requirements [21, 

221. This includes estimated in- 
creased capital and operating 
costs for mercury control and 
for decreasing the PM, SO, and 
NO, emissions levels by about a 
factor of two from current best 
demonstrated emissions perfor- 
mance levels. This increases the 
projected COE by about 0.22 
C/kW,-h. If wet ESP is required, 
this could add approximately 0.1 
C/kW,-h to this amount. 

MISSIONS CONTROL FOR IGCC 

Table A-3.D.3. incremental Costs for Advanced Pulverized Coal Power 
Plant to Meet Today’s Best Demonstrated Criteria Emissions Performance 

~- O&M* [C/KWe-hl COE [C/KW,-hl CAPITAL COSTA [$/KW,l 

NoControIC 1155(TPC) 0 43 411 

010 (005-015) 015 (015-033) 

022 (020-030) 052 (040-065) 

NO, 25 (50 - 90)d 

so2 150 (100-200)d 

Today‘s Unit 1330 (TPC) 0 75 4 78 

a Capital costs are for a new-build plant, except where indicated, and are foro typical plant to meet today’s low 
emissions levels, costs for low heating value coals will besomewhat higher 
b O&M costs are for typicolplant meeting today‘s low emissions levels, costs will be somewhat higher for high sulfur 
coal aiid low heoting value coals 
c Port~culoteconrrol by ESP or fobnc filter included in base unit 
d Range is for retrofits and depends on cool type,properties, control level and local factors 

Table A-3.D.4. 
Coal Plant to Meet Future CAIR and CAMR Requirements 

Estimated Incremental Costs for an Advanced Pulverized 

CAPITAL COST WKWJ O&M [C/KW,-hl COE [C/KW,-hI 
--I___....- ” ~ _ _ _ _  

Today’s Best Units 1330 (TPC) 0 75 4.78 

NO, 5 001 0.02 

SO2 15 0 04 0 07 

008 (005-0 l)b 013 (006-016)” MercuryJ 20 (6 - 56)” 

089 (080-085) 5.00 -_-.- 1370 (TPC) .- Future PlantL 

a Projected costs for commerciolly demonstrated technology; new and improved technologies are expected to re- 
duce this significantly, but requires demonstration 
b Range in projected cost increase, dependent on technology, coal type, emission level ond local conditions 
c lfwet ESPisrequired,oddedcapitalandCOEincreasescould be $40/kW, and -0 I cent/kW,-h 

-- 

IGCC has inherent advantages for emissions control because most clean-up occurs in the 
syngas which is contained at high pressure, and contaminants have high partial pressures. 
Thus, removal can be more effective and economical than cleaning up large volumes of low- 
pressure flue gas. 

PARTICULATE CONTROL The coal ash is primarily converted to a fused slag which is about 
50% less in volume and is less leachable compared to fly ash, and as such can be more easily 
disposed of safely. Particulate emissions from existing IGCC units vary from 0.4 to 0.01 Ib 
PM/million Btu. Most of these emissions come from the cooling towers and not from the 
turbine exhaust and as such are characteristic of any generating unit with large cooliilg tow- 
ers. ‘This means that particulate emissions in the stack gas are below 0.001 lb PM/million 
Btu or about 1 mg/Nm3. 
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SOx CONTROL Commercial processes such as MDEA and Selexol can remove more than 
99% of the sulfur so that the syngas has a concentration of sulfur compounds that is less 
than 5 ppmv. MDEA can achieve about 99.4% sulfur removal and should produce an emis- 
sion rate in the range of 0.045 lb SO,/million Btu for high-sulfur coal. Selexol can remove 
more sulfur to about 99.8% of the sulfur and produce an emissions rate of about 0.01 5 lb 
SO,/million Btu. The Rectisol process, which is more expensive, can remove 99.9% of the 
sulfur and reduce the emission rate to about 0.006 lb SO,/million Btu (less than 0.1 ppmv) 
[23,24]. 

SO2 emissions of0.015 lb SO,/million Btu (0.15 lb/MW,-h) or -5.7 mg/Nm3 has been dem- 
onstrated at the ELCOGAS IGCC plant in Puertollano, Spain [2S] and at the new IGCC 
plant in Japan. The Polk IGCC is permitted for 97..5% sulfur removal, which is an emissions 
rate of about 0.08 lb SO,/million Btu [26,27]. Current IGCC permit applications have sul- 
fur emissions rates of between 0.02 arid 0.03 lb SO,/million Btu [24]. Recovered sulfur can 
be converted to elemental sulfur or sulfuric acid and sold as by-product. 

NO, CONTROL NO, emissions from IGCC are similar to those from a natural gas-fired 
combined-cycle plant. Dilution of syngas with nitrogen and water is used to reduce flame 
temperature and to lower NO, formation to below 15 ppm, which is about 0.06 lb NO,/mil- 
lion Btu. Further reduction to single digit levels can be achieved with SCR, to an estimated 
0.01 Ih NO,/million Btu. NO, emissions of about 0.01 lb NOJmillion Btu or about 4.2 mg/ 
Nm3 NO, (at 15%02) has been demonstrated commercially in the new IGCC unit in Japan, 
which uses SCR. ?tie Polk IGCC is permitted for 15 ppmv in the stack gas, but is typically 
achieving 10 ppmv, which is about 0.09 lb NO,/million Btu. Current IGCC permit applica- 
tions are at the 0.06 to 0.09 lb NO,/million Btu. 

MERCURY CONTROL Commercial technology for mercury removal in carbon beds is avail- 
able. For natural gas processing, 99.9% removal has been demonstrated, as has 95% remov- 
al from syngas[25]. Mercury and other toxics which are also captured in both the syngas 
clean-up system (partial capture) and carbon beds produces a small volume of material, 
which must be handled as a hazardous waste. It is a small enough volume of material that 
these wastes could be managed to permanently sequester mercury from the environment. 
This is not a current regulatory requirement. The cost of mercury removal has been esti- 
mated to $3,412/1b for IGCC, which translates into an estimated cost increase for IGCC of 
0.025 C/kW,-h [ZS]. 

SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IGCC process differences result in significantly different solid 
waste streams than are produced by a PC. For the same coal feed an IGCC produces 40% to 
50% less solid waste than a PC. An IGCC plant produces three types of solid waste: a) ash 
typically as a dense slag, b) elemental sulfur (as a solid or a liquid), and c) small volumes of 
solid captured by process equipment. 

'The vitreous slag is dense and ties up most of the toxic components so that they are not 
easily leachable. However, limited field data on long-term leaching of coal gasification slag 
show that some leaching of contaminates can occur [29]. Therefore, proper engineering 
controls should be applied to coal gasification solid residue disposal sites to ensure that 
ground water concentrations of certain contaminants do not exceed acceptable limits [29]. 

-~ 
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ulfur, as H2S in the syngas, can be recovered as either elemental sulfur (solid or liquid) or 
as sulfuric acid which can be sold as a by-product. If IGCC technology is extensively de- 

yed, it is not clear that all the associated elemental sulfur will be able to find a market. 

The metallic toxics that are not tied up in the vitreous slag are volatized into the syngas and 
are removed as small volumes of waste at various parts of the gas clean-up system, including 
a carbon bed that will be used for inercury control. 

urrent legal status of IGCC solid wastes is less clear than is the case for PC solid waste, 
use the Congressional language exempting coal combustion wastes from RCRA is am- 
ous regarding IGCC wastes. 

ER USAGE PC and IGCC technologies both use significant quantities of water, and 
reatrnent and recycle are increasingly important issues. IGCC uses 20 to 35% less water 

critical PC plants [30]. Proven wastewater treatment technology is available and 
emonstrated to handle the water effluents for both technologies. 

.5 compares the estimated incremen- 
PC plant and for an IGCC plant, to 

omply with projected future emission caps, built 

Table A-3.D.5 Estimated incremental Cost for Pulver- 
ized Coal and IGCC to Meet Projected Future Emissions 
Requirements 

CAPITAL COST IS/kW,1 O&M [C/kWn-hl COE [E/kW,-hl off the base of this report. The incremental dif- 
rence between IGCC-Future and IGCC-Today 
primarily due to the cost of additional mer- 

ury removal capabilities [30]. Other emissions 
re already within the range expected for future 

control. These estimates are based on reasonable 
further reductions in emissions using existing 
technologies with limited learning curves for the PC technology and for IGCC. Moving 
new PC units to lower emission levels that are consistent with the Federal standards pro- 

ted through 2015-2018 (mainly mercury with some further SO, and NO, reductions) 
es not make PC COE as costly as the COE from IGCC. 

though an IGCC can achieve significantly lower emissions than the projected PC levels, 
re will be an added cost to do so. For example, changing from Selexol to Rectisol involves 
increase in capital and operating costs, which could make the cost of removal of the 
remental tomes of SO, ($/tonne) much higher [24] than the allowance costs for SO2, 

which have recently been less than $1000/tonne. This would eliminate the economic incen- 
tive to design units for the extremely low levels that IGCC can achieve. Permitting a unit in 
an attainment area does not require such heroic efforts, but non-attainment areas may pres- 
ent a different opportunity for IGCC. There is neither sufficient design data nor commercial 
operating information available to quantitatively assess this situation today. 

1330 (TPC) 0 75 4 78 

1370 (TPC) 0 89 5 00 

IGCC-Today 1429 (TPC) 0 90 5 13 

IGCC-Future 1440 ITPC) 0 92 5 16 

Advanced pc 
FuturePC 
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ppendix 3.E - Retrofitting Existing Units for CO, Capture 

The U.S. coal-based generating capacity is about 330 GW, which is 33% of the total, but be- 
e it is primarily base load, it generated 51% of the electricity produced in the LJ.S. (1980 
-h) in 2003. Although the average age of the coal fleet is greater then 35 years (number 

age), 50% of the coal is consumed in units that are less than 30 years old [l,  21. Of 
1000 boilers in the U.S. about 100 are supercritical, the remainder being subcritical 

its. There are currently over 100 coal-based power plants at various stages of consider- 
odapproval in the U.S. of which about 20 GW of new coal based capacity are expected to 
built by 2015. Of these new units, a significant fraction will be supercritical units. 

'ssue of what to do with this coal fleet base in a carbon-constrained environment is crit- 
U.S. is to manage its C 0 2  emissions from coal generation. The options include: (a) 
ally improve unit generating efficiency, (b) continue to operate them and achieve 
a1 carbon reductions from other areas, (c) retire and replace the units with new ca- 
uipped with carbon capture for sequestration, (d) retrofit existing units to capture 

r sequestration, or (e) operate the units and pay the carbon tax. Here we consider the 
with retrofitting existing coal-fired generating units for CO, capture. 

ding C02 capture technology to an existing PC unit is complicated by the range of op- 
ns that exist and the number of issues associated with each. These can typically not be 

generalized because they are determined by the specific details of each unit. The physical 
sues  include space constraints associated with the unit, and its proximity to a CO, seques- 
ration site. The technical issues include: technology choice, technology maturity, operabil- 

ity and reliability impact on efficiency, and retrofit complexity. The economic issues are 
ent required (total and $/kW,), net output reduction, and change in dispatch 

A decision tree illustrating a number of the options that need to be considered is shown in 
Figure A-3.E.1. These include a standard retrofit of the existing unit to capture CO, either 

Figure A-3.E.1 Decision Tree of Possible First-Level Options for Retrofitting an Existing Subcritical Pulverized Coal 
Electricity Generating Unit 

Existing Coal 
Unit L, 

C02 Capture 

Post-Combustion Combustion 

With Makeup No Makeup With Makeup No Makeup 
~~ ~~~~~ il 

COz Capture 

Post-Combustion 
Capture 
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by post-combustion capture with one of several technologies or by addition of oxy-fuel 
combustion with CO, capture by compression. Because of the derating that occurs upon 
adding capture technology, additional capital can be spent to make up for the lost power by 
adding an  additional boiler with each of the options. 

A more aggressive approach would be to rebuild the existing unit to include CO, capture 
and improve the overall technology on the site, resulting in an optimally sized and balanced 
unit. This could be done by upgrading to a supercritical PC or an ulta-supercritical PC with 
post-combustion CO, capture, by upgrading to oxy-fuel supercritical technology, or by in- 
stalling IGCC with CO, capture. 

RETROFIT AND REBUILD FOR CO, CAPTURE FOR PULVERIZED COAL UNITS 

Recent studies by Alstorn Power, Inc. [3,4] and by Simbeck [5,6]) provide a basis for esti- 
mating the economics of retrofitting and rebuilding existing units for CO, capture. These 
studies involved subcritical boilers only. The base unit size was 500 MW, for the AIstom 
evaluation and 300 MW, for Simbeck. 

EFFICIENCY AND NET OUTPUT The impact on net electrical output and unit efficiency of 
retrofitting a subcritical PC unit for CO, capture by adding amine adsorption and by adding 
oxy-firing is shown in Figure A-3.E.2. Cases involving rebuilds of key components were also 
evaluated by Simbeck [SI. 

Figure A-3.E.2 
Subcritical Pulverized Coal Unit 
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Adding MEA (monoethanolaniine) flue gas scrub- 
bing to the unit decreased the net generating capac- 
ity from 500 MW, to 294 MW,, a 41% derating. For 
this retrofit, the reduction in efficiency is from 35% 
to 20.5% (HHV), or 14.5 percentage points. The ef- 
ficiency reduction for purpose-built units from this 
study in going from no-capture to capture is 34.3% 
to 25.1% (HHV) or 9.2 percentage points (Figure 
3.5). The roughly additional 5 percentage point ef- 
ficiency reduction is due to the non-optimum size 
mismatch of the components in the retrofit case. 

For an oxy-fuel retrofit the net output is derated by 
35.9% (500 MW, to 315 MW,) [3] and 33.3% (300 
MW, to 204 MW,) [5] (Figure A-3.E.2). This cor- 
responds to efficiencies of 22.5% and 23.3% (HHV) 
respectively. These are efficiency reductions of 12.5 
and 11.7 percentage points, vs. an 8 to 9 percentage 
point reduction estimated for a purpose-built oxy- 
fuel PC unit. 

We estimated the capital costs, and the impacts on 
performance and COE of retrofitting a supercriti- 
cal PC unit based on information from the subcrit- 
ical PC evaluations and our greenfield supercritical 
unit information. An amine scrubbing retrofit of a 
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Table A-3.E.1 
Pulverized Coal Units 

Summary of Greenfield and Retrofit Efficiencies and Deratings for 

RETROFITSUBC PC RETROFITSC PC - - ~ ~ _ _ _ _ _ -  GREENFIELD SUBC PC GREENFIELD SC PC 

ine Efficiency (%, HHV) 35 0 39 2 35 0 39 2 

28 1 25 2 41 5 36 

Simbeck [5] also evaluated rebuild cases designed to maintain the same electrical output 
as the base case and also to upgrade the unit with an ultra-supercritical steam cycle. The 

CPC rebuild unit with MEA CO, capture had a generating efficiency that was only 3.5 
rcentage points below the subcritical base case unit without CO, capture. An ultra-su- 

percritical oxy-fuel rebuild for CO, capture had a generating efficiency only 1.8 percentage 
points lower than the subcritical base case without CO, capture. Rebuilding with an IGCC 

Figure A-3.E.3 
Coal Retrofits and Rebuilds 
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significantly lower than the other options evaluated. The rebuild cases each have a capital 
cost in the range of $1550 to $1600/kWe. 

COSTOF ELECTRICITY To calculate the COE for these cases, we applied the same normaliza- 
tion parameters that were used in analyzing new generating units (Table 3.4, summarized 
in Table A-3.E.2). A key assumption in this analysis is that the existing units are fully paid 
off and thus carry no capital charge other than the added retrofit or rebuilding capital. The 
results of this analysis are presented in Figure A-3.E.4 For details see 171. 

For the retrofit options, oxy-fuel is the most attractive be- 
cause it has lower total and incremental COE costs than the 
MEA retrofit and similar marginal COE costs. It is slightly 

the natural gas boiler is the least attractive of all the ret- 
rofit cases based on total, incremental and marginal COE 
costs. The primary cause of this is the significant natural 
gas input requirement, which significantly increases the 
fuel cost component of COE. Compared with the oxy-fuel 

-3.E.2 Economic and Operational 
rmalization Parameters 
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retrofit, the rebuild options have lower marginal COE and 
similar incremental and total COE costs. If natural gas is 
assumed to be $6.00 per million Btu, these conclusions do 
not change, although the Total, Incremental and Marginal 
COE for the MEA with natural gas boiler case decrease by 
1.3 @/kW,-h. 

ECONOMICS FOR PC RETROFITS Table A-3.E.3 summarizes 
the economics of the primary retrofit and rebuild cases on 
the same bases as used throughout this report. The O&M 
costs for the retrofit options were estimated by scaling 
O&M costs for greenfield capture units by the decreased 
generating efficiency of the retrofit options. 

The CO, avoidance and capture costs (in $/tonne) were 
calculated for the retrofit and rebuild cases using a CO, 
capture efficiency of 90% for each case. The results of this 
analysis are presented in Table A-3.E.4 [8]. 

IMPACT OF CAPITAL WRITE-OFF ASSUMPTION ON COE This 
analysis assumed that the capital associated with the origi- 
nal unit has been fully written off. This may not be the case 
when retrofits of newer units are considered, or where there 
is market value for the non-retrofitted unit. To accommo- 
date this factor, a sensitivity to different levels of residual 
value in the original unit was performed for the two SCPC 
cases (see Table A-3.E.S). 

?he assumption of residual value can have a significant im- 
pact on the economics of retrofitting, and should be consid- 

,SA care Boller Renofit Retrofit Oxy fuel+ Amine+ Cap Rebuw 
Cap Rebuild Cap Rebuild ered in the analysis of retrofit cases, although it may not be a 

key retrofit determinant because that capital is already sunk. 
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BASELINE CASES RETROFITS - SUBC PC RETROFITS -SC PC REBUILDS - USC PC 

SUBC PC sc pc MEA OXY-FUEL MEA OXY-FUEL MEA OXY-FUEL 
-"-I 

35% 39 2% 20 596 22 4% 259'0 27% 34 1% 31 5% 

trofit/Rebuild Capital Cost (S/kW,) 0 0 1 604 1043 1314 a67 1880" 1 a4a* 

0 00 0 00 3 25 2 12 2 66 176 3 a i  3 75 

0 75 0 75 1 96 2 36 1 a8 196 1 GO 175 

1 46 131 2 50 2 29 2 05 1 90 150 1 63 

2 21 2 06 7 71 6 76 6 59 5 61 6 91 7 12 

ble A-3.E.4 C02 Emission Rates, Capture Cost and Avoidance Costs for Pulverized Coal Cases 

BASELINE CASES RETROFITS - SUBC PC RETROFITS -SC PC REBUILDS - USC PC 

SUBC PC sc PC MEA OXY-FUEL MEA OXY-FUEL MEA OXY-FUEL 
- ~ ~ " - - - - - "  ~ - l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -  

Oz Produced (tonnes/MW,-h) 0 93 0 83 159 1 45 I30 1 20 0 95 103 

Oz Captured (tonnes/MW,-h) 0 00 0 00 143 131 117 1 oa 0 86 0 93 

O2 Emitted (tonnes/MW,-h) 0 93 0 83 0 16 0 15 0 13 0 12 0 10 0 10 

O2 Capture costa ($/tonne) n/a n/a 38 5 34 a 38 7 32 a 54 8* 52 9* 

to the SubC PC baseline case 

REMAINING CAPITAL SC PC WITH MEA OXY-FUEL 5C PC RETROFIT 

- ASSUMPTION RETROFIT (C/kW,-h) (C/kW,-h) 

0 43 0 40 

107 0 99 

10% 

25% 

RETROFIT OF IGCC FOR COZCAPTURE 

Retrofitting IGCC for CO, capture involves changes in the core of the gasification/com- 
bustion/ power generation train that are different from the type of changes that need to 
be made upon retrofitting a PC unit for capture, i.e., adding a separate unit to the flue-gas 
train. The choice of gasifier and of gasifier configuration and design are different for an 
optirnurn IGCC design without CO, capture and an IGCC design with CO, capture. The 
available data contain insufficient design and cost information to quantitatively evaluate 
most of the options and configurations available. 
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Designs without CO, capture tend to favor lower pressure, 2.8 to 4.2 MPa (400 to 600 psi) 
and increased heat recovery from the gasifier train, including radiant syngas cooling and 
convective syngas cooling to raise more steam for the steam turbine and increase the net 
generating efficiency (See Appendix 3-B, Figure A-3.B.2.). Dry-feed gasifiers, e.g. Shell, pro- 
vide the highest efficiency and are favored for coals with lower heating values, primarily be- 
cause of their already-higher moisture content. However, today, such gasifiers have higher 
capital cost. The higher capital cost charge to COE is partially offset by higher generating 
efficiency, reduced coal feed rate and cost, and may be totally offset by lower coal cost in the 
case of low-quality coals. 

On the other hand, designs with CO, capture favor higher-pressure (1000 psi) operation, 
slurry-feed, and full-quench mode [9]. Full-quench mode is the most effective method of 
adding sufficient steam to the raw syngas for the water gas shift reaction without additional, 
expensive steam raising equipment and/or robbing steam from the steam cycle. Higher 
pressure reduces the cost of CO, capture and recovery, and of C02 compression. The fol- 
lowing examples illustrate these points and the differences between retrofitting a PC and an 
IGCC unit. 

For a GE full-quench, (1000 psi) design without CO, capture, the overall generating effi- 
ciency is about 35.5 % [lo]. The capital cost for retrofitting this IGCC unit for C02 capture 
was estimated to be about $I80/kWe [IO], which is significantly lower than that for retrofit- 
ting a PC unit on an absolute basis and on a $/kWe basis. This retrofit results in an overall 
unit derating (efficiency reduction) of about 17 % (see Figure A-3.E.5). Furthermore, the 
additional derating over a purpose-built IGCC unit with CO., capture is projected to be 
less than 1 percentage point efficiency reduction, vs. the additional 4-t- percentage point ef- 
ficiency reduction estimated for an MEA retrofit of a subcritical PC unit. Thus, the impact 
on COE is also less. 

Figure A-3.E.5 illustrates the impact of the retrofit on the net electrical output. With no 
increase in coal feed rate, the gas turbine for the capture case is producing 4.9% less power 
then for the baseline, no CO, capture case; and the steam turbine is producing 7.4% less. 
Thus, these turbines are close to their optimum operating efficiencies. The gas turbine was 
retrofitted to burn hydrogen-rich syngas at a cost of about $6 million, which is in the retrofit 
cost. The reduced net electrical output for the unit is about 17% because the auxiliary power 
requirements are up considerably in the CO, capture case. The overall efficiency decreased 
froin 35.3% to 29.5% upon retrofitting for COz capture. 

EPRI also evaluated the impact of pre-investment for CO, capture for this case, including 
over-sizing the gasifier and ASU; and optimizing the unit layout for the addition of CO, 
capture equipment at a later date [IO]. Incremental capital required for pre-investment was 
estimated to be about $60/kWe, which would add about 0.12 $/kWe-h to the cost of elec- 
tricity produced by the IGCC unit without CO, capture suggesting the preinvestment was 
not justified [ 111. Furthermore, the impact of pre-investment on retrofit cost was relatively 
small, about 5% less than for a straight retrofit on a $/kW, basis. Pre-investment can effec- 
tively eliminate the derating in net unit output upon adding C0,-capture capability vs. the 
output: of a purpose-built IGCC unit with CO, capture. The study projects that the retrofit 
unit will produce electricity within 0.1 5 C/kW,-h of a purpose-built IGCC capture unit. We 
therefore expect that the COE will be in line with that in Table 3.5. 

___ -_ - 
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Gas turbine power output reduced by4.9% 

t output reduced 17% 

%. Total auxiliaries are similar for the two cases. Retr 

similar efficiency reduction upon r 

quench retrofit because of the need for several additional pieces of equipment beyond the 

IMPACT OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES ON CAPTURE 
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expected that new and improved technologies that are both more effective and less expen- 
sive for CO, capture will evolve and be improved-upon as commercial experience is gained. 
%us, although we expect the cost differences discussed above to remain directionally cor- 
rect, we expect that the deltas could change significantly. 

Alternative technologies, in addition to MEA post-combustion capture and oxy-firing are 
currently being investigated for CO, capture from pulverized coal units. These include, 
among others: chemical looping, CO, frosting, COz adsorber wheels, and chilled aqueous 
ammonia scrubbing[3,12,13]. Chapter 6 addresses this area further. 
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Appendix 3.F - Coal to Fuels And Chemicals 

As the price petroleum and natural gas increases relative to unconventional hydrocarbon 
ces, there will be increasing interest in exploring the commercial potential of produc- 

ic liquid fuels, chemicals, and synthetic natural gas (SNG) from coal and also oil 
trend is already apparent in the increasingly large investments to produce and 

grade heavy oils in Venezuela, and oil sands in Canada. If it appears that crude oil and 
tural gas prices will fluctuate in a range near their recent historically-high values rather 
n return to previously lower levels, commercial projects to produce synthetic liquids, 

als, and SNG from coal will receive increasing attention. 

unately, the conversion of coal to synthetic fuels and chemicals requires large energy 
which in turn result in greater production of CO,. The initial step in the production of 

or (SNG), of chemicals, or of liquids, such as methanol, diesel or gasoline, from coal 
cation of coal to produce syngas, just as carried out in IGCC for electricity gen- 

as, which is a mixture of predominately carboil nlonoxide and hydrogen is 
ties; and the hydrogen to carbon monoxide ratio is increased by the water 
to the value required by the specific synthesis reaction to be carried out. 

water gas shift reaction, C02  is removed from the synthesis gas. For liquids produc- 
Ute is referred to as indirect liquefaction, and this is the route analyzed here. 

Coal can also be converted directly to liquid products by reaction at high temperature and 
high hydrogen pressure. This route is referred to as direct liquefaction. However, the direct 

uefaction route is very costly because of severity of the conditions and the cost of the 
a1 equipment required to operate at these conditions. The direct route generally pro- 
s low-quality liquid products that are expensive to upgrade and do not easily fit current 

quality constraints. Direct liquefaction will not be considered further here except 

The reactions for indirect conversion of coal to fuels and chemicals are illustrated below 
and include: 

mbustion to increase temperature and provide heat for the remaining reactions. Here, 
a1 is represented by C-H, an approximate formula for many coals. 

2 C-H + 3/2 0 2  + 2CO + H2O 

Gasification reactions include reaction of water with coal char and reaction between water 
and carbon monoxide. 

CO + H2O 3 H, + COZ 

typical gasification conditions, this syngas is an equilibrium mixture which is about 63% 
CO, 34% H2 and 3% C02, on a molecular basis 

Water gas shift reaction is used to adjust the H L  to CO ratio to the value required by the 
synthesis reaction to follow. 

CO + HZO -9 COZ + Hz 
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Synthesis reactions produce the desired products from the Synthesis gas. 
For methane formation, the synthesis gas needs to have a €1, to CO ratio of 3 to 1. 

CO + 3H, -3 CH, t H20 

For Fischer-Tropsch reaction to form diesel fuel, the synthesis gas needs to have a H, to CO 
ratio of about 2 to 1. 

CO + 2H2 + -(CHJ,,- + H2O 

An ideal overall stoichiometry for the conversion of coal to methane can be illustrated by 
the following reaction, where coal is represented by C-H (a typical approximate composi- 
tion of coal). 

4C-H + 0, + 2H20 + 2CH4 + 2C0, 

For Fischer-Tropsch (F-T) conversion to diesel fuel the ideal overall stoichiometry can be 
illustrated by: 

2 C-H + 02 + (-CH,-) + C02 

As these reactions show, under completely ideal conditions, one CO, molecule is produced 
for each CH, molecule produced and for each carbon atom incorporated into F-T product. 

If coal is assumed to be pure carbon, then the overall reactions would be: 

8 C + 6 H,O + 2 O2 + 3 CH, + 5 CO, (for methane) 

4 C + 4 H20 + O2 3 3(-CH,-) + 3 CO, (for F-T) 

‘These reactions suggest that 1 2 / 3  CO, molecules are produced for every CH, molecule 
produced and one CO, molecule produced for each carbon atom incorporated into F-T 
product. 

However, because of the need to heat the system to high temperatures, and because of pro- 
cess and system irreversibilities and other inefficiencies, the amount of CO, formed is sig- 
nificantly larger. Thus, synthetic fuels derived from coal will produce a total of 2.5 to 3.5 
times the amount of C 0 2  produced by burning conventional hydrocarbons. Since this study 
is concerned with understanding how coal is best utilized in a carbon constrained world, we 
must anticipate combining CCS with synfuels and chemicals production. Requiring CCS 
will male synfuels more expensive. On the other hand, CO, capture and separation is a 
required, integral part of the synfuels production process. It is also cheaper and easier be- 
cause “indirect” synthetic fuels production uses oxygen rather than air, and the cost of the 
air separation unit (ASU), CO, separation, and high operating pressure are “sunk” costs of 
synfuels production process. 

As an illustration, Figure A-3.F.1 presents a process flow diagram for the production of 
50,000 bpd of Fischer-Tropsch liquids or the production of 15 million SCF/h of SNG from 
coal. Scale is an important issue in synfuels production because of the large size of our fu- 
els consumption. A 50,000 bpd plant consumes over 5 times as much coal, and ernits over 
3 times as much CO, as does a 500 MW, IGCC plant. As noted above, the total fuel cycle 
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Eastman Chemical in Kingsport Tennessee has operated a coal to chemicals plant for over 
20 years, at 98% availability, without government assistance. The plant produces synthesis 
gas from coal (1,250 tons of coal/day fed to ChevrordTexaco gasifier) and then converts the 
synthesis gas to acetic anhydride and other acetyl chemicals. These routes to chemicals can 
be carried out individually or are easily integrated together. The possibility of production 
of liquid fuels and chemicals from coal raises an image of a coal refinery. Such a refinery, 
producing a slate of chemical and fuel products could also generate electricity as well. This 
is referred to as polygeneration. 

In 1979, the United States, anticipating increases in the price of oil to $100 per barrel, em- 
barked on a major synthetic fuels program intended to produce up to 2 million barrels of oil 
equivalent per day of natural gas from coal and synthetic liquids from oil shale and coal. A 
quasi-independent government corporation, “The Synthetic Fuels Corporation” (SFC), was 
formed for this purpose. The SFC undertook to finance approximately six synfuels projects 
using a combination of indirect incentives, for example, loan guarantees and guaranteed 
purchase. The price of oil fell in the early 1980s to a level of about $20 per barrel, making 
all coal to fuels technologies economically unattractive, and thus obviating the need for a 
government supported synfuels program, and the SFC was terminated in 198.5. The lesson 
of the SFC is that it is dangerous to build a government support program on assumptions 
about future world oil prices. 

ECONOMICS OF COAL TO FUELS PRODUCTION 

CAPITAL COSTS Several recent studies have evaluated the economics of both F-T synthesis 
fuels, and SNG production [5-81. For F-T synthesis fuels, reported capital costs (TPC) range 
from $42,000 to $63,000 per bpd capacity, of which the F-T reactor section and associated 
equipment accounted for $lS,OOO to $35,000 of the costs. This compares to a typical capital 
cost of $15,000 per bpd capacity for a traditional crude oil refinery. For SNG facilities, the 
reported capital cost for the methanation equipment range from $22,000 to $24,000 per 
million Btu/hr. 

It is difficult to estimate the cost of synfuels plants; and historically, estimates have proven to 
be wildly optimistic. There are several reasons for this: First, few synfuels plants are in oper- 
ation; and therefore, there are few data upon which to estimate the cost of a “first of a k ind  
or ‘‘Nth’’ plant. Second, plant cost will vary with location, capacity, construction climate, 
product slate, and coal type. Third, there are differing economic assumptions about interest 
rates, equity/debt ratio, and capacity factor. Fourth, the engineering estimates are usually 
performed by development organizations that do not have the perspective of a plant owner 
and/or are frequently attempting to promote business opportunities. With these reservation 
about the uncertainties in cost estimates, we report the results of our analysis in Table A- 
3.F.1 [9], compiled using the same economic assumptions that were used in Chapter 3. 

Table A-3.F.1 Total Plant Cost for Synthetic Fuels Production Facilities* 
WITH CO, CAPTURE 

- ~ - ~ I -  

NO CO, CAPTURE ~~- ~ ” -  
TECHNOLOGY 

F-T Synthesis (S/bpd) 53,000 56,000 
_ ” ~  

SNG Production (S/MM SCF/h) 182.000 191,000 

*Based on cost estimates made in the 2000 to 2004 period converted to 2005 $ using CP/, recent increases in materials, engineering and 
construction costs willincreose these significantly (ofarder2596) 
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We have also estimated the finished production costs for both coal to F-T fuels and coal to 
without CO, capture. To maintain consistency with the analysis of electric- 
n Chapter 3, we adopted a 20-year plant life, a three-year plant construction 

d a 15.1% capital carrying charge factor on the total plant cost. We assumed 50% 
ciency for the F-T plant and 65% for the SNG plant [IO]. Both plants were as- 

to have a 95% capacity factor. The results of this analysis are shown in Table A-3.F.2. 

sing the economic and operating parameters outlined above, the F-T fuel production cost 
at $SO/bbl without CCS and $SS/bbl with CCS. Approximately half of this cost 

is capital recovery charges due to the high plant cost. The CO, avoidance cost is $9.6 per 
tonne for these conditions. The production cost of SNG is estimated to be $6.7 /million Btu 

capture and $7.5 /million Btu with CO, capture. The COz avoided cost in this 
er tonne. The CO, avoidance cost is primarily due to the compression and dry- 
ita1 and O&M) of the CO,, which is already separated from the synthesis gas 

gral part of the fuel production process. 

Production Cost for FischerTropsch Liquid Fuels and Synthetic Natural Gas 
SNG PU\NT,$IMM SCF/h " - ~  " ~ _ "  " - _ ~  F-T PLANT, Slbbllday 

I__)-_-___ _ _ _ " ~ _ - ~ ~ " . "  
w/o cc w l  cc WIO cc w l  ic 
53,000 56,000 173,000 182,000 

F-TLIQUIDS $/bbl SNG, SIMM SCF 

23 1 24 3 3 0  3 2  

16 8 16 8 2 3  2 3  

100 14 2 14 1 9  

49.9 55.3 6.7 7.5 

_ _ _ - - " ~ - ~ ~ - - ~ " - _ - ~  -- 

9.6 8.4 

Today, the U.S. consumes about 13 million barrels per day of liquid transportation fuels. To 
replace 10% of this fuels consumption with liquids from coal would require over $70 bil- 
lion in capital investment and about 250 million tons of coal per year. This would effectively 
require a 25% increase in our current coal production which would come with its own set 
of challenges. 

SUMMARY COMMENTS 

IJnder the economic assumptions of Table A-3.F.2, coal conversion to fuels becomes com- 
pititive when crude prices are greater than about $45/bbl and when natural gas is greater 
than about $7.00/million Btu. 

Without CCS, such synfuels production would more than double CO, emissions per unit 
of fuel used because of the emissions from the coal conversion plant. CCS will increase the 
cost of coal-to-liquid fuels by about 10%. This relatively low additional cost is due to the fact 
that synthetic fuel plants are designed to use oxygen, operate at high pressure, and separate 
the CO, from the synthesis gas as an integral part of the fuels production process. 
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For IGCC plants designed to produce electricity, the production of fuels or chemicals (poly- 
generation) will usually be unattractive for a power producer. However, for synthesis gas 
plants designed to produce fuels and/or chemicals, power production for internal plant use 
(almost always) and for the merchant market (sometimes) will be attractive. 
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apter 4 Appendices 

U n conventio na I Storage Targets 

Chapter 4 focused on sequestration opportunities in saline formations and depleted hydro- 
arbon fields. What follows is a brief description of the opportunities and challenges associ- 
ted with other potential geologic storage formations. 

ABLE COAL SEAMS 

efinition of what coal is unmineable is limited by technological and economic constraints. 
For the purposes of this discussion, we will only consider seams deeper than 2500 feet (the 
deepest coal mine in the world today). The primary storage mechanism is well understood 
(gas adsorption) and serves as the basis for current volume assessments.' There is strong 

t in this mechanism as it releases methane which might be profitably produced. This 
s, enhanced coal bed methane production, may offset the costs of capture and stor- 

e increasing market penetration of sequestration and providing more flexibility in stor- 

many issues surround coal storage and ECBM. A major concern is that coals 
e presence of CO,, which reduces their effective permeability and injectivity. In 

dition, many coal bodies have extremely low matrix permeability, and alinost all flow is 
the fractures (cleats) of the system. Cleat structures are extremely difficult to map, and 
ir response to pressure transients from injection is poorly understood. In addition, coals 

plasticize and alter their physical properties in the presence of CO,, raising questions about 
long-term injectivity. From an effectiveness standpoint, it is unclear how to rank coals in 
terms of leakage risk; many targets underlie large permeable fresh water aquifers and could 
present a groundwater contamination and leakage risk. There was one large commercial 
C0,-ECMB pilot in northern New Mexico (the Allison Project),; however, this project was 
deemed uneconomic by the operators and shut in 2004. 

In short, these concerns limit the immediate attractiveness of uiimineable coal seams for 
commercial CO, storage. However, many of these topics are the focus of intensive study 
throughout the world and might be partially resolved within a fairly short period of time. 

Basalts are crystalline and glassy rocks with abundant iron, calcium, and magnesium rich 
silicate minerals. When these minerals are exposed to carbonic acid over time, they prefer- 
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eritially form new carbonate minerals, releasing silica but permanently binding CO,. In ad- 
dition, large basaltic rock accumulations underlie locations where other geological storage 
options are scared (e.g., the Deccan Traps, Japan). These features make basaltic rock bodies 
interesting potential targets.3 

Many of the concerns present in coals are present in basalts. Their hydrology is notoriously 
difficult to constrain, and almost all the injectivity and transmissivity is related to fractures. 
This feature, however, raises several issues. It raises immediate questions of leakage risk. 
While there is evidence that some basaltic reservoirs are chemically segregated, there is no 
commercial database or industrial experience in predicting the sealing potential of frac- 
tured basalts or their response to injection pressure. The rates of the chemical reactions that 
bind CO, remain poorly defined, and prior studies of basaltic minerals estimated very slow 
kinetics for reactions? Finally, there is no tested or established monitoring technology for 
basaltic formations, and due to the high velocity and low porosity of many basaltic units it 
is not clear of conventional seismic methods could detect a CO, plume or mineralization. 
Again, while many of these questions might be addressed through research, it appears that 
early commercial CO, storage in basaltic formation is unlikely. 

DIRECT MINERALIZATION 

Similar to basaltic storage, carbonic acid will react with iron- and in agnesium-rich silicate 
minerals to form carbonates, effectively binding the COz permanently.5 The kinetics for 
these reactions are extremely slow. However, one may engineer systems to accelerate reac-. 
tion rates through increased acidity, elevated temperatures, and comminution of grains. 
These approaches suffer from high operational costs, and are currently not economic. How- 
ever, they benefit from the sureness and permanence of CO, stored, and would require 
very little transport and monitoring. Continued research in this area may yet create new 
opportunities for storage. 

NOTES 
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endix 4.8 -Well Abandonment Practices Relevant to CO, Sequestration 

eological targets may encounter man-made well bores. For most 
es of interest, COz will form a supercritical fluid that is less dense than brine. If the rock 
ove the formation is impermeable, it will physically trap the buoyant CO,, which will 
read laterally in a plume. As long as the integrity of the cap rock is not compromised by 
rmeable conduits like wells or faults, the cap rock will prevent the escape of mobile CO, 

e. However, as a result of active hydrocarbon exploration and production during the 
e sites under consideration for CCS projects may have wells that 
Wells that do penetrate the cap rock are potential sites through 
might escape. Under typical circumstances, such wells would be 

cemented and plugged at depth, preventing upward migration of CO,. However, 
11s may not have a proper plug in place to prevent the flow of C02  to the surface, 

er mechanically or due to corrosion.‘,? If well integrity is compro- 
ay act as a high-permeability conduit through which CO, could escape. 

that CO, could leak even from wells that are properly plugged. 
occurs when carbonic acid forms due to dissolution of C02 into brines. When this 
comes in contact with hydrated cements, corrosion can occur.3 The rate at which this 

primarily on temperature, but also on cement, brine, and rock 
re is little chemical kinetic data or equations of state to use in 

ng techniques has been well documented in numerous oil and gas 
blications.4 Most of the changes have occurred in plug lengths and additives that alter the 

nt. While the modern objectives of plugging-protection of potable 
latiori of hydrocarbon zones-are the same in all states, minor de- 

such as plugging material and plug length vary from state to state. To obtain detailed 
-date plugging techniques and regulations, one should contact the Oil and Gas Divi- 

ns (or its equivalent agency) of each hydrocarbon producing state. 

Cement was introduced to the petroleum industry as early as 1903: and different techniques 
of cementing were soon patented in California but did not spread quickly to other states. As 
a result, many hydrocarbon states independently developed unique cementing techniques. 
Commonly, cement was used to bolster the production of hydrocarbons (i.e. cement lining, 
prevention of water flow into well), but was seldom used for plugging purposes. For exam-. 
ple, in California, plugging with cement was not practiced until it became mandatory under 
the regulations of California Oil and Gas Division, established in 191S.6 During this time, 
plugs were likely to be inadequate for prevention of CO, leakage from CCS projects-plugs 
discovered from the early days of hydrocarbon production include tree stumps, logs, ani- 
mal carcasses, and mud. Even after many state regulatory bodies were established in the 30’s 
and ~ O ’ S ,  effective cement plugs were often not installed? This lack of efficacy can be attrib- 
uted to the fact that cement was poorly understood. Additives are chemical compounds that 
are added to basic cement components in order to tailor the cement to specific down- hole 
temperature and pressure conditions. Without these additives, basic cement often failed to 
harden and form an effective plug and the cement could become contaminated with the 
surrounding drilling mud. Most improvements in well cements developed between 1937 
and 19S0.4 Notable differences in plugging procedures since 19.53 are in pIug lengths and 
the increase in the number of plugs in a single well7 and are mainly the result of the Safe 
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Drinking Water Act of 1974.8 The new standard technique, which is still the most common 
method of plugging used today, minimizes the mud contamination of cement.9 

In the United States, the Safe Drinking Water Act of 1974 created the Underground In- 
jection Control Program (UIC), requiring all underground injections to be authorized by 
permit and prohibiting certain types of injection that may present an imminent and sub- 
stantial danger to public health.9 The primary objective of UIC is to prevent the movement 
of contaminants into potential sources of drinking water due to injection activities. There 
are no federal requirements under UIC to track the migration of injected fluids within the 
injection zone or to the surface.10 Under UIC, a state is permitted to assume primary re- 
sponsibility for the implementation and enforcement of its underground injection control 
program upon the timely showing that the state program meets the requirements of EPAs 
UIC regulations. 

A key regulation in the UIC program aimed to prevent leakages of injected fluids through 
wells is the Area of Review (AOR) requirement. Under this requirement, injection opera- 
tors must survey the area around the proposed injection wells before any injection projects 
can commence. This area is determined through either an analytical method or a fixed 
radius method, usually a radius no less than a ?4 mile. 11 The radius used can vary among 
hydrocarbon producing states, as each state has a different approach for determining the 
appropriate area to be reviewed. Once the area has been determined, each operator must 
review the available well records that penetrate the injection zone within the AOR and plug 
all inadequately plugged wells. 

Unowned and inactive wells subject to replugging are often termed orphan wells. Many 
orphan wells lie outside of the AOR for a given site, and these may become leakage path- 
ways, as injected fluid can migrate outside of the anticipated area. Although states are gen- 
erally not legally responsible for these orphan wells, they nevertheless frequently monitor 
them.5 If significant leakage that endangers the environment or public health is detected 
from these wells, the state will use available funds to plug the well. Funds to plug these wells 
are often collected through production tax, fees, and other payments related to the oil and 
gas industry. 

The main reason why states do not plug all of their orphan wells is due to the lack of available 
funds12 and only those deemed highly hazardous are plugged immediately. State regulators 
have tried to alleviate the occurrence of these orphan wells by requiring well operators to 
demonstrate financial ability to plug wells before and during well operation. 1 3  

Unlike orphan wells, wells that were properly abandoned under the existing regulations 
at the time of plugging are not monitored by the state. These wells are termed nbamhned 
wells. States are not mandated to monitor for leakage or other failures at these properly 
abandoned sites. The lack of monitoring is based on the assumption that once a well plug is 
set, the plug will not faiI.4 

Wells lacking a cement plug are most likely to be shallow wells that were drilled prior to 
1930’s. By 1930, many major hydrocarbon producing states had begun to monitor plugging 
operations. Thus wells abandoned after the 1930’s are likely to have some form of a ce- 
ment plug, although they may be of poor quality. Many wells were left unplugged after the 
1986 oil bust as many companies became insolvent, and these deeper wells are of primary 
concern. Wells that were plugged with cement prior to 1952 may prevent COz leakages 
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better than wells that were left unplugged or plugged with ad-hoc materials; however, their 
integrity cannot be assured and thus still remain to be major leakage sources. The cement 
plug deformation shows poor setting of the cement plug, which was corrected with the in- 
troduction of appropriate additives after 1952. Wells plugged after 1952 are the least likely 
to leak, due to modern methods and the due diligence required by regulation. However, the 
possibility of cement degradation by CO,-brine mixture remains.2 It is important to note, 

owever, that cement degradation has not been a serious issue in enhanced oil recovery ac- 
vities with C02 flooding over the past 30 years.14 There is little kinetic data on cement cor- 

er a range of common conditions of pressure, temperature, and brine rock 
mposition. As such, it could take tens to thousands of years for C02 to corrode enough 

ent to reach the surface. In addition, it is not clear that even substantial degradation of 
nt or casing would result in large volume escape of C02. More laboratory and field 
is needed to understand and quantify these effects for both scientific and regula- 

uce these risks, a revision of existing regulations may be needed to address liability 
ues that could arise due to surface leakage. Revisions should address issues such as how 
andoned wells should be assessed before and after CO, injection, how C 0 2  concentra- 

tions might be monitored at the surface, the process of designating a responsible party for 
term monitoring of abandoned injection sites, and how to allocate funds to replug 

uestered underground could surpass the ?4 to % mile radius that is typically 
he wells in the area around and injection well. As the AOR increases for se- 

questration projects, the number of wells that fall within this area may increase significant- 
ly. In order to ensure proper injection-site integrity, it may be necessary to alter regulations 
to cover the likely footprint for injection. Regulators may need to concern themselves with 
the determination of the CO, injection footprint, the requirements for operators to treat 
abandoned and orphan wells, and the liability associated with leakage within and without 
the predetermined footprint. 
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endix 4.C - Description and Cost Assumptions for C02 Storage Projects 

In considering large CO, storage experiments, the first concerns must be injectivity, capac- 
'ty, and effectiveness. In planning a set of experiments for a country or the world, the next 

nsideration must be to accurately reflect the richness of the key geological settings for 
ccessful large-scale deployment. To consider the global context of commercial deploy- 
nt, the variance should include the following aspects: 

Critical plays defined by density of coal-fired power generation and other large point 

A range of reservoir character (homogeneous and heterogeneous, Siliciclastic and car- 
bonate, high- and low-injectivity) 

ge of physical seals (mudstones, evaporites) 

A range of potential leakage mechanisms (faults, wells) 

kfully, it is not necessary to test the entire matrix of possible parameters suggested by 
list. The most important and representative cases can be represented by a handful of 
ogical settings, and the number of critical plays is not enormous even on a global ba- 

.1 Nonetheless, to represent a large-scale deployment accurately, an experimental project 
must be large itself. 

To estimate the likely costs of a large-scale experiment, the following assumptions were 
used 

No CO, capture is needed: the available experimental source is a pure supply and sold at 
prices comparable to C0,-EOR commodity prices. 

Annual injection volumes would range from 500,000 to 1 million tons CO, 

The project would run for 8 years, with two years of scoping and preparation, five years 
of injection and 1 year post mortem 

The project would proceed on land 

rate Table A-4.C.1 Estimated Costs of a Large- 
5. There is no consideration of capital depreciation or discount 

With this basis, Table A-4.C.1 lays out the range of estimated 
Scale CO, Injection Experiment 
PROGRAM ELEMENT EST.COS2 (SM) 

Detailed pre drill assessment $ 2 - 4  
costs for various stages of a broad experimental program. - 

These assumptions, conditions, and estimated costs are not 
unreasonable. The incremental costs of the Sleipner program 
are comparable to the above projections.2 In this context and 
in 1996 dollars, the comparable costs total to 152 million. The 
costs of well and monitoring are higher for the Sleipner case, 
but these costs did not include a broad monitoring suite, an ag- 
gressive science program, or post-injection validation. 

Wells,injection (1-2) and monitoring (3-8) 

COz (5 years injection) 

Compression (5 years) 

Monitoring (5 years) 

Analysis and simulation 

Post injection sampling and re-completion 

Total Sum 

Average Annual Sum 

$ 3 - 8  

$ 1 5 - l O / y r  

53 -  G l y r  

5 2 - ~ G 4 / y r  

$ 5 - 7  

$3 .E  

$107-255 

$13-28 
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Appendix 5.A - India 

INTRODUCTION 

India is the world's second most populated country, after China, with 1.1 billion people.' 
With its higher population growth rate, India is projected to equal China's predicted popu- 
lation of 1.45 billion people in 2030. India's economy, with a real growth rate of 7.8%, lags 

t of China, which has a real growth rate of 9.2%.2 India also lags China in terms of elec- 
city consumption with an average per capita consumption of 600 kW,-h/yr, compared 
th China's 1700 kWe-h/yr and about 14,000 kW,-h/yr in the UX.3 India is also plagued 
chronic electricity shortages. To address these problems, India has put in place poli- 
to speed up generating capacity additions and growth in the power sector. "lie Indian 

1 government plays a large role in electric sector development, presenting an oppor- 
for an effective single source of leadership. All factors suggest significantly increased 

BACKGROUND Until recently, India maintained a relatively closed economy and focused 
on indigenous or indigenized technologies. In the electricity sector the key players were the 
National Thermal Power Corporation (NTPC), the central government's power generation 
company, and Bharat Heavy Electricals Limited (BHEL), the primary boiler and steani tur- 
bine manufacturer and turn-key plant constructor. The central government owned nuclear 
and hydroelectric plants and large thermal plants (NTPC) that supplied substantial elec- 
tricity across state boundaries. The remainder of the Indian electricity sector was histori- 
cally under the control of vertically-integrated State Electricity Boards (SEBs) which built, 
owned and operated the local electricity infrastructure (generation and distribution), and 
set rates and collected tariffs. In an effort to promote food production and increase the rate 
of agricultural growth in the late 1970's, farmers were given free electricity for irrigation. 
The state-controlled SEBs used this and other related programs as a political instrument 
whereby the state governments could introduce subsidies for political gain. As a result of 
this and the lack of effective control over illegal connections to the grid, by the mid-1990s 
about 30% of the electricity produced was un- metered or not paid for. Even for the metered 
portion low tariffs were set for many poorer consumers and largely cross-subsidized by 
higher tariffs charged to commercial and industrial users. The gross subsidy per unit of 
electricity generated increased from 0.75 Rupees/kW,-h (2 C/kW,-h) in 1997 to 1.27 Ru- 
pees/kW,-h (2.6 C/kW, h) in 2002. 

The result was that many SEBs were effectively bankrupt, deeply indebted to the central 
government financing institution, and unable to honor payments to generators or to fi- 

-. -- 
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nance new capacity. ?his has been a primary root-cause of depressed growth in new gener- 
ating capacity additions over the last 15 years and the resulting power shortages. Today, the 
unmet electricity demand is 7.6%, and the peak demand deficit is 10%.4 This does not take 
into account the fact that 40% of Indian households are not yet electrified or connected to 
the grid and rely primarily on biomass for their energy needs.5 

In the mid-90s the Indian economy began to be opened up. To address the increasing elec- 
tricity shortages the Indian government encouraged independent power production (IPPs). 
However, because of the poor financial state of the SEBs and their inability to pay for power 
purchased, most IPPs either failed or never materialized. 

Generation (shore ofonnuol kW,-h) 

I Petrol Produas,5% 

TODAY India's installed generating capacity in the 
public or utility sector was 115,550 MW, in 2005." 
Of this, coal generating capacity was 67,200 MW, 
or 58% of total installed capacity. These plants ac- 
counted for almost 70% of India's electricity gener- 
ation (Figure A-5.1). India's coal coilsumption was 
about 360 million tons in 2000 and increased to 460 
million tons per annum in 2005 or an increase of 
about S.S%/yr. Recently, total electricity generating 
capacity growth has averaged about 3.3% per year, 
whereas the economy has been growing at over 
twice that rate; thus, the increasingly severe electric- 
ity shortages. 

In addition to the public or utility generating ca- 
pacity, Indian companies have resorted to captive 
power to ensure the availability of consistent, qual- 
ity power. Captive power generation is within-the- 
fence generation that provides the primary power 
needs of the facility and is not connected to the lo- 

cal grid. Indian captive power grew from 8.6 GW, instalied capacity in 1991 to 18.7 GW, 
installed capacity in 2004.6r7 At this level it represents almost 25% of the public or utility 
thermal generating capacity in India. The fuel mix for captive power is about 45% coal, 40% 
diesel and 15% gas. 

The Indian government, recognizing the problems inhibiting growth, began addressing 
them through policy reforms in the 1990s, culminating in the Electricity Act of 2003. This 
legislation mandated the establishment of electricity regulatory commissions at the state and 
central levels, and the development of a National Electricity Policy. Emphasis was placed 
on financial reforms and on unbundling the SEBs into separate generating, transmission, 
and distribution companies. To date, eight of 28 states have unbundled? The legislation 
opened the electricity sector to private generating and private distribution companies, gave 
increased flexibility to captive power generators, and gave open access to the grid. 

The ability to meet electricity demand and to increase electricity supply will depend on 
the success of structural, financial, and economic reforms in the power sector. The pay- 
ment structure to generators was reformed to create incentives for generating companies to 
improve plant efficiencies and to increase operating load factors. This, combined with the 
restructuring of the SEBs, had the purpose of improving the financial health of the sector to 

-- ~- -- 
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ensure payments to the generating companies and improve payment collection from con- 
ers. This would attract more private sector development, particularly by IPPs. 

ring the 1990s the central sector, particularly NTPC, began to play a larger role. It de- 
loped an engineering center that successfully improved plant operating factors and ef- 

ciency and began to offer engineering services to the SEB-operated plants. These activi- 
ties helped improve plant performance and during this period the all-India average plant 
operating load factor increased from 64% in 1997 to almost 75% in 2005. This load factor 

provement has been responsible for about half of the power generation growth that In- 
ia achieved during this period. Economic incentives to improve plant efficiency are suf- 
ciently recent that the all-India effect is still small. Operating efficiency improvements are 

to achieve than improvements in plant load factor. 

'The Electricity Act of 2003 mandated the development of a National Electricity Policy and 
n for achieving it. 'These were developed by mid-2005. The National Electricity Policy 
for (a) eliminating general and peak shortages by 2012 so that demand is fully met, 

ieving a per capita electricity consumption increase to over 1000 kW,-h by 2012, (c) 
ng access to electricity for all households, (d) strengthening the national grid and dis- 

bution systems, and (e) metering and appropriately charging for all electricity generated. 

n for achieving these goals calls for doubling installed generating capacity from 100,000 
MW, in 2002 to 200,000 MW, by 2012. The goal is to meet all demand and create a spinning 
reserve of at least 5%. The Planning Commission's Expert Committee on Integrated Energy 
Policy has recommended an energy growth rate of 8%/yr to ensure continuing economic 

evelopment. 'This would require that installed capacity increase from 11 5 GW, in 2005 to 
780 GW, in 2030 and that coal consumption increase from 460 million tons/yr in 2005 to 
about 2,000 million tons/yr in 2030.9 The Plan also calls for: (a) gas-based generation to be 
sited near major load centers, (b) new coal plants to be sited either at the pit-head of open- 
cast mines or at major port locations which can easily import coal, (c) thermal plant size to be 
increased to the 800- 1000 MW, size and (d) a shift to supercritical generating technology. 

India's new capacity additions are primarily the joint responsibility of the central and state 
sectors, and to a lesser degree, the private sector. The process of capacity addition begins 

the Central Electricity Agency (CEA), which collects and analyzes historical and an- 
operating data, makes forward projections of demand (both national and local) and 

evelops recommendations of new capacity additions including fuel mix, size, and loca- 
tion of plants to meet these needs. These recommendations form the basis for discussions 
among the various players of how to meet the increased demand. 

It is clear that NTPC is playing a larger role than it has in the past because it has met its ca- 
pacity addition commitments and improved plant performance effectively, whereas the SEBs 
have routinely fallen far short of meeting their capacity addition commitments and have 
frequently had the lowest operating efficiency plants in the system. The worst of these plants 
have been handed over to NTPC to operate. Currently over 90 % of the installed coal capacity 
in India is under 250 MW, per unit, and all units are subcritical. NTPC has built and operates 
most of the 500 MW, plants in India. NTPC currently has an effective in-house technology 
capability which it is further strengthening, and it is greatly expanding its technology center. 
It has the lead on the introduction of supercritical generating technology into India and has 
the financial resources to build 800-1000 MW, plants. It currently owns and operates about 
32% of installed coal capacity, 10 but is destined to play a larger role in the future. 
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Our assessment of the Electrification Plan is that it adequately addresses the niost impor- 
tant problems in the Indian electricity sector. However, the most critical question is, “Can 
it be successfully implemented?” This is more problematic, in that the Indian bureaucracy 
offers many roadblocks. Coal supply is one of the most important issues, and the rate of 
coal industry reform will be critical. Coal India Limited (CIL) may be able to produce only 
about 1/3 of the projected 2030 coal demand; the rest would have to be imported. 9 ~ 1  

The view from the state of Andre Pradesh (AP) offers some insight into these issues. AP 
unbundled its SEB about two years ago and is well into the new structure. O m  discussions 
with the AP Environmental Protection Department, the AP Electricity Regulatory Com- 
mission, the AP GenCo, and the AP distribution company all provided a consistent un- 
derstanding of the National Electrification Plan and how AP was addressing it. Such a high 
level of alignment is encouraging. CIL did not show high alignment. 

AP is involved in planning a couple of large generating plants, one potentially at mine 
mouth and one in the port city of Chennai. Negotiations are between APGenCo and NTPC. 
The distribution company has reduced the extent of un-metered electricity to about 20% 
(confirmed by the AP Electricity Commission) and has plans to further reduce it. They are 
installing meters at a rapid pace with the target of being fully metered by 2012. AP also has 
a couple of IPPs which are being paid for all the electricity they produce. In a state with a 
SEB in worse financial shape, the story would not be as positive. 

COAL-GENERATING TECHNOLOGY AND COZ 

As already noted, India’s PC power generation sector employs only subcritical technology. 
Coal is India’s largest indigenous fuel resource, and it has a reserves-to-production ratio 
of about 230 years at today’s production level. To use this resource most wisely and to re- 
duce CO, emissions, higher generating efficiency technology is important. NTPC is now 
constructing the first supercritical pulverized coal power plant in India and has plans for 
several additional units. The technology is being supplied by a foreign equipment rnanufac- 
turer. To remain competitive the national equipment manufacturer, BHEL, has entered into 
an agreement to license supercritical technology from a different international equipment 
manufacturer. This competition should serve to reduce the costs and make it more fea- 
sible politically for Indian generating companies to build supercritical plants in the future. 
Ultimately, by constructing only supercritical PC power plants, CO, emissions could be 
reduced by one billion tons between 2005 to 2025 based on projected capacity adds.12 

Integrated gasification combined cycle (IGCC) technology is a more distant option that 
requires development for India’s high- ash coal. NTPC, in coordination with the Ministry 
of Power India, is planning to build a 100 MW, demonstration plant either with a foreign 
technology or with BHEL-developed technology. One issue is that the more-proven foreign 
entrained-bed gasifier technology is not optiinum for high-ash Indian coal. BHEI3 fluid- 
bed gasifier is better suited to handle high-ash Indian coal but needs further development. 
BHEL has a 6 MW pilot plant which it has used for research. This represents an opportunity 
to develop a gasifier applicable to high ash coals that adds to the range of IGCC gasifier 
technology options. 
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mic development lags that of China, and its power development lags even fur- 
However, India's economic growth is likely to continue and further accelerate over 
. This will require rapid growth in electricity generation, and a large fraction of this will 

coal-based. Growth in coal-based power generation is indicated by central government 
and NTPC plans for and recent governmental approval of 11 coal-based IPP power plants 
to be built by industry leaders such as Reliance Energy and Tata Power, with a total capacity 
of 42,000 MW,.13 The fact that rapid growth is just beginning in India offers opportunities 
in that there is time to institutioi~alize cleaner, more efficient generating technologies before 

rowth in the Indian power sector occurs. 

ector company (NTPC) has successfully met its expanded capacity addition 
targets, has opened a power plant efficiency center, developed technology capabilities to im- 

perating factor and efficiency, is pursuing IGCC technology, and is markedly 
research and technology center capabilities. The strength and breadth of these 

t the potential for an Indian power generation sector company to develop 
ate technology, create generating standards and practices, and be a factor in 
velopment and deployment of the needed generating capacity. 
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IGCC Plants Without Capture 

Because of the current interest in gasification technology for coal electricity generation and 
the prominence given to gasification technology in the 2005 Energy Act, we discuss the fac- 
tors that federal or state policy makers should consider in deciding if incentives should be 

for projects to build TGCC without COz capture. 

the discussion in chapter 3 of our report, our assessment is that there is sufficient 
experience with IGCC without capture so that technical readiness should not be 

s a justification for governmeiital support. Since a new IGCC plant is likely to oper- 
designed (after a start-up period) additional IGCC “demonstration” plants without 

are not needed. The reason that new IGCC electricity generating plants are not being 
d today, in the absence of a subsidy and/or favorable regulatory treatment, is because 
cost difference reported in Chapter 3 between IGCC and SCPC in the absence of a 

on charge, together with the vastly greater experience base for operating PC power 
ably. 

base line estimate of the cost of electricity is that SCPC is today and for the foresee- 
able future cheaper than IGCC for plants without capture. We also estimate that the cost to 
retrofit an IGCC plant for capture is less than thecost to retrofit a comparable SCPC plant 
for capture. These conclusions are based on point estimates with a number of operating and 
economic assumptions, e.g. capacity factor, discount rate, investment cost, etc. We have 
not performed sensitivity analysis although this evidently would be helpful in defining the 
range of possible outcomes. 

Two arguments are advanced for government assistance for building IGCC plants without 
capture in addition to technical readiness. The first argument is that IGCC is more flexible 
for adapting to possible new federal regulations. This is true for COz capture under our base 
line estimate with presently available technology and may be true for future reguIations of 
criteria pollutants or mercury capture. The argument here is that there is a public interest 
to encourage investment today in the technology that is judged to be more flexible for re- 
sponding to tighter emissions restrictions that may be applied at some uncertain future date. 
n e  second argument is that the public will be better off if the new power plants that are 
built are IGCC plants because these plants are cheaper to retrofit and thus the adjustment to 
a possible imposed carbon charge in the future will be Less costly compared to a PC plant. 

Our analysis of these arguments depends upon the nature of market regulation. 
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In an unregulated market private investors will make their decision to build IGCC or 
SCPC based on their evaluation of many uncertain variables that affect the future profitabil- 
ity of their investments: these variables include the future trajectory of electricity prices, the 
cost and perforniance of alternative generating technologies, and the evolution and cost of 
complying with future environmental regulations, including the magnitude and timing of 
a carbon charge. We see no reason to interfere in this decentralized investment evaluation 
process and believe that the decisions of private investors are as good a way to deal with fu- 
ture uncertainty as any government guesses about the relevant variables. If the government 
wishes to influence the decision of the private investors toward taking the need for CCS into 
account, the proper way to do so is to adopt an explicit policy of carbon constraints, not to 
offer subsidies to IGCC technology without capture. The subsidy would permit the private 
investor to capture the increase in market electricity price that will accompany a future car- 
bon charge without paying anything for this benefit or taking any risk. 

In a regulated, cost of service, market the situation is different. A state utility regulatory 
body might decide that it is desirable to encourage new IGCC power plants even though 
they are more expensive to build, because of an anticipated imposition of a carbon charge. 
Because the regulatory body determines the return to the utility investor, if the carbon 
charge is imposed, the future rate of return for the utility can be adjusted so, in principle, 
there is no windfall for the investor. So in a state where there is regulated cost of service 
generation, incentives arising from the willingness of state regulators to approve construc- 
tion and costs recovery for IGCC without capture today is a plausible regulatory response 
to uncertainties about future environmental policies. Indeed, in a regulated environment, 
cost-based regulation may undermine private investor incentives to evaluate properly the 
future costs and benefits of investments in alternative generating technologies. Of course, 
this assumes that the state PIJC’s reasoning is indeed based on consideration of adapting to 
possible future CO, emission regulation and not other extraneous factors such as creating a 
concealed subsidy for coal mined in the state. 

There remains, however, a policy problem that is only now becoming recognized. Prospec- 
tive investors in new SCPC or IGCC plants today may believe as a practical political matter, 
that they will be ‘grandfathered” from any future CO, emission restrictions, either partially 
or totally for their remaining life, by tax abatement or by the allocation to them of free CO, 
emission rights in the context of a cap and trade program. If true, grandfathering would, at 
the very least, insulate private investors from the future costs of CO, charges, leading them 
to ignore these potential future costs in their investment assessments. This would create a 
bias toward SCPC plants relative to IGCC. At the extreme it might lead investors to build 
plants, especially SCPC plants, early in order to avoid the consequences of the possible im- 
position of a carbon charge. 

What can the government do to avoid this perverse incentive? %le correct measure is to 
pass a law or adopt a regulation today that makes it clear that new coal plants will not be 
shielded from future emission konstraints through tax abatements, free allocations of emis - 
sions permits, or other means. Some might argue that absent the adoption of a “no grand- 
fathering rule” there is need for a compensating second best policy of providing subsidies 
for building IGCC plants without capture - on the premise that if emission rights have suf- 
ficient value the IGCC’s will retrofit CCS and a desired level of emissions will be achieved 
at lower cost. 
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We believe it important for the federal government to take some policy action to deter 
early investments in coal-burning plants based on the expectation that these plants will 
be “grandfathered” to one degree or another in the future. We are unconvinced that a sub- 
sidy for IGCC plants is an acceptable second best choice; since in order to be reasonable 
it would anyway require a “no-grandfathering rule for those plants that did receive assis- 
tance. The correct choice is to apply the “no grandfathering rule to all new power plants, 
regardless of fuel or technology choice. Moreover, the possibility exists, as described in 
Chapter 3, that R&D will result in another technology cheaper than IGCC for CO, CCS; for 
example a cheaper way of producing oxygen could reverse the retrofit advantage of IGCC 
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The electric power industry in the U S. is at a crossroads. Many of the nation’s generating 
plants are over forty years old and in need of upgrades to continue operating efficiently. 
The transmission grid is also in need of reinforcement and expansion. At the same time, 
the risks associated with climate change are forcing us to consider quantum shifts in the 
way we generate and use electricity. 

Some proposals to address climate change assume that because coal is relatively 
abundant in the US., it must play a key role in our electricity future. Typically, these 
proposals include massive investment to develop technologies to decarbonize coal and/or 
remove COz from coal combustion gases. Similarly, many proposals assume that because 
nuclear generation does not emit COP directly, additional nuclear plants must be a part of 
the solution. This assumption has led to new subsidies and large government loan 
guarantees designed to revive the U.S. nuclear industry. 

However, coal and nuclear power come at a high price. New rules enacted to protect public 
health will require billions of dollars in new emission control equipment at old coal-fired 
plants. These controls would reduce SOz, NO,, and mercury emissions but would do 
nothing to reduce COz emissions. The environmental impacts of mining coal are massive 
and well documented, and the recent tragedy in West Virginia has brought attention back to 
the health and safety risks of mining. Mountain top removal presents different risks and 
costs to communities where it is employed. Coal ash wastes present additional costs and 
risks to communities around the country. Nuclear power produces high-level radioactive 
waste, and the nation still has not established a long term repository for that waste. For the 
indefinite future, the waste will be stored throughout the country at the power plants 
themselves. The risk of accidents would also increase with additional nuclear plants, and 
while the nuclear industry assures us that these risks are vanishingly small, history argues 
that they are not. 

This study challenges the assumptions that coal and nuclear power must be key parts of 
our response to climate change. We investigate a scenario in which the country transitions 
away from coal and nuclear power and toward more efficient electricity use and renewable 
energy sources. Specifically, coal-fired generation is eliminated by 2050 and nuclear 
generation is reduced by over one quarter. We perform a simple and transparent analysis 
of the costs of this strategy relative to a “business as usual” scenario, which includes 
expanded use of coal and nuclear energy. We also estimate the reductions in air emissions 
and water use that would result from this strategy. We do not quantify other benefits of the 
strategy, such as reduced solid waste from coal and nuclear plants or reduced 
environmental impacts from mining. 

The goal of the study is to provide a highly transparent and objective analysis of the cost of 
moving away from coal and nuclear energy and toward efficiency and renewables. Toward 
this end, we have used cost data from actual recent projects wherever possible rather than 
from researchers’ estimates or industry targets. We include in our analysis the costs of 
integrating large amounts of variable generation into the nation’s power system and the 
cost of new transmission needed to deliver renewable energy to load centers. The study is 
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a high-level view of a nationwide strategy, and it is designed to help identify areas where 
more detailed analysis is needed. 

This work is motivated by a simple realization. The need to reduce C02 emissions will force 
a major retooling of the electric industry. If we retool around coal and nuclear energy, we 
will exacerbate a number of environmental, health, and safety problems. If we retool with 
efficiency and renewable energy, we will largely eliminate those problems Moreover, the 
traditional arguments against renewable energy are no longer valid. Energy efficiency and 
several renewable technologies now cost less than new coal and nuclear plants in terms of 
direct costs-ignoring the externalized costs of coal and nuclear energy. Additionally, 
efficiency and renewables are already in cammercial operation, so the technology 
development and commercialization challenge of retooling with these technologies appears 
smaller than the challenge of developing low-carbon coal technologies and a new fleet of 
nuclear plants. 

Moreover, there is no rush to build additional capacity. Surplus generating capacity in every 
region of the country provides us the time to carefully and systematically increase 
investment in renewables and energy efficiency while we reduce investment in coal-fired 
and nuclear power. 

Section 2 of this report outlines the methodology and key assumptions. Section 3 presents 
the results for the U.S. as a whole, and Section 4 presents results on the regional level. 
Section 5 summarizes our conclusions. Appendix A describes our methodology in greater 
detail, and Appendix B describes our assumptions about the cost and performance of 
technologies in the Transition Scenario. Appendix C shows presents data in tabular form 
from selected charts in the report. 
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This section briefly describes the methodology of this study and our key assumptions. The 
methodology is discussed in more detail in Appendix A, and the assumptions, in Appendix 
B. 

Our method is essentially a spreadsheet-based analysis of regional energy balances. We 
began with data from the 2010 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO), released by the Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) in December 2009. Each year EIA uses the National 
Energy Modeling System (NEMS) to model a "Reference Case" energy scenario. EIA then 
analyzes various policy proposals by modeling the policy and comparing the results to the 
Reference Case. The AEO 2010 simulates U.S. electricity production and use through 
2035. 

The steps of our methodology are laid out briefly here and discussed in more detail in 
Appendix A. 

0 First, we developed our Reference Case by extrapolating the AEO 201 0 data on 
demand, generation by fuel, capacity additions and emissions from 2035 through 
2050. We did this based on average rates of change during the AEO study period. 

Second, we developed cost and performance assumptions for each resource type. 
We did this based on an extensive review of the current literature and on electric 
industry data that Synapse maintains. We used the AOE 201 0 costs for very few 
technologies, primarily because these data do not appear to account for recent 
escalations in construction and materials costs. 

Third, electricity loads were reduced from the AOE 201 0 loads to simulate a 
concerted, national effort to become more energy efficient. 

Fourth, we developed a scenario in which all coal and as much nuclear capacity as 
possible is phased out by 2050 -the Transition Scenario. We did this in an iterative 
way. Coal-retirement and renewable energy development scenarios were sketched 
out for each region based renewable technology cost data and each region's 
resources. Coal-fired capacity was retired at a rate that would not result in 
unrealistic development scenarios or costs. After rough scenarios were sketched 
out, the costs of new technologies over the study period were refined, based on the 
amount of capacity added nationwide. Then capacity additions were refined again, 
and so on. 

Fifth, we assessed the amount of generating capacity relative to load throughout 
the Transition Scenario. To do this, we used data from utility efficiency programs to 
estimate the impact of efficiency on peak loads and compared peak loads 
throughout the study period to capacity, with wind and solar capacity derated. 

Sixth, we estimated the incremental cost of transmission upgrades in the Transition 
Scenario. In this scenario, new investment is needed in transmission capacity to 
support increased interregional energy flows. We compared interregional transfers 
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in the Reference and Transition Cases and estimated the cost of the new 
transmission capacity necessary to accommodate the incremental flows. 

Seventh, we estimated the savings the Transition Scenario would provide from 
avoided emission control investments at coal-fired plants. Three federal regulations 
have been promulgated that will require new emission controls at existing coal-fired 
power plants: the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), the Clean Air Visibility Rule 
(CAVR), and the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR). We assume that plants 
committing to retire in the 2010 to 2020 period would not be required to install 
controls pursuant to these rules. We estimate the avoided cost using assumptions 
about the cost of control and the number of control systems avoided. See Appendix 
A for more on this calculation. 

Finally, we calculated the net cost of the Transition Scenario relative to the 
Reference Case. ‘To do this, we calculated the cost of each resource that was 
utilized differently in the two cases. Resources that generated the same amount of 
energy were not included in the cost analysis, as the net cost of these resources 
would be zero. We then subtracted the cost of the Reference Case from that of the 
Transition Scenario to determine the net costs. Costs are analyzed over the study 
period in constant 2009 dollars. Further, we focus on the total direct costs of 
generation to society. This means that, first, we do not include the effects of 
subsidies and tax incentives in the costs of generating technologies. Second, it 
means that we have not included “externalized” costs, such as the health effects of 
pollution from power generation or the environmental impacts of coal mining. 
Perhaps the most important cost we have ignored is that of carbon emissions. The 
Transition Scenario reduces C02 emissions over the study period by a cumulative 
55 billion tons. If a dollar value were placed on these reductions, it would change 
our net cost estimate dramatically. 

0 

0 

B. Cost and Performance Assumptions 
In developing cost and performance assumptions for the Reference Case and the 
Transition Scenario, we have been guided by a number of recent studies. This section 
briefly presents our assumptions about each resource and conversion technology and the 
information on which we base those assumptions. See Appendix B for a more detailed 
discussion. 

One factor we have been careful to capture in our assumptions is the increased cost of 
construction and many construction inputs over the last five years. A number of articles and 
cost indices document these cost increases (see, for example, Wald 2007). The Union of 
Concerned Scientists (IJCS) assessed the increases thoroughly for its Climate 2030 study, 
reviewing actual project data and several construction cost indices. They found real cost 
increases of “50 to 70 percent since 2000, with most of them occurring after 2004” (see 
UCS 2009, Appendix D). These increases have affected nearly all types of new power 
plants. 

There is some evidence that construction and materials costs are beginning to fall, perhaps 
as a result of the global recession. Thus, our 2010 cost assumptions reflect higher current 
construction and materials costs, and we assume a trend back to historical levels by the 
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midpoint of this decade. For the capital-intensive technologies with long construction 
periods (nuclear, coal, geothermal and biomass), we have raised installed costs in 2010 by 
roughly 20% as it appears that most of our sources have captured some, but not all of the 
construction cost increases. For less capital intensive technologies, like combined-cycle 
combustion turbines, 2010 costs are 10% above historical levels. In both cases, capital 
costs return to historical levels during the next decade. 

Beyond falling near-term construction costs, our costs trajectories are largely a function of 
capacity additions. For less mature technologies, where much more capacity is added in 
the Transition Scenario than the Reference Case, costs fall faster in the Transition 
Scenario than the Reference Case. This is consistent with the way that cost trajectories are 
determined within NEMS, however we do not use the function NEMS uses to determine 
future costs. Our future costs are based on our review of the literature for each technology. 
This allows us to have costs fall based on a wide range of opinions and forecasts for each 
technology and its supply chain, rather than trying to summarize these dynamics for all 
technologies in a single function. In this Section we show how costs fall with capacity 
additions for each new technology. 

Energy Efficiency 

While energy efficiency programs have been common in the U.S. for several decades, the 
potential for energy savings remains vast. In fact, as more efficient equipment has been 
adopted, advancing technology has continued to provide more and more efficient solutions. 
For example, compact fluorescent lights reduce energy use relative to incandescent bulbs 
significantly. However, next generation technologies, like LED lighting, promise to provide 
considerable savings relative to compact fluorescents. 

In the Transition Scenario we envision a concerted, national effort that includes aggressive 
R&D support and market transformation efforts designed to remove barriers to efficiency 
and pull new technologies into markets. Over recent decades a combination of incentives 
(including utility programs and tax policies) and standards (including the Department of 
Energy's standards for buildings and various types of equipment) have resulted in 
significant improvements. We anticipate a continuation of these efforts with increasingly 
higher levels of efficiency over the coming decades. As the high end of the range of 
available equipment is incrementally improved over time (through innovation driven in part 
by incentives) the levels of minimum standards can be increased, cutting the poorest 
performing equipment from the market entirely. 

In the Transition Scenario, we envision an expansion in the scope of the nation's efficiency 
efforts as well as increasing standardization and economies of scale in the provision of 
those services. We assume that these efforts begin in 201 I ,  reducing electricity use from 
Reference Case levels by 0.2% in that year. Annual savings grow to 2.0% by 2021 and 
stay there for the remainder of the study period. As discussed in Appendix B, several utility 
programs are currently reducing energy use by 2.0% per year, and the effects of codes and 
standards provides additional savings on top of utility programs. We assume an average 
total cost (utility and participant) of 4.5 centslkwh for efficiency, based on a number of 
studies (discussed in Appendix B). 
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Wind Energy 

See Appendix B for a discussion of wind energy potential and recent cost data. The most 
detailed analysis of U.S. wind cost and potential was performed for the DOE'S 2008 study 
20% Wind Energy by 2030 and its predecessor, AWEA's 2007 report 20 Percent Wind 
Energy Penetration in the United States (DOE EERE 2008 and AWEA 2007). Both reports 
include detailed supply curves for wind energy in each of nine U.S. regions. These supply 
curves are based on analyses of site types in different regions of the country. Because of 
this rich regional detail, we use these supply curves as the basis of our wind buildout in the 
Transition Scenario and for costs in both scenarios. However we adjust the installed cost of 
wind in the 201 0 supply curves to account for the increased construction costs discussed 
above. AWEA 2007 uses total installed costs of 1,750 $/kW for onshore wind, and we 
adjust this to 2,200 $/kW. AWEA uses 2,490 $/MWh for offshore projects and we adjust this 
to 3,500 $/MWh. 

See Figure 23 in Appendix B for the AWEA 2007 supply curve. The AWEA 2007 report 
divides this supply curve into nine regional supply curves, and it breaks costs into: capital 
costs, fixed and variable O&M, regional construction factors and regional transmission 
adders.' This detail allowed us essentially to update the regional supply curves for 2010 by 
increasing the installed costs and leaving the other components unchanged. Installed costs 
in both scenarios fall between 2010 and 2020 based on projected decreases in 
construction costs and global learning and market maturation. After 2020, installed costs 
fall faster in the Transition Scenario based on the larger cumulative U.S. capacity additions 
in that scenario. We assume that these additions would better develop the US. turbine 
industry, leading to cost reductions relative to the Reference Case. The costs we use for 
wind energy in the two cases as well as cumulative capacity additions are shown in Table 1 
below. 

Annual energy production in each region is calculated in each region based on installed 
capacity and capacity factors from AWEA 2007. The supply curves from AWEA 2007 show 
how lower wind classes must be tapped as more capacity is added in each region (see 
Figure 23). Using these data, we decrease wind capacity factors as capacity is added in 
each region, simulating the development of the best wind sites first. Thus, the ievelized cost 
of new wind plants over time is a function of both the falling capital costs shown in Table 1 
and falling capacity factors, which are a function of capacity additions in each region. After 
20 years, wind sites are assumed to be repowered with new turbines at a cost of 75% of 
the current cost of a greenfield project. 

The regional construction factors capture the differing costs of construction in different regions of the 1 

country. The factors are: 26% for the Northeast; 16% for the MidAtlantic; 12% for the Great Lakes and 6% 
for the Southeast. Construction factors are not added in other regions of the country. 



Table I. Installed Wind Costs through the Study Period 

Reference Case 
Cumulative Onshore Cap. (MW) 39,000 66,000 68,000 75,000 86,000 
Cumulative Offshore Cap. (MW) 0 200 200 200 200 
Northeast Onshore ($/kW) $2,800 $2,100 $2,000 $1,900 $1,800 
Northeast Offshore ($lkW) $4,400 $3,300 NIA N/A N/A 
southeast Onshare ($/kW) $2,300 $1,700 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 
Southeast Offshore ($/kW) $3,700 $2,800 N/A NIA NIA 
S. Central Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 $1,400 

W. Midwest Onshare ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 $1,400 

Southwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 $1,400 
California Onshore ($/kW) $2,400 $1,800 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500- 

Cumulative Onshore Cap. (MW) 39,000 99,000 144,000 178,000 222,000 
Cumulative Offshore Cap. (MW) 0 4,600 9,400 16,000 27,000 

Northeast Offshore ($ lkW) $4,400 $3,100 $2,500 $2,300 $2,300 
Southeast Onshore ($/kW) $2,300 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 $1,500 
Southeast Offshore ($/kW) $3,700 $2,600 $2,100 $2,000 $1,900 
S. Central Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,500 $1,400 $1,400 

E. Midwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,500 $1,800 $1,700 $1,700 $1,600 

Northwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 $1,400 

Transition Scenario 

Northeast Onshore ($/kW) $2,800 $2,100 $1,900 $1,800 $1,700 

E. Midwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,500 $1,800 $1,700 $1,600 $1,500 
W. Midwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,500 $1,400 $1,400 
Northwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,500 $1,400 $1,400 
Southwest Onshore ($/kW) $2,200 $1,700 $1,500 $1,400 $1,400 
California Onshore ($/kW) $2,400 $1,800 $1,600 $1,500 $1,500 

In addition, to account for the cost of integrating wind generation into regional power 
systems, we add 2 $/MWh to the cost of all wind energy when it reaches 10% of total 
energy in a region. We add 4 $/MWh when it reaches 15% and 5 $/MWh when it reaches 
20%. These cost adders persist throughout the study period. As discussed in Section 3, 
depressing loads with energy efficiency, removing coal and nuclear generation from 
regional supply mixes, increasing the size of balancing areas and expanding demand 
response programs will all make it easier for regions to accommodate variable generation. 
'Thus, we believe it is conservative to assume that these costs persist throughout the study 
period. 

Photovoltaics 

Current costs of PV systems are high relative to many other technologies. See Appendix B 
for more on the PV potential across the country and current and historical cost data. Table 
2 shows the installed costs we use for PV in the Reference Case and Transition Scenario 
over the study period. By 2030, more than twice as much capacity has been added in the 
Transition Scenario than in the Reference Case, and installed costs are about 13% lower 
due to more assumed learning and U.S. market maturation. In addition to these installed 
costs, we assume fixed O&M of 41 $/kW-yr for distributed projects and 35 $/kW-yr for 
central projects. These costs do not fall over the study period. Capacity factors for new PV 
rise from 23% to 27% over the study period for distributed projects and from 26% to 28% 
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for central projects. After 20 years we assume that PV panels are replaced at 75% of the 
cost of a new project. 

Table 2. Installed Cost of PV Projects through the Study Period 
201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Reference Case 
Cumulative PV Cap. (MW) 2,100 10,000 12,000 19,000 39,000 
PV Distributed Cost ($lkW) $7,100 $5,000 $4,500 $4,200 $3,900 
PV Central Cost ($/kW) $6,000 $4,200 $3,800 $3,600 $3,300 

Transition Scenario 
Cumulative PV Cap (MW) 2,100 14,000 28,000 39,000 55,000 
PV Distributed Cost ($/kW) $7,100 $4,600 $3,900 $3,700 $3,600 
PV Central Cost ($/kW) $6,000 $3,900 $3,300 $3,200 $3,100 

Concentrating Solar Power 

Concentrating solar power (CSP), also known as solar thermal power, uses the heat of the 
sun to generate electricity. CSP plants are utility-scale generators that use mirrors and 
lenses to concentrate the sun’s energy to activate turbines, engines, and photovoltaic cells 
to produce electricity. Maximum power is generated by CSP plants in the afternoon hours, 
and this correlates well with peak electricity loads in hot climates. Unlike PV systems, which 
can use diffuse, CSP systems require direct sunlight, known as “direct-normal solar 
radiation ” See Appendix B for more information on CSP potential and costs. 

Table 3 shows the costs we use for CSP projects in the Reference Case and the Transition 
Scenarios. By 2050, almost ten times as much CSP capacity has been added in the 
Transition Scenario, and installed costs are significantly lower. We used different costs In 
the Transition Scenario for CSP projects with and without energy storage capacity. In the 
Reference Case, we applied the average of the two costs to all CSP projects, as we do not 
know what assumptions EIA makes on this point. However, we ended up modeling about 
half the capacity with storage and half without in the Transition Scenario, so in this sense, 
the scenarios are quite similar. The assumption about storage affects only the cost, not the 
capacity factor: capacity factors for all new CSP projects rise from 38% in 201 0 to 46% in 
2050. In both scenarios we assume that all new CSP plants are required to use dry (air) 
cooling systems. 

Table 3. Capacity Additions and Installed Cost of CSP Projects through the Study Period 
201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 

Reference Case 
Cumulative CSP Cap (MW) 610 890 930 1,100 1,300 
CSP Cost ($/kW) $5,300 $4,800 $4,700 $4,500 $4,400 

Cumulative CSP Cap. (MW) 610 3,700 7,500 11,000 14,000 
CSP Cost ($/kW) $4,700 $3,300 $2,800 $2,700 $2,600 
CSP wl storage Cost ($/kW) $6,000 $4,800 $3,800 $3,400 $3,300 

In addition to these installed costs, we assume fixed O&M of 41 $/kW-yr for distributed 
projects and 35 $/kW-yr for central projects, based on these same sources. These costs do 
not fall over the study period. Capacity factors for new CSP plants rise from 38% to 46% 
over the study period. After 30 years CSP projects are “repowered” at a 30% of the cost of 

Transition Scenario 
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a greenfield project. This is to simulate the fall in the levelized cost of energy as initial 
capital costs are recovered and capital additions are incurred to replace aging components. 

Biomass 

A wide range of biomass fuels are used for energy production. First, there are various 
waste gases, methane rich gases emitted by landfills, wastewater treatment, and animal 
wastes. Second, there are solid waste streams: logging and sawmill wastes, crop residues, 
food production wastes and urban wood wastes. Third are dedicated energy crops - plants 
grown specifically to be used as fuel. Corn is currently the largest dedicated energy crop in 
the U.S., however it is used to make liquid fuel, not to generate electricity. While there has 
been considerable research on energy crops for electricity production, they are not yet 
grown on a widespread basis. Research has focused primariJy on switchgrass and 
willow/poplar hybrids - and more recently on duckweed and water hyacinths (see Makhijani 
2008). 

The use of waste gases for energy production is not controversial, nor is the use of mill and 
urban wood wastes. These are considered “opportunity” fuels, free or lower cost 
byproducts of other activities. The use of the other biofuels listed above is extremely 
controversial. Use of logging wastes removes nutrients that would otherwise return to the 
soil and can exacerbate erosion problems on recently logged land. The use of crop 
residues removes nutrients from croplands resulting in more fertilizer use. Devoting land to 
dedicated energy crops can, in some cases, negatively impact animal habitats and/or the 
scenic and recreational value of the land. And all of these fuels-timber and crop wastes 
and dedicated energy crops-are typically harvested and transported by machines burning 
fossil fuels. 

All of these concerns about biomass as an energy fuel are legitimate, and taken together, 
they lead to two important conclusions: 

First, in growing and harvesting biomass for energy use, we must carefully 

And second, we must use the biomass fuels we do harvest as efficiently as 

consider the full range of impacts. 

possible. 

In light of these points, we are conservative in our use of this resource in the Transition 
Scenario, and we utilize a significant portion of the resource in CHP plants. For 
comparison, over 100,000 MW of biomass capacity is added by 2050 in the Reference 
Case, while we add a total of 23,000 MW in the Transition Scenario. See Appendix B for a 
discussion of the biomass potential data we have used in developing the Transition 
Scenario. 

For new direct fire biomass systems, we use the installed cost from AEO 2010, but we 
increase this cost 20% to account for the higher construction and materials costs as 
discussed above. The result is 4,400 $/kW. We assume that installed costs come down by 
20% by 2020 and come down 1 % per decade after that, since this is a mature technology. 
We include fixed O&M of 67 $/kW-yr and variable O&M of 6.90 $/MWh and use a 2010 
heat rate of 9,450 Btu/kWh - all from AEO 2010. 
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As noted, over 100,000 MW of biomass capacity is added in the Reference Case. First, we 
do not know how much of this is direct fire and how much is CHP. Thus, we cost out all the 
biomass generation in the Reference Case as direct-fire combustion. Second, because so 
much is added, we increase the average biomass fuel cost in the Reference Case from 
2.00 to 3.00 $/mmBtu in the later decades. For direct-fire biomass in the Transition 
Scenario (23,000 MW) the fuel cost stays at 2.00 $/mmBtu throughout the study period. 

In the AEO 2010, EIA does not include any net COz emissions from biomass plants. While 
we do not believe that all near-term biomass projects will be carbon neutral, we use the 
same assumption in the Transition Scenario in order to be consistent with the Reference 
Case. Regarding NO, emissions from biomass, EIA staff could not tell us what NO, 
emission rate is applied to biomass in the Reference Case. This is troubling, especially 
since so much energy is produced from biomass in the Reference Case. We apply a NO, 
rate of 0.2 Ib/mmBtu to biomass combustion based on MA DOER, 2008. 

For the cost and performance of biomass CHP, we rely primarily on EPA 2007. This study 
provides a detailed analysis of biomass CHP technologies and their costs. We use the 
characteristics of a stoker boiler with a 600 ton per day capacity to represent biomass in the 
Transition Scenario. (Fluidized bed boilers are quite common too, but the costs and 
performance of these is very similar to stokers.) EPA 2007 includes a cost of $4,900 $/kW 
for the stoker boiler. We increase this by 20% in 2010 for higher construction costs and 
bring it back down by 2020. Costs fall by 1 % per decade after 2020. We use total non-fuel 
O&M costs of 36 $/MWh and fuel costs of 3.00 $/mmBtu to account for increased average 
distance to CHP sites relative to direct fire plant sites. 

For anaerobic digester gas (ADG) and landfill gas (LFG) projects, we assume generation 
using an internal combustion engine, as we project this to be the lowest cost technology 
throughout the study period. We assume that third party developers pay landfill owners an 
average of 1 .OO $/mmBtu for gas. For ADG projects we assume no gas cost. All costs and 
operating characteristics are based on ACEEE 2009b. Installed costs are increased by a 
factor of 1.25 to account for these specialized applications. LFG projects are modeled on a 
3-MW engine.' Installed costs are 1,400 $/kW, Q&M is 1.8 cents per KWh, and the 201 0 
heat rate is 9490 Btu/kWh. Wastewater treatment ADG projects are modeled on a 100 kW 
engine. Installed costs are 2,800 $/kW; O&M is 2.5 cents per kWh; and the 2010 heat rate 
is 12,000 Btu/kWh. For farm-based ADG systems we use capital costs of the digester and 
genset together of 5,150 $/kW, and operating characteristics of an 800 kW generator. Total 
O&M is 3.0 cents per kWh; and the 2010 heat rate is 9,760 Btu/kWh. All heat rates fall over 
time based on ACEEE 2009b. 

Geothermal 
There are two types of geothermal systems from which heat can be extracted to generate 
electricity. The system used depends on the site-specific geological structure of the heat 
resource. The first type is hydrothermal, in which the geology and heat resource allow 
energy to be extracted with little additional work to move water through the system and up 

Data from EPAs Landfill Methane Outreach Program show an average project size of roughly 3 MW for 
existing LFG projects. 
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to the surface. The second type of system can extract energy from heat sources deeper 
below the earth's surface. These areas either lack water or are characterized by rocks with 
low permeability. Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) work to create an engineered 
hydrothermal system through hydraulic fracturing. 

Finally, heat energy often becomes available when oil and gas wells are drilled, and recent 
research suggests that, in the case of existing wells, "co-produced" heat could be captured 
at much lower cost than with hydrothermal or EGS systems. The authors of NREL's 2007 
geothermal resource inventory write: "coproduced resources collectively represent the 
lowest-cost resources.. . reflecting the assumption that this potential can be developed 
using mostly existing well infrastructure" (NREL 2007, p. 16). However, serious efforts to 
capture this resource have only just begun, and more work is needed to determine exactly 
what infrastructure would need to be added to existing oil and gas fields. 

NREL 2007 provides a detailed analysis of the US. geothermal resource and the cost of 
capturing it in different places. Our costs are based on this study, with increased installed 
costs as described in Appendix B. Figure 1 below shows the biomass supply curves we use 
at different points in the study period. While these data are shown nationally here, we have 
used the underlying data to create regional supply curves. The major shift in the supply 
curve between 201 0 and 2030 is the result of adding in co-produced resources over that 
period. Because these resources have not been widely tapped yet, we assume that they 
are not available in the 2010 to 2020 period. We assume that half the total co-produced 
resource becomes available in 2020 and the other half in 2030. 
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Figure 1 .  Geothermal Energy Supply Curves 

Coal-Fired Plants 

The cost of new coal-fired plants has increased considerably over the past decade. See 
Appendix D of UCS 2009 for a discussion of the trend in costs up to 2008. Costs have 
continued to increase since then. Based on lJCS and other recent data, we use a 201 0 
total installed cost for new coal of 4,000 $/kW, including interest during construction. Fixed 
O&M is 28 $/kW-yr, and variable O&M is 4.70 $/MWh, both from AEO 2010. Our assumed 
heat rate, 9,200 Btu/kWh, is also from AEO 2010. We assume an 85% capacity factor. 
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Total installed costs fall by 20% between 2010 and 2020, due to falling construction and 
materials costs. Costs fall by only 1 % per decade thereafter, because this is a mature 
technology. 

Once coal plants reach age 40, we assume they are essentially rebuilt in situ over the next 
several decades. The original capital costs are now fully recovered, and we assume that 
capital additions of $1 00 per $/kW-yr are needed to rebuild the plant3 This assumption of 
rebuilding in situ is more consistent with the way these plants are actually being treated 
than the assumption that plants are retired at a specific age and replaced with completely 
new plants. 

The coal prices we use, shown in Table 4, are based on the AEO 201 0 Reference Case. 
We have extrapolated them to 2050 based on average trends from 2012 through 2035. 

Table 4. Coal Prices, Based on AEO 2010 ($lmmBtu) 

201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 
$1.55 $1.54 $1.41 $1.41 $1.35 

Nuclear Plants 

Until several years ago, there had been no serious proposals for new nuclear plants in the 
U.S., and cost estimates were little more than guesses. When companies began to get 
actual quotes from vendors, costs were much higher than expected, and cost estimates for 
the projects under development have continued to climb as the projects have progressed. 
For example, 

o Florida Power and Light’s latest cost estimate for two new units is $12 to $18 billion 
(Reuters 2010, Grunwald 2010). FPL recently delayed the project when the Florida 
Public Service Commission denied proposed rate increases. 

Progress Energy’s cost estimate for two new units north of Tampa Bay tripled over 
the course of a year reaching $17 billion (Grunwald 2010). This project has also 
been delayed. 

In November 2009, CSP Energy disclosed that costs of the planned expansion of 
the South Texas nuclear station had risen from $13 to $17 billion (EUW, 2009). 

The first “new generation” nuclear unit actually to begin construction, Finland’s 
Olkiluoto 3, had seen cost escalations of $2 billion by 2009, and the developer and 
the utility buying the plant were in arbitration in that year over responsibility for the 
cost overruns (Schlissel, et. al., 2009). 

o 

o 

0 

We do not make this change to costs on a unit-by-unit basis. We change the costs of large blocks of 3 

capacity based an unit-specific on-line dates in EPA and EIA data. 
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Because no investment banks have been willing to finance new nuclear plants, the Obama 
Administration has stepped in with loan guarantees. The first federal guarantee of $8.3 
billion went to two proposed units at the Vogtle plant in Georgia. In Florida and Georgia, 
laws have been passed allowing utilities to begin collecting the costs of new nuclear units 
before the units are in service, to protect utilities' cash flow and credit ratings. For example, 
Progress Energy is collecting money from ratepayers for the project cited above, although 
the company has delayed the project. The delays and escalating costs have caused a 
consumer backlash and now some lawmakers want the laws overturned. 

Law professor Mark Cooper has compiled cost data from the existing U.S. reactors and 
estimates for new units. Figure 2 above shows these data, with the estimates for new 
plants divided into the different entities making the estimate (Cooper 2009). The trend of 
rising estimates is clear. Note that the estimates in this figure are "overnight" costs, which 
do not include interest during construction. Interest can easily add 20% to the cost of a 
nuclear plant, and more when long construction delays occur. 

We use a total installed cost of 8,000 $/kW for the new nuclear plants added in the 
Reference Case - $8 billion for a 1,000 MW plant. This figure includes interest during 
construction. For fixed O&M we use 93 $/kW-yr, and for variable O&M we use 0.5 $/MWh, 
both from AEO 201 0. Installed costs fall by 8% by 2020 to account for falling construction 
and materials costs. Costs fall 2% per decade after 2020. 

Between 2010 and 2020, installed costs of niiclear plants do not fall as much as those of 
coal plants because the escalating nuclear cost estimates are quite different from the rising 
actual costs of coal and other plant types. That is, increased construction costs are likely to 
be responsible for some of the rising nuclear estimates, but poor initial estimates and a 
withered supply chain are also factors. For example, only two companies worldwide are 
qualified to forge nuclear pressure vessels, steam generators and pressurizers. In addition, 
utilities proposing new nuclear units have discovered a scarcity in the U.S. of 'IN-stamp" 
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technicians -workers certified by the NRC to build certain components of nuclear plants 
(Harding, 2008). 

Again, the 8,000 $/kW installed costs are only applied to the new nuclear plants in the 
Reference Case. To calculate the cost of energy from existing nuclear plants, we use 
annual capital additions of 200 $/kW-yr to cover the cost of rebuilding plants over a period 
of several decades, and the same O&M costs listed above. 

Combined-Cycle Combustion Turbines 

Combined-cycle combustion turbines (CCCT) are very attractive in that they are not as 
capital intensive as coal and nuclear plants and construction times are significantly shorter, 
reducing the risk of cost overruns. There was a large boom in CCCT construction in the 
U.S. during the 1990’s and 2000’s. This boom, coupled with the current recession, has left 
the country with surplus capacity and left many CCCTs operating at low utilization rates. 

We have not increased current CCCT costs as much as those of coal and nuclear plants, 
because CCCTs are less capital intensive. We use total installed costs of 995 $/kW, based 
largely on AEO 2010 with some escalation for higher near-term construction costs. For 
fixed O&M we use 13 $/kW-yr, and for variable O&M we use 2.10 $/MWh, both from AEO 
201 0. We use a heat rate of 7,196, also from AEO 201 0. For older CCCT’s (after initial 
capital costs have been paid off), we assume capital additions of 56 $/kW-yr. 

The gas prices we use, shown in Table ti are based on the AEO 201 0 Reference Case. We 
have extrapolated them to 2050 based on average trends from 2012 through 2035. 

Table 5. Natural Gas Costs, Based on AEO 2010 ($/mmBtu) 

201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 
$4 89 $6 48 $780 - $9.86 $13 12 -_ 
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s 
This Section compares the Reference and Transition Scenarios at the national level in 
terms of electricity generation, air and water impacts, and costs. We examine the 
regional implications in Section 4. 

In the Transition Scenario, we begin in 2010 with the same regional loads and 
generating mixes as in the Reference Case. However, a coordinated and sustained 
national efficiency effort slows load growth in this scenario, and by 2021 the nation is 
saving energy each year equal to 2% of electricity use. As discussed in Appendix B, this 
level of savings is currently being achieved by several US. utilities, and we assume that 
a strong, nationwide push on efficiency could bring annual savings throughout the 
country to this level. As shown in Figure 3, savings at this level would reduce electricity 
generation from 4,000 TWh in 201 0 (as predicted in the AEO 201 0 Reference Case) to 
3,600 TWh in 2050. 
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Figure 3. Electricity Use in the Reference and Transition Cases 

The electricity fuel mix in each decade of the Transition Scenario is shown in Figure 4. 
(See Appendix C for tabular versions of all bar charts.) Coal-fired generation is reduced 
by nearly 1,800 TWh (100%) between 2010 and 2050.4 Nuclear generation is reduced 
by 220 TWh relative to 2010, and it comprises only 17% of total generation in 2050. 
Generation at gas-fired central station plants (Le., not CHP plants) falls by 37 TWh. The 
nation’s electricity fuel mix becomes much more diverse by 2050. 

We have rounded numbers to two significant figures in presenting results 
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Figure 4. The Resource Mix in the Transition Scenario 

Key aspects of the Transition Scenario are as follows: 

0 Energy efficiency reduces demand an average of 1.3% per year over the study 
period. Generation falls to 3,600 TWh in 2050. Reference Case generation in 
this year is 5,900 TWh. 

All coal-fired plants are retired - 320,000 MW. In the Reference Case, 22,000 
MW of new coal capacity are added and coal-fired generation increases by 670 
TWh (37%) over the study period. 

Nearly 30,000 MW of nuclear capacity is retired, and nuclear generation falls by 
240 TWh (30%). 

Gas-fired generation at central-station plants falls, and production at gas-fired 
CHP plants rises. In 2050, overall gas-fired generation is up 26% relative to 
2010, but it is 230 TWh (18%) below Reference Case levels. 

The nation taps its massive wind energy resource. Roughly 220,000 MW of 
onshore wind capacity generates 810 TWh in 2050, 26% of the national mix. On 
the east coast, 27,000 MW of off-shore capacity produces 3.4% of the nation’s 
electricity. 

The country’s biomass resource is used conservatively: 34,000 MW of biomass 
capacity are added, roughly a quarter of the capacity added in the Reference 
Case. It produces 9% of the nation’s electricity by 2050. Direct-fire plants 

0 

0 

0 
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produce 4%; biomass CHP plants produce 2%; and combustion of waste gases 
produces 3%. 

53,000 MW of solar PV capacity is added, and PV produces 3.3% of the nation’s 
electricity in 2050. Nearly 14,000 MW of solar thermal capacity is added, 
producing 1.5% of electricity. 

New biomass- and gas-fired CHP capacity in the Transition Scenario generate 
314 TWh of electricity in 2050, 9% of national generation. These plants avoid 
the combustion of 3.6 quadrillion Btu for process and space heating. If the 
avoided fuel were gas, the savings in 2050 would total nearly $50 billion. 

0 

0 

Figure 5 below compares the energy mix in the Reference and Transition Cases in the 
years 2010, 2030, and 2050. Note that in 2050 energy efficiency reduces total 
generation from 2010 levels by a small amount, but the reduction relative to the 
Reference Case in 2050 is dramatic. Forty years of compounding underscores the 
importance of a more efficient electricity future. 
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Figure 5. The Resource Mix the Reference and Transition Cases 

A. Supply-side Efficiency 
A critical aspect of the Transition Scenario is more efficient use of fuels like biomass and 
natural gas. By 2050 we add over 42,000 MWe in CHP capacity, and it produces 31 5 
TWh of energy. We add roughly 7,900 MWe of biomass-fueled CHP by 2050. These 
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units would burn 3.1 quadrillion Btu of biomass in that year and produce 59 TWh of 
electricity and 2.0 quadrillion Btu of useful heat, for an overall efficiency just over 70%. A 
key priority in the Transition Scenario would be to identify potential CHP hosts-schools, 
hospitals, shopping malls, office parks, and other commercial and industrial facilities- 
near biomass feedstocks. 

We also include 34,000 MW of gas-fired CHP capacity by 2050. This capacity would 
burn 2.3 quadrillion Btu of gas in 2050 and generate 260 TWh of electricity and 0.9 
quadrillion Btu of useful heat. 

Together, the biomass- and gas-fired CHP systems would avoid the combustion of 3.6 
quadrillion Btu of fuel for space and process heat in 2050. If the avoided fuel were gas, 
the annual savings in 2050 would total nearly $50 billion. We have not included these 
estimated savings in calculating net cost of the Transition Scenario. This is because the 
CHP plants added in the Reference Case would also displace fuel use outside the 
electric sector, yet we do not know exactly how much CHP is added in the Reference 
Case or what the operating characteristics of those plants are (e.g., power to heat ratio). 

B. System Planning and Operation 
The U.S. currently has significant surplus generating capacity, largely due to the gas- 
fired capacity additions of the 1990s and 2000s and the current recession. Reducing 
energy use with aggressive efficiency efforts now would extend and increase this 
surplus. Thus, we would expect reserve margins to be maintained easily in the 
Transition Scenario, and the results of a rough reserve margin analysis support this 
expectation. 

We first estimated the effect on peak load of a MWh saved by a typical suite of efficiency 
programs. Most states require annual efficiency program reviews, and most of these 
reviews address the issue of peak load reductions. We assessed more than a dozen 
program reviews and took the average figure for peak load reductions from these 
reports: a reduction of 0.13 kW per MWh saved. Using this assumption and the 2010 
regional peak loads in the AEO data, we then estimated the peak load in each region 
and year in the Transition Scenario. 

Next, we derated all wind and solar capacity (both preexisting and new) to account for 
the variability of these resources. We multiplied wind capacity by 15% and used regional 
factors to derate the solar capacity, based on an NREL study of PV energy’s 
coincidence with peak loads in different regions (Perez 2006). We then compared 
derated capacity to estimated peak loads as in a traditional reserve margin analysis. 
Table 6 shows the 2010 margins calculated using the AEO 2010 data and the estimated 
margins for 2020 and 2030.5 

5 Note that this is a rough check of capacity adequacy, not a rigorous reserve margin analysis. A true 
reserve margin analysis would need to consider operating [imitations on many types of generators-not 
just wind and solar-and it would focus on a much smaller control area than the regions addressed 
here. 
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Table 6. Estimated Reserve Margins Early in the Study Period 

201 0 2020 2030 
Northeast 
Southeast 
S. Central 
W. Midwest 
E. Midwest 
Northwest 
Southwest 
California 

33% 
45% 
46% 
43% 
25% 
58% 
51 yo 
30% 

36% 
44% 
31 % 
34% 
25% 
53% 
55% 
31% 

50% 
63% 
41 % 
35% 
49% 
78% 
74% 
37% 

In addition to meeting peak loads, there is great emphasis today on integrating variable 
generation into regional power systems. Indeed, with increasing amounts of variable 
generation (wind and solar), regional power systems would need to be much more 
flexible and responsive. In the Transition Scenario they would be. 

Traditionally, large blocks of inflexible capacity (coal and nuclear plants) have been 
operated around the clock to meet baseload energy needs. The output of these units 
can be reduced somewhat, but they cannot be backed down a large amount and still 
remain available for the following day. System operators have had to work around these 
constraints, and historically, when units have been operated out of economic merit order 
it is often because the output of baseload units could not be reduced further. 

By removing a large portion of this inflexible generation, the Transition Scenario creates 
much more flexibility. Flexible resources like gas and hydro units comprise larger 
percentages of the energy mix (although overall gas use falls). This change in the 
composition of supply-side resources would make power systems much more able to 
accommodate large amounts of variable energy than they are today. Moreover, changes 
in other areas will further increase flexibility. 

First, rapidly growing demand response programs are making demand more responsive 
to prices and loads. Demand response programs with "dispatchable" components such 
as direct load control help to provide intra-day and intra-hour ramping capability to 
support greater levels of variable generation output. The introduction of dynamic pricing 
and potentially greater customer response to system ramping requirements also 
increases the flexibility of the system to respond to variable generation. 

Second, system operators are moving toward much larger balancing areas and fewer 
total balancing areas. This supports the reduction of aggregate wind variability by 
capturing the spatial diversity of the wind resource base. For example, the Midwest IS0 
region consolidated its numerous balancing areas into a single balancing area in 2009. 
This has allowed for integration of wind resources without significantly increasing 
operating reserve requirements. The Southwest Power Pool is planning to consolidate 
its member utilities into a single balancing region in this decade. The Pennsylvania/New 
Jersey Maryland IS0 (PJM) operates as a single balancing area, as do the northeastern 
lSOs (NY and NE). 

Efforts in these three areas are already well underway. A commitment to a future like the 
Transition Scenario would simply reinforce and speed these changes in system planning 
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and operation. In fact, system operation might well be easier in the Transition Scenario 
than it would be in the Reference Case, in which coal and nuclear plants would provide 
nearly 60% of the energy in 2050. 

C. Changesin et Energy Balances 
An important aspect of the Transition Scenario is the way in which it would change 
interregional power flows, both relative to current flows and to the Reference Case 
future. While specific exchange levels fluctuate year to year, general patterns have 
emerged. We address these general patterns in terms of regional net energy balances. 

Today's typical energy balances are shown in the top map in Figure 6. The width of the 
arrows is roughly consistent with the magnitude of the net imports or exports. The 
Eastern Midwest typically generates substantial excess electricity, and it is used in the 
Northeast and Southeast. The Northwest and Southwest also generate excess power 
which is consumed in California. The middle map in Figure 6 shows net energy balances 
in the Reference Case in 2050. (Note that NEMS does not allow interregional transfer 
limits to increase over the AEO study period, so increased transfers in the Reference 
Case are within current limits.) The Eastern Midwest delivers more energy to the 
Southeast and less to the Northeast. The Northwest delivers less energy to California 
and the Southeast delivers more. 

The lower map shows 2050 energy balances in the Transition Scenario. The two best 
wind resources in the country are tapped and distributed. (See the wind resource map in 
Appendix B.) Essentially, wind generation replaces coal-fired generation in the Midwest. 
To manage the large percentage of wind energy in the Midwest in 2050, the two 
balancing areas there will need to continue improving coordination. In 2005 the Midwest 
IS0 and PJM signed a joint operating agreement, and the two systems currently share 
wind forecasting and operational data.6 With the amount of wind generation envisioned 
in the Transition Scenario, these two systems would need to operate in a relatively 
seamless way by 2050. 

Energy from the south central wind resource is used there and excess is delivered to the 
Southeast. The Northeast becomes self sufficient by 2050. In the west, the Northwest 
delivers less electricity to California in 2050 than today, and more to the Southwest. The 
southwest transitions from being a net exporter to a net importer. In very simple terms, 
regions with abundant low-cost coal have historically generated excess electricity and 
delivered it to regions with less. In the Transition Scenario, electricity would move from 
regions rich in low-cost wind and hydro energy to regions with less. 

The regions within the NEMS model are based on the NERC subregions, based on historical utility 
service territories The national grid is now balanced by lSOs and RTOs that follow somewhat different 
boundaries from the NERC regions. 
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Typical Net Energy Balances Today ,Y 

Typical Net Energy Balances: Reference Case 2050 

Typical Net Energy Balances: Transition Case 2050 .y 

Figure 6. Met Electricity Balances in the Two Scenarios 
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Figure 6 illustrates well the fact that a future based on renewable energy would not 
require massive amounts of new transmission capacity to move that energy to load 
centers - if demand were suppressed with efficiency improvements and each region 
developed the renewable resources it has. The grid in the Midwest would need to be 
bolstered significantly, and interchange capacity between the South Central and 
Southeast regions would need to be increased. But these are modest increases over the 
time frame we are considering (and we include the estimated cost of these upgrades in 
our cost analysis). 

D. Transmission Expansion 
The NEMS model does not simulate the nation’s transmission grid in great detail. The 
model includes exogenous transfer limits between regions and simulates economic 
power transfers within those limits. It does not recognize transmission constraints within 
regions or simulate power flows within regions. To approximate the cost of transmission 
system upgrades within regions, NEMS applies regional factors to peak loads. That is, 
EIA has developed assumptions for each region about the transmission system 
investment necessitated by each GW of growth in peak demand. These factors ($/GW) 
are then multiplied by regional loads each year to determine annual incremental costs. 

Using the load-based factors in from NEMS, we calculate an annual cost of roughly $8 
billion in 2050 for intra-regional transmission upgrades by 2050. In the Transition 
Scenario, loads fall rather than grow, so transmission investment would not be needed 
simply to move more energy, as in the Reference Case. However, intra-regional 
investment would be needed to bolster transmission that knits together the grid to allow 
variable output resources to reach all parts of a given regional grid. We make the 
simplifying assumption that this would cost roughly the same as the intra-regional 
transmission investment estimated in AEO 201 0. Thus, these costs are included in both 
scenarios. 

The NEMS model does not allow for increases in interregional transfer capabilities, so it 
includes no cost for such investments. In the Transition Scenario, the transmission flows 
in the West do not rise significantly, and we assume that transmission costs there would 
be similar in both scenarios. However, in the Eastern Interconnect (including ERCOT) 
the Transition Scenario would require investment in new, interregional transmission 
capacity. To estimate this cost, we estimated transmission flow allocation from one 
region to another in each case and used this to determine estimated interregional flows 
(annual TWh) to preserve the energy balances. We then compared the Transition 
Scenario flows to the Reference Case flows to determine the incremental energy flow 
requirement in the Transition Scenario. Based on these increments and estimates for 
the costs of new EHV transmission, we estimate total interregional transmission costs for 
the Transition Scenario to be in the range of $20 to $60 billion by 2050. We include the 
midpoint of this range in the costs of the Transition Scenario. Annualizing these costs 
with the same (real, levelized) fixed charge rate used for the supply-side technologies, 
yields $3.1 billion per year by 2050 - on top of the $8 billion per year included in the 
Reference Case. 
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ater Impacts 
The Transition Scenario provides very large emission reductions. Figure 7 shows C02 
emissions from the electric power sector in the Reference and Transition Cases. 
(Emissions figures are shown in short tons throughout.) Recall that in developing the 
Reference Case, we extrapolated AEO 2010 emissions from 2036 to 2050, by growing 
or reducing emissions in each region at the average rate for the period 2012 through 
2035. Where this method resulted in negative emissions in 2050, we held emissions 
constant in the later years 

3,500 - 

3,000 - 

2.500 - 

m 

I- 
5 2,000 

201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 
13 Reference Case Transition Case 

Figure 7. Electric Sector CO2 Emissions in the Reference and Transition Cases 

In the Reference Case, electric sector COP emissions increase by nearly 770 tons or 
32% over the study period. In the Transition Scenario they fall by 2 billion tons or 82%. 
Cumulative C02 reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case 
total 55 billion tons by 2050. Note that these reductions are relative to the 201 0 power 
sector C02 emissions predicted in the AEO 2010: 2.4 billion tons. Most of the carbon 
reduction proposals of the last several years use 2005 as a baseline. The Transition 
Scenario reduces by C02 emissions 83% from 2005 levels, and this is very similar to the 
reductions called for in many recent bills, such as Waxman/Markey. However, note that 
most of these proposals are for economy-wide carbon caps, not power-sector only caps. 
Thus, it is difficult to compare these reductions directly to recent proposals in congress. 

Table 7 shows other air and water impacts of the two scenarios. The table shows annual 
totals, not cumulative. Emissions of SO2, NOx, and mercury fall in the Reference Case, 
as NEMS simulates implementation of new air regulations, but they fall much more in 
the Transition Scenario. Electric sector mercury emissions are virtually eliminated by 
2050 in the Transition Scenario, and emissions of SO2 are reduced by over 95%. Electric 
sector water consumption grows in the Reference Case and falls in the Transition 
Scenario by nearly 730 billion gallons from 201 0 levels. 
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Table 7. Air and Water Impacts in the Reference and Transition C a s e s  
Case 201 0 2050 % Change 

SO2 Reference (000 tons) 5,700 2,800 -51 YO 
5,700 150 -97% SO2 Transition (000 tons) -. 

NOx Reference (000 tons) 2,200 2,000 -13% 
- NOx Transition (000 tons) 2,200 890 -60% 

41 0 -100% 
*Water Reference (billion gals) 1,300 1,700 +31 yo 

Mercury Reference (tons) 41 27 -34% 

Mercury Transition (tons) -. 

"Water Transition (billion gals) 1,300 . 590 -55% 
"This estimate includes only water consumed, not cooling water that is returned. Water 
consumption is estimated from coal, nuclear, biomass, solar thermal and central PV units 

F. Net Costs of the Transition Scenario 
We have estimated the net cost of the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference 
Case. The costs assumed for energy efficiency and the supply side technologies are 
detailed in Appendix B. 

Table 8 shows the net annual costs of the Transition Scenario in selected years of the 
study period. Costs are shown in millions of constant 2009 dollars. Negative numbers, in 
parentheses, indicate that the Transition Scenario provides savings relative to the 
Reference Case. The Cost of Generation is the cost of the supply-side resources in the 
Transition Scenario less the cost of the same resources in the Reference Case. Costs 
broken out by resource are shown in Table 34, in Appendix C. 

The energy efficiency investment in the Transition Scenario is the major incremental 
resource. Incremental transmission represents the cost of increasing transfer capabilities 
between regions to accommodate the increased power exchange in the Transition 
Scenario. Avoided emission control represents the cost of emission controls avoided by 
retiring coal-fired plants rather than complying with CAIR, CAVR, and CAMR during the 
period 201 0 through 2020. As discussed in Appendix A, we assume in the Transition 
Scenario that coal-fired units facing large emission control investments would be retired 
first and thus that most of the unit retirement decisions would avoid the cost of the 
control systems. 

Table 8. Net Cost  of  the Transition Scenario (million 2009$) 

2020 2030 2040 2050 
Cost of Generation ($1,000) ($35,000) ($85,000) ($1 30,000) 
Wind Integration Costs $330 $1,600 $2,900 $3,900 
Energy Efficiency $14,aoo $48,000 $79,000 $1 10,000 

Avoided Emission Control ($4,500) ($4,500) ($4,500) $0 
Incremental Transmission $800 $1,600 $2,300 $3,100 

Total Net Cost $9,630 $1 1,700 ($5,300) ($1 3,000) 
Total Net Cost (g)/kWh) 0.25 0.34 (0.17) (0.43) 

The cost of the Transition Scenario is modest in the near term, and it falls over time such 
that the scenario saves money relative to the Reference Case in later years. Costs are 
lower over the long term, for three main reasons. First, over time energy efficiency 
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reduces generation levels relative to the Reference Case by larger and larger amounts, 
and efficiency costs less than supply-side resources. Second, technology improvements 
and market maturation reduce the cost of renewable technologies over time. There is 
less room for cost reductions in coal, gas and nuclear plants, because these are mature 
technologies. And finally, natural gas becomes very expensive in the later years of the 
study (as extrapolated from AEO 201 0), and much less gas is burned in the Transition 
Scenario than in the Reference Case. 

The total cost of about $10 billion in the year 2020 is quite small relative to total electric 
sector costs. The incremental cost of 0.25 cents/kWh in 2020 (2.5 $/MWh) is about 2.5% 
of the current average retail price of electricity of 10 centslkwh. For a typical residential 
consumer, purchasing about 900 kWh per month, this cost increase would amount to 
about $2.20 per month. By 2040, the same customer would be saving about $1 S O  per 
month and by 2050, saving nearly $3.90 per month. 

The net present value of the incremental cost stream is $56 billion over the 40 year 
study period, discounted to a 2009 present value using the same rate (7.8%) as the real, 
levelized fixed charge rate used in calculating the annualized cost of each technology. 

We characterize the net cost of the Transition Scenario as modest, particularly in the 
context of uncertainties in this sort of long-term analysis, and relative to the benefits of 
the Transition Scenario. We have not included, for example, the benefits of reducing 
significant climate change risks and damages, or the public health benefits associated 
with decreased pollution from power plants. A recent National Academies study, for 
example, estimated the annual damages, not including climate change, from the U.S. 
fleet of coal-fired power plants, to be $62 billion in 2005, expressed in 2007 dollars (NRC 
2009). If such “externalities” are included in the benefit-cost picture, then the Transition 
Scenario saves society money throughout the study period. 

In considering the scenario laid out here relative to other proposals for the electric power 
sector, it is important to include all of the benefits the scenario provides. 

Electric sector COz is reduced by 82% relative to the 2010 levels predicted in 
AEO 201 0. Reductions are 83% relative to 2005 levels, similar to most recent 
carbon proposals in congress. 

Emissions of other pollutants fall dramatically, with near 100% reductions in SOz 
and mercury emissions. 

The environmental impacts and safety risks of coal mining are eliminated. 

The amount of radioactive waste produced in the U.S. each year falls rather 
than rises, as does the risk of nuclear accidents. 

The power sector uses less natural gas, leaving more for clean cars and other 
uses. 

The power sector consumption of water falls by hundreds of billons of gallons. 

Our hope is that this report contributes to very careful consideration of the different paths 
the U.S. power sector could take. 
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s 
When looking at the regional implications of the Transition Scenario, it is important to 
remember that both the AEO 2010 (the basis of the Reference Case) and Transition 
Scenario analyses are primarily national-scale studies. That is, neither study reflects 
operating constraints within specific electricity balancing areas, such as constraints on 
transmission flows and plant dispatch. These constraints can have significant near-term 
impacts on when specific plants could be retired and where new capacity could be 
located. (Today's constraints become much less important over the longer term.) 

However, both studies have addressed regional plant additions and retirements at a 
level sufficient to draw valid conclusions about regional differences in electricity 
generation and environmental impacts between the two cases. General conclusions 
about differences in interregional power flows between the two cases are also valid. The 
estimated cost impacts of the Transition Scenario, however, cannot be reliably allocated 
to regions, because the study focuses on the cost of producing electricity. For example, 
if a region generates less electricity in the Transition Scenario and imports more, 
generating costs would fall but purchased power costs would rise. We focus only on 
changes in the total cost of generation. 

The regions used in this study are based on the 13 regions within the Electricity Market 
Module (EMM) of the NEMS model. These regions are shown in Figure 17. To simplify 
the analysis, we have consolidated these thirteen regions into eight. Our Northeast 
region includes EMM regions 3, 6 and 7. Our Southeast includes regions 8 and 9. Our 
Eastern Midwest includes regions 1 and 4, and our South Central includes regions 2 and 
IO. 

Figure 8 shows the approximate boundaries of our study regions, following state lines. 
The regions within NEMS do not follow state lines exactly, so refer to Figure 17 to see 
the precise regional boundaries. 
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Figure 8. The Regions of the Study 

A. The Northeast 
This region covers New England, New York, and the Mid-Atlantic, including most of 
Pennsylvania and Virginia.' As seen in Figure 9, today the Northeast is heavily 
dependent on nuclear power (34% of energy), with coal (27%) and gas (23%) also 
contributing heavily to the energy mix. Wind energy is the region's most attractive 
renewable resource in terms of abundance and cost. The potential of solar PV is great, 
but costs are considerably higher than wind costs. The Northeast also has a reasonable 
biomass resource: roughly 5% of the cellulosic biomass potential we use and 14% of the 
waste gas potential. 

Historically, the Northeast has been a net importer of electricity, importing primarily from 
the Midwestern U.S. and Canada. In AEO 201 0 the region imports 40 TWh in 201 0 from 
U.S. regions and 15 TWh from Canada, totaling about 10% of total electricity use. (In the 
Transition Scenario, we hold international imports constant throughout the study period.) 

As shown in Figure 9, growing demand in the Reference Case causes generation in the 
Northeast to grow by 52% over the study period to over 830 TWh in 2050. As generation 
grows, the region becomes more dependent on fossil fuels and nuclear power. 
Generation from gas increases to become 29% of the energy mix in 2050, and coal and 
nuclear become 23% and 26% respectively. The Reference Case includes a new 
nuclear plant of 1,300 MW in the MidAtlantic area of the Northeast, coming online in 
2019. Biomass and wind energy also expand considerably, becoming 10% and 5% of 
the energy mix respectively. The Northeast also imports less energy from the Midwest in 
the Reference Case: net electricity imports fall from 40 to 18 TWh over the study period. 

' The region is a consolidation of the NERC subregions NPCC New England, NPCC New York and 
MAAC. 
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In the Transition Scenario, energy efficiency reduces demand from 201 0 levels, allowing 
total generation in the Northeast to fall by 38 TWh (7%) by 2050. While generation falls, 
the region becomes even more self sufficient than in the Reference Case. Net imports 
fall from 40 TWh in 201 0 to essentially zero in 2050. This is an important aspect of this 
scenario. Aggressive efficiency and development of off-shore wind mean that this region 
does not have to continue to rely on the Midwest for electricity. Other key aspects of the 
Transition Scenario are as follows: 

The region retires all of its coal-fired generating capacity - over 27,000 MW. 

17,000 MW of nuclear capacity (72%) is retired, and nuclear generation is 
reduced by 140 TWh (72%). 

Natural gas becomes a larger percentage of the electricity fuel mix, however 
total 2050 generation from gas is 59 TWh lower in the Transition Scenario than 
in the Reference Case. 

There are over 25,000 MW of onshore wind capacity and 16,000 MW of offshore 
wind from Virginia to Maine. Wind energy is 31% of the energy mix in 2050. 

There are 14,000 of solar PV capacity, providing 6% of generation and 1,400 
MW of biomass capacity providing 7%. 

Waste gases are utilized effectively, with landfill, wastewater treatment, and 
farm digester gases providing 2% of the region's electricity. (This energy is 
included in Biomass in Figure 9.) 

Electricity imports have fallen from 40 TWh in 201 0 to roughly zero in 2050. 
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Figure 9. The Northeast in the Reference and Transition Cases 

Table 9 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Northeast. 
The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector emissions of COz 
rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. Cumulative C02 
reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case total nearly 4.9 
billion tons by 2050. Emissions of SOz and mercury fall in the Reference Case, as 
NEMS simulates implementation of new air regulations, but they fall much more in the 
Transition Scenario due to the phase-out of coal. Emissions of mercury are virtually 
eliminated, and emissions of SO2 are reduced by 95%. Emissions of NOx rise in the 
Reference Case, presumably as increased gas-fired generation offsets reductions from 
new controls on coal-fired plants. 
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Table 9. Air Impacts in the Northeast 

COZ Reference (000 tons) 230,000 310,000 +35% 
COZ Transition (000 tons) 230,000 78,000 -66% 
SO:! Reference (000 tons) 750 330 -56% 
SO2 Transition (000 tons) 750 38 -95% 
NOX Reference (000 tons) 200 210 +5% 
NOX Transition (000 tons) 200 130 -35% 
Mercury Reference (tons) 5.4 1 7  -69% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 5.4 0.0 -100% 

B. The Southeast 
Today the Southeast is heavily dependent on coal, gas, and nuclear generation. These 
three fuels make up over 90% of the generating fuel mix. The Southeast is also large 
and heavily populated, and electricity loads - especially summer loads - are very high. 
Annual electricity use is currently in the range of 1,000 TWh, roughly 28% of total 
national use. The region typically imports about 3% to 5% of the electricity it uses, 
primarily from the Midwest: in AEO 2010 the region imports 42 TWh in 2010. Solar 
energy is the region's most abundant renewable resource. The region also has an ample 
biomass potential: 20% of our national total for cellulosic and 17% of waste gas 
potential. The region has some wind potential, but much less wind than one would 
expect given its size. 

As shown in Figure 10, growing demand in the Reference Case causes generation in 
the Southeast to grow to over 1,600 TWh in 2050. Electricity imports rise. Generation 
from coal, nuclear, and gas plants increases substantially, and electricity imports rise as 
well. Over 7,500 MW of coal-fired generation are added as well as nearly 6,000 MW of 
new nuclear capacity. The Reference Case includes strong development of the biomass 
resource. Wind and solar generation grow modestly, with these resources becoming 
only 1% and 0.4% of the mix in 2050. 

In the Transition Scenario, aggressive efficiency programs push down load growth, and 
solar and wind resources are developed more aggressively. In contrast, the biomass 
resource is developed less aggressively than in the Reference Case. Electricity imports 
into the Southeast rise much more than in the Reference Case, reaching 80 TWh in 
2050. Key aspects of the strategy in the Southeast are as follows: 

Coal-fired generation is eliminated: 82,500 MW are retired. 

Nuclear generation remains relatively unchanged. 

Gas-fired generation grows by 100 TWh from 2010 levels, but by 2050 it is still 
25 TWh below Reference Case levels. Most of the growth in gas-fired 
generation comes from CHP plants. 

The region imports much more electricity, primarily wind energy from the South 
Central region. 

0 
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0 6,300 MW of onshore wind capacity are added by 2050 and 11,000 MW 
offshore. Wind energy accounts for '7% of the in-region generation. 

In 2050, 14,000 MW of solar capacity are producing 4% of the in-region 
generation. 

Over 4,500 MW of direct-fire biomass capacity are added and 1,300 MW of 
biomass-fired CHP. The region produces 82 TWh of electricity from biomass in 
2050. In the Reference Case, the region produces 159 TWh from biomass. 

Waste gases provide over 18 TWh in 2050. (This energy is included in Biomass 
in Figure IO.) 
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Figure I O .  The Southeast in the Reference and 'Transition Cases 

Table 10 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Southeast. 
The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector emissions of C02 
rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. Cumulative C02 
reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case total nearly 15 
billion tons by 2050. 
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Emissions of SOz and NOx fall in the Reference Case, as NEMS simulates 
implementation of new air regulations, however emissions of these pollutants fall much 
more in the Transition Scenario due to the phase-out of coal. Emissions of mercury rise 
in the Reference Case, presumably because within NEMS, increased coal-fired 
generation offsets reductions from plants at which controls are installed. Power sector 
mercury emissions are virtually eliminated in the Transition Scenario, and emissions of 
SOz are reduced by 94%. 

Table I O .  Air Impacts in the Southeast 

CO:! Reference (000 tons) 640,000 850,000 +33% 
CO:! Transition (000 tons) 640,000 160,000 -76% 
SO:! Reference (000 tons) 1,400 820 -41 yo 
SO:! Transition (000 tons) 1,400 86 -94% 
NOx Reference (000 tons) 480 41 0 -1 5% 
NOx Transition (000 tons) 480 270 -44% 
Mercury Reference (tons) 7 4  7 7  +4% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 7.4 0.0 -100% 

C. The Eastern 
A very large portion of the country's coal-fired generation is located in the Eastern 
Midwest. In AEO 2010, coal-fired plants generate nearly 70% of the region's electricity in 
201 0, and coal, nuclear, and gas together make up 97%. The region is by far the largest 
exporter of electricity in the country, typically exporting on the order of 70 TWh, primarily 
to the Northeast and Southeast. The Eastern Midwest has a vast wind resource, 
although it has fewer high-class wind sites than the Western Midwest and the South 
Central. The region also has a very large biomass resource: 31 % of our national total for 
cellulosic biomass and 26% of our national waste gas total. In the Reference Case, 
much of this biomass resource is tapped, but little of the wind resource is. The region 
continues to rely on primarily on coal, gas and nuclear energy. 

Figure 11 compares the Eastern Midwest in the Reference and Transition Cases in the 
years 2010, 2030, and 2050. In the Transition Scenario, the Eastern Midwest becomes 
much more energy efficient; it taps its massive wind resource; and the generating fuel 
mix becomes much more diverse, The region replaces it coal-fired generation primarily 
with wind, gas-fired CHP plants and biomass, but the region also becomes a net 
electricity importer, importing considerable amounts of wind energy from the Western 
Midwest. 

By 2050, the Eastern and Western Midwest are operating in a highly coordinated way, 
balancing the wind generation across this vast area with gas-fired and other resources. 
The Midwestern system operators are already heading down this path. With the Joint 
Operating Agreement signed in 2005 The Midwest IS0 and the Pennsylvania/New 
Jersey/ Maryland Interconnection (PJM) are moving toward more seamless operation. 

Other key aspects of the Transition Scenario are as follows: 

0 All coal-fired capacity (1 16,000 MW) is retired. 
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e Gas generation grows by 95 TWh from 2010 levels, with most of the increase 
coming at CHP plants. This region and its neighbor to the west are the only two 
regions in which natural gas use increases in the Transition Scenario more than 
in the Reference Case. 

The region develops its wind resource, adding 51,000 MW of wind capacity by 
2050. Wind energy becomes 29% of the generating mix. 

Biomass generation levels are similar in the Transition and Reference Cases. 

No nuclear capacity is retired. 
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Figure 11. The Eastern Midwest in the Reference and Transition Cases 

Table 11 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Eastern 
Midwest. The figures shown are annual totals for 2010 and 2050. Electric sector 
emissions of C 0 2  rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. 
Cumulative C02 reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case 
total nearly 15 billion tons by 2050. Emissions of SO2, NO,, and mercury fall in the 
Reference Case, as NEMS simulates implementation of new air regulations, but they fall 
much more in the Transition Scenario due to the phase-out of coal. Note that although 
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2050 gas-fired generation is higher in the Transition Scenario than the, Reference Case, 
NO, emissions fall much more than in the Transition Scenario. Electric sector mercury 
emissions are virtually eliminated in the Transition Scenario, and emissions of SOz are 
reduced by nearly 100%. 

CO:! Reference (000 tons) 730,000 940,000 +29% 
CO:! Transition (000 tons) 730,000 63,000 -91% 

SO;! Transition (000 tons) 2,500 11 -99% 
SO2 Reference (000 tons) 2,500 890 -64% 

NOX Reference (000 tons) 570 390 -32% 
NOX Transition (000 tons) 570 190 -67% 
Mercury Reference (tans) 13 4.6 -65% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 13 0 -1 00% 

The Western Midwest also relies very heavily on coal for its electricity. Coal currently 
provides nearly 70%, with nuclear providing roughly 15%, and gas providing less than 
5%. Hydropower currently provides about 7%. In recent years the region has been a net 
electricity exporter: in the Reference Case it exports 13 TWh in 2010. The region has a 
vast wind resource, with many high-class wind sites that could produce low-cost energy. 
The region also has a very large biomass resource: 24% of our total for cellulosic 
biomass and 10% of our total for waste gases. 

In the Reference Case, demand grows by 1 % per year on average, and generation 
grows by 72% over the study period. Electricity exports rise significantly in the near term, 
but fall back to current levels by 2035. Generation from coal rises by 44 TWh by 2010 as 
existing coal plants produce more and 1,800 MW of new coal capacity is added. As seen 
in Figure 12, generation from Biomass grows by 82 TWh over the study period to 
become 27% of the energy mix. Remarkably, the region's massive wind resource 
remains virtually untapped, and wind energy falls from 6 to 3% of the energy mix. 

In the Transition Scenario, energy efficiency pushes demand in the region down over the 
study period, but regional generation increases considerably, as the huge wind resource 
is developed. By 2050, the Eastern and Western Midwest are operating in a highly 
coordinated way, balancing the wind generation across this vast area with gas-fired and 
other resources. As discussed above, we assume that the Midwestern system operators 
continue their current efforts to coordinate operations and by 2050 they are operating in 
a very seamless way. Key aspects of the Transition Scenario include the following: 

0 

Over 20,000 MW of coal-fired capacity are retired. 

Gas-fired generation grows by 9 TWh, with most of the growth coming from new 
CHP plants. The Eastern and Western Midwest are the only two regions in 
which natural gas use increases in the Transition Scenario more than in the 
Reference Case. 
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e Wind energy increases by 130 TWh (over 700%), as 32,000 MW are added. 
Most of this wind-generated electricity is used in the Eastern and Western 
Midwest; a small amount of it - less than 10 TWh -- is delivered to the 
Southeast. 

The region's biomass resource is not developed as aggressively as in the 
Reference Case. Biomass capacity (not including waste gases) grows by 11,000 
MW in the Reference Case and 6,400 MW in the Transition Scenario. 

Waste gases generate over 8 TWh of electricity in the Transition Scenario 
compared to only 1 TWh in the Reference Case. There is strong growth in 
generation from farm-based methane capture (ADG systems). 

No nuclear capacity is retired. 
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Figure 12. The Western Midwest in the Reference and Transition Cases 
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Table 12 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Western 
Midwest. The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector 
emissions of C02 rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. 
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Cumulative COz reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case 
total over 2.1 billion tons by 2050. 

Emissions of SOz and NOx fall in the Reference Case, as NEMS simulates 
implementation of new air regulations, but they fall much more in the Transition Scenario 
due to the phase-out of coal. In particular, note that although 2050 gas-fired generation 
is higher in the Transition Scenario than the, Reference Case, NO, emissions fall much 
more than in the Transition Scenario. Emissions of mercury rise in the Reference Case, 
presumably because within NEMS, increased coal-fired generation offsets reductions 
from plants at which controls are installed. Power sector mercury emissions are virtually 
eliminated in the 'Transition Scenario, and emissions of SO2 are reduced by 99%. 

Table 12. Air Impacts in the Western Midwest 

CO:! Reference (000 tons) 130,000 170,000 31% 
CO:! Transition (000 tons) 130,000 9,000 -93% 
SO:! Reference (000 tons) 320 180 -44% 

"___"-- 

320 3 -99% 
NOx Reference (000 tons) 220 150 -32% 

-62% 

-- SO:! Transition (000 tons) 
l___" 

" - - ~ "  NOx Transition (000 tons) ~ 220 83 

Mercury Transition (tons) 0 -100% 
~~ __-- -" - . " 2 3 . " - - . * "  " " ~ - ~  ~ " " 1 _ _ _  I - 

--I___ 

Mercury Reference (tons) 3 3  3 8  15% 

E. The South Central Region 
The South Central region includes most of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas. Currently, the 
region is heavily dependent on coal and gas for its electricity. These two fuels typically 
account for over 80% of all generation in the region. The power system in Texas is 
largely isolated from the rest of the U.S., so little power is imported and exported. The 
region has a very large wind resource, and this resource is currently being developed 
aggressively in Texas. The solar resource is also extensive, including both PV and solar 
thermal potential. There is also a small geothermal potential, primarily in "co-produced" 
projects that access hot water in gas and oil drilling operations. The biomass resource is 
quite large also: 12% of our total cellulosic biomass potential and 11% of our total waste 
gas potential. 

In the Reference Case, demand grows at an average rate of 1 % per year, driving an 
increase in generation of 176 TWh or 32% by 2050. The OklahomalKansas region 
imports much more electricity over the study period. As seen in Figure 13, coal and gas 
remain the dominant fuels in the Reference Case. Nuclear generation grows by roughly 
20 7Wh, as 2,300 MW of new nuclear capacity are added, and the region's wind and 
solar resources remain largely undeveloped. 

In the Transition Scenario, aggressive energy efficiency programs push demand down 
over the study period, allowing the region to generate less electricity and to export much 
more. The region develops its massive wind resource and increases its exports to the 
Southeast. Exports rise from 8 TWh in 201 0 to 74 TWh in 2050. Other key aspects of 
the Transition Scenario include the following: 
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All coal-fired capacity (42,000 MW) is retired. 

Nuclear generation is reduced by 22 TWh, or 45%, as 2,500 MW of nuclear 
capacity are retired. 

Gas-fired generation increases by 23 TWh, with the entire increase coming at 
CHP plants. Gas generation increases by 70 TWh in the Reference Case. 

The region taps its low-cost wind resource, adding 39,000 MW of new wind 
capacity by 2050. In 2050 the region generates 190 TWh of wind energy, or 
36% of total generation. 

Electricity exports rise substantially, as excess wind energy is exported to the 
Southeast. 

Solar and geothermal resources have also been tapped. Over 9,300 MW of 
solar capacity generates 5% of total energy, and 3,600 MW of geothermal 
capacity also generates 5%. Biomass energy accounts for 4% of generation. 

Waste gases are being utilized effectively, providing nearly 10 TWh (2%) in 
2050. 
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Figure 13. The South Central Region in the Reference and Transition Cases 
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Table 13 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the South 
Central region. The figures shown are annual totals for 2010 and 2050. Electric sector 
emissions of COz rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. 
Cumulative C02 reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case 
total over 7.8 billion tons by 2050. Emissions of SO2, NO,, and mercury fall in the 
Reference Case, as NEMS simulates implementation of new air regulations, but they fall 
much more in the Transition Scenario due to the phase-out of coal. Mercury is virtually 
eliminated, and of SO2 is reduced by 98%. 

Table 13. Air Impacts in the South Central Region 

COZ Reference (000 tons) 370,000 450,000 +22% 
CO:! Transition (000 tons) 370,000 93,000 -75% 
SO:! Reference (000 tons) 580 330 -43% 

NOx Reference (000 tons) 360 280 -22% 

Mercury Reference (tons) 7.2 6.9 -4% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 7.2 0 -100% 

SO:! Transition (000 tons) 580 9 -98% 

NOX Transition (000 tons) 360 130 -64% 

F. The Northwest 
The Northwest has vast amounts of renewable energy resources. The region's ample 
hydroelectric resources were well developed in the 1950s and 1960s. Northwestern 
hydro projects currently generate on the order of 130 TWh of energy annually or nearly 
half of the region's generation. In addition to hydropower, the region has very large wind, 
and geothermal resources, which remain largely untapped. Today, the Northwest 
exports substantial amounts of power to California in the summer and imports from 
California in the winter. In recent years, the region has had net exports on the order of 
30 TWh. 

Figure 14 compares the Northwest energy mix in the Reference and Transition Cases in 
2010,2030, and 2050. In the Reference Case, demand grows by 1.2% per year on 
average, and generation increases by over 1 I O  TWh (41 %) in 2050. Coal-fired 
generation increases by 25 TWh (34%), and gas-fired generation increases by 27 TWh 
(60%). Hydro generation increases by 24 TWh or 19%, due to upgrades at existing 
dams. Wind generation increases by only 63 'TWh to become 9% of the region's 
generation in 2050. Biomass-fired generation becomes 5%, and the region's net exports 
fall to 10 TWh in 2050. 

In the Transition Scenario, aggressive energy efficiency in the Northwest pushes down 
demand, and the region develops its renewable resources more aggressively. The 
region also exports more electricity over time, not less, with net exports rising from 31 
TWh in 2010 to 53 TWh in 2050. Key aspects of the Transition Scenario in the 
Northwest include the following: 

e All coal and nuclear capacity is retired - 11,800 MW of coal and 1 , I  00 MW of 
nuclear. 
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0 Gas-fired generation is not only lower than in the Reference Case, it falls by 33 
TWh (74%) relative to 201 0 levels. 

Hydro generation increases modestly, as in the Reference Case. The increase 
is primarily due to upgrades at existing dams. 

The region adds 12,000 MW of onshore wind capacity, a relatively modest 
development of the resource. Wind energy increases by 63 TWh to become 
27% of generation. 

1,800 MW of geothermal capacity is added, and this resource provides 6% of 
energy in 2050. Only CHP biomass is added (430 MW) bringing total biomass 
generation up to 5% of regional generation. 

Biomass- and gas-fired CHP plants generate 7 TWh (2%) in 2050. Waste gases 
also produce 7 TWh in 2050. 
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Figure 14. The Northwest in the Reference and Transition Cases 
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Table 14 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Northwest. 
The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector emissions of C 0 2  
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rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. Cumulative COz 
reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case total nearly 3.1 
billion tons by 2050. 

Emissions of SO2 and NOx fall in the Reference Case, as NEMS simulates 
implementation of new air regulations, but they fall much more in the Transition Scenario 
due to the phase-out of coal. Emissions of mercury stay essentially flat in the Reference 
Case, while they are virtually eliminated in the Transition Scenario. Emissions of SOz are 
reduced by 99%. 

Table 14. Air Impacts in the Northwest 
Case 201 0 2050 % Change 

C02 Reference (000 tons) 100,000 130,000 30% 

SOZ Reference (000 tons) 100 9a -2% 
SO2 Transition (000 tons) 100 1 -99% 

NOx Transition (000 tons) I 130 20 -85% 
Mercury Reference (tons) 1 5  1.5 0% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 1.5 0 - 100% 

-- COz Transition (000 tons) 100,000 6,000 -94% 

NOX Reference (000 tons) 130 160 23% 

-___ 

G. The Southwest 
This region includes Arizona, New Mexico, Colorado, and the southern tip of Nevada. 
Today the region gets a majority of its electricity from coal- and gas-fired plants. It 
typically exports on the order of 25 TWh annually, most if it to California. The region has 
a massive solar resource and reasonably large wind resource, with much of the wind in 
Colorado. It also has a considerable geothermal resource. 

Figure 15 compares the Southwest energy mix in the Reference and Transition Cases in 
201 0, 2030, and 2050. In the Reference Case, load grows at an average rate of 1.5% 
annually, faster than many other regions in the country. To meet this growth, the region 
expands it coal-fired generation substantially. Energy from coal grows by over 11 0 TWh 
(94%), while gas-fired generation grows by 12 TWh (1 9%) and nuclear generation does 
not increase. Wind and biomass generation both expand, each becoming 3% of the mix. 
The region’s power exports stay relatively stable. 

In the Transition Scenario, energy efficiency pushes demand down, and the Southwest 
becomes a net importer of electricity from the Northwest. Imports are 19 TWh in 2050. 
In-region generation from wind, geothermal, and solar energy grows, while all coal and 
nuclear units are retired. Key aspects of this scenario are as follows: 

e Instead of expanding, coal-fired generation is eliminated, as 18,000 MW are 
reti red. 

All nuclear capacity (2,900 MW) is also retired. 
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e Generation from central-station gas plants falls, while generation from gas-fired 
CHP plants grows. Overall, gas-fired generation grows very little relative to 201 0 
levels, and it is 12 TWh below Reference Case levels in 2050. 

Wind provides 20% of generation, with 7,800 MW added over the study period. 

The region has developed its solar resource, with much of the development in 
Nevada. Over 7,000 MW of PV capacity have been added by 2050, generating 
8% of the electricity. Roughly 5,500 MW of solar thermal capacity has come on 
line, providing 13% of the generation. 

1,900 MW of geothermal capacity have been added, providing 8% of the 
generation. 

Waste gases, primarily landfill and farm digester gases, provide nearly 2% of the 
generation in 2050. 
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Figure 15. The Southwest in the Reference and Transition Cases 
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Table 15 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the Southwest. 
The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector emissions of C02 
rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. Cumulative COP 
reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case total over 4.7 
billion tons by 2050. 
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Emissions of SO2, NO,, and mercury fall in the Reference Case, as NEMS simulates 
implementation of new air regulations, but they fall much more in the Transition Scenario 
due to the phase-out of coal. Power sector mercury emissions are virtually eliminated in 
the Transition Scenario, and emissions of SO2 are reduced by 97%. 

Table 15. Air Impacts in the Southwest 

CO;! Reference (000 tons) 160,aoo 270,000 69% 
COZ Transition (000 tons) 160,000 24,000 -85% 
SO;! Reference (000 tons) 104 140 35% 
SO2 Transition (000 tons) 1 04 4 -97% 
NOX Reference (000 tons) 210 280 33% 
NOX Transition (000 tons) 210 50 -76% 
Mercury Reference (tons) 2 1  0 7  -67% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 2.1 0.0 -100% 

H. California 
California currently uses much more electricity than it generates, with the imports coming 
from both the Northwest and the Southwest regions. There are no coal-fired power 
plants in the state, but one in Nevada is directly connected to the state’s transmission 
grid and delivers most of its energy to California. Most models, including NEMS, count 
this plant as part of the California power system. 

The fuel mix of California’s electricity generation is fairly diverse. Gas typically accounts 
for roughly 33% of annual energy, nuclear for 19%, and hydro for 15%. Coal and wind 
each account for about IO%,  and most of the existing geothermal capacity in the country 
is in California, providing roughly 6% of annual energy The state has considerable 
renewable resources, including ample undeveloped wind and geothermal resources and 
a massive solar resource. 

Figure 16 compares the California energy mix in the Reference and Transition Cases in 
2010, 2030, and 2050. In the Reference Case, electricity use grows by 1.1% annually, 
and California generates much more electricity, reducing net imports substantially. The 
largest increase comes in wind generation, as the state adds 16,000 new MW. Wind 
energy grows to become 22% of the mix in 2050, and gas-fired generation increases to 
become 33%. Coal-fired generation rises slightly, and nuclear generation remains at 
historical levels. Solar energy becomes 3% of the 2050 mix, and modest growth in 
geothermal makes this resource 8% of the mix. 

In the Transition Scenario, California also generates more of the electricity it uses, 
however the resource development path is quite different. Efficiency efforts continue to 
reduce load growth. Note that the California utilities are currently among the most 
effective in the nation at saving energy, and the state’s current efficiency targets would 
produce greater energy savings than we assume in the Transition Scenario. Reliance on 
fossil fuels and nuclear energy falls, and renewable resources are developed in a more 
balanced way. Key aspects of this scenario include the following: 
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Coal-fired generation is eliminated by 2020 (3,400 MW), and nuclear is 
eliminated by 2050 (5,500 MW). 

Annual gas-fired generation falls by 39 TWh (53%) relative to 2010 levels. In the 
Reference Case, gas-fired generation increases by 51 TWh (69%). 

California’s wind resource is not developed as aggressively in the Transition 
Scenario than in the Reference Case. Roughly 8,200 MW are added in the 
Transition Scenario, generating 70 TWh in 2050. In the Reference Case, 16,500 
MW are added. 

California’s geothermal and solar resources are more fully developed than in the 
Reference Case. Geothermal capacity grows by 2,600 MW and produces 14% 
of generation in 2050. Solar capacity grows by 7,900 MW and produces 10% 

1,600 MW of biomass- and gas-fired CHP produces 12 TWh of electricity (5%). 

Waste gases produce 10 TWh in 2050, 5% of the state’s generation. 

California’s imports fall by 23 -FWh (38%) over the study period. 
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Figure 16. California in the Reference and ‘Transition Cases 
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Table 16 shows the air impacts of the Reference and Transition Cases in the California. 
The figures shown are annual totals for 201 0 and 2050. Electric sector emissions of C02 
rise in the Reference Case and fall in the Transition Scenario. Cumulative COz 
reductions from the Transition Scenario relative to the Reference Case total nearly 1.7 
billion tons by 2050. 

Emissions of NOx fall in the Reference Case, as NEMS simulates implementation of new 
air regulations, but they fall much more in the Transition Scenario due to the phase-out 
of coal. Emissions of SO2 rise in the reference case and fall in the Transition Scenario by 
97%. Emissions of mercury are reduced by 80% in the Reference Case and by 100% in 
the Transition Scenario. 

Table 16. Air Impacts in California 

COZ Reference (000 tons) 60,000 80,000 33% 

SO2 Reference (000 tons) 19 20 5% 
SO2 Transition (000 tons) 19 1 -97% 
NQx Reference (000 tons) 77 90 12% 
NOx Transition (000 tons) 77 20 -74% 
Mercilry Reference (tons) 0 2  a -80% 
Mercury Transition (tons) 0.2 0 -100% 

COZ Transition (000 tons) 60,000 13,000 -78% 
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We draw the following conclusions from this work. 

0 By the middle of this century, the U.S. could replace coal-fired electricity 
generation with energy efficiency and renewable energy, and we could reduce 
our use of nuclear power. Near-term costs would be modest, and long term 
savings would accrue. 

A concerted, nation-wide effort to use electricity more efficiently would have to 
be a part of this strategy. A scenario in which the entire country achieved long- 
term energy savings similar to the most aggressive states and utilities today 
would be needed to make the scenario envisioned here possible. 

In terms of meeting peak loads, the current surplus of gas-fired capacity coupled 
with aggressive efficiency programs would provide ample room to add variable 
generation like wind and solar. Large amounts of new gas-fired capacity would 
not need to be added to “firm up” wind generation. 

The regional fuel mixes in the Transition Scenario are likely to allow system 
operators to incorporate the levels of wind generation envisioned here. 
Removing the most inflexible generation from regional power systems - coal 
and nuclear units -would make these systems much more flexible. The current 
trend toward demand response and larger balancing areas will add additional 
flexibility, as will the transmission investments we include in the Transition 
Scenario. (To be conservative, we have included wind integration costs 
throughout the study period.) 

Transmission investment would be needed to distribute wind energy around the 
Midwest and from the South Central region to the Southeast. We have 
estimated the cost of that transmission and included it in this analysis. Much less 
new transmission would be needed than envisioned in studies that do not 
include aggressive energy efficiency efforts. With efficiency and the 
development of in-region renewable resources, the Northeast would not need to 
import any electricity and California could import much less. 

Retiring roughly 85,000 MW of coal-fired capacity in the 2010 to 2020 period 
would save tens of billions in new emission controls, as plants facing large 
emission control investments would be targeted for retirement in this period. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

This is a high-level study, and working out the details of a transition like the one 
envisioned here would be challenging. However it would certainly be no more 
challenging than working out the details of a carbon cap and trade program, a program 
to retrofit the nation’s coal plants with new emission controls and a new generation of 
nuclear power plants. Moreover, energy efficient and renewable technologies are 
already in widespread use in our power sector. Carbon capture and sequestration 
remains speculative and no “new generation” nuclear plant has yet been completed. 
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The decisions we make now about how to remake our electric power industry will affect 
the lives of generations to come. We hope that this study contributes to a careful 
comparison of the options. 
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This study investigates how a national strategy to phase out coal and nuclear energy 
might look. The focus is on what resources would be likely to replace coal-fired and 
nuclear generation and what this resource mix would cost relative to a “business as 
usual” energy future. The study is essentially national in scale, however we have 
ensured that the results are reasonable at the regional level, given the amount of coal 
and nuclear generation and the renewable resource base in each region and current 
interchange limits between regions. 

Our method is essentially a spreadsheet-based analysis of regional energy balances. 
We began with data from the 2010 Annual Energy Outlook (AEO), released by the 
Energy Information Administration (EIA) in December 2009. Each year EIA uses the 
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS) to model a “Reference Case” energy 
scenario. EIA then analyzes various policy proposals by modeling the policy and 
comparing the results to the Reference Case. The AEO 2010 simulates U.S. energy 
production and use through 2035. 

The electricity module of the NEMS model simulates the U.S. power sector in 13 
regions. Electricity demand data for the entire study period are loaded into the model for 
each region. The model then adds generating capacity as needed to meet loads, and it 
balances energy production and demand in each region. The model includes general 
information about the U.S. transmission grid, and it allows for interregional power 
transfers within the limits of the transmission interfaces. Data are also loaded into the 
model on power plant costs-including both operating costs and the capital costs of new 
plants. Dispatch in each region is approximated based on unit operating costs, and 
capacity additions are based largely on the all-in costs of new plants. 

For this study, we loaded the following data from AEO 2010 into a spreadsheet: 

0 

0 

0 

Electricity use (TVVh) by region, 

201 0 peak demand (GW) by region, 

Generating capacity (GW) by region and plant type, 

Generation (TWh) by fuel, and 

Emissions of C02, NO,, SO2, and mercury by region. 

These data were loaded for each NEMS region and for each year 2007 through 2035. 
To simplify the project, we consolidated the 13 electricity regions in NEMS into eight. 
Figure 17 shows the regions in the NEMS electricity module. 
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Figure 17. The Regions in the NEMS Electricity Market Module 

Because the timeframe of our study extends beyond that of the AEO, we extrapolated 
the AEO data from 2035 through 2050. We did this by growing electricity demand, 
generation by fuel, and capacity additions by plant type using the average AEO growth 
between 2012 and 2035. These extrapolated data from AEO 2010 served as our 
Reference Case. 

Next, we developed cost and performance assumptions for each resource type. We did 
this based on an extensive review of the current literature and on data that Synapse 
Energy Economics maintain. We used the AOE 201 0 costs for very few technologies, 
primarily because these data do not appear to account for recent escalations in 
construction and materials costs. Many data sources, including cost numbers from 
actual projects, suggest that costs for many technologies are significantly higher than 
assumed for the AEO 2010. Thus, while capacity additions and energy generation in our 
Reference Case are the same as AEO 201 0 through 2035, costs are not. 

We developed the Transition Scenario in an iterative way. First, electricity loads were 
reduced from the AOE 2010 loads to simulate a concerted, national effort to become 
more energy efficient. Second, coal-retirement and renewable energy development 
scenarios were sketched out for each region based renewable technology costs data 
and each region's resources. Coal-fired capacity was retired at a rate that would not 
result in unrealistic development scenarios or costs. After rough scenarios were 
sketched out, the costs of new technologies over the study period were refined, based 
on the amount of capacity added nationwide. In the case of immature technologies, 
where much more capacity is added in the Transition Scenario than the Reference 
Case, costs fall faster in the Transition Scenario than the Reference Case. After 
adjusting costs, we revisited the capacity retirement and addition decisions, and so on. 

The Transition Scenario is not optimized to meet any particular constraint. Other 
Scenarios could be developed with lower total costs, for example, or lower total C02 
emissions. Additional work with optimization tools could no doubt improve on this 
scenario. 
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Costs are analyzed over the study period in constant 2009 dollars. We address the total 
direct costs of generation to society. This means that, first, we do not include the effects 
of subsidies and tax incentives in the costs of generating technologies. Second, it means 
that we have not included externalized costs, such as the health effects of pollution from 
power generation, the environmental impacts of coal mining. Externalized costs are 
important, but other studies address them better than we could within this scope of work. 

eeting Peak Loads 
The US. is currently in a state of capacity surplus, largely due to the gas-fired capacity 
additions of the 1990s and 2000s and the current recession. Reducing energy use with 
aggressive efficiency efforts now would extend and increase this surplus. Thus, we 
would expect reserve margins to be maintained easily in the Transition Scenario, and 
the results of this analysis support this expectation. 

We first estimated the effect on peak load of a MWh saved by a typical suite of efficiency 
programs. Most efficiency program reviews address the issue of peak load reductions. 
We assessed more than a dozen such reviews and took the average figure for peak load 
reductions from those reports. The result was a reduction of 0.13 kW per MWh saved. 
Using this assumption and the 2010 regional peak loads in the AEO data, we then 
estimated the peak load in each region and year in the Transition Scenario. 

Next, we derated all wind and solar capacity (both preexisting and new) to account for 
the variability of these resources. We multiplied wind capacity by 15% and used regional 
factors to derate the solar capacity, based on an NREL study of PV energy's 
coincidence with peak loads in different regions (Perez 2006). We then compared 
derated capacity to estimated peak loads as in a traditional reserve: margin analysis. 
Table 17 shows the 2010 margins calculated using the AEO 2010 data and the 
estimated margins for 2020 and 2030.' 

Table 17. Estimated Reserve Margins Early in the Study Period 
201 0 2020 2030 

Northeast 
Southeast 
S Central 
W Midwest 
E. Midwest 
Northwest 
Southwest 
California 

33% 
45% 
46% 
43% 
25% 
58% 
51% 
30% 

36% 
44% 
31 % 
34% 
25% 
53% 
55% 
31 % 

50% 
63% 
41 % 
35% 
49% 
78% 
74% 
37% 

Two points are worthy of note regarding this capacity check. First, a true reserve margin 
analysis takes into account operating limitations on many types of generators - not just 
wind and solar - and it focuses on much smaller energy balancing areas than we have 

Note that this is a rough check of capacity adequacy, not a rigorous reserve margin analysis. A true 
reserve margin analysis would need to consider operating limitations on many types of generators-not 
just wind and solar-and it would focus on a much smaller control area than the regions addressed 
here. 
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addressed here. Thus, our analysis should be construed as a rough check of capacity 
sufficiency and not a rigorous calculation of reserve margins. However, this check 
underscores the fact that today’s considerable capacity surplus, coupled with aggressive 
energy efficiency, would provide ample room to add variable resources to the U.S. 
generating mix over the coming decades. 

Second, because our method is primarily one of energy balancing, we have not carefully 
retired capacity to maintain efficient reserve margins. Thus, in some regions and years 
the margins in the Transition Scenario are much higher than historical reserve margins. 
If we had retired capacity throughout the study period to maintain more efficient reserve 
margins, the cost of the Transition Scenario would be lower, as the fixed operating costs 
of the retired units would be avoided. 

5. Transmission 
The NEMS model does not simulate the nation’s transmission grid in great detail. The 
model includes exogenous transfer limits between regions and simulates economic 
power transfers within those limits. It does not recognize transmission constraints within 
regions or simulate power flows within regions. To approximate the cost of infra-regional 
transmission system upgrades, NEMS applies regional factors to peak loads. That is, 
EIA has developed assumptions for each region about the transmission system 
investment necessitated by each GW of growth in peak demand. These factors ($/GW) 
are then multiplied by regional loads each year to determine annual incremental costs. 
The model does not allow for increases in inter-regional transfer capabilities, so it 
includes no cost for such investments. 

Using the load-based factors in from NEMS, we calculate roughly $8 billion in intra- 
regional transmission upgrades by 2050. In the Transition Scenario, loads fall rather 
than grow, so transmission investment would not be needed simply to move more 
energy, as in the Reference Case. However, intra-regional investment would be needed 
to bolster transmission that knits together the grid to allowing variable output resources 
to reach all parts of a given regional grid. We make the simplifying assumption that this 
would cost roughly the same as the intra-regional transmission investment estimated in 
AEO 2010. Thus, these costs are included in both scenarios. 

In the Transition Scenario, the transmission flows in the west do not rise significantly, 
and we assume that the transmission costs there would be similar in both scenarios. In 
the Eastern Interconnection (including ERCOT), however, the Transition Scenario would 
require investment in new, inter-regional transmission capacity. To estimate this cost, we 
estimated transmission flow allocation from one region to another in each case and used 
this to determine estimated interregional flows (annual TWh) to preserve the energy 
balances. We then compared the Transition Scenario flows to the Reference Case 
flows to determine the incremental energy flow requirement (annual TWh between 
regions) in the Transition Scenario. Based on these increments and estimates for the 
costs of new EHV transmission, we estimate total inter-regional transmission costs for 
the Transition Scenario to be in the range of $20 to $60 billion by 2050. We include the 
midpoint of this range in the costs of the Transition Scenario. (Annualizing these costs 

’ 
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with the same real, levelized fixed charge rate used for the supply-side technologies, 
yields $3.1 billion per year by 2050.) 

C. Estimating Avoided Emission Control Investments 
Three federal regulations have been promulgated that will require new emission controls 
at existing coal-fired power plants: the Clean Air Interstate Rule (CAIR), the Clean Air 
Visibility Rule (CAVR), and the Clean Air Mercury Rule (CAMR). CAIR and CAVR 
address emissions of SO2 and NO,. For both of these rules, states will be required to 
develop SO2 and NO, control plans for power plants based on a the “best available 
retrofit technology.” Since the standard for controls is the same for both rules, 
compliance with CAIR is expected to satisfy CAVR for units in the east. CAMR will 
require best available retrofit technology to reduce mercury emissions from units 
nationwide. 

Units that install controls pursuant to these rules will likely install flue gas desulferizaton 
(FGD) systems for SO2 and selective catalytic reduction (SCR) for NO,. At this point, it is 
not clear which affected units will install controls. EPA’s initial CAlR rule included an 
allowance trading program. However, a district court vacated the rule, and EPA’s revised 
rule is likely to allow much more limited allowance trading. This would force more units to 
install controls. In our Transition Scenario we retire 85,000 MW of coal-fired capacity 
between 201 0 and 2020. 

In a coal-phase out scenario, the units facing high emission control costs would be 
among the first targeted for retirement. Therefore, we assume that emission controls 
would be avoided at a large percentage of the units we retire between 201 0 and 2020. 
We assume that 80% of the units retired in this period would have installed an FGD 
system and that 80% of them would have installed SCR. 

We base the cost of these controls primarily on recent cost-recovery proposals from 
utilities. These recent proposals have been significantly higher than typical recent 
assumptions. For example, the AEO 2009 inputs for the cost of FGD systems range 
from 200 to 31 0 $/kW, with costs higher for smaller units. Three recent utility proposals 
are all over 600 $/kW9. The AEO 2009 inputs for SCR costs range from 105 to 130 
$/kW, and one recent proposal put this cost in the range of 400 $/kW. Based on these 
numbers, we assume FGD systems cost $500 $/kW and SCR systems cost 350 $/kW. 

The cost of mercury controls depends on whether the unit already has a particulate 
control device. For units with these controls the incremental costs of mercury controls 
are very small - in the range of 5 $/kW. For units without particulate controls, costs are 
in the range of 70 $/kW. We assume that half of the units subject to CAMR have 
particulate controls. 

These cost for FGD are from utility commission proceedings regarding the Boardman plant in Oregon, 
the White Bluff plant in Arkansas and the Columbia plant in Wisconsin. The cost sited for SCR is from 
the Boardman plant 
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These assumptions yield a total cost avoided of $58 billion. We estimate annual avoided 
costs using the same 7.8% fixed charge rate used elsewhere in this study. Note that this 
is a very rough estimate, subject to a number of uncertainties. 
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In developing cost and performance assumptions for the Reference Case and the 
Transition Scenario, we have been guided by a number of recent studies. This section 
presents our assumptions about each resource and conversion technology and the 
information on which we base those assumptions. 

Because our study takes a societal perspective, we do not include the effects of 
subsidies and tax incentives on technologies. We also use a real, levelized fixed charge 
rate of 7.8% to calculate levelized costs of energy. This is consistent with: a 6.5% cost of 
debt; an 8.0% cost of equity; a 50/50 debtlequity ratio; and a property tax rate of 2%. 
Note that because this is a real (inflation adjusted) fixed charge rate, it is lower than 
many fixed charge rates in the literature. However, because this study uses constant 
dollars, it is important to use a real fixed charge rate. Also note that all costs quoted from 
sources have been converted into 2009 dollars, except where otherwise indicated. 

Experience across many technologies has shown that the costs of immature 
technologies fall rapidly once global demand reaches a level that allows for economies 
of scale, the standardization of manufacturing, and competition among a number of 
suppliers. The policy environment that we envision would certainly push several 
renewable technologies into maturity more quickly than would business-as-usual energy 
policy. Therefore, the cost of less mature technologies falls faster in the Transition 
Scenario than in the Reference Case. However, we have also been conservative, 
wanting to ensure that each technology follows a reasonable cost trajectory given its 
current state of maturity and the amount of capacity added in each scenario. Thus, the 
costs we assume for 2010 are generally not the lowest in the literature, and our 
forecasted cost reductions for the Transition Scenario are generally not the most 
aggressive in the literature. 

One factor we have been careful to capture in our assumptions is the increased cost of 
construction and many construction inputs over the last decade. A number of articles 
and cost indices document these cost increases (see, for example, Wald 2007). The 
Union of Concerned Scientists (UCS) assessed the increases thoroughly for its Climate 
2030 study, reviewing actual project data and several construction cost indices. They 
found real cost increases of “50 to 70 percent since 2000, with most of them occurring 
after 2004” (see UCS 2009, Appendix D). These increases have affected nearly all types 
of new power plants. 

There is some evidence that construction and materials costs are beginning to fall, 
perhaps as a result of the global recession. Thus, our 2010 cost assumptions reflect 
higher current construction and materials costs, and we assume a trend back to 
historical levels by the midpoint of this decade. For the capital-intensive technologies 
with long construction periods (nuclear, coal, geothermal and biomass), we have raised 
installed costs in 2010 by roughly 20% as it appears that most of our sources have 
captured some, but not all of the construction cost increases. For less capital intensive 
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technologies, like combined-cycle combustion turbines, 2010 costs are 10% above 
historical levels. In both cases, capital costs return to historical levels during the next 
decade. 

Beyond falling near-term construction costs, our costs trajectories are largely a function 
of capacity additions. For less mature technologies, where much more capacity is added 
in the Transition Scenario than the Reference Case, costs fall faster in the Transition 
Scenario than the Reference Case. This is consistent with the way that cost trajectories 
are determined within NEMS, however we do not use the function NEMS uses to 
determine future costs. Our future costs are based on our review of the literature for 
each technology. In this Section we show how costs fall with capacity additions for each 
new technology. 

A. Energy Efficiency 

Current Efficiency Efforts 

In the US., energy efficiency has been promoted by utility programs, state building 
codes and appliance standards. State building codes and federal appliance standards 
have played an important role in promoting efficiency; however, utility energy efficiency 
programs have been the most aggressive policy driver. Utility programs have 
encouraged efficiency through a range of measures, including free energy audits, 
rebates for efficiency measures, and education of customers. 

Currently, utility programs are saving about 10,000 GWh annually; equivalent to about 
0.3% of national retail electricity sales.” However, leading utilities in states such as 
California, Massachusetts, and Vermont are achieving much higher rates of energy 
savings. For example, Efficiency Vermont, a non-utility provider of energy efficiency, 
achieved annual incremental savings of 2.5% in 2008, which was higher than the 
“achievable potential” (2.2%) identified by a 2007 study of the state (MA EEAC 2009). 
Table 18 shows the recent efficiency savings levels for selected utility energy efficiency 
programs. 

This estimate is based on our review of ( I )  US. EIA File 861 file on utility demand side management 10 

programs in 20071 (2) various state specific energy savings reports and (3) data provided directly by 
state agencies who oversea utility programs. 
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'Table 4 8. Efficiency Savings for Selected Entities' Efficiency Programs 

In response to higher energy costs, fossil fuel dependence and climate change, states 
are generally requiring utilities to capture greater savings than they have in the past; 
states are also expanding efficiency program requirements to include non-investor 
owned utilities, such as municipal utilities and ca-operatives. At least 11 states have 
established goals of annual energy savings at or above 2% of retail sales. Table 19 
summarizes the current efficiency goals of various states. 
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Table 49. Assessment of all available cost effective electric and gas savings 

State Energy Efficiency Resource Standards Activity 

lure electnc needs 

-effective, minimum 10% of 2005 load 

Source MA EEAC 2009 

Efficiency Potential Studies 

A number of studies have assessed the potential for efficiency in various states and the 
nation. These studies typically estimate “technical,” “economic” and “achievable” 
potentials. Technical potential is defined as the amount of energy savings from all 
energy efficiency measures that are considered technically feasible from an engineering 
perspective, regardless of cost or practicality. Economic potential is a subset of technical 
potential including only cost-effective measures whose energy savings benefits outweigh 
the cost of power supply. Achievable potential further screen the economic potential 
based on practical policy, infrastructure, funding and consumer response limitations. It is 
essentially an estimate of the impacts that typical efficiency policies and programs can 
have on influencing customer energy use through adoption and implementation of 
energy-efficient technologies. Understanding these distinctions explains how Efficiency 
Vermont could capture more savings than an estimate of the achievable potential. 

The Energy Center of Wisconsin (ECW and ACEEE 2009) recently conducted a 
comprehensive review of a number of efficiency potential studies and analyzed their 
implications for the Midwest. Given the broad scope of this study, its conclusions on 
efficiency potential are important. The study finds an average annual achievable savings 
of about 1.4% per year (Figure 18 below). 
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Figure 18. Summary of Achievable Potential Studies (% savings per year) 
Source" ECW and ACEEE 2009 

The Georgia Institute of Technology also recently conducted a meta-analysis of 
efficiency potential, focusing on efficiency potential by sector. This study found very 
similar levels of potential across the three sectors. Potentials tend to be the highest in 
the residential sectors and lowest in the industrial, as seen in Figure 19. The technical 
potential ranges from 3.0% of annual energy use in the residential sector to 2.3% in the 
industrial (Jess Chandler 2010). The economic potential ranges from 2.0% in the 
residential sector to 1.5% in the industrial. 

While the Wisconsin meta-study found an average savings potential of 1.4% across 
these studies, they also state that conservatisms in the studies are like to be causing a 
systematic understatement of efficiency potential. The Wisconsin authors believe that 
the potential in this region is probably closer to a 2% annual reduction in electricity use 
(ECW and ACEEE 2009). We share this view. Common limitations and conservatisms in 
efficiency potential studies include the following. 

The avoided energy costs in the studies are lower than either present or 
projected generation costs. 
Key assumptions tend to be conservative - particularly customer participation 
realization rates). 
The studies emphasize incremental changes and improvements, excluding 
greater savings opportunities through the integrated effects of comprehensive 
packages. 
They do not account for emerging technologies, continued improvements of 
technologies and cost reductions of such technologies over time. 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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Figure 19. Average Electric Efficiency Potential per year by Sector 
Note Error bars indicate the range from minimum to maximum 

Thus we agree with the authors of the Wisconsin study that 2% is a more appropriate 
estimate of the potential. However, studies aside, the most important basis for this 
assumption is that some utility efficiency programs are already achieving annual savings 
of 2% (see Table 18), and these numbers reflect utihty programs only. They do not 
include the additional savings that accrue from updated building codes and appliance 
standards. 

Thus, for the Transition Scenario, electricity use is reduced from Reference Case levels 
in 201 1 by 0.2%, and the reduction from the Reference Case grows to 2.0% annually in 
2021 and remains there for the duration of the study. 

The Cost of Energy Efficiency 

Energy efficiency is consistently one of the most cost-effective electricity resources 
available. For example, efficiency programs were recently incorporated into electric 
capacity markets in New England, and these resources, along with demand response 
programs, have helped to drive down the costs of capacity in the region (ISO-NE 2008). 

The cost of saved energy (CSE) from utility energy efficiency programs is currently well 
below the all-in cost of new conventional supply-side resources. New supply-side 
resources cost between 70 and 150 $/MWh (7 to 15 cents per kWh). Figure 20 
compares a number of efficiency program cost estimates. The average is 2.4 cents/kWh, 
and the median is 3 cents/kWh (SEE 2008). In 2009, ACEEE reviewed the cost of saved 
energy in utility and third party efficiency programs from fourteen leading states and 
concluded that the average utility costs ranged from 1.5 to 3.4 cents per kWh, an 
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average value of 2.5 cents/kWh (ACEEE 2009)." The study also found that on average, 
utilities bear about 60% of the energy efficiency cost and customers about 40%. This 
implies that the total cost of energy efficiency measures, including participant's costs, is 
about 4 cents/kWh. 

8.0 r-------- --1 

Additionally, there is increasing evidence of economies of scale on the cost of energy 
efficiency. As presented in Figure 20, we evaluated historical trends in the cost of saved 
energy (CSE) for utility and third party energy efficiency programs and found that the 
CSE decreased when program scale and impact were expanded (SEE 2008). 

Further, savings from appliance standards tend to be cheaper than from utility programs. 
Studies of the cost of building energy codes and appliance standards suggest that the 
cost of appliance standards is about 1 cent/kWh saved and that the cost of building 
codes range from 3 cents to 4.7 centslkwh (WGA 2006). 

For the purpose of our study, we assume an average cost of 4.5 cents/kWh for energy 
efficiency savings. This represents an average cost for utility programs, state building 
energy codes, advanced building energy programs, and appliance standards. l 2  This 
estimate includes the cost borne by program administrators and by participants in those 
programs. We assume the cost remains at the same level in real terms through 2050. 

l 1  The utility cast of saved energy through energy efficiency programs represents the costs incurred by 
the utility ar efficiency program administrator. This metric typically includes the costs associated with 
program administration, marketing, measurement and evaluation, and participant incentives and 
rebates, but it excludes participants' casts -the cost participants pay minus the amount of utility 
\ycentives Total costs capture bath cast categories 

Levelized cost of energy efficiency is the annualized cost of efficiency assuming a certain discaunt 
rate and an efficiency measure life value. This is equivalent to barrowing money from a bank at a certain 
loan rate (e g., 5%) for a certain period af time (e g", 15 years). 
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Energy Efficient Technologies 

The efficient technologies replacing older equipment today are too numerous to list here, 
but below we provide examples of the kind of technologies that would be the basis of a 
long-term, national effort to reduce electricity me. 

e Compact fluorescent lights (CFLs) use 75% less energy than incandescent 
bulbs and last 5 to 10 times longer (Arnold and Mellinger 2009; US EPA Energy 
Star website). CFLs have been promoted by utility efficiency programs for the 
past decade, but CFL market saturation in leading states is still only about 10 to 
20% (NMR 2010). Emerging LED lighting uses even less energy than CFLs, and 
lamps lasts longer than CFLs (Efficiency Vermont 2010). LEDs are likely to 
provide the next generation of lighting after CFLs, and to result in falling energy 
use for lighting for several decades to come. A recent energy efficiency potential 
study by the National Academy of Science estimated that replacing all lamps 
with CFLs would save lighting energy by 32%. Eventually replacing all lamps 
with LEDs Would save lighting energy use by nearly 70% relative to the current 
levels (NAS et ai. 2009). 

Similarly, LED televisions are already on the market and consume 40% less 
energy than comparable LCD models (NWPCC 201 0). This represents 
considerable future savings, as plasma and LCD sets are replaced. 

Electricity use in heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment can 
still be reduced considerably by simply by applying inverter technologies that 
optimize HVAC output (Daikin 201 0). Most residential and commercial HVAC 
equipment in the 1J.S. operates in a binary (on or off) mode, but variable speed 
inverter technologies allow HVAC units to change their output in response to 
load. These technologies have been used in Europe and Japan for more than 
two decades. They are now used in virtually all residential HVAC equipment in 
Japan, and they are rapidly being adopted in China, 

Heat pump technology can now be used for cooling and heating buildings in 
nearly all climates (Daikin 201 0; Mitsubishi Electric n.d.).13 The Coefficient of 
Performance (COP) of today's heat pumps can reach 4, meaning that the 
energy output is quadruple the energy input (U.S. DOE EERE n.d.a). A heat 
pump's efficiency can exceed loo%, because it uses electricity only for 
operating pumps to move heat from outdoor to indoor spaces for heating and 
vice versa for cooling. 

The potential for reduced energy use from washers and dryers also remains 
vast. New models using a heat pump and tilted cylinder consume about 0.72 
kWh per load compared to 1.4 kWh per load for a current Energy Star unit in the 
U.S. (JASE World n.d; Las Vegas Sun 2009; US EPA. n.d.). 

e 

e 

e 

l 3  According to Mitsubishi Electric, the Hyper-heating Inverter Y-Series provides 100% of rated heating 
capacity at 5°F and 90% at -4°F outdoor ambient, while typical heat pumps operate at 60% capacity at 
5°F 
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e Water heating accounts for about 6% of total commercial energy use and 12% 
of residential energy use (US DOE EERE 2009). Tankless hot water heaters can 
provide 45% to 60% energy savings relative to electric water heaters. Hot water 
heaters using heat pumps can cut energy use by 50% to 65%. Solar hot water 
heaters can save energy by about 90%, however a backup heater is required 
when sunlight is not available (US EPA n.d.). 

A 5,300 square foot house called the Ultimate Family House in Las Vegas 
Nevada incorporates a number of advanced building design components that 
reduce heat gain during the summer. The house uses 64% less electricity for 
cooling and 62% less electricity overall compared to a home built to code (NREL 
2003). The site also has an 8.6 kW PV system. 

An experimental super-energy-efficient photovoltaic residence in Lakeland, 
Florida demonstrated a 70% to 84% reduction in cooling loads. When the PV 
electric generation is included during the peak period, the home net demand 
was only 199 W-- a 93% reduction in electricity requirements (FSEC n.d.). 

Durant Road Middle School in Raleigh NC incorporated many passive solar and 
cooling features including overhangs, a radiant barrier roof blocking over 90% of 
the radiant heat, lighting controls that adjust conventional fluorescent lighting as 
needed, low-e glazing on windows, ventilation system for fresh-air circulation, 
and a downsized electric chiller for cooling (US DOE EERE n.d.b). The school 
consumes about 70% less electricity than the average school built during the 
same p e r i ~ d . ' ~  

A 1,232 square foot new construction project in Townsend, MA, participated in 
the Zero Energy Challenge program and has achieved net-zero energy status 
quite cost-effectively (MA DOER n.d.; Zero Energy Challenge n.d.). Relative to a 
house with code compliance, the house achieved a 70% reduction in space 
heating, a 60% reduction in cooling, a 90% reduction in water heating, a 23% 
reduction in lighting and appliances (Zero Energy Challenge n.d.). With the 
addition of a PV system, the house is estimated to be a net-zero building. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5. Wind Energy 
The wind power industry has experienced robust growth over the last decade. In 2009 
alone, the U.S. saw the installation of almost 10 GW of new wind capacity, increasing its 
installed capacity by 39% and bringing total grid-connected capacity to 35 GW (GWEC 

Average wind capacity factors range from about 25 to 40 percent, with the low end 
representing class 3 to 4 wind sites and the high end representing class 5 to 6 wind sites 
(RETI 2008). The economics of a site depend largely on wind class (with higher classes 

2010). 

l 4  In 2003, nationally schools consumed 27.9 kBtu/sf (or 8.1 kWhlsf) per year on average for cooling, 
lighting, and fanslpumps, according to US DOE EERE 2009 2009 Building Energy Data Book, Table 
3.1" In contrast, the Durant Road Middle School only consumes 8.4 kBtulsf (or 2 5 kWh/sf) for the same 
end uses. 



generally yielding better capacity factors and lower levelized costs), location on or off 
shore, and access to existing transmission. As compared to onshore wind, offshore wind 
projects are roughly twice the cost because of their high-cost foundations, but offshore 
sites generally have higher capacity factors, reduced wind variability, a better diurnal 
profile relative to load, and they are often closer to load. Wind turbine performance and 
reliability have improved significantly over the last decade: average capacity factors for 
U.S. wind projects have increased from about 24% in 1999 to over 32% in 2005 (RETI 
2008). 

The Wind Potential 

Figure 21 shows U.S. wind power potential, including Alaska, Hawaii, and offshore 
resources at 50 m height. 

Figure 21. U.S. wind resources by class at 50 m height. Source DOE €ERE 2010b 

In 2010, NREL released an assessment of wind potential at 80 m height for land-based 
wind in the 48 contiguous states. Relative to the previous estimate at 50 m height 
(reflected in Figure 21 above), total estimated potential rose from roughly 10,800 TWh 
per year to 37,000 TWh, reflecting the fact that today’s taller turbines can access 
stronger winds at 80 m and also more refined wind measurements (DOE 2010a; AWEA 
2010). This is over nine times the country’s current annual electricity use. 

Generally, areas with annual average wind speeds of 6.5 meters per second or greater 
and turbine capacity factors of 30% or more are considered to have suitable wind 
resources for development (DOE 201 Oa). Based on the GIS data and NREL’s standard 
assumptions about excluded areas and wind power density, AWEA 2010 estimates the 
total wind resource in the contiguous 48 states to be 7,834 GW of land-based potential, 
1,261 GW of shallow offshore potential, and 3,177 GW of deep offshore potential. While 
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much of this potential is in class 3 wind areas, there is still 2,700 GW of land based 
potential in wind power classes 4 through 7. 

Wind Energy Costs 

A team at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratories has mapped the installed costs of U.S. wind 
projects over time using data from 252 projects, as shown in Figure 22 (Wiser et. al. 
2009). This figure shows that the lowest cost period was 2001 to 2003, with costs rising 
roughly 60% between then and 2008. The authors project 2009 costs in the range of 
2,140 $/kW. They cite a weak US. dollar relative to the Euro as the major cause of this 
trend, as most turbine manufacturers are located in Europe. But increases in the cost of 
steel and other materials are also a factor. Based on these data, we assume 201 0 
installed costs of onshore wind power in the U.S. are 2,200 $/kW, or about 63% above 
their lows in 2001 to 2003. Note that we are not alone in assuming rising capital costs for 
wind projects. UCS 2009 assumes installed costs of roughly $2,45O/kW for onshore 
wind in 2015, and RETI 2008 assumes costs between 1,919 and 2,424 $/kW. 
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Figure 22. The Trend in Capital Cos t s  for U.S. Wind Power. Source Wise/ et a/ 2009 

The most detailed analysis of U.S. wind cost and potential was performed for the DOE'S 
2008 study 20% Wind Energy by 2030 and its predecessor, AWEAs 2007 report 20 
Percent Wind Energy Penetration in the United States (DOE EERE 2008 and AWEA 
2007). Both reports include detailed supply curves for wind energy in each of nine U.S. 
regions. These supply curves are based on an analysis of site types in different regions 
of the country. Because of this rich regional detail, we use these supply curves in our 
analysis, however we adjust the cost of energy in the curves to account for the 
increased installed costs discussed above. AWEA 2007 uses total installed costs of 
1,750 $/kW for onshore wind, and as noted, we adjust this to 2,200 $/kW. AWEA uses 
2,490 $/MWh for offshore projects and we adjust this to 3,500 $/MWh. 

Figure 23 shows the national wind supply curve, from AWEA 2007, developed using 
these costs. The report provides the same data divided into regional supply curves, and 
it also breaks these costs into capital costs, fixed and variable O&M, regional 
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construction factors and regional transmission  adder^.'^ This detail allowed us to 
essentially update the regional supply curves using the higher installed costs discussed 
above. 
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Figure 23. Wind Energy Supply Curve from AWEA 2007 

The installed wind costs we use, developed by updating the regional supply curves from 
AWEA 2007. are shown in Table 1 in Section 2. 

C. Photovoltaics 
Today’s PV technologies fall into two categories, crystalline silicon and thin-film, 
although research has recently focused on other materials. Crystalline silicon technology 
came first, and most PV cells in operation today use this technology. However, because 
demand for silicon is high for other manufacturing needs, much research has been 
focused on thin-film technologies that use a much thinner layer of active material 
mounted on a lower-cost base. Thin film technologies are already slightly cheaper than 
crystalline silicon in many applications, and that gap is projected to widen over time. 

Crystalline silicone cells currently have conversion efficiencies in the range of 15 to 20%. 
These cells are typically grouped onto panels and mounted on rooftops or at ground 
level. Arrays can be fixed or mechanized to track the sun. Tracking arrays cost more but 
deliver more energy per day than similar fixed arrays. Conversion efficiencies for thin- 
film technologies are in the range of 5 to 1 O%+ Thin-film PV cells can also be 
incorporated into building materials, and over the long term many low-cost applications 
are envisioned for new construction, such as PV-integrated roof and wall coverings. 

l 5  The regional construction factor captures the differing costs of construction in different regions of the 
country The regional construction factors increase installed costs by 26% in the Northeast; 16% in the 
MidAtlantic, 12% in the Great Lakes and 6% in the Southeast There are no construction factors for the 
other regions of the country 
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The PV Potential 

The total incident solar energy falling on the continental U.S. is about 50 trillion kWh/day 
(ASES 2007). Figure 24 from NREL shows the variation of this resource across the U.S. 

Figure 24. Annual Direct Normal Solar Radiation. 8 Year Mean Values (1998-2005) - SUNY 
l0km Satellite Model. 

Not surprisingly, the Southwestern U.S. has the greatest solar resource base, and the 
Northeast has the smallest. To translate these insolation levels into an estimate of PVs 
technical potential, one must consider average PV system efficiencies and the available 
land and rooftop space. ASES 2007 estimates the current technical potential of PV at 
600 to 1,000 GW of capacity. This translates into 900 to 1500 TWh per year of energy, 
assuming an average capacity factor of 17%. (For reference, 1500 TWh was about half 
the 2007 electricity use in the U.S.) A 2004 study by Navigant Consulting produced 
similar numbers, estimating the growth of the technical PV potential in the U.S. at 542 
GW in 2003 and 1,038 GW in 2025 (Navigant 2004). The technical potential grows over 
time, because the amount of roofspace in the country increases and because PV 
systems will deliver more energy per unit area as they improve. 

PV costs 

Current costs of PV systems are high relative to many other technologies. Wiser et. al. 
2009 reviewed a database of 52,000 U.S. PV projects and calculated the average cost 
of systems installed in 2008 at 7.5 $/W, not including subsidies. This is a decrease of 0.3 
$/W from 2007. Note that the costs of small, distributed PV projects (like residential 
rooftops) are significantly higher than those of larger “central” or “utility-scale’’ projects, 
and the average cost cited above is heavily weighted toward small projects. 

AEO 201 0 puts the current cost of utility scale projects at 6.2 $/W. Lazard 2008 
estimates current crystalline silicon costs in the range of 5.5 to 6.0 $/W and thin-film 
costs in the range of 3.5 to 4.0 $/W, both for 10-MW scale projects. UCS 2009 estimates 

. 
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current costs of distributed projects at 8.0 $/W and central projects at 5 6 $/W. Navigant 
2008 estimated 2008 costs at 7.1 $/W for distributed projects and 6 6 $/W for central 
projects. RETI 2009 puts current crystalline silicon costs at 7 0 $/W and thin film projects 
at 3.7 $/W Based on these studies, we use 201 0 installed costs of 7 1 $/W for 
distributed PV projects and $6.0 $/W for central projects. 

PV costs have been falling steadily over the past decade, but not quickly Figure 25, 
from Wiser et al., 2009, shows the trend in average project costs from 1998 through 
2008 - a reduction of 3 6% per year Note in this chart that PV has not seen the same 
cost escalation in recent years as other technologies. 

Many analysts are projecting much steeper cost reductions for PV in the coming decade, 
especially for thin-film modules. Globally, 5,948 MW of PV were installed in 2008, up 
from 2,826 in 2007 (Wiser et. al., 2009). Strong support for PV in both Germany and 
Spain were key drivers of this growth; in the U.S., 335 MW were installed in 2008. These 
levels of global demand are pushing the PV industry to new levels of manufacturing 
scale and sophistication. 

The costs we use for current and future PV projects in the Reference and Transition 
Cases are shown in Figure 2 in Section 2. 

D. Concentrating Solar Power 
Concentrating solar power (CSP), also known as solar thermal power, uses the heat of 
the sun to generate electricity. CSP plants are utility-scale generators that use mirrors 
and lenses to concentrate the sun’s energy to activate turbines, engines, and 
photovoltaic cells to produce electricity. Maximum power is generated by CSP plants in 
the afternoon hours, and this correlates well with peak electricity loads in hot climates. 
However, unlike PV systems, which can use diffuse sunlight, CSP systems require direct 
sunlight, known as “direct-normal solar radiation.” This limits the geographic range of the 
CSP potential primarily to the Southwest, where the weather is consistently clear 
enough to provide sufficient direct radiation. 
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CSP includes technologies such as parabolic troughs, dish-Stirling engine systems, 
power towers, and concentrating photovoltaic systems (CPV). Parabolic troughs are the 
most advanced CSP technology, and they have been in operation in the United States 
since the 1980s. The troughs consist of long, curved mirrors that concentrate sunlight 
onto fluid-filled tubes, creating steam to move a power-generating turbine. Solar power 
tower systems include a field of flat mirrors that direct sunlight to a liquid filled-central 
receiver. Tower systems generally concentrate heat at higher temperatures than other 
CSP technologies, improving conversion efficiencies relative to troughs. Dish-Stirling 
engine systems are composed of mirrored dishes that track the sun and direct sunlight 
to a fluid, which powers a Stirling engine. In concentrating PV systems, lenses or mirrors 
concentrate sunlight onto PV cells. These systems use high-efficiency PV cells, which 
cost more, but the concentration of light deceases the cell area required. 

As of August 2009, the United States operated 429 MW of CSP, making it the world 
leader in installed CSP capacity (EESI 2009). 

The CSP Potential 

The American Solar Energy Society (ASES) assessed the technical potential for solar 
CSP in the US. Using GIS data, ASES estimated the amount of land suitable for large- 
scale deployment of CSP systems in the southwestern United States. In making this 
estimate they excluded: 

0 land that had less than 6.75 kilowatt-hours per square meter per day of average 
annual direct-normal solar radiation, 

land that was incompatible with commercial development, 

land with slopes greater than 1 %, and 

contiguous areas smaller than 10 square kilometers. 

Given these exclusions, ASES estimated the potential for solar CSP generating capacity 
in the southwestern LJnited States at nearly 7,000 GW (ASES 2007). 

In addition to this assessment of technical potential, several studies have forecasted 
CSP development scenarios, assuming continued federal and state support for the 
technology. These studies are summarized in Table 20. The Western Governors’ 
Association’s Central Station Solar Task Force (CSSTF) projects that, with federal and 
state support, 4,000 MW of CSP could be deployed in the southwestern United States 
by 201 5 (ASES 2007). To assess the longer-term impacts of these policies, ASES used 
NREL’s Concentrating Solar Deployment System Model. With this model, ASES 
estimated that 30 GW of parabolic trough systems with thermal storage could deployed 
in the Southwest by 2030, if the 30% federal investment tax credit were extended to 
2030. With a carbon tax of $35 per ton added to this tax credit, ASES estimated that 80 
GW could deployed by 2030 (ASES 2007). 

0 

0 

o 
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Table 20. Summary of CSP Resource Assessments 

CSSTF (ASES 2007) Southwest 2015 4,000 13,300 
NREL 2006 CA 2020 4,000 13,300 

ASES 2007 ( ITC+COz) Southwest 2030 80,000 266,000 
ASES 2007 (30% ITC) Southwest 2030 30,000 99,900 

RETI 2009 CAINVIAZ N‘A 79,500 ~ . - .  2 6 5 , O O L  
“Assumes an average capacity factor of 38% 

In a review of the economic, energy, and environmental benefits of CSP in California for 
NREL, Black & Veatch estimated that 4,000 MW of CSP could be installed in the state 
by 2020 (NREL 2006). The Renewable Energy Transmission Initiative (RETI) compiled a 
detailed inventory of sites with solar development potential in the Southwest. This study 
identified 326 potential CSP projects in California, representing 65,000 MW of 
generating capacity, as well as 34 projects in Nevada and Arizona, representing 14,500 
MW of generating capacity (RETI 2009). 

‘The amount of CSP added in the Reference and Transition Cases throughout the study 
period is shown in Table 3 in Section 2. 

CSP costs 

AEO 2010 uses a current cost of $5,200 $/kW for CSP. Lazard 2008 estimates the cost 
of parabolic troughs between 4,500 and 5,900 $/kW and the cost of power towers 
between 5,000 and 6,300 $/kW. UCS 2009 uses 4,700 $/kW for 2015 projects, falling to 
2,900 $/kW in 2030. In the Transition Scenario we use 4,700 $/kW for 2010 CSP 
projects without energy storage and $6,000 $/kW for projects with storage. In the 
Reference Case, we apply the average of these two costs (5,300 $/kW) to all CSP 
projects. Capacity factors for all new CSP projects rise from 38% in 201 0 to 46% in 
2050. Current and future costs in both scenarios are shown in Figure 3 in Section 2. 

E. Biomass 
A wide range of biomass fuels are used for energy production. First, there are various 
waste gases, methane rich gases emitted by landfills, wastewater treatment, and animal 
wastes. Second, there are solid waste streams: logging and sawmill wastes, crop 
residues and urban wood wastes. Third are dedicated energy crops - plants grown 
specifically to be used as fuel. Corn is currently the largest dedicated energy crop in the 
U.S., however it is used to make liquid fuel, not to generate electricity. While there has 
been considerable research on energy crops for electricity production, they are not yet 
grown on a widespread basis. Research has focused primarily on switchgrass and 
willowlpoplar hybrids - and more recently on duckweed and water hyacinths (see 
Makhijani 2008). 

The use of waste gases for energy production is not controversial, nor is the use of mill 
and urban wood wastes. These are considered “opportunity” fuels, free or lower cost 
byproducts of other activities. (In fact, the vast majority of mill wastes are already burned 
onsite for power and/or heat.) The use of the other biofuels listed above is extremely 
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controversial. Use of logging wastes removes nutrients that would otherwise return to 
the soil and can exacerbate erosion problems on recently logged land. The use of crop 
residues removes nutrients from croplands resulting in more fertilizer use. Devoting land 
to dedicated energy crops can, in some cases, negatively impact animal habitats and/or 
the scenic and recreational value of the land. And all of these fuels-- timber and crop 
wastes and dedicated energy crops - are typically removed and transported by 
machines burning fossil fuels. 

Another controversial issue is the carbon neutrality of biomass combustion. Growing 
plant matter absorbs CQ2 from the atmosphere, and burning that matter releases the 
C02 again. Thus, as long as a biomass feedstock is not burned faster than it regrows, it 
will be at least carbon neutral. Where fossil fuels are used to harvest and transport the 
fuel, the burn rate would need to be below the regeneration rate to maintain carbon 
neutrality. Dramatically expanding the use of biomass for fuel could lead to harvest rates 
in excess of regeneration rates. In light of this, state greenhouse gas accounting rules 
that consider biomass to be carbon neutral are increasingly coming under fire. 

All of these concerns about biomass as an energy fuel are legitimate, and taken 
together, they lead to two important conclusions: 

consider the full range of impacts 

possible. 

First, in growing and harvesting biomass for energy use, we must carefully 

0 And second, we must use the biomass fuels we do harvest as efficiently as 

In light of these points, we are conservative in our use of this resource in the Transition 
Scenario. For comparison, we add a total of 23,000 MW of new biomass capacity by 
2050, while in the Reference Case over 100,000 MW are added by 2050. In both 
scenarios, a substantial amount of new biomass capacity is CHP capacity at end-use 
sites. 

There are a number of different conversion technologies for converting biomass into 
heat and/or power. Currently, fixed-bed boilers are most common in the US., and 
fluidized bed boilers are most common in Europe. Both technologies are fully mature 
and are commonly deployed on both large and small scales (EPA 2007). 

Biomass can also be gasified and burned in internal combustion engines (ICES) and gas 
turbines. Gasification offers several advantages. First, air emissions from burning 
gasified biomass, or “syngas,” are much lower than from a direct-fired plant (burning 
solid biomass). Second, it is much easier to transport gasified biomass (via pipeline) 
than solid biomass. However, gasification equipment adds costs to a project, and about 
30% of the energy input is lost in the gasification process. Thus, we do not expect 
biomass gasification to become cost competitive with direct-firing and CHP during the 
study period. 

The Biomass Potential 

It is difficult to compare estimates of the biomass potential in the U.S.,  because 
assumptions must be made about how much of each type of biomass resource we are 
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willing to use for energy. No two studies make exactly the same assumptions about this. 
We found five different estimates of the biomass energy potential in the U S  , three of 
which are summarized in Table 21 Of these studies, UCS 2009 is most conservative in 
its willingness to use biomass for electricity generation The potential identified by the 
DOE study assumes a much greater willingness to use biomass 

Table 21. Estimates of the U.S. Biomass Potential 

EIA 2007 541,000 9,325,000 
UCS 2009 334,000 5,748,000 
DOE 2005 1 ,0 10,000 17,401,000 

Note A tonne, or metric ton, is equal to 2,200 pounds We use an average heat 
content for biomass of 17 2 rnrnBtu per dry tonne, derived from the average of the 
heat contents of different types of biomass 

The fourth study, performed for NREL in 2005, is summarized in Table 22 below. NREL 
2005 breaks biomass down into the following categories: crop residues, forest (logging) 
residues, primary16 and secondary mill residues, urban wood residues, and dedicated 
energy crops. Regarding dedicated energy crops, NREL 2005 only includes the potential 
on on land that is not suitable for conventional crops and/or can provide erosion 
protection for agricultural set aside or Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) lands. The 
CRP, administered by the USDA Farm Service Agency, provides technical and financial 
assistance to eligible farmers and ranchers to address soil, water, and other related 
natural resource concerns on their lands. 

The fifth study is a DOE analysis of opportunity fuels for CHP (DOE 2004), detailed in 
Table 22. This report looks in detail at a number of different waste-derived fuels. 

In the Transition Scenario, our use of cellulosic biomass (non-gas) is guided primarily by 
NREL 2005, and our use of waste gases is guided by DOE 2004. Both of these studies 
make conservative but reasonable exclusions and provide a high level of detail in terms 
of both U.S. stateskegions and different types of biomass. Table 22 shows the national 
biomass resource available for power generation by region, based on these studies. By 
2050 we develop 50% to 70% of each region’s crop and forest residues, mill wastes and 
urban wood wastes in each region. We develop up to 90% of the dedicated energy crop 
potential on CRP lands, and we develop up to 90% of each region’s waste gas potential 
by 2050. Again, note that cellulosic biomass is burned in both direct-fire boilers and CHP 
systems. 

l6 NREL estimates the net amount of primary mill waste available, excluding the large amount that is 
currently being used for energy at mills. 
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'Table 22. NREL 2005 Estimate of Biomass Potential 
NREL 2005 DOE 2004 

Cellulosic Biomass Waste Gases 
(000 tonnes) (MW) 

Northeast 297,000 1,780 
Southeast 1,128,000 2,180 
South Central 641,000 1,420 '' 

Eastern Midwest 1,729,000 3,210 
Western Midwest 1,357,000 1,260 
Northwest 205,000 1,180 
Southwest 62,000 483 
California 123,000 1,030 
Total 5,541,000 12,500 

Note A tonne, or metric ton, is equal to 2,200 pounds Numbers may not sum 
due to rounding 

Biomass Costs 

For new direct fire biomass systems, we use the installed cost from AEO 201 0, but we 
increase this cost 20% to account for higher construction and materials costs as 
discussed above. The result is 4,400 $/kW. We assume that installed costs come down 
by 20% by 2020 and come down 1 % per decade after that, since this is a mature 
technology. We include fixed OBM of 67 $/kW-yr and variable O&M of 6.90 $/MWh and 
use a heat rate of 9,450 Btu/kWh - all from AEO 2010. 

As noted, over 100,000 MW of biomass capacity is added in the Reference Case. First, 
we do not know how much of this is direct fire and how much is CHP. Thus, we cost out 
all the biomass generation in the Reference Case as direct-fire combustion. This is a 
conservative convention in that it will tend to understate the cost of the Reference Case, 
because direct-fire electric capacity is cheaper than CHP capacity. Second, because so 
much biomass is added in the Reference Case, we increase the average biomass fuel 
cost in the Reference Case from 2.00 to 3.00 $/mmBtu in the later decades. For direct- 
fire biomass in the Transition Scenario (23,000 MW) fuel costs stay at 2.00 $/mmBtu 
throughout the study period. 

For the cost and performance of biomass CHP, we rely primarily on EPA 2007. This 
study provides a detailed analysis of biomass CHP technologies and their costs. We use 
the characteristics of a stoker boiler with a 600 ton per day capacity to represent 
biomass in the Transition Scenario. Fluidized bed boilers are quite common too, and the 
costs and performance of these is very similar to stokers. 

EPA 2007 includes a cost of $4,900 $/kW for the stoker boiler. We increase this by 20% 
in 2010 for higher construction costs and bring it back down by 2020. Costs fall by 1% 
per decade after 2020. We use total non-fuel O&M costs of 36 $/MWh and fuel costs of 
3.00 $/mmBtu to account for increased average distance to CHP sites relative to direct 
fire plant sites. See EPA 2007 for more on the operating characteristics of this plant 
tY Pe. 
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For anaerobic digester gas (ADG) and landfill gas (LFG) projects, we assume 
generation using an internal combustion engine, as we project this to be the lowest cost 
technology throughout the study period. We assume that third party developers pay 
landfill owners an average of 1 .OO $/mmBtu for gas. For ADG projects we assume no 
gas cost. All costs and operating characteristics are based on ACEEE 2009b. Installed 
costs are increased by a factor of 1.25 to account for these specialized applications. 

LFG projects are modeled on a 3-MW engine.17 Installed costs are 1,400 $/kW, O&M is 
1.8 cents per KWh, and the 2010 heat rate is 9490 Btu/kWh. Heat rate improvements 
over time are based on ACEEE 2009b. Wastewater treatment ADG projects are 
modeled on a 100 kW engine. Installed costs are 2,800 $/kW; O&M is 2.5 cents per 
kWh; and the 2010 heat rate is 12,000 Btu/kWh. For farm-based ADG systems we use 
capital costs of the digester and genset together of 5,150 $/kW (based on RETI 2008 
and GDS Associates, et. al., 2007) and operating characteristics of an 800 kW 
generator. Total O&M is 3.0 cents per kWh; and the 2010 heat rate is 9,760 Btu/kWh. 

F. Geothermal 
There are two types of geothermal systems from which heat can be extracted to 
generate electricity. The system used depends on the site specific geological structure 
of the heat resource. The first type is hydrothermal, in which the geology and heat 
resource allow energy to be extracted with little additional work to move water through 
the system and up to the surface. In hydrothermal geothermal resources, super heated 
(200" C) water exists close to or at the earth's surface. These systems are also 
characterized by rocks with high permeability, allowing water to move easily within the 
system. To generate electricity, wells are drilled into the resource, and the hot water or 
steam is extracted and used to turn a turbine at the surface. The water is then returned 
to the resource where it can be reheated. All geothermal electric power plants currently 
in operation are hydrothermal systems. 

The second type of system can extract energy from heat sources deeper below the 
earth's surface. These resources either lack water or are characterized by rocks with low 
permeability. Enhanced geothermal systems (EGS) work to create an engineered 
hydrothermal system through hydraulic fracturing. High pressure fluids are injected down 
a borehole until rock fractures at the depth of the resource. Once fractured, permeability 
is increased, and other wells are drilled. Water is pumped down through one well, 
becomes heated, and is forced back up to the surface through another well. There, the 
water is flashed to steam to turn turbines. Much greater amounts of heat can be 
accessed with EGS than with hydrothermal systems; however, hydrothermal technology 
is well established, while EGS is an emerging technology, and costs are less certain. 

Finally, heat energy often becomes available when oil and gas wells are drilled, and 
recent research suggests that, in the case of existing wells, "co-produced" heat could be 
captured at much lower cost than with hydrothermal or EGS systems. The authors of 

l7 Data from EPAs Landfill Methane Outreach Program show an average project size of roughly 3 MW 
for existing LFG projects. 
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NREL's 2007 geothermal resource inventory write: "coproduced resources collectively 
represent the lowest-cost resources."" reflecting the assumption that this potential can 
be developed using mostly existing well infrastructure" (NREL 2007, p. la). However, 
serious efforts to capture this resource have only just begun, and more work is needed 
to determine exactly what infrastructure would need to be added to existing oil and gas 
fields. 

The Geothermal Potential 

We found three recent estimates of the technical potential of geothermal in the US, as 
shown in Table 23 below. 

Table 23. Estimates of U.S. Technical Potential for Geothermal 

NREL 2007 Hydrothermal 27,600 
USGS 2008 Hydrothermal 33,000 
NREL 2007 EGS 58,700 
USGS 2008 EGS 517,800 
MIT 2007 EGS 1,249,000 

The variations in these estimates stem largely from differing assumptions about 
economic and time constraints. The MIT projection of EGS capacity assumes that 
recovery of up to 2% of the theoretical resource is feasible. 

In addition to these estimates of technical potential, two studies have assessed the 
amount of economic geothermal capacity in the U.S. First, the MIT study cited above 
estimates that 100,000 MW of EGS capacity would be cost effective based on specific 
assumptions regarding the cost of EGS development and avoided energy costs. 
Second, a Western Governors' Association geothermal task force estimates that 5,600 
MW of hydrothermal capacity could be developed economically over ten years in 13 
western states, and that 13,000 MW could be available at or under 80 $/MWh in 20 
years (ASES 2007) 

In order to produce electricity efficiently either with a hydrothermal or an enhanced 
system, the geothermal resource must be at least I lO"C, although generation with 
temperatures as low as 80°C is possible in special circumstances (NREL 2007). The 
temperature of the earth increases with depth at an average rate of 30°C per kilometer. 
The rate of temperature increase is influenced by geological conditions, mainly relating 
to tectonic activity. Geothermal energy is easier and less expensive to extract in areas 
with high temperature gradients. The temperature of the earth at depths of 6.5 and 10 
kilometers is shown in Figure 26, from MIT 2007. These maps suggest that significant 
development of geothermal resources in much of the eastern 1JS would require major 
advances in drilling technology. 
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Figure 26. Average Temperature of Earth at 6.5 km Depth. Source MlT 2007 

Geothermal Costs 

NREL 2007 provides a detailed analysis of the US. geothermal resource and the cost of 
capturing it in different places. This study produced the supply curve shown in Figure 27. 
The dashed line is a previous estimate, and the solid line is NREL’s 2007 estimate. 
Within the chart, “HT F” and “HT B” refer to hydrothermal technologies; “COP” refers to 
co-produced resources; and “EGS” refers to enhanced systems. 

While this is the national supply curve, NREL 2007 presents data by region. Because of 
the technological and geographic detail within these data, we have used them to 
characterize regional geothermal costs in both of our scenarios and the costs and 
potential in the Transition Scenario. 
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Figure 27. U.S. Geothermal Supply Curve from NREL 2007 

In 2009, UCS worked with the authors of the NREL study to develop a 2010 curve, 
increasing costs to account for higher construction and materials costs (see UCS 2009, 
Appendix D). In addition, UCS assumed that co-produced resources are not available in 
2010, based on the limited experience to date with these systems. To develop our 2010 
supply curve, we started with the NREL supply curve as adjusted by UCS. We then 
assumed that roughly half of the co-produced resources become available in 2020, and 
that all of the co-produced resources become available in 2030. Our supply curves for 
201 0,2030, and 2050 are shown in Figure 28. 
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Note that our 2010 curve starts at 77 $/MWh while the NREL curve starts around 40 
$/MWh. This is the result primarily of higher assumed real costs (from construction and 
materials costs) but also of the conversion from 2004 to 2009 dollars. The significant 
shift of our supply curve between 2010 and 2030 is primarily the result of adding co- 
produced resources into the available supply, however we also assume cost reductions 
from falling construction and materials cost in the near term and R&D and learning over 
the long term. 

Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 

7. ll@S 

Tables 24 through 33 below show the data on which selected charts in the study are 
based. Table 34 shows the cost of supply-side resources by type in the Reference Case 
and 'Transition Scenario. 'Totals may not sum due to rounding. 

110 366 553 71 1 932 

0 30 84 158 256 
18 31 58 88 112 
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201 0 2030 2030 
Reference Transition 

2050 2050 
Reference Transition 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 
Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 
Solar 
Other 
Totals 
- 

150 170 61 190 0 
130 170 130 240 140 
190 210 170 210 53 
33 36 36 38 38 
14 55 27 84 36 
15 38 80 41 160 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 10 0 44 
1 4 13 8 29 

16 16 15 15 15 
550 690 540 830 51 0 

201 0 2030 2030 2050 
Reference Transition Reference 

2050 
Transition 

81 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 
Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 
Solar 
Other 
Totals 

_ _ _ ~  

460 580 330 670 0 
260 300 260 340 280 
290 330 300 380 300 

34 36 36 38 38 
24 83 55 160 82 
2 11 31 15 69 
0 0 10 0 24 
0 0 26 0 78 
0 4 13 6 35 

25 26 26 27 26 
1100 1,400 1100 1,600 930 

201 0 2030 2030 
Reference Transition 

2050 2050 
Reference Transition 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 
Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 
Solar 
Other 
Totals 

~ 

640 760 400 840 0 
76 85 76 130 99 

180 190 190 190 190 
6 7 7 9 9 
6 60 42 93 80 

13 29 99 39 190 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 21 0 73 
0 1 4 2 9 
6 7 7 7 7 

920 1,100 840 1,300 650 



201 0 2030 2030 2050 
Reference Transition Reference 

2050 
Transition 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 

120 150 70 160 0 
6 8 6 10 15 

24 25 25 25 25 
12 13 13 14 14 
2 57 - 27 84 58 

82 

Wind 11 
Geothermal 0 
Gas CHP 0 
Solar 0 
Other 1 
Totals 170 

11 82 11 140 
0 0 0 0 
0 3 0 8 
0 3 0 7 
1 1 2 1 

260 230 310 270 

201 0 2030 2030 

Coal 250 300 110 
Gas 21 0 230 - 210 

49 61 - 61 Nuclear 
Hydro 6 7 7 
Biomass 3 11 13 
Wind 30 30 110 
Geothermal 0 -  9 
Gas CHP 0 9 

2 10 Solar 
Other 7 7 
Totals 550 640 540 - 

Reference Transition 

-- 
-- 

.~ 

-- 
~. 

2050 2050 
Reference Transition 

320 0 
280 210 
69 27 

7 7 
17 23 
30 190 

27 0 
0 23 
4 26 
7 7 

730 540 

- 

-. 

- 
_~ 

2010 2030 2030 

Coal 73 81 4 
Gas 44 46 32 
Nuclear 9 9 9 
Hydro 130 150 150 
Biomass 3 13 8 
Wind 12 16 61 
Geothermal __ 2 2 9 
Gas CHP 0 0 3 
Solar 0 1 3 
Other 0 0 
Totals 28; 320 280 

~ 

Reference Transition 

-~ 

2050 2050 
Reference Transition 

71 12 
9 0 

150 150 
13 15 

34 76 
2 16 
0 4 
2 

390 

98 0 -  

~_ 



2030 
Transition 

58 
54 
23 
15 
4 

24 
3 __ 

2050 2050 
Reference Transition 

230 0 
46 74 

23 0 
16 16 
9 6 

10 35 
16 2 

~- 

____- 

201 0 2030 
Reference 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 
Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 
Solar 
Other 
Totals 

120 150 
62 78 
23 23 
14 15 
1 5 
5 7 
1 1 
0 0 
1 2 
0 1 

220 280 

83 

18 
1 

210 

3 40 
1 1 

370 180 

201 0 2030 2030 2050 
Reference Transition Reference 

2050 
Transition 

Coal 
Gas 
Nuclear 
Hydro 
Biomass 
Wind 
Geothermal 
Gas CHP 
Solar 
Other 
Totals 

24 26 0 28 0 
74 100 37 130 25 
43 43 43 43 0 
35 38 38 39 39 
6 9 10 12 14 

22 65 71 84 71 
14 22 26 30 30 
0 0 5 0 10 
2 7 14 12 22 
7 7 6 7 6 

230 320 250 380 220 



Table 34. Comparison of Supply-side Costs by Resource and Year (million 2009$) 
201 0 2020 2030 2040 2050 1 

Reference Case 
Coal 
Natural Gas 
Nuclear 
Geothermal 
Biomass 
CSP 
PV Distributed 
PV Central 
LFGn/WVT Gas 

78,442 
40,374 
45,262 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

80,800 
44,994 
51,945 

339 
7,604 

140 
3,563 

70 
334 

83,214 
72,452 
56,836 

524 
15,350 

162 
4,023 

143 
334 

91,345 
1 13,495 
63,153 

857 
20,178 

208 
3,365 

161 
381 

98,056 
163,722 
72,421 

1,169 
27,371 

167 
4,315 

186 
216 

Wind 0 5,206 5,574 4,816 6,158 
Reference Case Total 164,078 194,997 238,612 297,958 373,779 
Transition Scenario 

Coal 78,442 
Gas 40,374 
Nuclear 45,262 
Wind 0 
Offshore Wind 0 
PV Distributed 0 
PV Central 0 
CSP no storage 0 
CSP storage 0 
Biomass CHP 0 
LFG 0 
ADG WWT 0 
ADG Farm 0 
Gas CHP 0 
Geothermal 0 
Biomass DF 0 

59,207 
51,744 
46,070 
14,683 
1,992 
5,433 
1,196 

857 
773 

4,310 
92 1 
267 
419 

2,481 
1,521 
2,091 

37,197 
54,135 
45,173 
23,604 
3,065 
8,932 
2,711 
1,708 
1,664 
7,331 
1,083 

578 
1,052 
7,313 
3,884 
4,249 

18,783 
64,836 
40,453 
24,643 
5,033 
8,897 
3,353 
2,372 
2,356 

10,829 
1,379 

930 
1,823 

14,829 
6,603 
5,789 

a 
86,701 
33,073 
30,325 
8,529 

11,757 
4,701 
2,432 
2,464 

14,823 
1,250 
1,073 
2,272 

25,671 
8,569 
7,304 

Transition Scenario Total 164,078 193,966 203,680 212,907 240,946 
Net Cost of Transition 0 -7,000 -35,000 -85,000 -730,000 

This table shows the calculation of the net cost of the supply-side resources in the 
Transition Scenario. In other words, we calculate the difference in cost between the 
Reference Case and Transition Scenario. Net costs are rounded to two significant 
figures and presented in the first row of Table 8. Because we focus on the difference in 
costs, we only include resources that produce different amounts of energy in the two 
scenarios. Any resource that produces the same amount will have a net cost of zero. All 
renewable resources online in 2010 fall into this category; therefore the cost of 
renewable resources in 2010 is zero. Coal, gas and nuclear also net to zero in 2010, but 
we show those costs here for context. After 2010, the two scenarios begin to diverge. 
Existing coal, gas and nuclear resources are utilized differently, and new resources are 
developed differently. The cost of energy efficiency and other aspects of the Transition 
Scenario are shown in Table 8. 
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Energy Information Administration 
Forrestal Building 
Washington, DC 20585 

Telephone: 202/586-8800 
TTY: 2021586-1 18 1 
FAX: 2021586-0727 
E-mail: infoctr@eia.gov 
World Wide Web Site: http://www.eia.gov/ 
FTP Site: ftp://ftp.eia.gov/ 
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Request Sum 

This report responds to a request to the 1J.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) from 
Senators Kerry, Graham, and Lieberman for an analysis of the American Power Act of 2010 (APA).’ 
The APA, as released by Senators Kerry and Lieberman on May 12,2010, regulates emissions of 
greenhouse gases through market-based mechanisms, efficiency programs, and other economic 
incentives. 

APA Title I consists of incentives designed to accelerate the development and deployment of 
specified energy technologies. These include tax credits, loan guarantees, streamlined licensing of 
new facilities, appropriation of research and development fbnding, technology-specific allocation of 
emissions allowances, and other incentives. Some key provisions are: 

Nuclear Power - Subtitle A expands the loan guarantee program from the $1 8.5 billion 
authorized in the Energy Policy Act of 2005 to $54 billion; allows for 5-year accelerated 
depreciation on new nuclear power plants; makes these plants eligible for the Investment Tax 
Credit (ITC); and expands eligibility for the production tax credit. It also requires the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission (NRC) to investigate ways of improving the process of licensing of 
new plants, and authorizes additional funding for advanced nuclear power research. 

Offshore Oil and Gas - Subtitle B allows for the revenue earned through offshore drilling in 
areas that as of January 1,2000, had no oil or natural gas production and are not a Gulf 
producing State to be shared with the adjacent coastal State. It also allows for States to 
prohibit drilling within 75 miles of their coastline. 

Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) - Subtitle C establishes the Carbon Capture and 
Sequestration Program Partnership Council, which is responsible for overseeing the 
commercialization of CCS throughout the United States. It authorizes the collection of 
approximately $20 billion over a 1 O-year period to be funded through a surcharge on 
electricity that is generated using fossil fuels and sold to consumers. Subtitle C also includes 
a provision allocating bonus allowances to owners of electric power and industrial facilities 
that have installed carbon capture systems, and mandates that all new coal-fired plants 
initially permitted after 2008 meet specific performance standards limiting carbon dioxide 
(COz) emissions. 

Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency - Subtitle D authorizes funding and low-interest 
loans for State and rural utility district projects on energy efficiency and renewable energy. 

Clean Transportation - Subtitle E establishes a pilot program for electric vehicles, directs the 
Department of Transportation and metropolitan planning organizations to identify potential 
greenhouse gas (GHG) savings through transportation planning, and directs additional 
allowances to “Clean Energy Technology Development.” 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Title I1 of the APA, the primary focus of this analysis, creates a cap-and-trade program for GHG 
emissions. It explicitly covers seven gases classified as greenhouse gases: CO2, methane (CH4), 
nitrous oxide (NO2), sulfur hexafluoride (SF6), hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs), perfluorocarbons 
(PFCs), and nitrogen trifluoride (NF3). The program establishes a cap on the covered GHG 

’ The request letter from Senators Kerry, Graham, and Lieberman is provided in Appendix A. 
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emissions that declines steadily from 20 13 through 2050. The policy aims to reduce emissions from 
their 2005 level by 17 percent in 2020,42 percent in 2030, and 83 percent in 2050. Each year, 
regulated entities must hold allowances or offset credits that cover their past year’s direct emissions 
and attributable emissions. The method through which allowances are distributed changes over the 
life of the policy, frorn one of mostly free allocation to emitters and other entities to an auction-based 
approach. Emissions associated with refined fiiels are covered by the allowance requirement, but 
refiners purchase the allowances for these emissions from the Environmental Protection Agency and 
the allowance fee is linked to the allowance fee that evolves under the cap-and-trade program. 

Allowances can be banked, meaning that unused allowances in a given year may be used for 
compliance in the future. A limited amount of allowances can also be borrowed from future years. 
The APA also includes a cost containment reserve (CCR), which allows covered entities to purchase 
allowances at a fixed price that rises from $25 (in constant 2008 dollars) to approximately $76 in 
2035.2 The CCR acts as an allowance price ceiling as long as sufficient allowances are available in 
the reserve and covered entities do not individually exceed a 15-percent limit on the use of CCR 
allowances for compliance. 

In addition to allowances, entities may purchase offset credits as part of their compliance obligation. 
Offset credits include registered reductions and avoided emissions of uncovered GHGs both 
domestically and internationally. Up to 2 billion metric tons C02 equivalent (BMT) of offsets may 
be used each year, with up to 1.5 BMT coming from domestic offsets and 0.5 BMT coming from 
international offsets. If sufficient domestic offsets are not available, the limit on international offsets 
may be increased to 1 BMT. 

While the emissions caps in the APA cap-and-trade program decline through the year 2050, the 
modeling horizon in this report runs only through 2035, the current projection horizon of the EIA 
National Energy Modeling System (NEMS). As in EIA analyses of earlier cap-and-trade proposals, 
the need to pursue higher-cost emissions reductions beyond 2035, driven by tighter caps and 
continued economic and population growth, is reflected by assuming that a positive bank of 
allowances will be held at the end of 2035. 

APA Titles HI and IV contain provisions designed to limit consumer impacts and address potential 
impacts on manufacturing jobs. Title 111 requires that revenues generated from the sale of allowances 
be allocated to regulated electricity and natural gas local distribution companies to offset cost 
impacts on consumers and promote efficiency, as well as to States for credits on home heating oil 
bills. It also creates a universal trust fund that directs allowance auction revenue to be applied toward 
household rebates. Title IV allocates allowances to energy-intensive industrial sectors. It also 
includes incentives for entities that manufacture and sell natural gas vehicles domestically. Titles V 
and VI define the role of the United States in international climate change mitigation programs, as 
well as addressing domestic climate change adaptation strategies. 

This report considers the energy-related provisions in APA that can be analyzed using NEMS. The 
starting point for the analysis is a Reference case similar to the Annual Energy Ozitlook 2010 

APA calls for the cost containment reserve price to start at $25 in 2013 and rise at 5 percent above the increase in the 
all urban consumer price index. In chain-weighted CDP real dollars, this equates to an annual increase of approximately 
5.2 percent, such that the 2035 cost containment reserve price in 203.5 will be approximately $76. 
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(AEOZOIO) Reference case issued in December 2009. The slight differences in the Reference case 
for this report reflect modeling changes required to analyze the legislation, such as emissions 
coverage definitions and minor structural changes to represent the bill’s incentives and programs. 

This analysis represents the following key provisions of APA in its policy cases: 

The cap and trade program for GHGs, except for hydro-fluorocarbons (HFCs). It includes the 
provisions allowing for allowance trading, banking and borrowing, the cost containment 
reserve, and accounts for the potential availability of domestic and international offsets. The 
policy cases also represent the allocation of emissions allowances to electricity and natural 
gas local distribution companies and States for home heating oil users, as well as other 
consumers and energy intensive industries specified in the bill. 

Financial incentives designed to spur the development of new nuclear power plants. These 
include allowing accelerated depreciation schedules, investment and production tax credits, 
and expansion of the nuclear loan guarantee program. 

Allocation of bonus allowances for eligible CCS projects as specified in the bill. The 
surcharge on electricity designed to fund the development and deployment of carbon capture, 
storage, and conversion technologies is also included. 

Use of allowance revenue from allocations to State energy efficiency and renewable energy 
programs to accelerate efficiency improvements of residential and commercial buildings, as 
well as to foster adoption of distributed renewables in the form of rebates for solar water 
heaters, solar photovoltaic and distributed wind for public buildings. 

Tax credits for qualifying natural gas fueled vehicles. 

While this analysis is as comprehensive as possible given time constraints, it does not address all the 
provisions of the APA. Provisions that are not represented include any resulting changes in the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) licensing process, the offshore oil and gas incentives, 
increased investment in  energy research and development, a separate cap-and-trade system for HFC 
emissions, any of the transportation planning or funding sections, vehicle GHG standards beyond 
those in current law, and the rural energy savings program. 

Like other EIA analyses of energy and environmental policy proposals, this report focuses on the 
impacts of those proposals on energy choices made by consumers and producers in all sectors and 
the implications of those decisions for the economy. This focus is consistent with EIA’s statutory 
mission and expertise. The study does not account for the health or environmental benefits 
associated with curtailing GHG emissions. 

Analysis Cases 

EIA prepared a range of analysis cases for this report. Detailed results tables can be found at 
- h t t ~ ~ / w w . e i a . ~ o v / o i a f / s e r ~ I i ~ e  rpts.htm. The six analysis cases discussed, while not exhaustive, 
focus on several key areas of uncertainty that impact the analysis results. All of these cases are 
compared to the Reference case, except for the High Natural Gas Resource case which is compared 
with an alternative reference case using the same natural gas resource assumptions. 
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The role of offsets is a large area of uncertainty in any analysis of the APA. The 2 RMT annual limit 
on total offsets is equivalent to one-third of total energy-related GHG emissions in 2008, and it 
represents nearly four times the growth in energy-related emissions through 2035 in the Reference 
case. Furthermore, additional offsets may be used in connection with replenishing allowances sold 
from the cost containment reserve. 

While the ceiling on use of direct offsets clear, their actual use is an open question. Beyond the usual 
uncertainties related to the technical, economic, and market supply of offsets, the future use of 
offsets for APA compliance also depends on regulatory decisions that are yet to be made. Their 
usage also depends on the timing and scope of negotiations on international agreements or 
arrangements between the IJnited States and countries where offset opportunities may exist, and on 
emissions reduction commitments made by other countries. Also, limits on offset use in the APA 
apply individually to each covered entity, so that offset “capacity” that goes unused by one or more 
covered entities cannot be used by other covered entities. For some major entities covered by the 
cap-and-trade program, decisions regarding the use of offsets could potentially be affected by 
regulation at the State level. Given the many technical factors and implementation decisions 
involved, it is not surprising that analysts’ estimates of international offset use span a very wide 
range. 

For the period prior to 2035, another key issue is the availability and cost of low- and no-carbon 
baseload electricity technologies, such as nuclear power and fossil (coal and natural gas) with CCS, 
which can potentially displace a large amount of conventional coal-fired generation. However, 
technology availability over an extended horizon is a two-sided issue. Research and development 
breakthroughs over the next two decades could expand the set of reasonably priced and scalable low- 
and no-carbon energy technologies across all energy uses, including transportation, with 
opportunities for widespread deployment beyond 2035. The achievement of significant near-term 
progress toward such an outcome could in turn significantly reduce the size of the bank of 
allowances that covered entities and other market participants would want to carry forward to meet 
compliance requirements beyond 2035. 

There is also uncertainty about the role that increased use of natural gas might play in reducing U.S. 
GHG emissions. While recent years have seen strong growth in the development of shale gas 
resources, there is significant uncertainty about the extent of those resources and the economics of 
developing them. 

With these key uncertainties in mind, the six analysis cases discussed in this report are as follows: 

The APA Basic case represents an environment where key low-emissions technologies, 
including nuclear, fossil with CCS, and various renewables, are developed and deployed on a 
large scale in a timeframe consistent with the emissions reduction requirements of the APA 
without encountering any major obstacles. It also assumes that the use of offsets, both domestic 
and international, is not instantaneous but is also not severely constrained by cost, regulation, or 
the pace of negotiations with key corrntries. In anticipation of increasingly stringent caps and 
rising allowance prices after 2035, covered entities and investors are assumed to amass an 
aggregate allowance bank of approximately 10 RMT by 2035 through a combination of offset 
usage and emission reductions that exceed the level required under the emission caps. 
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e The APA Zero Bank case is similar to the Basic case except that no banked allowances are held 
in 2035, reflecting the assumed availability post-2035 of a broad array of reasonably priced low- 
and no-carbon technologies that can provide an alternative path to compliance with the 
tightening emissions caps. 

* The APA High Natural Gas Resource case is similar to the Basic case, except that it assumes a 
larger resource for shale gas based on the High Shale Gas Resource sensitivity case in the 
AE02010. The unexploited portion of each shale gas play is assumed to be able to support twice 
as many new wells as in the Reference case, increasing the unproved shale gas resource base 
from 347 trillion cubic feet in the Reference case to 652 trillion cubic feet. This case is not 
directly comparable to the Reference case shown in the report because of the alternative natural 
gas resource base assumed. Instead, an alternative High Natural Gas Resource Reference case 
that incorporates the same natural gas resource assumptions as in this APA case is used for 
comparison and is available on the EIA web site along with the detailed results from all the cases 
discussed. 

The APA High Cost case is similar to the Basic case, except that the overnight capital costs of 
nuclear, fossil with CCS (including CCS retrofit), and dedicated biomass generating technologies 
are assumed to be 50 percent higher than in the Reference case. Covered entities are also 
assumed to amass an aggregate 12 BMT allowance bank by 2035. As with the High Natural Gas 
Resource case, this case should not be compared to the Reference case because of the alternative 
assumptions about generating technology costs. However, because the affected technologies play 
a fairly small role in the Reference case, comparisons should only be slightly affected. 

* The APA No International case is similar to the Basic case, but it represents an extreme where 
the use of international offsets is eliminated by cost, regulation, and/or slow progress in reaching 
international agreements or arrangements covering offsets in key countries and sectors. Covered 
entities are assumed to amass an aggregate 12 BMT allowance bank by 2035 in this case. 

The APA Limited/No International case combines the treatment of offsets in the No 
International case with the assumption that the deployment of key technologies, including 
nuclear, fossil with CCS, and dedicated biomass, is limited to the Reference case levels through 
2035. There is great uncertainty about how fast these technologies, the industries that support 
them, and the regulatory infrastructure that licenses/permits them might be able to grow and, for 
fossil with CCS, when the technology will be fully commercialized. Covered entities are 
assumed to amass an aggregate 15 BMT allowance bank balance by 2035 in this case. The 
extreme limits on many of the key emissions reduction options in this case make compliance 
extremely challenging and lead to rapid shifts in the remaining alternatives that may be difficult 
to achieve. This should be kept in mind when reviewing the results in this case. 

EIA cannot attach probabilities to the individual policy cases. However, both theory and common 
sense suggest that cases reflecting an unbroken chain of either failures or successes in a series of 
independent factors are inherently less likely than cases that do not assume that everything goes 
either wrong or right. In this respect, the Limitedmo International and Zero Bank cases might be 
viewed as more pessimistic and optimistic scenarios, respectively, which bracket a set of more likely 
cases. 
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Offsets account for the majority of the compliance through 2035, except for cases where no 
international allowances are assumed to be a~a i l ab le .~  In the Basic case, offsets, including those 
purchased from the cost containment reserve that is to be refilled with offsets, account for 57 percent 
of overall compliance (Figure 1 and Table 1). Reductions in U.S. emissions of energy-related COz 
account for more than half of the cumulative compliance through 2035 only in the cases where no 
international offsets are assumed to be available. 

Allowances purchased from the cost containment reserve are most important if the supply of 
offsets is limited. In these cases, allowances purchased from the cost containment reserve account 
for between 12 percent and 18 percent (6 to 9 BMT) of overall compliance through 2035. 
The reliance on the cost containment reserve is smaller in the Limitedmo International case than in 
the No International case, primarily because funds available for replenishing the reserve can buy 
fewer domestic offsets given their higher price in this case. In other words, the amount of offsets that 
can be purchased for a given amount of cost containment reserve funds is lower in the LimitedNo 
International case, and the cost containment reserve is depleted much faster. 

GHG allowance prices are sensitive to the cost and availability of emissions offsets and low-and 
no-carbon electricity generation technologies. Allowance prices in the Basic case remain below 
the cost containment reserve ceiling price, reaching $32 per metric ton in 2020 and $66 per metric 
ton in 2035 (Figure 2). The same is true in the High Natural Gas Resource case, while in the High 
Cost case allowance prices are contained to the cost containment reserve ceiling price. In the Zero 
Bank case, allowance prices are well below the cost containment reserve ceiling price, reaching $25 
per metric ton in 2020 and $5 I per metric ton in 2035. In this case covered entities choose not to 
build a bank of allowances for post-2035 use because of the possibility that technological 
breakthroughs will make fhture emissions reductions cheaper. The only cases where the cost 
containment reserve does not set a ceiling on allowance prices are those where the reserve is 
exhausted and it is assumed that international offsets are unavailable to refill it. As a result, the 
allowance prices in the No International and Limitedmo International cases range from $59 to $89 
per metric ton in 2020 and from $122 to $185 per metric ton in 2035 (both in 2008 dollars). 

Detailed spreadsheets for all the cases discussed in this report are available at: 
httu://~v\yW.Ci8.lZOV oiaUservicc rpts.htm. Readers are also referred to the report, Energy Market and Econotnic Impacts 
of H R 2454, the American Clean Energy andSecirrity Act of 2009, for further discussion of the methodology used in 
EIA greenhouse gas analysis reports. 
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Figure 1. Components of cumulative compliance in APA cases, 2013-2035 

billion metric tons carbon dioxide equivalent 

Basic Zero Bank High Natural High Cost No Limited /No 
Gas Resource International International 

Source National Energy Modeling System, runs KGL-REFERENCE D062910A, KGL-BASIC DO629 IOA, KGL-HISHALE DO629 IOA, 
KGL-HICOST DO629 IOA, KGL-NOINT DO629 IOA, and KGL-LTDNOI DO629 10A 
Note Tl7e required abatement shown here reflects the cumulative emissions reductions over the 2013 to 2035 period from Reference case level needed 
to meet the emissions cap after adjustment for the allowances initially placed in the cost containment reserve 

Figure 2. Allowance prices in APA cases, 2013-2035 

2008 dollars per metric ton carbon dioxide equivalent 
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201 5 2020 2025 2030 2035 
Source National Energy Modeling System, runs KGL-REFERENCE DO629 IOA, KGL-BASIC DO62910A, KGL-HISHALE DO629 IOA, 
KGL-HICOST DO629 IOA, KGL-NOINT D062910A, and KGL-LTDNOI DO629 IOA 
Note The line for the High Natural Gas Resource case lies directly under the Basic case line 
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Table 1. Summary results 

I 2008 

Greenhouse gasemls ions(mmt)  
Cowred emissions 

Energy-related carbon dioxide 
Other cowred emissions 

Total cowed  emissions 
Noncowred emissions 

Total greenhouse gasemis ions  
Compliance offset credits (mmt) 

Noncoered gases 
Biosequestration 

International offset credits 
Total domestic offset credits 

2020 2035 
APA Cases APA Cases 

High Limited High 
Refer- Zem Natural High /No  Refer- Zero Natural High Limited 
ence Basic Bank Gas cost NoInl'l Int'l ence Basic Bank Gas cost NoInt'l / Noint'l 

Total domestic and international 

4520 
167 

4687 
2448 
7135 

Cost containment reserve (mmt) 

5788 5241 5321 5266 5220 4836 4563 6256 4516 4987 4428 4697 3642 4089 
173 152 153 153 152 151 149 179 154 155 155 154 153 150 

5962 5393 5474 5419 5372 4987 4713 6435 4670 5142 4583 4851 3795 4239 
1492 1382 1391 1383 1378 1474 1396 1461 1427 1433 1428 1413 1400 1273 
7454 6776 6865 6802 6750 6460 6108 7895 6097 6575 6010 6263 5194 5512 

Replenishment offset purchases 
International offsets(discounted) 
Domestic offsets 

Resew balance, before Sales 
Allowance sales 

Total emlsions, less blo-sequestration a n  
international reductions (mmt) 
Allowance accounting summary (mmt) 

Allowances. excluding resew 
Allowances, including resew sales 
Cowred emissions, less ofset credits 

Allowance bank balance 
Net allowance bank change 

Allowance and offset prices (2008 dollars 
per metric ton CO2 equiwlent) 

Emission allowance 
Domestic offset 
International offset 
Cost containment resew price 

Dellvered energy prices (including net 
~llowance costs) (2008 dollars per unit) 
Motor gasoline, transport (per gallon) 
Jet fuel (per gallon) 
Diesel (per gallon) 
Natural gas (per thousand cubic feet) 

Residential 
Electric power 

Coal, electric power (per million Btu) 
Electricity (cents per kilowatthour) 

"el Market Indicators 

0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

Liquid fuels (million barrels per day) 
Consumption 
Production 
Net Imports 

Consumption 
Production 
Net Imports 

Natural gas (trillion cubic feet) 

Coal consumption (quadrillion Stu) 

Petroleum 
Natural gas 
Coal 
Nuclear power 
Renewablelother 

Electricity generation (billion kilowatthoun) 

Total 

0 126 116 126 130 34 97 0 151 145 151 166 178 187 
0 246 190 246 272 98 297 0 385 304 385 434 604 718 
0 371 306 371 402 133 394 0 536 449 536 599 782 905 
0 1000 422 1000 1000 0 0 0 1000 1000 1000 1000 0 0 
0 1371 728 1371 1402 133 394 0 1536 1449 1536 1599 782 905 

mmt: million metric tons of carbon dioxide e( 

0 0 0 0 2 8 0 0 0 0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 4 3 0 2 6 7  
0 4000 4000 4000 3966 1882 1141 
0 0 0 0 2 2 7 4 8 7 0 7  

0 0 0  
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 
0 4000 4000 4000 4000 2 0 
0 0 0 0 0 2 0 

7135 7454 5280 6148 5306 5228 6362 58111 7895 4462 5021 4375 4580 4591 4794 

n a  
r i a  

4687 
0 
0 

5060 5060 5060 5060 5060 5060 5060 2808 2808 2808 2808 2808 2808 2808 
5060 5060 5060 5060 5082 5808 5767 2808 2808 2808 2808 2808 2809 2808 
5962 4022 4746 4048 3970 4854 4319 6435 3134 3693 3047 3251 3013 3334 

0 1038 314 1012 1112 954 1448 0 -326 -885 -239 -444 -204 -526 
0 7464 3147 7331 8978 9257 12990 0 9869 -131 10200 11828 11927 15241 

0 0  

0 0  
0 0  
0 0  

0 0  31 7 247 31 7 3 5 4  5 8 9  8 8 9  0 0  6 6 0  51 3 660  7 4 8  1224 1 W 8  
0 0  31 7 247 31 7 3 5 4  5 8 9  8 8 9  0 0  6 6 0  51 3 6 6 0  7 4 8  1224 1848 
0 0  2 4 6  198 246 2 4 8  n a  n a  0 0  3 5 7  357 3 5 7  3 5 7  n a  n a  
0 0  3 5 4  354 3 5 4  3 5 4  3 5 3  353 0 0  7 5 9  7 5 8  7 5 8  7 6 0  7 6 2  7 7 0  

327 
3 0 7  
3 7 9  

335  361 355  3 6 1  3 6 3  3 8 6  408 391 4 2 9  4 16 4 30 4 3 6  4 7 0  5 3 3  
293 3 2 1  3 1 5  3 2 1  3 2 4  3 4 7  3 7 1  358 3 9 6  385 3 9 6  4 0 6  450 5 2 2  
351 3 8 0  374 3 8 1  3 8 3  408 434 411 452 438 4 5 1  4 6 2  5 0 7  5 8 3  

207 2 0 6  206 206 2 0 5  204 2 0 2  222 2 1 8  220 2 1 9  2 1 7  214 2 0 8  
106 108 108 109 108 109 1101 120 139 138 142 138 137 1261 

112 9 9  9 7  9 7  9 6  9 6  9 4  9 2  102 8 0  8 2  7 7  8 0  7 7  8 3  

1226 1273 1287 1215 1288 1351 1478 
6 5 6  8 2 2  8 1 5  7 8 1  8 5 7  1016 1308 
198 4 9 1  425 488 5 2 5  738 10 18 
9 0 1  9 4 1  9 5 7  9 3 4  9 5 2  9 8 1  1089 

1483 1783 1691 1681 1882 2179 2618 
6 7 0  1138 1041 1061 1245 1549 2003 
2 0 9  BO8 6 7 9  8 0 5  8 9 8  1332 1895 

1019 1281 1207 1263 1353 1446 1883 

2 3 2  
2 0 6  

3 0  
2 2 4  

Source: National Energy Modeling System, Rins KGL-REFERENCE D062909A. KGL-BASIC D062909A, KGL-OBANK D062909A. 
KGL-HISHALE W62909A. KGL-HICOST D062909A, KGL-NOlNT D062909A, and KGL-LTDNOI W62909A 
Note: The cost containment reserve price, expressed in constant 2008 dollars, varies slightly across cases because it is estabiished in nominal dollars (to increase at 5% a year plus 
the percentage growth in the CPI-AI1 Urban index) and deflated to constant dollars using the GDP chain-weighted deflator, as are other prices in NEMS The CPI-AI1 Urban index is 
endogenous and vanes slightly across cases in response to different energy price changes 
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2 2 5  23 1 2 3 0  2 4 6  2 3 3  2 3 9  2 6 8  248 2 3 7  2 3 4  2 6 0  2 4 5  25 1 2 8 2  
199 2 0 6  203 2 2 3  2 0 7  2 1 2  225 233 2 2 4  222 2 5 3  2 3 1  234 248 
2 5  2 5  2 7  2 2  2 6  2 7  4 3  1 5  1 2  1 1  0 6  1 4  1 7  3 3  

230 197 2 0 2  186 1 9 0  149 9 5  2 5 1  145 180 1 3 8  1 5 7  9 7  4 0  

45 
879 

1995 
806 
391 

4116 

62 61 61 61 61 58 57 64 58 61 58 59 52 57 
755 840 853 1004 865 976 1409 1090 1000 943 1285 1161 1257 1774 

2095 1738 1794 1656 1694 1321 842 2305 1249 1611 1110 1340 669 311 
883 901 894 894 887 929 883 892 1392 1234 1316 1067 1463 891 
736 930 861 880 949 1109 1077 912 1325 1282 1286 1325 1410 1505 

4530 4470 4462 4494 4455 4392 4267 5263 5024 5112 5054 4952 4853 4540 



The vast majority of reductions in energy-related emissions occur in the electric power 
sector. Across the APA cases, the electricity sector accounts for between 78 percent and 86 
percent of the total reduction in U.S. energy-related COz emissions relative to the appropriate 
Reference case in 2035 (Figure 3). Reductions in electricity-sector emissions are primarily 
achieved by reducing the role of conventional coal-fired generation, which in 2008 provided 48 
percent of total U S .  generation, and increasing the use of no- or low-carbon generation 
technologies that either exist today (e.g., renewables and nuclear) or are under development 
(fossil with CCS). In addition, a portion of the electricity-related COz emissions reductions 
results from reduced electricity demand stimulated by the energy efficiency provisions of APA 
as well as consumer responses to higher electricity prices. Electricity consumption is 3 to 7 
percent below the Reference case level in 2035 in five of the six main cases. In the LimitediNo 
International case, electricity consumption is I3 percent below the Reference case level in 2035. 

If new nuclear, renewable, and fossil plants with CCS are not developed and deployed in a 
timeframe consistent with emissions reduction requirements under APA, covered entities 
respond by increasing their purchases from the cost containment reserve, increasing their 
use of offsets, if available, and turning to increased natural gas use to replace reductions in 
conventional coal-fired generation. The share of generation from coal plants falls from 48 
percent in 2008 to between 7 and 32 percent in 2035 in the APA cases (Figures 4 and 5). Natural 
gas generation rises above Reference case levels until 2027 in all cases and only falls below 
those levels in the later years in some cases as lower emitting technologies are brought on line in 
larger quantities. However, greater use of natural gas could be especially important if the 
deployment of lower emitting technologies or the supply of offsets is more costly, limited, or 
delayed. In the Limited/No International case the share of total generation coming from natural 
gas plants reaches 39 percent in 2035, nearly double the share in 2008. 

Emissions reductions from changes in direct fossil fuel use in residential and commercial 
buildings and in the industrial and transportation sectors are small relative to those in the 
electric power sector. The overall changes in the use of fossil fuels other than coal are relatively 
modest (Figure 6). Taken together, changes in fossil fuel use in the buildings, industrial, and 
transportation sectors account for between 14 percent and 22 percent of the total reduction in 
energy-related COz emissions relative to the Reference case in 2035. This reflects both smaller 
percentage changes in delivered fossil fuel prices than experienced by the electricity generation 
sector and also the low availability of alternatives in many applications. For example, motor 
gasoline prices in the Basic case are 26 cents per gallon (8 percent) higher than in the Reference 
case in 2020 and 38 cents per gallon (10 percent) higher in 2035 (in 2008 dollars). 

In an additional case that incorporated the building code changes called for in the American 
Clean Energy L,eadership Act of 2009 (S. 1462), further energy consumption reductions 
occurred. However, since building stock turnover occurs at a relatively slow pace, the impacts 
are modest, reducing building energy consumption in 20.35 by 2 percent below the level in the 
Basic case. 
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Figure 3. Energy-related C02 emissions by emitting sector in APA cases, 2035 
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Figure 4. Generation by fuel in APA cases, 2035 
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Figure 5. Electricity generating capacity additions and retrofits, 2009-2035 
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Figure 6. Primary energy consumption by fuel in APA cases, 2005-2035 
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Source: National Energy Modeling System, runs KGL-REFERENCE DO6291OA, KGL-BASIC DO629 IOA, KGL-HISHALE DO629 IOA, 
KGL,-HICOST D06291OA, KGL-NOINT DO62910A, and KGL-LTDNOI DO629 10A 
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APA reduces liquid fuel consumption, increases domestic oil production, increases biofuel 
use, and reduces oil imports. The higher fuel prices resulting from APA lead consumers to 
reduce their consumption, while suppliers increase their production of biofuels. Across the APA 
cases, total liquid fuel consumption in 2035 is between 0.2 and 1.3 million barrels per day (bpd) 
below the Reference case level. At the same time, consumption of ethanol and other biofuels (all 
of which are treated as having zero net GHG emissions) is between 21.7 and 25.3 billion gallons 
above the Reference case level. 

Moreover, the combination of allowance costs on GHG emissions and incentives designed to 
stimulate the deployment of CCS technology causes power companies and other large industrial 
companies to install equipment to capture C02 that would otherwise be released into the 
atmosphere. In cases that allow additional CCS, this captured C02 then becomes available for 
use in enhanced oil recovery operations, and as a result domestic oil production increases by 
roughly 0.2 to 0.4 million bpd in the APA cases in 2020 and 0.8 tol.O million bpd in 2035. 

The combination of lower liquid fuel use, increased domestic oil production, and increased use 
of biofuels leads to a reduction in crude oil imports of 0.3 to 0.8 million bpd in 2020 and 1.9 to 
2.4 million bpd in 2035 in the APA cases that do not limit the deployment of CCS (Figure 7). 
While world oil prices fall in this study because of the decrease in U.S. oil use, the actual change 
could be larger if the policies adopted in other countries led to reductions in their oil use. If this 
were to occur, the gross domestic product (GDP) impacts of the policy as well as the reduction in 
U.S. imports shown here could be dampened. 

APA increases energy prices, but the effects on electricity and natural gas bills of 
consumers are substantially dampened through 2025 by the allocation of free allowances to 
regulated electricity and natural gas distribution companies. Except for the L,imited/No 
International case, electricity prices in five of the six APA cases range from 9.4 to 9.8 cents per 
kilowatthour in 2020, only 4 to 9 percent above the Reference case level (Figure 8).4 Average 
impacts on electricity prices in 2035 are substantially greater, reflecting both higher allowance 
prices and the phaseout of the free allocation of allowances to distributors between 2025 and 
2030. By 2035, electricity prices in the Basic case are 12.8 cents per kilowatthour, 26 percent 
above the Reference case level, with a wider band of 12.1 cents to 14.5 cents (18 to 42 percent 
above the Reference case level) across five of the six cases. 

The average electricity price in the Limitedmo International case is 1 1 .O cents per kilowatthour in 2020 and 18.8 4 

cents per kilowatthour in 203.5. 
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Figure 7. Net liquids imports in APA cases, 2005-2035 
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Figure 8. Electricity prices in APA cases, 2005-2035 
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APA increases the cost of using energy, which reduces real economic output, reduces 
purchasing power, and lowers aggregate demand for goods and services. The result is that 
real GDP generally falls relative to the Reference case. In the Reference case, GDP rises 92 
percent, from $14.3 trillion in 2008 to $27.4 trillion in 2035. Total present value5 GDP losses 
over the 2013-2035 time period are $452 billion (-0.2 percent) in the Basic case, with a range 
from $381 billion (-0.1 percent) to $1.1 trillion (-0.4 percent) in five of the six cases. The present 
value GDP losses over the same time period are larger in the LimitednVo International case, 
reaching $2.7 trillion (-1 .O percent) (Table 2 and Figure 9). 

Similarly, the cumulative discounted losses for personal consumption are $500 billion (-0.3 
percent) in the Basic case and range from $386 billion (-0.2 percent) to $901 billion (-0.5 
percent) in five of the six cases. As with GDP, consumption losses over the same time period are 
larger in the Limitedmo International case, reaching $2.0 trillion (-1.0 percent). In all cases, real 
consumption starts to return to Reference case levels over the last few years of the projection, as 
the amount of allowance revenue devoted to the universal refund sharply increases in 2030 and 
beyond. In 2026, the starting year of the universal refund, its share of allowance revenue is 6 
percent, and by 2035 it reaches nearly 60 percent. 

The allocation of allowance revenue to eligible taxpayers dampens the direct economic 
impact of the cap-and-trade program on consumers. Two major uses of allowance revenues 
reduce the possible impacts of the cap-and-trade program on consumers, leading to higher 
impacts on production compared to consumption losses. Roughly 12 percent of the allowance 
revenues starting in 2013 and continuing throughout the projection horizon is aimed at low- 
income taxpayers. In addition, the universal refund, defined as the amount of revenue remaining 
after deficit reduction and the defined uses of revenue have been allocated, increases late in the 
projections as the bill’s defined uses expire starting in 2026. By 2035, the universal refbnd 
accounts for over half of the allowance revenue, totaling $196 billion nominal in the Basic case. 

Consumption impacts can also be expressed on a per household basis. The annualized value 
of household consumption losses from 2013 to 2035 is $206 (2008 dollars) in the Basic case, 
with a range of $153 to $336 across five of the six APA cases. In the LimitednVo International 
case it is $814 per household.6 

Employment impacts are fairly small in most of the APA cases. Overall employment stays 
within 0.1 to 0.2 percent of the Reference case level in most years. Only in the No International 
and L,imited/No International cases, which have much higher allowance prices and GDP impacts 
than the other cases, does employment fall measurably below the Reference case level in the 
later years of the projections. 

Present value figures are discounted at a rate of 5 percent. 
The values are calculated as per household annuity payments over the 2013-2035 period. 

5 
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Figure 9. Macroeconomic impacts of APA cases relative to the Reference case 
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Additional Insights 

The role of baseline assumptions. The choice of a baseline is one of the most influential 
assumptions for any analysis of global climate change legislation. This analysis uses the 
AE02020 Reference case as a starting point or, in the case of the High Natural Gas Resource 
case, an alternative reference case with the same resource assumptions. EIA recognizes that 
projections of energy markets over a 25-year period are highly uncertain and subject to many 
events that cannot be foreseen, such as supply disruptions, policy changes, and technological 
breakthroughs. In addition to these phenomena, long-term trends in technology development, 
demographics, economic growth, and energy resources may evolve along a different path than 
shown in the projections. Generally, differences between cases, which are the focus of our report, 
are likely to be more robust than the specific projections for any one case. The published 
AE02020, which includes numerous cases reflecting a variety of alternative futures for the 
economy, energy markets, and technology, is a resource that can be used to examine the 
implications of alternative baselines. 

Free allowance allocation to electricity and natural gas distributors. The analysis shows that 
the free allocation of allowances to electricity and natural gas distributors significantly dampens 
impacts on consumer electricity and natural gas prices prior to 2025, after which it starts to be 
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phased out. While this result may serve goals related to regional and overall fairness of the 
program, the efficiency of the cap-and-trade program is reduced to the extent that the price signal 
that would encourage cost-effective changes by consumers in their use of electricity and natural 
gas is delayed. 

Electricity capacity siting challenges. Besides changing the mix of new electricity generation 
capacity, compliance with the APA would also significantly increase the total amount of new 
electric capacity that must be added between now and 2035. This is due to the retirement of 
many existing coal-fired power plants that would otherwise continue to operate beyond 2035. 
Obstacles to siting major electricity generation projects and/or the transmission facilities needed 
to support the greatly expanded use of renewable energy sources are not explicitly considered in 
this report. However, the additional capacity requirements in all the APA cases suggest the need 
for review of siting processes so that they would be able to support a large-scale transformation 
of the U S .  electricity infrastructure by 2035. 

Challenges beyond 2035. As previously noted, the modeling horizon for this analysis ends in 
2035. Unless substantial progress is made in identifying low- and no-carbon technologies outside 
of electricity generation, the APA emissions targets for the 2035-2050 period are likely to be 
very challenging, as opportunities for further reductions in power sector emissions are exhausted 
and reductions in other sectors are thought to be more expensive. 
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Appendix A: Analysis Request Letter 
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Dr. Richard Newell 
Administrator 
U.S. Energy Information Administration 
1000 Independence Avenue, SW 
Washington, DC 20585 

Dear Dr. Newell: 

Passing comprehensive climate change legislation to create jobs, achieve energy 
independence, and reduce carbon pollution is a top priority of the United States Senate. 
We are working together to develop comprehensive legislation to achieve these goals. 

To facilitate consideration of this comprehensive legislation by the full Senate, we would 
like to request technical assistance and modeling results from the Energy Information 
Administration (EIA). EIAs analytical findings would be useful as we work with our 
colleagues toward the goals of our legislation. 

Please feel free to contact David Risley on Senator Lieberman’s staff at (202) 224-9849 
to discuss initial analytic requests. 

Thank you in advance for your assistance. 

Joseph I .  Lieberman 
United States Senator 
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Economic Impacts of  S. 1733: 
The Clean Energy Jobs and 
American Power Act of 2009 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Office of Atmospheric Programs 



On September 30, 2009, Senators Kerry and Boxer introduced the Clean Energy Jobs and 
American Power Act of 2009 (S. 1733). The counterpart bill in the House of 
Representatives is the American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 (H.R. 2454), for 
which EPA developed cost estimates on June 23, 2009. This paper presents a discussion 
of how some of the key provisions in the Senate bill compare to the House bill, 
particularly with respect to the likely economic impacts of the bill. In order to produce 
this analysis, EPA synthesized the results of a significant volume of modeling analysis on 
economy-wide climate policy performed by the Agency. This effort drew from the 
nearly 50 modeling scenarios of five bills over the past two years, with particular focus 
on the two economic analyses of the Waxman-Markey bill this year. Through this effort, 
we carefully assessed the key differences and whether any would result in substantial 
changes to the modeled impacts.] 

The assessment in this paper draws upon existing modeling by EPA that used full 
computable general equilibrium models (ADAGE and IGEM), as well as modeling that 
used reduced form versions of EPA’s models. These models serve as stylized versions of 
the U.S. economy and climate change policy. In effectively simplifying the real-world in 
order for a modeling analysis to be computationally feasible, it is important to recognize 
that some minor differences between the policy designs in H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 are 
made irrelevant by the set-up of the models. This is not unique to the set of models 
employed by EPA, but common among the broader modeling community. Nonetheless, 
reviewing the breadth of the EPA modeling scenarios provides an opportunity to identify 
the most important, robust conclusions that models can illuminate about the design of 
climate policy. 

EPA’s assessment of the two bills indicates that the full suite of EPA models would 
likely show that the impacts of S. 1733 would be similar to those estimated for H.R. 
2454. Four key messages from the EPA analysis of H.R. 2454 would remain unchanged: 
(1) the cap-and-trade policies outlined in these bills would transform the way the United 
States produces and uses energy; (2) the average loss in consumption per household will 
be relatively low, on the order of hundreds of dollars per year in the main policy case; (3) 
the impacts of climate policy are likely to vary comparatively little across geographic 
regions; and (4) what we assume about the actions of other countries has much greater 
implications for the overall impact of the policy than the modeled differences between 
the two bills. 

That said, there are a few differences between S. 1733 and H.R. 2454 that could have a 
sinall impact on the rnodeled costs of the policy. First, the 2020 cap level in S. 1733 
requires a 20% reduction from 2005 emissions levels instead of the 17% reduction 
required in H.R. 2454, although this is the same 2020 target as modeled in the April 2009 
analysis of the Waxman-Markey discussion draft. Moving from a 17% to 20% target 
would raise costs slightly in the models. Second, S. 1733 allows landfill and coal mine 
CH4 as offset sources, whereas H.R. 2454 instead subjected them to performance 
standards. This will lower costs slightly and result in a small increase in overall 

’ Note also that EPA’s analysis did not examine the costs of not acting to reduce greenhouse gases nor does 
it compare the costs of S. 17.33 against other policy approaches to address GHG emissions, 
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emissions. Third, the market stability reserve allowance provisions in S. 1733 are 
changed to provide greater price certainty than the strategic reserve allowance provisions 
in H.R. 2454. S. 1733 also allocates more allowances to the market stability reserve than 
H.R. 2454 allocates to the strategic reserve. Assuming allowance prices remain low 
enough that covered entities do not purchase reserve allowances, this change will result in 
slightly higher costs in S. 1733 compared to H.R. 2454. For the most part the differences 
between the bills result in relatively small differences in estimated costs and may even 
cancel each other out on net. 

There are many similarities between the bills. While the 2020 caps differ, the caps start 
out the same in 2012, and are identical between 2030 and 2050. Cumulatively, the caps 
differ by just one percent over four decades. Both of the bills cover the same sources of 
greenhouse gas emissions. Both bills place limits on offsets that are not expected to be 
binding. Both bills allow offsets from a broad array of agriculture and forestry sources. 
Both bills allow unlimited banking of allowances. Both bills have output-based rebate 
provisions designed to reduce emissions leakage and address competitiveness concerns 
for energy intensive and trade exposed industries. Because of these many similarities and 
the relatively small differences between the two bills, it is likely that a full analysis of S. 
1733 would show economic impacts very similar to H.R. 2454. 

EPA analysis mainly focuses on modeling the cap-and-trade policy outlined in proposed 
legislation. With time, EPA has also been able to incorporate a few additional provisions 
into its models, such as energy efficiency standards. EPA has not yet been able to 
adequately incorporate other standards within the modeling framework such as those that 
apply to the transportation or electricity sectors (e.g., fuel economy or performance 
standards). L,ikewise, while formal modeling can shed light on the key aspects of the cap- 
and-trade policy, it cannot replicate every aspect of private decision-making and therefore 
will not capture the impact of certain details. For this reason, modeling results are 
instructive in highlighting the magnitude and direction of impacts and the way they may 
change under different conditions but should not be interpreted as precise estimates of 
what will occur once a policy has been implemented. 

The paper is organized as follows. First, it evaluates key elements of the two bills that, in 
most cases, are informed by EPA modeling analyses: cap levels and coverage, offset 
limits and sources, banking and borrowing, reserve allowances, energy efficiency 
provisions, incentives for CCS, energy-intensive and trade-exposed output-based rebates, 
transportation provisions, and allocations. For each of these topics, the paper describes 
the purpose of the provision and how the bills differ, then assesses how these differences 
would be expected to impact allowance prices and costs. Second, the paper summarizes 
the economic impacts of H.R. 2454 and S. 1733. Third, it discusses the importance of 
modeling assumptions, particularly with regard to technology and international action. 
Fourth, distributional and temperature impacts are discussed. Finally, the appendix 
describes the recent EPA modeling analyses that inform this paper. 
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Cap Levels and Coverage 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 173.3 place caps on the overall amount of greenhouse gas 
emissions allowed from all covered entities by establishing a separate quantity of 
emissions allowances for each year. In addition to establishing a cap, H.R. 2454 and S. 
1733 allow covered sources to trade allowances. The requirement that a covered entity 
hold an allowance for every ton of greenhouse gas emissions it emits creates scarcity in 
the market for allowances, which in turn implies a positive price in the market. The cap- 
and-trade policy does not mandate how sources achieve this goal. Absent other legislated 
requirements, a source can choose the cheapest method of compliance, by reducing its 
output, changing its input mix, modifying the underlying technology used in production, 
or purchasing allowances or offsets from other entities with lower abatement costs. This 
assures that the cap is met at the cheapest possible cost to covered sources while inducing 
long-term innovation and change in the production and consumption of energy-intensive 
goods in related markets. The cap-and-trade policy often is carefully crafted to afford 
sources numerous flexibilities that further decrease the costs of compliance, such as the 
option to purchase offsets from non-covered sources; the ability to bank or borrow 
allowances across time periods; and the ability to purchase allowances from the 
government if the price reaches a particular threshold. Standards that impose restrictions 
on the way in which a particular subset of sources meet the cap will reduce this flexibility 
and, if binding, likely increase the costs without delivering additional emission 
reductions. However, it is difficult to model the effects of such standards on the behavior 
of sources and to reflect the costs they may impose. 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 set the cap level in 2012,2030, and 2050 to reduce 
emissions from covered sources by 3%, 42%, and 83% from 2005 levels respectively. 
However, compared to HR. 2454, S. 1733 changes the 2020 cap level from 17% to 20% 
below 2005 emissions levels from covered sources. It should be noted that the caps 
specified in S. 1733 are equivalent to the caps first specified in the Waxman-Markey 
discussion draft, which was also analyzed by EPA (EPA 2009a). This change in the 2020 
cap level decreases the cumulative tiumber of allowances available between 201 2 and 
2050 by one percent from 132.2 gigatons carbon dioxide equivalent (GtCOle) to 130.6 
GtCOle. Figure 1 illustrates the nearly imperceptible difference, which is indicated by 
the gap between the lines representing the two cap levels over titne. Because covered 
entities are allowed to bank, and to a limited extent, borrow emissions allowances, it is 
the cumulative nutnber of allowances over the entire 2012 - 2050 time frame that drives 
allowances prices. All else being equal, this tightening of the cap will raise allowance 
prices on the order of one percent in all years from the allowance price in the core 
scenario of EPA’s H.R. 2454 analysis ($13/tCOle 2015; $16/tCOle in 2020). Similar 
changes would be seen in the cost of the bill for the average household. The changed 
caps will also likely result in slightly greater usage of domestic and international offsets, 
all else being equal. 
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Figure 1 - S. 1733 nnd H.R. 2454 Cap Levels 
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The coverage in S. 1733 is unchanged from H.R. 2454. Both bills contain three separate 
phases each covering a greater percentage of emissions. In phase 1, from 2012 - 2013, 
covers 66.2% of year 2005 greenhouse gas emissions as measured in the Inventory of US 
Greenhouse Gas Emissions and Sinks (EPA 2008~).  In phase 2, from 2014 - 2015, 
75.7% of year 2005 greenhouse gas emissions are covered. In phase 3,2016 and after, 
86.4% of year 2005 greenhouse gas emissions are covered.2 

Offset Limits and Sources 

H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 both establish offsets credits as an additional method for entities 
to comply with the requirement to hold an emissions allowance for each ton of 
greenhouse gas emissions. Instead of purchasing an emissions allowance for each ton of 
emissions, entities may also detnonstrate compliance by purchasing an offset credit that 
represents reductions in greenhouse gas emissions (or increased sequestration of 
greenhouse gases) from a non-covered source (e.g., reduced emissions from landfill CH4, 
increased COz sequestration froin changed agricultural tillage practices, or increased COr 

Major sources covered in phase I include: COz from electric power generators; COz from non-industrial 
petroleum use; some COz from industrial usage of petroleum; COz from the non-energy use of fuels; N 2 0  
from product uses; PFC from semiconductor manufacturing; and SF6 from electrical transmission and 
distribution, magnesium production and processing, and semiconductor manufacturing. Major sources 
covered in phase 2 include: COz from industrial usage of coal; remaining COz from industrial usage of 
petroleum; most COz from the industrial usage of natural gas; C 0 2  from iron and steel production; COz 
from cement manufacturing; COz and N 2 0  from fertilizer production. Sources covered in phase 3 include: 
COz from residential, transportation, and commercial usage of natural gas; remaining COz from industrial 
usage of natural gas. See the data annex to EPA's analysis of H.R. 2454 (EPA 2009b) for a spreadsheet 
detailing covered sources. 
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sequestration from afforestation). The non-covered sources providing offset credits can 
either be domestic or international. 

H.R. 2454 s. 1733 
Overall Offset Limits 2 billion tons 2 billion tons 
Source Level Offset 
Limits overall limit 
Domestic & International: 1 billion tons International: 0.5 billion tons 
International Offset Domestic: 1 billion tons Domestic: 1.5 billion tons 
Limits 

International Offset 0.9 billion tons 0.9 billion tons 
Limit 
Revised International 1.5 billion tons 1.25 billion tons 
Offset Limit 
Performance standards 

Does not aggregate to the Aggregates to the overall limit 

. Criteria for Adjusting Domestic offset usage below Domestic offset usage below 

Landfill and coal mine CH4 
covered by performance 

Landfill and coal mine CH4 
are not covered by 

Standards, reducing there 
abilitv to SUDDIV offsets. 

ofsets Limits 

performance standards. 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 limit annual offset usage to 2 billion tons, and then specify 
how the overall offset limit should be calculated on a per covered source basis to generate 
source level limits on the use of offsets." The formula for establishing the source level 
offset limit in H.R. 2454 does not add up to the overall 2 billion ton limit.5 S. 1733 
corrects this problem so the source level limit is now consistent with the overalI 2 billion 

H.R. 2454 sec. 722 (d)( 1)(A) and S. 1733 sec. 722 (d)( l)(A). 
H.R. 2454 sec. 722 (d)( 1)(B) and S. 173.3 sec. 722 (d)(l)(B). 
H.R. 2454 Sec 722 (d) ( I )  (A) allows covered entities to satisfy a specified percentage of the number of 

allowances required to be held for compliance with offsets credits. H.R. 2454 Sec 722 (d) (1) (B) states 
that for each year, the specified percentage is calculated by dividing two billion by the sum of two billion 
and the annual tonnage limit for that year. For example, in 2012, when the cap level is 4.627 GtC02e, the 
percentage would be 30.20%; and in 2050, when the cap level is 1.035 GtC02e the percentage would be 
65.90%. The number of allowances required to be held for compliance is equal to the amount of covered 
emissions, so for any given firm the amount of offsets they are allowed to use is equal to the product of 
their covered emissions and the percentage specified above. The total amount of offsets allowed is equal to 
the product of the total amount of covered emissions and the specified percentage. In order for this to be 
equal to the 2 billion ton limit on offsets specified above, total covered GHG emissions would have to be 
equal to the cap level plus 2 billion tons. There are several reasons why this is unlikely to be the case. 
First, even if covered emissions remain at reference levels, in the early years of the policy they will not be 2 
billion tons over the cap level. Second, if firms bank allowances, their covered GHG emissions will be 
reduced, which will reduce the amount of offsets they are allowed to use. Third, in the later years when 
firms are drawing down their bank of allowances, it is possible for covered CHG emissions to be more than 
2 billion tons above the cap, which means that the pro rata sharing formula can be in conflict with the 
overall 2 GtC02e limit on offsets usage. 
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ton limit on offset 
change is not likely to have any impact on allowance prices, as the limits on offset usage 
were not binding in EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454, and the revised limits in S. 1733 would 
also not be constraining. 

For the purposes of economic analysis or modeling, this 

In addition to the overall limits placed on the amount of offsets a covered entity can use, 
both H.R. 24.54 and S. 1733 place limits on the amount of offsets that can come from 
either international or domestic sources. H.R. 2454 states that not more than one-half of 
offsets can come from domestic offset credits and not more than one-half can come from 
international offset credits. S. 1733 differs from H.R. 2454 in that not more than three- 
quarters of offsets can come from domestic offset credits and not more than one-quarter 
can come from international offset  credit^.^ 

After placing limits on domestic and international offset usage, both H.R. 2454 and S. 
1733 state conditions under which those limits are modified. In both bills, if the 
estimated usage of domestic offsets is expected to be below 0.9 billion tons in any year, 
the limits on international offsets usage are modified. When this condition is met, H.R. 
2454 allows additional international offset credits equal to the difference between 1 
billion tons and the amount I billion tons exceeds the estimated domestic offset usage, up 
to an additional 0.5 billion tons of international offset credits. This has the potential to 
increase the limit on international offset credits in H.R. 2454 to 1.5 billion tons per year. 
In  contrast, when this condition is met, S. 1733 allows additional international offset 
credits equal to the difference between 1 ..5 billion tons and the amount 1 .S billion tons 
exceeds the estimated domestic offset usage, up to an additional 0.75 billion tons of 
international offset credits. This can potentially increase the limit on international offset 
credits in S. 1733 to I .25 billion tons per year, 0.25 billion tons less than in H.R. 2454.* 

In EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454, estimated usage of domestic and international offsets are 
below the limits established in H.R. 2454, and below the limits established in S. 1733 in 
all scenarios that do not place constraints on technology. Thus the changed language on 
offsets limits will not impact the costs of the bill as estimated by EPA in scenarios that do 
not place limits on technology. However, in scenarios with limits on the availability of 
technologies such as nuclear, biomass, and CCS, the limits on international offset usage 
would be reached. In these scenarios, when the limit on domestic offsets is not met, H.R. 
24.54 adjusts the limit on international offset usage to allow approximately 1.5 GtCOze 
per year, while S. 1733 adjusts the limit on international offset usage to allow 1.25 
GtCOIe per year. The fewer international offsets allowed by S. 1733 compared to H.R. 
24.54 in these limited technology scenarios would require an extra 9.5 GtCOZe of 
abatement from covered sources cumulatively over the 20 12 - 2050 time frame, and 
would result in higher allowance prices. 

‘ S. 173.3 sec. 722 (d)( l)(B) establishes the entity level limit on offsets as the product of 2 billion tons and 
that entity’s share of covered emissions from the previous year. 
’ H.R. 2454 sec. 722 (d)(l)(B) and S. 173.3 sec. 722 (d)(l)(B). 

H.R. 2454 sec. 722 (d)(l)(C) and S. 173.3 sec. 722 (d)(l)(C). 
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Coal Mine and Landfill CH4: Offsets or Performance Standards 

An additional difference between the two bills is that H.R. 2454 requires the 
establishment of performance standards for uncapped stationary sources including: any 
individual sources with uncapped emissions greater than 10,000 tons COze; and any 
source category responsible for at least 20% of uncapped stationary GHG emissions. The 
bill requires that source categories to be identified by EPA include those responsible for 
at least 10% of uncapped methane emissions. Performance standards for new sources 
would then be set under the provisions of section 11 1 of the Clean Air Act. In general, 
performance standards are emissions limits set based on an aiialysis of best demonstrated 
technologies but do not require that particular technologies be used. Under section 
1 1 1 (d), states are then directed to set performance standards for existing sources based on 
the new source perfortnance standards and may take into account other criteria such as a 
facility’s remaining useful life. Sources that would potentially be covered by this 
provision likely includes, at a minimum: landfills; coal mines; and natural gas systems. 
Including these sources under performance standard provisions eliminates their eligibility 
to provide offset credits. 

In S. 1733, these performance standard provisions are no longer included, and landfill, 
coal mine, and natural gas system inethane are instead eligible to provide offset credits.’ 
An extension of EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 has shown that allowing these sources as 
offset projects under H.R. 2454 instead of covering them under performance standards 
would decrease allowance prices by 2% in all years from the allowance price in the core 
scenario of EPA’s H.R. 2454 analysis ($13/tCOze 2015; $16/tCOze in 2020); increase 
2012 - 2050 cumulative domestic offsets usage by 46% (6 GtCOze); decrease 2012 - 
2050 cumulative international offset usage by 12% (5 GtCOze); and increase 2012 - 20.50 
cumulative 1J.S. GHG emissions by 6 GtCOze (Fawcett, 2009). The overall impact on the 
modeled cost of the policy would likely be small. 

However, there are other general equilibrium consequences from the way that these 
emission sources are controlled that are not included in the reduced form modeling used 
to generate these results. Including these sources in an offsets program allows the market 
to determine the appropriate level of abatement from these sources so that the marginal 
cost of abatement is equal to the offset price. A performance standard dictates what level 
of abatement particular sources must achieve. If costs end up being lower than expected, 
then there will be less abatement activity than under an offsets program, although sources 
may be able to over-comply and generate additional offsets; if costs end up being higher 
than expected, there will be more abatement activity than under an offsets program, and 
the inarginal cost of abatement for these sources will be higher than for sources covered 
by the cap. 

Note that S. I733 gives the EPA Administrator discretion to set performance standards for uncapped 
sources after 2020, which could affect the availability of offsets from these sectors. Previous EPA 
modeling of climate legislation has generally assumed that such discretionary options are not exercised. 
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Domestic Agriculture and Forestry Offiet Provisions 

The domestic offset provisions in S.1733 are unchanged from H.R. 2454 in regard to their 
treatment of agriculture and forestry offsets. EPA’s analysis uses the FASOM model 
because it is the only agricultural sector model that supports a comprehensive analysis of 
dynamic physical and economic responses to carbon policy. FASOM includes three 
important feedback effects: potential revenue from sale of offsets, producer response to 
changing input costs, and consumer demand responsiveness. FASOM features a broad range 
of offset-generating activities. Specifically, EPA estimates that 100 million metric tons of 
carbon could be sequestered by 2040 in agricultural soils alone. Overall, agricultural 
producer’s surplus increases by 14% (in annuity terms) over the full period of analysis. 

EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 is intended to provide an estimate of domestic offset supply; it 
is not meant to prejudge what sources would be eligible for offsets. Several independent and 
follow-on studies have been recently undertaken to provide more detailed domestic 
agricultural and forestry results. In addition, the FASOM model has been updated over the 
summer (Baker et nl., forthcoming). Baker et al. (forthcoming) use the updated FASOM 
model, and their results show roughly twice as much carbon offset potential in agriculture 
compared to the March 2009 FASOM analysis on which EPA based its analysis of H.R. 
2454, though the authors have not attempted to model specific eligibility or administrative 
issues. Baker et al. analyze results for crop and livestock producers across ten regions under 
three pricing levels, for a total of 120 combinations, and find all but 6 combinations yield net 
income increases. Suinming the impacts to producers, processors, and consumers, the U.S. 
agriculture sector receives net annualized benefits of $1.2 billion - $1 8.8 billion. We expect 
that incorporating the updated FASOM results would result in greater domestic offset use yet 
remain below the revised limits on domestic offset use in both H.R. 2454 and S.1733. 

International Qfset Supply Estimates 

EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 used marginal abatement cost curves representing 
international abaternent opportunities. The international non-CO2 and terrestrial sinks 
abatement schedules were generated by first making assumptions about when developed 
and developing countries adopt climate policy; second, for each mitigation option a 
determination was made, dependent on whether or not the source country was assumed to 
have adopted binding caps, regarding potential eligibility for a future 1J.S. mitigation 
program, or in some cases applying a uniform adjustment;” third, separate offset 
mitigation cost schedules were constructed with eligible or adjusted options for 
developed and developing countries. International energy-related C02 abatement 
schedules were developed using the MiniCAM model. Specifically, the model was run 
using the reference case developed for the IJS. Climate Change Science Program 
Synthesis and Assessment Product 2.1 a (“CCSP SAP 2. la,” US CCSP, 2006). 
International forestry related mitigation schedules were generated using the Global 
Timber Model. 

l o  This determination of eligibility was not determined for methane from the natural gas and oil sectors, so 
uniform adjustments were applied. 
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In addition to generating the supply curve for international abatement, it is necessary to 
determine what the competing demand is for international abatement. This will determine 
how many international offsets are available for U.S. sources to purchase. Determining 
demand requires assumptions about the reference case emissions of developed and 
developing countries, and assumptions about the climate policies adopted by other 
countries. Greater reference case emissions growth, or tighter caps on emissions in other 
countries, increases international demand for abatement, and thus will drive up the price 
of international offsets, resulting in less US. reliance on them, all else being equal. This 
may result in greater use of domestic offsets. See the ‘international actions ’ section 
below that discusses how differing assumptions about international actions impact the 
results of the HR 2454 analysis. Also see the ‘sensitivities on offset availability ’ section 
below for a discussion of how differing assumptions about the availability of offsets, 
particularly international offsets, impact the estimated costs of climate policy. 

Banking and Borrowing 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 allow for unlimited banking of allowances, and some limited 
borrowing of allowances. Banking allowances allows covered entities to over-comply in 
the early years of the program so that covered greenhouse gas emissions, accounting for 
offsets, are below the cap. In the later, years the bank of allowances that has been built 
up can be drawn down so that covered greenhouse gas emissions, again accounting for 
offsets, are above the cap. While the cap is not met exactly in any given year, over time 
cumulative covered greenhouse gas emissions are equal to the cumulative cap. 

Because of the option to bank allowances, the rate of return for holding allowances is 
expected to equalize with the rate of return from other available investments. For 
modeling purposes, this means that the allowance price will grow at an exogenously set 
interest rate. If instead the allowance price were rising faster than the interest rate, firms 
would have an incentive to increase abatement in order to hold onto their allowances, 
which would be earning a return better than the market interest rate. This would have the 
effect of increasing allowance prices in the present, and decreasing allowance prices in 
the fLiture. Conversely, if the allowance price were rising slower than the interest rate, 
firms would have an incentive to draw down their bank of allowances, and use the money 
that would have been spent on abatement for alternative investments that earn the market 
rate of return. This behavior would decrease prices in the present and increase prices in 
the future. Because of these arbitrage opportunities, the allowance price is expected to 
rise at the interest rate. 

In EPA’s analyses a 5% interest rate is used for banking. For comparison, in the five 
models that participated in the Energy Modeling Forum 22 U S .  transition scenarios 
study,” the interest rate used for banking ranged from 4 to 5 percent (Fawcett, et al., 

- 
I ’  The Applied Dynamic Analysis of the Global Economy model (ADAGE) from the Research Triangle 
Institute; the Emissions Predictions and Policy Analysis model (EPPA) from the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology; the Model for Emissions Reductions in the Global Environment (MERGE), from the Electric 
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forthcoming). In EIA’s analyses of H.R. 2454 and other climate bills, the NEMS model 
uses a 7.4 percent interest rate for banking reflecting the average cost of capital in the 
electric power sector (EIA 2009). CBO’s analyses of H.R. 2454 uses 5.6 percent as the 
interest rate for banking reflecting the after-tax long-run inflation-adjusted rate of return 
to capital in the U.S. nonfinancial corporate sector (CBO 2009). Thus, all else being 
equal, models that use a lower interest rate for banking show greater amount of banking, 
higher allowance prices in the early years as the bank is growing, and lower allowance 
prices in the later years as the bank is being drawn down. 

Strategic Reserve / Market Stability Reserve 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 set aside a portion of allowances to establish a reserve pool 
of allowances that are made available at auction if allowance prices rise high enough. 
Auction revenues from selling these reserve allowances can then be used to purchase 
offsets that are used to refill the reserve. These provisions are designed to contain price 
volatility, control costs, or both, depending on the specifics of the provisions. EPA has 
not assessed their ability to accomplish these stated goals. However, we do discuss the 
key differences between how these reserves are designed in H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 
below. 

The market stability reserve established in S. 1733 differs in important ways from the 
strategic reserve described in H.R. 2454. A key difference is that a greater number of 
allowances are taken out of the cap and placed in the reserve under S. 1733, as indicated 
in the table 2 below. 

Table 2: Strategic /Market Stability Reserve Allocations 

2012 - 2019 1 Yo 2% 
2020 - 2029 2% 3 % 

HR. 2454 S. 1733 

2030 - 2050 3% 3 yo 

Cumulatively over 2012 - 2050, H.R. 2454 places 2.7 billion allowances in the strategic 
reserve, representing 2.1% of total allowances, while S. 1733 places 3.5 billion 
allowances in the market stability reserve representing 2.7% of total allowances. If 
allowance prices remain low and the minimum prices for releasing allowances from the 
reserves are not met, then the existence of the reserve has the effect of tightening the cap 
(see figure 2 below) and raising allowance prices. 

While EPA did not model the strategic reserve mechanism in its analysis of H.R 2454, 
subsequent modeling has shown that including the reserve would increase allowance 
prices by approximately 1 % in all years from the allowance price in the core scenario of 

Power Research Institute; MiniCAM, from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory / Joint Global 
Change Research Institute; the Multi-Region National Model ~ North American Electricity and 
Environment Model (MRN-NEEM), from Charles River Associates; and the Intertemporal General 
Equilibrium Model (IGEM), from Dale Jorgenson Associates 
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EPA's H.R. 2454 analysis ($13/tCO~e 2015; $16/tCOze in 2020), and also increase the 
usage of international offsets. Because S. 1733 places a greater percentage of allowances 
in the reserve, it would result in a slightly larger increase in allowance prices in a 
scenario where allowance prices remain low enough that the reserve allowances are not 
purchased. For context, the change in the 2020 cap from 17% (H.R. 2454) to 20% (S. 
1733 and Waxman Markey discussion draft) below 2005 levels reduces the cumulative 
number of allowances by 1.6 billion tons, and increases allowance prices by 
approximately one percent. The change in the allocation to the reserve in S. 1733 
compared to H.R. 2454 reserves an additional 0.8 billion tons, and thus should have a 
smaller impact on allowance prices. 

Figure 2 - S. I733 Cap Levels with and without Market Stability Reserve 
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Another major change is how the minimum reserve price is set. H.R. 2454 sets the 
minimum reserve price at $28 (in constant 2009 dollars) in 2012, and the price rises at a 
real rate of 5 percent through 2014. Starting in 2015, the minimum reserve price is set at 
60 percent above the 36-month rolling average of that year's emissions allowance 
vintage. This way of setting the minimum reserve price allows the reserve to be triggered 
when price volatility leads to suddenly high prices; however, sustained non-volatile high 
allowance prices would not trigger the reserve. The strategic reserve in H.R. 2454 is 
primarily designed to address price volatility and not cost containment in general. This 
approach does not provide meaningful price certainty to inform business planning. 

In contrast, S. 1733 sets the minimum reserve price at $28 (in constant 2005 dollars) in 
2012 rising at a real rate of 5 percent through 2017, then rising at a real rate of 7 percent 
thereafter. This change results in a predetermined minimum reserve price for every year, 
which can be met either by high allowance prices caused by price volatility, or by 
sustained non-volatile allowance prices. The market stability reserve in S. 1733 is 
designed to address both price volatility and cost containment in general. This approach 
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provides better price certainty, although the price ceiling is not binding, depending on the 
outcome of the reserve auctions. Figure 3 below shows the minimum reserve price for S. 
1733 with the estimated allowance price from H.R. 2454 for comparison. Note that the 
figure does not depict the minimum reserve price for H.R. 2454, as that price will vary 
depending on the realized allowance price. 

Figure 3 - S. I733 Market Stability Reserve 
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S. 1733 places limits on the number of reserve allowances that may be auctioned in each 
year. The limits are equal to 15% of the cap from 201 2 - 201 6 and 25% of the cap 
thereafter. These limits allow for the initial allowances placed in the reserve to be used 
very quickly. For example, if the minimum reserve price was reached immediately in 
2012, and allowances were sold from the reserve up to the limit, then all of the 3.5 billion 
allowances initially placed in the reserve would be used by 2016. 

If allowance prices are above the minimurn reserve price, then the ability of the reserve to 
contain prices depends on the ability of the government to refill the reserve. If only the 
allowances initially placed in the reserve are auctioned, then the reserve will simply make 
allowances that were allocated to the reserve in later years available instead in early 
years, without any impact on the cumulative number of allowances available. This will 
have no impact on modeled allowance prices. If the reserve can be refilled, then 
auctioning these refilled reserve allowances would increase the amount of greenhouse gas 
emissions a covered entity could emit compared to a scenario with no reserve in the first 
place, and thus have the potential to reduce allowance prices. 

S. 1733 allows reserve auction revenues to be used to purchase domestic and 
international offset credits that would be retired to create additional allowances to be 
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auctioned under the market stability reserve. If offset credits are available for a price 
lower than the minimum reserve price, then they can be purchased to refill the reserve 
and help contain allowance prices. This situation would primarily be expected to hold 
when the limits placed on domestic or international offset usage are binding so that the 
market clearing offset price is lower than the allowance price. However, EPA's 
modeling has shown that the scenarios with the highest allowance prices generally have 
limits on the availability of technology and the availability of offsets. If offsets are not 
available for purchase throiigh the offset market, resulting in high allowance prices, it is 
likely that they would also not be available to refill the market stability reserve. This, in 
turn, implies a limited ability of the strategic reserve to protect against sustained higher 
allowance prices when offset availability is limited. 

Energy Efficiency Provisions 

In EPA's analysis of H.R. 2454, three areas of energy efficiency provisions were addressed: 
building codes, energy efficiency-related allowance allocations, and the energy savings 
component of the Combined Efficiency and Renewable Electricity Standard (CERES). For 
modeling purposes, we assumed that one quarter of the CERES requirement would be met 
through electricity savings." EPA did not model several other sections of the energy 
efficiency provisions, including lighting and appliance standards, smart grid advancement, 
industrial energy efficiency programs, and improvements in energy savings performance 
~ontracting. '~ It is also worth noting that in EPA's analysis of H.R. 2454 the energy savings 
and associated costs of the energy efficiency provisions are estimated outside of ADAGE and 
imposed exogenously into our policy scenarios. Thus, certain interactions may not be fully 
accounted for in EPA's analysis. Specifically, some overlap may exist between the estimate 
of impacts driven by the energy efficiency provisions and the price response-driven energy 
efficiency investments reflected within ADAGE. 

Like H.R. 2454, S. 1733 includes a building codes provision and energy efficiency-related 
allowance allocations. However it does not include any provision comparable to the CERES 
of H.R. 2454. Unlike H.R. 2454, the building codes provision in S. 1733 does not specify 
target levels of reductions in energy use, federal authority to implement, or federal ability to 
withhold allowance allocations for non-compliance. Instead, the provision directs EPA, or 
another designated agency, to establish targets through rulemaking and does not provide for 
federal implementation or withholding of allowance allocations. The energy efficiency- 

'' The CERES requires retail electric suppliers to meet a growing percentage of their load with electricity 
generated from renewable resources and electricity savings. It begins at 6% in 20 12 and gradually rises to 20% 
in 2020. One quarter of the requirement may be met through electricity savings. Upon petition by a state's 
governor up to 40% of the requirement may be met through electricity savings. 

l 3  Building codes are in Sec. 201; energy efficiency-related allowance allocations are specified in Sec. 321; and 
the Combined Efficiency and Renewable Electricity Standard (CERES) is specified in Sec. 101 of H.R. 2454. 
Lighting and appliance standards are in Sec. 21 1-219; smart grid advancement is in Sec. 141-146; industrial 
energy efficiency programs are in Sec. 24 1-245; and improvements in energy savings performance contracting 
are specified in See. 25 1. 
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related allowance allocations in S. 1733 (specified to EPA by Senate Environment and Public 
Works Committee StafY) are very similar to those in H.R. 2454 except for the impact of the 
increase in allowances taken off-the-top for the strategic reserve and deficit neutrality. This 
effect reduces the energy efficiency-related allowance allocations by approximately 1 1 YO 
through 2029,22% from 2030-2039, and 25% thereafter. The percentage allocations (before 
accounting for the impact of the off-the-top allocations) to natural gas, and home heating oil 
and propane consumers, as well as the minimum proportions that are required to he used for 
energy efficiency, are identical to those in H.R. 2454. Similarly, the allocations to state and 
local investment in energy efficiency and renewable energy and associated restrictions on 
uses are similar to those in H.R. 2454 on a percentage basis before accounting for the off-the- 
top allocations. 

In total, because there is no provision comparable to the CERES in H.R. 2454, the building 
codes provision does not specify target energy use reduction levels or provide federal 
authorities to ensure compliance, and the energy efficiency-related allowance allocations are 
lower, EPA expects the impacts (e.g., changes in energy demand and prices) of energy 
efficiency provisions in S. I733 to be approximately half those estimated in our analysis of 
H.R. 2454 . Specifically, the effects of these three areas of energy efficiency provisions are 
included in EPA’s core policy scenario of H.R. 2454 and the combined effects of these 
provisions are highlighted through the “without energy efficiency provisions” scenario that 
removes them from the core policy scenario. The resulting modeled economic impacts of the 
energy efficiency provisions include modest reductions in allowance prices (-IS%), fossil 
fuel prices (coal and natural gas -l%), and electricity prices (4%) from 2015-2050.’4 

Incentives for CCS 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 contain considerable financial incentives for carbon capture 
and storage (CCS) on new and existing facilities, as shown in table 3 below. The 
proposals each contain about $10 billion ($1 billion per year over ten years) for 
demonstration and early deployment of the technology in addition to bonus allowances 
that are awarded to early projects based upon the amount of COz that is captured and 
sequestered. The early deployment funding is raised from fees on electricity sales. The 
bonus allowance pool under H.R. 2454 can award up to 5.32 billion allowances over the 
life of the program and 4.19 billion allowances under S. 1733. Fewer bonus allowances 
are available under S. 1733 due to that bill’s more stringent 2020 cap, its allocation of a 
larger share of overall allowances to the market stability reserve, and its use of a larger 
share of overall allowances for deficit reduction. However, that difference does not 
necessarily translate to an equivalent difference between the bills in the aggregate 
monetary support for CCS or the effect on overall CCS deployment, for reasons 
described below. 

l 4  Note that the only analysis of the impact of the CERES on driving increased renewable electricity 
generation was conducted as a side case to the electricity sector modeling and not modeled within the core 
ADAGE policy case. 
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The CCS bonus is a monetary incentive for each ton of C0z sequestered, given in the 
form of allowances from the (limited) bonus pool. Thus, the number of allowances 
granted per ton of C02 sequestered is a function of the allowance price and the bill’s per- 
ton monetary incentive. Under both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733, a pre-determined fixed per- 
ton value is given for the earliest projects up to a certain capacity threshold (referred to as 
a “tranche”). Subsequent projects must participate in a reverse auction approach where 
participants’ bids help to determine the appropriate per-ton value that maximizes CCS 
deployment until the bonus allowance pool runs out. The per-ton value structure of the 
bonus in S. 1733 differs from H.R. 2454 whereby fixed per-ton values rernain in effect 
for a larger share of initial CCS capacity (until 20 GW of capacity is built under S. 1733 
versus 6 GW in H.R. 2454). 

Table 3: Incentives for CCS 
I I I 

$1 billion annually 
for 10 years 

I I I H.R. 2454 S. 1733 

$ 1  billion annually 
for I O  years 

2 

3 

I 5.32 Billion 4.19 Billion 

Reverse Auction $85/ton for next 10 GW 

N/A Reverse Auction 

Note: bonus amount is for 90% capture. Lesser capture rates receive smaller bonus values. 

It is possible that with a larger tranche of initial projects eli ible for a fixed per-ton value 
incentive, S .  1733 may accelerate the deployment of CCS.” However, if the fixed per- 
ton values are higher than the market would accept to make all of those initial projects 
economic, the pool of bonus allowances will be exhausted earlier and will result in less 
total CCS purely arising from the bonus incentive. There are other factors that may act to 
increase CCS deployment under S. 1733, such as higher allowance prices and higher 
demand for electricity. In addition, by accelerating the early deployment of CCS 
technology, there could be some learning-by-doing that assists with accelerating the 
commercial viability of CCS. 

l 5  S. 1733 made changes to the definition of capacity that determines the thresholds for each tranche to 
apply to the “treated generating capacity” (Sec. 786) instead of the total capacity of the eligible generating 
unit under H.R. 2454. This would have no effect on EPA modeling. ’‘ This approach is most likely intended to address risk rather than cost minimization and/or optimization, 
and so it may not be reflected in EPA modeling. 
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Energy Intensive / Trade Exposed Output Based Rebate Provisions 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 establish output based rebates of allowances for covered 
entities that are both energy intensive and trade exposed (EI/TE). S. I733 establishes 
rebates for EI/TE sectors, equal to the product of firm output, an industry average 
emissions factor, and the allowance price The eligibility criteria, language describing the 
rebate calculation, and phase-out schedule are mostly unchanged from H.R. 2454. The 
changes that have been made include changing the base year for the calculation of 
industry average emissions factors, and adding additional details about the way averages 
are calculated. The ADAGE model aggregates energy intensive manufacturing sectors in 
such a way that it masks the distinctions that might be supported by this language. The 
changed language would not affect the modeled costs of the bill or the modeled impacts 
on EI/TE sectors. 

The EI/TE sectors would be affected by other provisions of S. 1733 that impact 
allowance prices. An analysis of the impacts of the EI/TE provisions under S. 1733 
would be somewhat different than the analysis under H.R. 2454 because of the different 
cap and other changes that would affect allowance market conditions (e.g., larger 
amounts of allowances allocated off-the-top to the strategic reserve and deficit neutrality, 
and the alternative assumptions about international actions discussed below). These 
changes would likely have a relatively small impact on allowance prices and the overall 
costs of the policy. 

Allocations 

The initially released version of S. 1733 did not include information on the percentage of 
allowances allocated to or auctioned for various purposes. However, Senate 
Environmental and Public Works Coininittee staff have provided details on the allocation 
and auction percentages to EPA, and these details are expected to be included in the 
version of S. 1733 that will be introduced in committee. Some of the changes to 
allocations that impact specific provisions (e.g., energy efficiency allocations and reserve 
allowance allocations) are discussed above along with the likely impact the change will 
have on costs. One important change to note is that S. 1733 devotes a much greater 
portion of allowance to deficit reduction. S. 1733 auctions 10 percent of allowances for 
the purpose of deficit reduction from 2012 - 2029,22% from 2030 - 2039, and 25% from 
2040 - 2050. For comparison H.R. 24.54 auctioned 13% of current vintage allowance for 
deficit reduction in 20 12 and 20 I3 and approximately I % from 20 I4 - 2025; in addition, 
from 20 14 to 2020 it auctioned a number of future vintage allowances equal to 10% to 
14% of cap levels. H.R. 2454 did not auction allowances for deficit reduction after 2025. 
However, EPA has a limited ability to evaluate the impact of such changes on modeled 
costs across proposals unless the changes result in behavioral change. This is because the 
models used by EPA are calibrated to deficit neutrality. As such, S. 1733 will bring the 
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modeled costs of the policy closer to the truer measure of overall costs. Estimates of 
allowance prices and household costs will not be significantly affected by this change. 

201 5 

$1 3 

$1 3-$24 

0.03%-0.08% 

$0.06-$0.19 

Summary of Economic Impacts 

2020 2030 

$16 $26-$27 

$16-$30 $26-$49 

0.10-0.1 1% 0.31-0.30% 

$0.23-$0.29 $0.76-$1 .OO 

This paper has presented an assessment of how individual differences between S. 1733 
and H.R. 24.54 are expected to influence the costs of the bill. These assessments have 
drawn upon existing modeling by EPA that used the full computable general equilibrium 
models (ADAGE and IGEM), as well as modeling that used reduced form versions of 
EPA’s models, and have focused on the effect the differences have on allowance prices 
and costs. It is likely that the full suite of EPA models would show that the impacts of S. 
1733 would be similar to those that were estimated for H.R. 24.54. We therefore 
summarize the main results from our analysis of H.R. 24.54 in table 4 below. 

14% 

Table 4: Summary of Economic Impat 

14% 15% 14% 

Allowance Price 
Range across 
all scenarios 

Percent household consumption 

case, core scenario I Dollars per day 
loss, relative to no I;olicy 

Percentage increase in 

increase from 201 0 
household consumption 

Electricity price 

policy case 

Household energy 
expenditure increase, 
relative to no policy 

case 

Share of low- or zero- 
carbon primary energy 

increase, relative to no Percent 

- 
Percent 
increase 

(decrease) 

No policy case 

Core scenario 

tts of H R. 2454’’ 
2050 

$69-$70 

$69-$130 

0.76-0.78% 

$2.50-$3.52 

71 -96% 

8-1 0% 1 5-1 9% 31 -40% 69-94% 

13% 35% 

15% I 18% I 26% 1 38% 

EPA’s analysis of H.R. 24.54 shows that the bill would transform the structure of energy 
production and consumption, moving the economy from one that is relatively energy 
inefficient and dependent on highly-polluting energy production to one that is highly 

” Ranges shown for the core policy run reflect the values for the two CGE models (ADAGE and IGEM) 
used in the EPA analysis of H.R. 2454. This range only reflects the differences in the models, and does not 
reflect the other scenarios or additional uncertainties.. 
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energy efficient and powered by advanced, cleaner, and tnore domestically-sourced 
energy. Increased energy efficiency and reduced demand for energy resulting from the 
policy mean that energy consumption levels that would be reached in 2015 without the 
policy are not reached until 2040 with the policy. The share of low- or zero-carbon 
primary energy (including nuclear, renewables, and CCS) would rise substantially under 
the policy to 18% of primary energy by 2020,26% by 2030, and to 38% by 2050, 
whereas without the policy the share would remain steady at 14%. Increased energy 
efficiency and reduced energy demand would simultaneously reduce primary energy 
needs by 7% in 2020, 10% in 2030, and 12% in 2050. Petroleum primary energy use 
declines by 0.4 million barrels per day in 2020, 0.7 million barrels per day in 2030, and 
1.6 million barrels per day in 2050. Electric power supply and use, and offsets represent 
the largest sources of emissions abatetnent under H.R. 2454. 

Electric power supply and use are an important part of achieving emission reductions 
under cap-and-trade programs and are likely to represent the largest source of emissions 
abatement under S. 1733, based upon previous EPA modeling. The power sector is a 
large source of cost-effective emission reductions, driven by the long-term caps placed on 
emissions of greenhouse gases and the resulting price signal, which transforms the nature 
of electric supply from higher-emitting technologies to lower- and non-emitting 
technologies like renewables, nuclear, and coal with CCS technology. Where perceived 
by consumers, the price signal also encourages improvements in end-use energy 
efficiency. By 2050, most fossil electricity generation would be capturing and storing 
C02 emissions and the power sector would largely be de-carbonized. 

The timing and magnitude of the reductions within this sector largely depend on the 
existing coal fleet, which provides almost 50% of our nation’s electricity. The allowance 
price is the most critical element, and much of the existing fleet remains economic at C02 
prices below $20 per ton. Additional policies and incentives beyond the pure cap-and- 
trade program, such as CCS bonus provisions or aggressive renewable generation 
requirements, can reduce the economic impact of the program on the existing coal fleet 
by lowering the allowance price. However, unless these policies are targeted to 
overcome specific market failures (such as suboptimal private investment in research and 
development), such provisions are likely to increase the overall costs of achieving 
emission reductions. 

I n  the core scenario of EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 estimated allowance prices were 
$1 3/tC02e in 20 15 and $16/tCOze in 2020. Across scenarios, the allowance price ranged 
from $13 to $24/tC02e in 20 15 and from $16 to $30/tCOze in 2020. 

EPA estimated that H.R. 2454 would have a relatively modest impact on U.S. consumers 
assuming the bulk of revenues from the program are returned to households. With or 
without H.R. 2454, household consumption will continue to grow. Average household 
consumption is reduced by less than one percent in all years relative to the no policy case. 
On per household basis, these costs are $0.23 to $0.29 per day in 2020 and $0.76 to $1 .OO 
per day in 2030. The average annual household consumption loss, calculated as the 
annual net present value cost per household with a discount rate of 5% and averaged over 
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the 2010-20.50 time period, is estimated to be $80 to $1 11 dollars per year relative to the 
no policy case. This represents 0.1 to 0.2 percent of household consumption. These 
costs include the effects of higher energy prices, price changes for other goods and 
services, impacts on wages and returns to capital. Cost estimates also reflect the value of 
some of the emissions allowances returned to households, which offsets much of the cap- 
and-trade program’s effect on household consumption. The cost estimates do not account 
for the benefits of avoiding the effects of climate change. A policy that failed to return 
revenues from the program to consumers would lead to substantially larger losses in 
consumption. 

In the core scenario of EPA’s H.R. 2454 analysis, electricity prices are unchanged in 
2020 due to the assumption that allocations to LDCs are used to prevent electricity price 
increases. In 2030, due to the phase out of the LDC allocation, the electricity price is 
estimated to increase by 13% relative to the reference scenario. Actual household energy 
expenditures increase by a lesser amount due to reduced demand for energy. In 2020, the 
average household’s energy expenditures (excluding motor gasoline) are estimated to 
decrease by 7% relative to the reference scenario, and in 2030 household energy 
expenditures are estimated to increase by 2%. In ADAGE, energy expenditures represent 
approximately 2% of total consumption in 2020, falling to 1% by 2050 in all scenarios. 

The economic literature shows small variations in the gross costs of climate policy across 
regions. Data from two recent economic studies, published by researchers at the National 
Bureau of Economic Research (NBER) and Resources for the Future (RFF), both indicate 
that differences in gross cost by region are modest. These studies did not specifically 
exainine the allowance allocation provisions of H.R. 2454. Thus, the comparisons 
displayed ignore the cost-initigating effects of those provisions. The NBER study finds 
only small regional differences. The increase in households’ spending would range from 
1.9% of annual income (East South Central region) to 1.5% (West North Central Region) 
(Hassett, et al., 2008). The RFF study also finds only small regional differences. The 
increase in households’ spending would range from 1.6% of annual income (Ohio 
Valley) to 1.3% (California, New York, and the Northwest) (Burtraw, et al., 2009). 

Importance of Modeling Assumptions 

All analyses of climate change legislation must make assumptions, and these assumptions 
will inevitably impact the estimated costs of the legislation. Assumptions about 
economic growth in the reference case will influence the resulting emissions in the 
reference case, and determine the amount of abatement required to comply with the cap.’8 
Assumptions about the cost and availability of technology influence estimates of the 
marginal cost of abatement from covered sources. Assumptions about the cost and 
availability of offsets influence the amount of abatement from non-covered sources that 
can be used to reduce the amount of abatement from covered sources. Assumptions 

l 8  Fawcett et al., forthcoming, discusses how reference case emissions growth influences the cost estimates 
from the five models that participated in the Stanford Energy Modeling Form 22 US. transition scenarios 
study. 
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about climate policies adopted by other countries influence the cost and availability of 
international offsets, as well as the cost of globally traded energy goods. All of these 
assumptions will influence the estimated cost of climate policy. Most analyses of climate 
legislation contain multiple scenarios designed to highlight the assumptions and policy 
design choices that influence the estimated cost of the policy. In this section we discuss 
some sensitivity scenarios that highlight these important assumptions and uncertainties. 

Sensitivities on Offset Availability 

There are many institutional design issues, including the measurement, monitoring, 
reporting and verification requirements, surrounding estimates of offset availability. 
These issues must be addressed to ensure that the offset reductions are truly incremental, 
and represent real reductions. The EPA analysis of H.R. 2454 assumes that the 
institutions are put in place to process the domestic and international offsets needed to 
realize reductions on the magnitude shown in the analysis. Additionally, the cost and 
availability of offsets, particularly international offsets, is one of the greatest uncertainties 
in forecasting the cost of climate legislation. The 1J.S. will not be the only buyer of 
international offset credits, and the price of those credits will depend greatly on the 
competing demand for those credits. The stringency of climate policies adopted by other 
countries, the types of restrictions they place on international offset credits, and their 
expected reference case emissions growth all will influence the competing demand for 
international offset credits and the resulting price. Additionally, there is uncertainty on 
the supply side for both domestic and international credits that will influence the cost and 
availability of offsets. 

All analyses that have looked at the issue have shown that the availability of offsets is 
one of the most important factors influencing allowance prices. EPA’s analyses of the 
Waxman-Marltey discussion draft and of H.R. 2454 showed that eliminating international 
offsets increased allowance prices by 96 and 89 percent respectively (EPA 2009a,b). 
MIT’s analysis of H.R. 2454 examined two cases: a full offsets case with the full two 
billon metric tons of offsets available in each year, and a medium offsets case where the 
amount of available offsets ramp up linearly from zero in 2012 to the full two billon tons 
in 2050. The MIT analysis showed that the allowance price in the medium offsets case 
was 193 percent higher than the allowance price in the full offset case (MIT 2009). 
EIA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 showed that compared to their ‘basic’ case,” the ‘high 
offsets’ case reduced allowance prices by 35 percent, and the ‘no international offsets’ 
case increased allowance prices by 64% (EIA 2009). 

Offsets can have such a large impact on allowance price because, if they are able to 
provide low cost abatement from uncovered sources, they have the potential to greatly 
reduce the amount of emissions reductions needed from covered sources. The caps in S. 
1733 allow covered sources to emit 131 GtCOle cumulatively from 2012 through 2050. 
If the two billion tons of offsets allowed annually under H.R. 2454 were all used, 

l 9  It should be noted that in EIA’s analysis of H.R. 2454, their ‘basic’ case allowed fewer offsets than were 
used in the core case of EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454. 
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cumulative emissions from covered sources would be allowed to be 60 percent (78 
GtCOze) higher. 

Both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 allow for unlimited banking of allowances, and most 
modeling of H.R. 2454 assumes that banking does indeed occur. Because of the 
possibility of banking, the cumulative number of offsets available over the entire time 
horizon drives how the availability of offsets influences allowance prices, not the 
particular time path of when that cumulative amount of offsets is available. EPA’s 
analysis of H.R. 2454 showed that delaying international offsets availability by 10 years 
resulted in only a three percent increase in allowance prices, because the cumulative 
amount of international offsets used was only reduced by four percent as a result of the 
10 year delay, and firms would respond by banking fewer allowances in the near term 
and using more offsets in the years after they became available. It is important to note 
that these results are premised on optimal banking behavior over a 40-year period. Any 
restrictions on banking, limitations to credit to enable banking, or myopia (not looking 
beyond next 20 years would be sufficient myopia), would alter these results. 

Technology Sensitivities 

Another major source of uncertainty about the costs of climate change legislation is the 
cost and availability of low or zero-carbon technologies. Many analyses include 
sensitivities on the penetration of key technologies. In EPA’s analysis of H.R. 2454, 
limiting nuclear power to reference case levels increased allowance prices by 15 percent 
relative to the core scenario. In EIA’s analysis of H.R. 2454 the ‘high cost’ case, which 
assumed that the costs of nuclear, fossil with CCS, and biomass generating technologies 
are 50 percent higher than in the ‘basic’ case, had an allowance price 12 percent higher 
than the ‘basic’ case. In both of these analyses, the allowance price increases resulting 
from the restricted or high cost technology scenarios was somewhat dampened by the 
ability to increase the usage of offsets. The uncertainties surrounding the penetration of 
key technologies involve technical uncertainties about the cost and performance of new 
technologies, political uncertainties about the regulatory infrastructure required to license 
and permit the technologies, as well as uncertainties about the public’s willingness to 
accept the expansion of technologies such as nuclear power and coal with CCS. 

High Cost Scenarios 

The highest cost scenarios included in various modeling efforts generally involve both 
restrictions on offsets and limitations on technology. In EIA’s analysis of H.R. 2454, the 
‘no international / limited’ case combines the offsets limits and high technology costs 
from their ‘no international offsets’ and ‘high cost’ cases. In this scenario, allowance 
prices are 194 percent higher than in the ‘basic’ case. This increase is significantly 
greater than when just technology is restricted, as offset usage can no longer increase to 
make up for the higher cost of abatement within covered sectors. EPA’s past analyses 
show a similar result, where eliminating international offsets and restricting nuclear and 
CCS technologies significantly increases allowance prices (e.g., over 180 percent). The 
high allowance prices would increase the price U.S. firms would be willing to pay for 
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international offset credits and make it more likely that international offset credits would 
be available. These scenarios are intended to represent the upper range of costs and can 
be included in analyses as part as a range of sensitivities designed to highlight important 
uncertainties and drivers of costs. 

International Action 

One development since EPA conducted its analysis of H.R. 2454 is that at the July 9, 
2009 Major Economies Forum, “the G8 leaders agreed to reduce their emissions 80% or 
more by 2050 as its share of a global goal to lower emissions SO% by 2050, 
acknowledging the broad scientific view that warming should be limited to no more than 
two degrees Celsius.” A set of international policy assumptions that is consistent with 
the G8 agreement is as follows: 

o Developed countries follow an allowance path that falls linearly from the Kyoto 

o Developing countries adopt a policy beginning in 2025 that caps emissions at 2015 

o The combination of U.S., developed, and developing country actions caps 2050 

Protocol emissions levels in 2012 to 83% below 2005 in 2050. 

levels, and linearly reduces emissions to 26% below 2005 levels by 2050. 

emissions at 50% below 2005 levels. 

This is a more stringent policy internationally than what was assumed in EPA’s analysis 
of H.R. 2454, which were based on the international policy assumptions used in the 2007 
MIT report, “Assessment of U.S. Cap-and-Trade Proposals.” Figure 4 below depicts the 
cap levels in both sets of international policy assumptions for non-US. developed 
countries and developing countries, along with the total world emissions that result from 
the developed arid developing country caps along with 1J.S. action. 

Figure 4 -MIT and G8 International Climate Policy Assumptions 
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While this change in assumptions about climate change policies adopted by other 
countries is not a change to the bill, assuming that these international goals are met would 
affect the cost of both H.R. 2454 and S. 1733 in much more substantial ways than any 
differences in the bills themselves. The tighter caps assumed for other countries under 
the G8 agreement would increase their demand for GHG abatement, and thus raise the 
price for international offset credits. Adopting these new assumptions about international 
action would likely raise EPA’s projected price of international offsets by approximately 
one quarter, and also significantly reduce the amount of international offsets purchased 
domestically. This increase in the price of international offsets would also result in an 
equivalent increase in domestic allowance prices. Note that more aggressive 
international action, while raising the cost of the U.S. climate policy, also benefits the 
U.S. because it leads to more global greenhouse gas reductions, resulting in smaller 
increases in temperature. Additionally, seriously engaging our trade partners, as 
envisioned in the G8 statement, embodied in U.S. international climate policy, and 
reflected in the latest modeling analyses, should decrease estimated leakage impacts. 

Distributional Impacts 

The way in which allowances are allocated (auctioned or given away) and how any 
revenues are used affect the distribution of costs of a GHG cap-and-trade policy across 
households. For example, the free distribution of allowances to firms tends to be very. 
regressive: higher income households are less affected and may even be made better off, 
while lower income households could be worse off under a policy that distributes most or 
all allowances to industry. This is because the asset value of the allowances flow to 
households in the form of increased stock values or capital gains, which are concentrated 
in higher-income households. Revenues can also be redistributed in the form of lower 
payroll or corporate taxes. Such methods of distributing allowances can lower the overall 
cost of the policy by reducing distortions in the economy due to taxation. However, they 
may also be regressive because corporate tax reductions benefit higher-income 
households, and the lowest-income households do not pay federal income taxes (though 
an approach that uses a combination of income tax reductions and per-capita rebates can 
be designed to be progressive). Auctioning allowances with per-capita lump-sum 
distribution of revenues to households is often the least regressive cap-and-trade policy 
analyzed and is usually shown to be progressive. 

Several recent cap-and-trade proposals (including H.R.2454 and S. 1 733) attempt to 
attenuate costs to households by allocating a percentage of allowances to consumers for 
free via local electricity distribution companies (L,DCs). Because these allowances are 
allocated on the basis of electricity use, industrial, commercial, and residential consumers 
will benefit from electricity prices being kept low. However, this form of allowance 
allocation can dampen the price signal that induces consumers to conserve electricity, 
which increases the economy-wide cost of complying with the cap since greater emission 
reductions have to be achieved by other sectors of the economy. While electricity prices 
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do not rise as much with LDC allocations, consumers will face higher prices for other 
energy-intensive goods and services. 

The models EPA uses to analyze the costs of the policy assume there is one 
representative household, so distributional implications cannot be assessed directly within 
the general equilibrium framework. However, two recent studies have examined the 
incidence of costs across income classes of the cap-and-trade prograrn in H.R.2454, 
which is similar in stringency and in the allocation of allowance value to S.1733 (CBO, 
2009; Bloriz and Burtraw, 2009). Before accounting for the way in which allowances are 
allocated or revenues are redistributed, these analyses show that the cap imposes higher 
welfare costs (as a percentage of household income) on lower income deciles. This is an 
expected result since lower income households spend a higher fraction of their incomes 
on energy-intensive goods. 

Accounting for the distribution of allowance value counteracts some of the welfare costs 
for all households and presents a different picture of the net welfare impacts of the policy 
across income groups. Both of these studies find an inverted IJ-shaped relationship 
between net welfare loss and income: lower incorne households are on net better off than 
without the policy and the wealthiest households bear a smaller burden or are virtually 
unaffected by the policy. The highest costs as a percentage of income are borne by 
middle to upper-middle income households. 

For example, Blonz and Burtraw (2009), account for 56 percent of emissions allowances 
in H.R.2454, including allowance value that is allocated to electricity and natural gas 
L,DCs, home heating oil providers, and low-income families, find that in 201 5 the benefit 
of these allowance allocation approaches more than offset the higher cost of goods and 
services resulting from the policy for households in the bottom two income deciles. The 
third and tenth income deciles experience a smaller net cost than the average household 
under the policy. It is the households in the middle to upper-middle income deciles that 
bear the highest costs as a portion of household income. A full accounting of allowance 
allocation would likely exacerbate the overall regressiveness of the policy since the 
undistributed allowance allocations are primarily allocations to industry, which will tend 
to benefit shareholders, most of whom are in the upper income deciles. 

The Congressional Budget Office accounts for a great share of the distribution of emission 
allowances and finds qualitatively similar results in their analysis of H.R. 2454. CBO (2009) 
estimates the loss in purchasing powe?" that would be faced by households in each fifth 
(quintile) of the population arrayed by income (and adjusted for household size). In 2020, 

gain of about 0.7 percent of 
after-tax income, or about $125 measured at 2010 income levels. The largest loss would be 
experienced by households in the middle and fourth income quintile, about 0.5-0.6 percent 
of income, or about $310-375 at 2010 income levels. Households in the highest income 

'' CBO calculates the loss in purchasing power as the costs of complying with the policy (including the cost 
of purchasing allowances and offsets, and of reducing emissions-costs that businesses would generally 
pass along to households in the form of higher prices) minus the compensation that would be received as a 
result of the policy. 
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quintile would see a small loss 
21 

Different methods of distributing the allowance value will yield different distributional 
results. For example, Bloriz and Burtraw (2009) compare their analysis of H.R. 2454 to 
an alternative allocation of the same 56 percent of allowances in which the allocation to 
LDCs is limited to residential consumers of electricity and natural gas. The proposed 
allocation scheme on behalf of residential electricity and natural gas customers accounts 
for approximately 15 percent of allowance value, leaving the remaining 4 1 percent to be 
distributed as a per-capita dividend. They find this alternative would smooth out the 
burden across households while simultaneously lowering the overall costs for households 
in the third through ninth income deciles. The bottom two income deciles are still better 
off than in the no policy case. 

Analyzing a policy siinilar in stringency to H.R. 2454 and S. 1733, Burtraw et al. (2009) 
find that if all of the allowances are auctioned and returned to consumers as a nontaxable 
dividend, the bottom three income deciles are on net better off than without the policy. 
The majority of costs as a portion of household income are born by households in the 
sixth to tenth income deciles. They also note that if the lump sum rebate were taxable, 
the policy would be more progressive. This is because, assuming budget neutrality, the 
pre-tax lump surn rebate would be increased by the average income tax rate for all 
households. Poorer households would then hold a larger after-tax rebate than wealthier 
households. 

If the rebate to low income households instead were redistributed on a lump sum non- 
taxable rebate across all households, the policy would be less progressive. While less 
progressive, it does have the feature that the net burden would be levelized across 
households on a percentage-of-income basis. If a greater share of the allowance value 
were returned to households based on their energy consumption rather than through a 
lump-sum rebate, the incidence model would likely show the overall policy cost would 
increase while the change in the distribution of costs is less clear. 

EPA is currently developing the capacity to model the distributional impacts of the 
allowance allocations in existing bills using an incidence model and methodology similar 
to the one described in Burtraw et al. (2009). 

Temperature Impacts 

In previous analyses, EPA has looked at the impact of 1J.S. policy combined with the 
policies assumed for developed and developing countries on global greenhouse gas 

CBO goes on to show that H.R. 2454 would have different impacts across households in 2050, by which 
time most of the value of allowances would flow to households directly. There would be a larger gain in 
purchasing power (as a percentage of after-tax income) for the lowest income households and a larger loss for 
the highest income quintile compared to the middle income groups. The Iargest burden would still be 
experienced by households in the middle and next-to-highest income quintiles. 
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concentrations. However, the assumptions used in earlier analyses for what policies other 
countries would adopt are not consistent with the recent G8/Major Economies Forum 
goal discussed above. EPA has now analyzed, using the MiniCAM and MAGICC 
models, how U S .  targets consistent with the President's FY 2010 budget proposal (14% 
below 2005 in 2020, and 83% below 2005 in 2050)zz combined with international action 
consistent with the G8 agreement could affect global COze concentrations and 
temperatures. 

Figure 5 below shows lobal COze concentrations through 2 100 assuming a climate 
sensitivity (CS) of 3.0.- The CS is the equilibrium temperature response to a doubling of 
COz, and a CS of 3.0 is deemed the "best estimate" by the IPCCz4 The figure presents 
three scenarios: 

F3 

(1) Reference: no climate polices or measures adopted by any countries. 
(2) G8 - International Assumptions: consistent with G8 agreement to reduce global 

emissions to 50% below 2005 levels by 2050. U.S. and other developed countries 
reduce emissions to 83% below 2005 levels by 2050, and developing countries 
cap emissions beginning in 2025, and return emissions to 26% below 2005 levels 
by 2050. All countries hold emissions targets constant after 2050. 

scenario. Developing countries adopt policy in 2050 holding emissions constant 
at 2050 levels. 

(3) Developing Countries After 2050: US and developed countries same as G8 

In the reference scenario, COze concentrations in 2100 would rise to approximately 936 
ppm.z5 If the U.S. and other developing countries took action to reduce emissions to 83% 
below 2005 levels by 2050, and developing countries took no action until 2050, then 
CO2e concentrations in 2100 would rise to approximately 647 ppm. If the G8 goals are 
met, then C o l e  concentrations would rise to approximately 485 ppm in 2 100. It should 
be noted that COze concentrations are not stabilized in these scenarios. To prevent 
concentrations from continuing to rise after 2 100, post-2 100 GHG emissions would need 
to be further reduced. For example, stabilization of COze concentrations at 485 ppm 
would require net COze emissions to go to zero in the very long run after 2 100. 

22 The cumulative GHG emissions under the cap from 2012 - 20.50 under the President's FY 2010 budget 
proposal are 1.33.9 GtC02e. This is 1% greater than the 1.32.6 GtCO,e in H.R. 2454, and 2% greater than 
the 130.6 GtCO,e in S. 1733. 
" The climate sensitivity is the equilibrium change in global mean near-surface air temperature that would 
result from a sustained doubling of the atmospheric COze concentration. 
24 IPCC WGl SPM (2007): "[Climate sensitivity] is likely to be in the range 
2°C to 4.5"C with a best estimate of about 3"C, and is very unlikely to be less than 1 S"C. Values 
substantially higher than 4.5"C cannot be excluded.. "'' 
25 Global CO, concentrations in 2008 were 385.6 ppmv (see Tans (2009)) compared with pre-industrial 
concentrations of 280 ppmv (see IPCC WGl SPM (2007)). According to the IPCC, historic CO, 
concentrations have not exceeded ,300 ppmv in the last 650,000 years. 
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Figtire 5 - C@e Concentrations (Climate Sensitivity = 3.0) 
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Given the COZe concentrations for the various scenarios, we can also calculate the 
observed change in global mean temperature (from pre-industrial time) in 21 00 under 
different climate sensitivities. Assuming the G8 goals (reducing global emissions to 50% 
below 2005 by 2050) are met, warming in 2100 would be limited to no more than 2 
degree Celsius (3.6 degrees Fahrenheit) above pre-industrial levels under a climate 
sensitivity of 3.0 or lower, as shown in figure 6 below. 

Figure 6 - Global Mean Temperature Change in 21 00 by Scenario and Climate 
Sensitivity (CS) 
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It should be noted that the temperature change in 2100 in this scenario is not stabilized, 
so the observed change in global mean temperature in 2 IO0 is not equal to the 
equilibrium change in global mean temperature. There are two reasons for this. First, 
while the G8 international goals stabilize global GHG emissions at 50% below 2005 
levels, COze concentrations and temperature are not stabilized. Determining an 
equilibrium temperature under any scenario requires additional assumptions about post- 
21 00 emissions. If emissions remain constant post-21 00, COze concentrations will 
continue to rise. Equilibrium temperature would only be achieved after CO2e 
concentrations are in equilibrium. Second, the inertia in ocean temperatures causes the 
equilibrium global mean surface temperature change to lag behind the observed global 
mean surface temperature change by as much as 500 years. Even if CO2e concentrations 
in 2 IO0 were stabilized, observed temperatures would continue to rise for centuries 
before the equilibrium were reached. 

Continued GHG emissions reductions after 2 100 could stabilize COze Concentrations at 
the 485 ppm levels achieved in 2100 in the G8 scenario. In order to achieve an 
equilibrium temperature change of 2 degrees (assuming CS = 3.0), COze concentrations 
must be stabilized below 485 ppm, requiring continued abatement beyond the level 
needed to stabilize concentrations at 2 100 levels. It would be possible to reduce COze 
concentrations after 2 100 below 485 ppm by even further reducing GHG emissions in the 
next century. An ‘overshoot’ scenario such as this would further reduce the equilibrium 
temperature change, making it possible to achieve the 2 degrees C target even with a 
climate sensitivity of 3.0. 

While this analysis doesn’t quantify the impacts of higher temperatures and other effects 
of increasing GHG concentrations, the U.S. Global Change Research Program (in its June 
2009 report, “Global Climate Change Impacts in the United States”) described the 
impacts that we are already seeing and that are likely to dramatically increase this century 
if we allow global warming to continue unchecked. In the report, it documents how 
communities throughout America would experience increased costs, including from more 
sustained droughts, increased heat stress on 1 ivestock, more frequent and intense spring 
floods, and more frequent and intense forest wildfires. 

Conclusion 

EPA’s analysis of S. 1733 demonstrates that the costs of the bill are likely to be quite 
similar to the costs of H.R. 24.54. While there are some minor differences in the bills in 
several areas that will likely result in slightly higher costs for S. 1733, these differences 
are overshadowed by the fundamental similarities in approach, caps, offsets, and other 
critical design parameters that affect the costs. 

In table 5 below, we depict the differences between the bills with respect to these 
fundamental design parameters and illustrate for each element the degree to which we 
expect similarities or differences in the costs of S. 1733 compared to H.R. 2454. The 
evidence for the finding in the table is drawn from the preceding text in this paper, which 
clearly shows the large similarities between the two bills. 
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Appendix 

Past EPA modeling analyses of Bills related to mitigating greenhouse gas emissions 

Since 2005, EPA has released six analyses, including three for the 1 1 Oth Congress. This 
appendix provides a list of the analyses, a brief description of the scenarios modeled for 
each, and a brief description of the rnodels used for these analyses. 

It is important to note that EPA is not alone in performing economic analyses of climate 
legislation. Within the 1J.S. government, the Energy Information Administration and the 
Congressional Budget Office have done analyses of recent legislative climate policy 
proposals. IJSDA has also developed analysis related to the role of agriculture in climate 
policy proposals. Outside of the 1J.S. government the Stanford Energy Modeling Forum 
has gathered together a number of models that have been widely used for climate policy 
analysis including: the Applied Dynamic Analysis of the Global Economy model 
(ADAGE) from the Research Triangle Institute; the Emissions Predictions and Policy 
Analysis model (EPPA) from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology; the Model for 
Emissions Reductions in the Global Environment (MERGE), from the Electric Power 
Research Institute; MiniCAM, from the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory / Joint 
Global Change Research Institute; the Multi-Region National Model - North American 
Electricity and Environment Model (MRN-NEEM), froin Charles River Associates; and 
the Intertemporal General Equilibrium Model (IGEM), from Dale Jorgenson Associates 
(Fawcett et al., forthcoming). 

Analyses: 

Analysis of H.R. 2454 in the 11 1 th Congress, the American Clean Energy and 
Security Act of 2009 -June  2009 
Preliminary Analysis of the Waxman-Markey Discussion Draft in the 11 l th  
Congress, The American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 - April 2009 
Analysis of Senate Bill S.2191 in the 110th Congress, the Lieberman-Warner 
Climate Security Act of 2008 - March 2008 
Analysis of Senate Bill S.1766 in the 110th Congress, the Low Carbon Economy 
Act of 2007 - January 2008 
Analysis of Senate Bill S.280 in the 110th Congress, The Climate Stewardship 
and Innovation Act of 2007 - July 2007 
Analysis of Senate Bill S.843 in the 108th Congress, Clean Air Planning Act - 
October 2005 

Note: The " Waxman-Markey Discussion Draj"  and H.R. 2454 were analyzed with 
updated models reflecting, among other changes, the AEO March 2009 reference case 
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which reflects the provisions of the Energy Independence and Seczirity Act of 2007, bzit 
not those of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. 

Scenarios Analyzed: 

Analysis of H.R. 2454 in the 11 1 th Congress, the American Clean Energy and 
Security Act of 2009 -June 2009 

1) EPA 2009 Reference Scenario 
2) H.R. 2454 Scenario 
3) 
4) 
5 )  
6) 

7) 

H.R. 2454 Scenario without Energy Efficiency Provisions 
H.R. 2454 Scenario with Output-Based Allocations 
H.R. 2454 with Reference growth in Nuclear Power 
H.R. 2454 Scenario without Output-Based Allocations or Energy Efficiency 
Provisions 
H.R. 2454 Scenario without International Offsets 

Preliminary Analysis of the Waxman-Markey Discussion Draft in the 111th 
Congress, The American Clean Energy and Security Act of 2009 - April 2009 

1) EPA 2009 Reference Scenario 
2) Waxman-Markey Scenario 
3) 
4) 
5) 

Waxman-Markey Scenario with Energy Efficiency Provisions 
Waxman-Markey Scenario with Output-Based Allocations 
Waxman-Markey Scenario with No International Offsets 

Analysis of Senate Bill S.2191 in the 110th Congress, the Lieberman-Warner 
Climate Security Act of 2008 - March 2008 

1) EPA Reference Scenario 
2) S. 2191 Scenario 
3) 
4) 
5) 
6) 
7) 

8) 

9) 
10) S. 2 19 1 Alternative Reference Scenario 

S. 2191 Scenario with Low International Action 
S. 2 19 1 Scenario Allowing Unlimited Offsets 
S. 2191 Scenario with No Offsets 
S. 2191 Scenario with Constrained Nuclear and Biomass 
S. 2191 Scenario with Constrained Nuclear, Biomass, and Carbon Capture and 
Storage 
S. 2191 Scenario with Constrained Nuclear, Biomass, Carbon Capture and 
Storage, international targets “Beyond Kyoto” and a Natural Gas Cartel 
Alternative Reference Scenario, assuming EIA “High Technology” case 
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Analysis of Senate Rill S.1766 in the 110th Congress, the Low Carbon Economy Act 
of 2007 -January 2008 

Core Reference Scenario 
S. 1766 Scenario 
S. 1766 Scenario without Technology Accelerator Payments (TAP) 
S. 1766 Scenario with Ten Percent International Offsets 
S. 1766 Scenario with Unlimited International Offsets 
S. 1766 Scenario without TAP, and with Ten Percent International Offsets 
S. 1766 Scenario without TAP, and with IJnlimited International Offsets 
S. 1766 Scenario without Carbon Capture and Storage Subsidy 
S. 1766 Scenario without Tap, and with no Carbon Capture and Storage Subsidy 
S. 1766 Scenario without Carbon Capture and Storage Subsidy and Low Nuclear 
S. 1766 Scenario with Alternative International Action 
High Technology Reference Scenario 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario without TAP 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario with Ten Percent International Offsets 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario with Unlimited International Offsets 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario without TAP, and with Ten Percent 
International Offsets 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario without TAP, and with Unlimited 
International Offsets 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario without Carbon Capture and Storage Subsidy 
S. 1766 High Technology Scenario without TAP, and without Carbon Capture 
and Storage Subsidy 

Analysis of Senate Bill S.280 in the 110th Congress, The Climate Stewardship and 
Innovation Act of 2007 - July 2007 

1) EPA Reference Scenario 
2) S. 280 Senate Scenario 
3) S. 280 Senate Scenario with L,ow International Action 
4) S. 280 Senate Scenario allowing Unlimited Offsets 
5) S. 280 Senate Scenario with No Offsets 
6) S. 280 Senate Scenario with Lower Nuclear Power Growth 
7) S. 280 Senate Scenario with No Carbon Capture and Storage 
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Analysis of Senate Bill S.843 in the 108th Congress, Clean Air Planning Act - 
October 2005 

Note S. 843 was a bill addressing emissions f iom the power sector, and not an economy- 
wide approach like those above. The bill set a cap for carbon dioxide emissionsfiom the 
power sector and allowed for domestic and international ofsets to meet the cap. EPA 
analyzed those provisions of the bill with early versions of the models used for  the 
analyses listed previously. A number of sensitivities were performed for the power 
sector components, but for the GHG analysis, only two scenarios were analyzed. 

1) Core Scenario - assuming Kyoto ends in 20 12 
2) Sensitivity Scenario - assuming Kyoto continues with no changes 

Models Used 

Applied Dynamic Analysis of the Global Economy Model (ADAGE) 

ADAGE is a dynamic computable general equilibrium (CGE) model capable of 
examining many types of economic, energy, environmental, climate-change mitigation, 
and trade policies at the international, national, I_J.S. regional, and U S .  state levels. 
ADAGE is developed and run for EPA by RTI International. See the model homepage at 
http://www.rti.org/adage 

Intertemporal General Equilibrium Model (IGEM) 

IGEM is a model of the U S .  economy with an emphasis on the energy and 
environmental aspects. It is a dynamic model, which depicts growth of the economy due 
to capital accumulation, technical change and population change. IGEM is a detailed 
multi-sector model covering 35 industries. The model is developed and run by Dale 
Jorgenson Associates for EPA. See the model homepage: 
http://post.economics.harvard.edu/faculty/jorgenson/papers/papers.html 

Non-COZ Greenhouse Gas Models 

EPA develops and houses projections and economic analyses of emission abatement 
through the use of extensive bottom-up, spreadsheet models. These are engineering- 
economic models capturing the relevant cost and performance data on over 15 sectors 
emitting the non-CO2 GHGs. The data used in the report are from Global Mitigation of 
NoM-CO~ Greenhouse Gases (EPA Report 430-R-06-005). www.epa.gov/nonco2/econ- 
invhnternational .html 

Forest and Agricultural Optimization Model - GHG (FASOM-GHG) 

FASOM-GHG simulates land management and land allocation decisions over time to 
competing activities in both the forest and agricultural sectors. In doing this, it simulates 
the resultant consequences for the commodity markets supplied by these lands and, 
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importantly for policy purposes, the net greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. FASOMGHG 
is a multiperiod, intertemporal, price-endogenous, mathematical programming model 
depicting land transfers and other resource allocations between and within the 
agricultural and forest sectors in the LJS. The principal model developer is Dr. Bruce 
McCarl, Department of Agricultural Economics, Texas A&M I-Jniversity. The data used 
in the report are documented in: U.S. EPA, 2009. Updated Forestry andAgricziltzire 
Marginal Abatement Cost Curves. Memorandum to John Conti, EIA, March 3 1 , 2009. 
See the model homepage: http://agecon2.tamu.edu/people.facuIty/mccarl- 
bruce/FASOM.html 

Global Timber Model (GTM) 

GTM is an economic model capable of examining global forestry land-use, management, 
and trade responses to policies. In responding to a policy, the model captures 
afforestatiori, forest management, and avoided deforestation behavior. 
The model is a partial equilibrium intertemporally optimizing model that maximizes 
welfare in timber markets over time across approximately 250 world timber supply 
regions by managing forest stand ages, compositions, and acreage given production and 
land rental costs. The principal model developer is Brent Sohngen, Department of 
Agricultural, Environmental, and Development Economics, Ohio State LJniversity. See 
the model website for GTM papers and input datasets: 
http://aede.osu.edu/people/sohngen. l/forests/ccforest. htm#gfinod 

Global Climate Assessment Model (GCAM, formerly MiniCAM) 

The MiniCAM is a highly aggregated integrated assessment model that focuses on the 
world’s energy and agriculture systems, atmospheric concentrations of greenhouse gases 
(COz and non-CO?) and sulftir dioxide, and consequences regarding climate change and 
sea level rise. The model is developed and run at the Joint Global Change Research 
Institute, IJniversity of Maryland. See the model homepage: 
http://www.globalchange.umd.edu 

Integrated Planning Model (IPM) 

EPA uses the Integrated Planning Model (IPM) to analyze the projected impact of 
environmental policies on the electric power sector in the 48 contiguous states and the 
District of Columbia. IPM is a multi-regional, dynamic, deterministic linear 
programming model of the U S .  electric power sector. The IPM was a key analytical tool 
in developing the Clean Air Interstate Regulation (CAIR) and was also used in the 
development of the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI). The model was 
developed by ICF Resources and is applied by EPA for its Base Case. IPMB is a 
registered trademark of ICF Resources, Inc. EPA’s application of IPM Homepage: 
http://www.epa.gov/airmarkets/progsregs/epa-ipm/index.html 
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